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PEEFACE

The early history of Peninsular India be\ ond the great

barrier of mountain and forest that separates the vast Indo-

Gangetic plain from the valleys of the Godavari, Krishna and

the Kaveri has been dealt with by many scholars, notably

Fleet, Eice, Bhandarkar and Debreiiil. But the paucity

of data stood in the way of an adequate treatment of

the period that intervened between the disintegration of

the Satavahana monarchy and the rise of the Imperial

Calukyas. The three odd centuries that separated the last

great Satavahana from the first Pulakesin has been

regarded by Smith as a “ Blank in history.” As early as

1895, Sir E. G. Bhandarkar observed that for some three

centuries after the extinction of the Andhra (i.e, Satavahana)

dynasty “ we have no specific information about the

dynasties that ruled over the country {i.e. the Deccan).”

Smith observed in 1924, “It is stilt true to say that

practically the political history of the Deccan begins in the

middle of the sixth century with the rise of the Chalukya

dynasty” {E Hist. Ind., 4th ed.,p. 440). My aim has been

to bridge the gulf between the Satavahana and the Calukya

periods. The plan and purpose of the present volume have

been explained in the Introduction, and little more need be

said by way of a Preface. It wall be seen that the author

deals with the successors of the Satavahanas, who held sway

in the vast region of the Deccan, mainly inhabited by the

Telugu and Kanarese speaking peoples, before the foundation

of the Calukya empire. It is contemplated to publish another

volume which will be concerned with the dynasties that rose

on the ruins of the Satavahana empire in the north.

In the present volume, I have tried to develop some
of the views expressed in my monographs and papers

previously published. Eesults of most recent investigations
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have been incorporated in the Addenda et Corrigenda. My
thanks are due to Dr. S. P. Mookerjee, the illustrious Vice-

Chancellor of Calcutta University (1934-38), and to

Dr. H. C. Eaychaudhuri, Carmichael Professor and Head
of the Department of Ancient Indian History and Cultuz’e,

Calcutta University. The encouragement of Dr. Mookerjee

and the valuable suggestions of Prof. Eaychaudhuri have

been of great help to me in writing the following pages.

My acknowledgments are also due to Mr. J. Chakravorti,

Eegistrar, Calcutta University, and to Mr. D. Ganguli,

Superintendent of the Calcutta University Press.
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SUCCESSORS OE THE SiTAVlHANAS

country, that is to say, beyond the Telugu-speaking area.

In the western part, the Cutu Satakarni branch of the Sata-

vahana dynasty is known to have ruled over the country which

had BanavasI (in the North Kanara district) for its capital,

that is to say, over the northern part of the modern Kana-

rese-speaking area.

The Andhra people and their country are mentioned

many times in literature ; but history of the Andhra region,

based on epigraphic evidence, only begins from the third

century B.C., i.e., the time of tbe Maurya emperor Asoka.

At the time of Asoka, Lower Deccan formed a part of the

Maurya empire and the Maurya frontier certainly extended

in the south as far as the Pennar river near Nellore, as only

the Tamil kingdoms of the Ceras, Colas and the Papdyasbave

been distinguished as pracamta (border state) from the]

vijita (dominions) of the king, and as A^okan inscriptions

have been found on rocks as far south as tbe Chitaldrug

district of Dlysore. The Andhras are mentioned in the
thiiteenth Rock Edict of Asoka in the list of subordinate

peoples that lived in the dominions {idha rdja-visayamhi) of

the king. After the strength of tlie Maurya empire had
weaned, the people of Andhradesa appears to have assumed
independence.

A king named Knbiraka (=rCubera) ’ has been mentioned
in two in-^criptions di'^coven d at Bhatti[)rolu in the Ecpalle
taluka of the Guntur district (Luders, LAd, Nos. Id3;j,1338)
According toBtihler {J.U.A.S., 1^92. p. 602), the Bhattipmlu
inscriptions belong to the period immediately following that
of Asoka, i.e., to about 200 B.C. It is therefore possible
that king Kubiraka fought successfully with the weak
successors of Asoka who died sometime before 230 B.C., and
liberated the Andhra country from the Maurya yoke.
Unfortunately we know next to nothing about this king

1 In.Ua;.a6;.,KuberBkai3caIIed the “calf’ of the Ponya-jana (the Yakwa)
attendants of Kabera (Hopkins, Epic Mythology, p. 148j.

’
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Epigraphy is silent as regards the Andhra country for a

long time after Kubiraka. Only about the second

century of the Christian era we find the country

occupied by kings belonging to the family known in

epigraphy as the Satavahana. A number of coins

and inscriptions of the Later Satavahanas has been

discovered in the Andhra region. The most powerful

among them were Vasisthipntra Puhimavi and Gautami-

putra Yajna Satakarni. The date of these kings is a dis-

puted question
; but two points seem certain in this respect.

(1) King Vasi'thiputra Puhimavi could not be far removed

in time from (but was possibly (or some time a contemporary

of) the Saka Satrap Kudradvman who is known to have ruled

from c 130 to c. 150 A D. The mention of Baithana (Paithan

in the Aurangabad district) as tlie capital of Siriptolemaios

(siri-Pulumavi, contemp irary of Tiastenes = Castana who for

some time ruled conjointly with his grandson Eudradaman) by

Ptolemy (c. 140 A.D.) is also very important in ascertaining

the date of A^asisthiputra Pulumavi in about the middle of

the second century A.D. (2) According to the evidence

of palaeography, there could not have been a great interval

between the reign of Pulumavi and that of Aajna. The

suggestion of Krishnasastri that the second year of Candra

Sati (a successor of AajBa) is equivalent to A.D. 210 is

also important in this connection. It is therefore very

probably certain that Yajha ended bis rule not long

after A. D. 200, and Yajna was the last great king of his

dynasty (see wi/ra, Sections 1 and HI of the chapter on the

Pallavas).

The local ruling families of South-Eastern Deccan either

ruling -as" subordinate rulers or governors, such as the

Salankayanas, Brhatphalayanas, Pallavas and the Iksvakus

who remained loyal to the Satavahanas at the time of Pulu-

mavi and Yajha Satakarni appear to have gradually raised then-

head and supplanted the weak successors of Yajnt. From
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palaeographic consideration it appears that the Iksvakus

were the first to grow powerful in the Kistna-Guntur region

and to throw off Satavahana suzerainty about the third

decade of the third century. The performance of Asvamedha,

Vajapeya and other Yedic sacrifices by the Iksvaku king

Camtamula 1 clearly shows that the Iksvakus were no longer

feudatory to th(3 Satavahanas who were therefore

ousted from the Kistna-Guntur area before the time of this

king. 'I he successors of the Iksvakus in the sovereignty of

this area appear to have been the Brhatphalayanas and the

Pallavas. The Pallavas became very powerful about the

end of the third and beginning of the fourth century. The
earliest Pallava epigraphs which appear to belong to the first

half of the fourtl\ century show that the Pallavas were at the

time master of Andbrapatha as well as the Bellary

region. Pallava headquarters in the Andhra country at the

time of bivaskandavarman, a performer of Asvamedha and
other sacrifices, were at Dhamhakada (Dhanyakataka). Their
supremacy in Andbradesa appears to have broken down
owing to the rise of the Salaukayanas of Veiigi (W. Godavari
district) and the Anandas of Kandarapura (Guntur district,!.

Devavarraan, the Salankayana performer of the Asvamedha
sacrifice, possibly reigned not long after Pallava Sivaskanda-
varraan. The evidence of the Kanteru plates proves that the
Later S ilankayanas became master of much of the territories

that were once under the Iksvakus, Brhatphalayanas and the
Pallavas, After the collap.se of the Salankayana power, the
Visnukundins gradually became master of the whole of
Andbradesa. When the Calukyas established themselves at
Pistapura in the beginning of the seventh century, the
Visnukundins appear to have struggled hard with them for
existence. But gradually their power collapsed and the
country passed to the possession of the Calukyas.

It must not however be thought that these dynasties
appeared one after another on the political stage of the
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Andhra country. The Salankayanas, as we shall see, were

most probably in possession of the district round Vengl even

in the age of Ptolemy (c. 140), when the Satavahanas

were apparently the suzerain of Andhradesa. The Greek

geographer possibly also refers to the capital of the Brhat-

phalayanas in the present Masulipatam area. Excepting

the Yisnukundins, all the earlier dynasties that reigned in

South-Eastern Deccan after the Satavahanas seem to have

ruled more or less contemporaneously.

In Part I of the present volume, I have given an

account of the Iksvakus, Brbatphalayanas, Anandas,

Salankayanas and the Yisnukundins. I have also dealt with

the Pallavas who were for some time the supreme power in

Andhradesa.

In Part II of this volume, I have tried to give an account

of the dynasties that succeeded the Satavahanas in the

western part of Lower Deccan. From the breakdown of the

Cutu Satakafni power up to the rise of the Calukyas, the

principal ruling dynasty in South-Western Deccan was that

of the Kadambas. I have not included in this account the

history of the Gahgas and the Banas who ruled from places

far to the south of the country ruled by the Satava-

hanas. I have included however the Kekayas who ruled in

the northern part of Mysore, which most probably formed a

part of the later Satavahana dominions. Since my account

is limited in circa 200-650 A.D., I have not discussed a few-

minor feudatory families {e.g., the Sendrakas) whose early

history is wrapped up in obscurity.

In placing this work before students of Indian history,

I humbly request them to consider the new points I have been

able to light upon in these pages. I have tried to establish a

relation between the two known Ananda kings on the basis

of the passage hiranyagarhh-odbhav-odhhava of the Mattepad

plates. I have also tried to settle the genealogy and chrono-

logy of the Salankayanas and the Yisnukundins, in which, as
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I have shown, mistakes have been made permanent by previ-

ous writers. The theory of the existence of a king called Sana

in the Kistna district in the second or third century A.D.

has been discussed and found to be untenable. The date of

Pailava Sivaskandavarraan has been fixed on the basis of the

gradual development of inscriptional Prakrit in early South

Indian inscriptions. In dealing with the [Early] Pallavas

and the [Early] Kadambas, I have tried not to be led

astray from the terra firma of solid facts by that eagerness

for theorising whicii is so common among certain recent

writers on the early history of those dynasties. The real

significance of the passage hiranyagarbh-odhhava has been

correctly pointed out. In interpreting terms like ayukta,

rallahha, hastikosa, vyaprta adhikara-purusa and others, I

have spared no pains to utilise epigraphic as well as lexico-

graphic and classical literature to the full. I have also

made full use of the Epic, Puranic and Smrti literature in

explaining passiges like acasita-viridha-divya, hiraityagarhfia

and others.



PART I

EASTERN DISTRICTS





CHAPTER I

THE IKSVIKDS

I

The Southern Iksvakus.

Some Prakrit * inscriptions of the Iksvakus of Eastern

Deccan have been discovered at Jaggayyapetta in the Nandi-

gram taluka of the Kistna district (Ind. Ant., XI,

p. 257 ff.), and at Nagarjunikonda in the Palnad taluka

of the Guntur district (Ep. Ind., XX, p. 1 ff.) of

the Madras Presidency. Formerly, Burgess expressed the

opinion that these inscriptions belong to about the 3rd or

4th century A.D. “ but are probably earlier.” Bhhler

and, following him, Vogel who has recently edited the

Nagarjunikonda inscriptions ascribe the Iksvaku records to

the 3rd century of the Christian era. Like all early

Prakrit inscriptions, the Nagarjunikonda and Jaggayyapetta

records of the Iksvakus express compound consonants with

single letters. This characteristic shows that these records

are earlier than the Early Pallava grants which express double

or conjunct consonants by more than one letter and appear to

belong to about the first quarter of the 4th century A.D.

(see my views in Ind. Cult., I, p. 498 ff. ;
Journ. Ind. Hist.,

Xin, p. 297 ff. ; and infra). The Iksvaku inscriptions,

therefore, almost certainly belong to about the middle and

second half of the 3rd century A.D. (vide infra).

^ Begardicg the lacguage of the Nagarjunikonda records, Sten Konow observes

{Ep. Ind., XX, p. 26), “ We are faced with a normalised semiliterary Prakrit, used

by people whose home-tongue was Dravidian, and probably Kanarese. If I am right,

we should a priori be inclined to infer that the Ikshvakus had come to the Kietna

country from the West.”

2
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Iksvaku as the name of a king possibly occurs once in

theBgveda (X. 60.4). The word there may, however, be also

taken as an epithet of the name of another peison, Asamati,

whom the Jaminlyahrahinana (III. 167), Brhadderata (MI.

35 If.), etc., take to be an Iksvaku prince. Iksvaku in the

Atharvaveda fXIV. 39.9) seems to be regarded as an ancient

hero. According to Alacdonell and Keith (Ved. Ind., s.v.)

the Iksvakus were originally a branch of the Puru family.

Zimmer places them (Alt. Lebcn, pp. 104, 130) on the Upper

Indus
;

the Vedic Index, however, thinks that tiie Iksvakus

may well have been somewhat fuither east even in the Vedic

period. Later Iksvakus are connected chiefly with Ayodiiya

the capital of the Kosala janapada. We have long lists of

Iksvaku kings in the Puranas and the epics Put we

do not know of any relation between the Iksvakus of

Ayodhya and the Iksvakus of the Madras Presidency. Were

the Southern Iksvakus a branch of the famous Iksvaku

family of Northern India, w'hich migrated and eventually

carved out a principality in Eastern Deccan ?

It is possible that the epithet ikhaku-raja-pravara-risi-sata-

pah}iava-ra7nsa-sa7nhhava, applied to Lord Buddha in an

inscription of the Southern Iksvaku king Virapurisadata,

refers to a claim of the king to belong to the same family as

the Lord who, according to traditions, belonged to the famous

Iksvaku family of Kosala (Majjhhna-Nihdya, II. 124).' It

is also interesting to note that the Southern Iksvakus were

matrimonially related to the Southern Kekayas, as indeed,

according to the Ramaijana, the Iksvakus of Ayodhya were

to the Kekayas of Girivraja in the Punjab. But, in con-

sidering the question of the relation between the Northern
and the Southern Iksvakus, we have also to remember the

views of Caldwell regarding the nature of the Aryanisation

1 Cf. also Saka.rrkfa.praticchanna^jt rasam yasmac=^ca cakrire, tasmad^iktrakf
vamiyns = te bhuri sakyH^iit smrfiih C\4/aghosa, Saundaranandakdrya, I. 24).
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of South India. “ The Aryan immigrants to the South,”

he says, “ appear to have been Bralimanical priests and

instructors, rather than Kshatriya soldiers, and the kings of

the Pandyas, Cholas, Kalingas, and other Dravidians,

appear to have been chiefly Dravidian chieftains whom
their Brahmanical preceptors and spiritual directors digni-

fied with Aryan titles, and taught to imitate and emulate

the grandeur and cultivated tastes of the Solar, Lunar and

the Agnikula races of kings ” (Comp. Gramm., 2nd ed.,

Intro., p. 115). This view is certainly correct in some cases.

As we know, the Hadis of Mymensingh (Bengal), a tribe

closely allied to the Garos, have, only the other day. been

allowed to wear upavita and to bear the ancient and illus-

trious name of the Haihaya Ksatri\as.' It is therefore

not easy to determine whether the Southern Iksvakus were

actually Aryan immigrants from the north (which is not

impossible) or a Hinduised aboriginal family of rulers who

appropriated the name of the most glorious royal family of

ancient India. ^ The question is, moreover, a little further

1 It is to be II ticed tb. t at present t'-*- populat.on of Eastern and ?0Lithern India

is generally divided not int*> four but oniy niu two varnas, vtz., Brabnuna und

Sudru. In E i'tiero India lias, hovvtver, now * ome an a_;e when obudy likes ti* remain

a gudra. Eor a list claiming the stati.s of Brahn.ana, Ksatriya

and Vaisya see CenfUiS of Indui, 19S\ ,
Xo\ A' iBengal ond Sikkim). Pt. I. pp 4‘26-27.

If, however, the Aguns are Ugra-Ksnlriya, the bagdis are Vyagra-Ksatnya, the

NamaV^'tdras are Natuj Bra! mana ai d the Napils are Nai (or S ivur) Brahinan.a, as

we have it tf ere in the list, may nut the Musalmnns, CPristjans and the Japat ese

(or Javanese) as well claim to be culled Musala-Ks itriya, Kii_.ta (or Krsna)*

Esatnya and Yavan ‘-Brahmana respectively?

* The extension of the name of
’* KuSila,’ where the Iksvakus ruled^ over the

modern Raipur- Bihispur-Sambalpur region in the Djksinapatha [cf. kau.'^alaka-wahendro

menticned as a daksmapatha-raja in the Allahabad pillar inscription) and the iradition

recording the establishment of Ku^a, son of the Iksvaku iier_> Rama, at Kusavati to

the south of the Vmdtiya and the lieva {Raghucamsaj XM. 31) probably go to prove

a southerly course of Iksvaku expansi m. According to the Pi/rdna 190),

Kusa luied o\er Kosala wuih his capital at Kusasthall or KusavatT buiit upon the

Vindh\ an precipices. It may also he noTiceJ tl at the southi rn kingdoms of Asma a and

Mulaka (on the Godavari) were traditionally known to have been founded by two Iksvaku

princes named Asmaka and Mulaka {Vdyu Ptir.,8fy, 177-8). The history of the Iksvik
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complicated by the points brought to our notice by Przy-

luski in an interesting paper in the Bulletin de la Socidte

de Linguistique, 1926, p. 63d

The Sanskrit word iksvaku means “ gourd.” It is

interesting that some Austro-Asiatic peoples call themselves

issue either of a gourd or a melon, of which every seed

gave birth to a man (Bonifacy, Cours d’ ethnographie indo-

chinois, p. 45 ; Cochbrane, The Shans, I, p. 120). This

myth seems to have passed into Indian tradition, in which

Sumati, queen of king Sagara of Ayodhya (to whom 60,000

sons were promised), gave birth to a gourd, and from that

gourd came out 60,000 children (Ram., I. 38 ;
Mahahha.,

III. 106 ;
Bhag. Pur., IX. 88). The Austro-Asiatic myth of

gourd-ancestor seems to have been transmitted in the legends

of Sumati and Iksvaku who have been placed at Ayodhya.
But as is often the case in Indian literature, it appears that,

in the second case, the authors have modified the myth for

Eekayas, Maiavas. Sibis, Guptas, Mauryas and the A<'makas and stories of the sons of
Visvamdra. and of Rama, Vijaya, the sage Bavan ai.d others may all be very impor-
tant in dealing with the Aryanisation of Southern India. But while we have reliable
evidence of the migration of the Maiavas ( = Maloi uf the Greeks

; on the lower valley of
the Ravi in -Menander's time) and the Sibis ( = Siboi of the Greeks; in Alexander’s t'ime
in the Shorkot region of the Jhang district. Pun;ab), and also of the Mauryas and the
Guptas, from n.rth to south-there is no satisfactory evidence as regards the migra-
tion of the other families or tribes. The mention of the Mal.iyas (= Ma'avas) .as living
in the vicinity of Puskara (near Ajmere) in an inscription of Usavadata (Ind. Ant.
1918, p. 7o), the find of coins with legend MalnvSnam jayah in the southern part of
the Jaipur State (Rapson. Ind,an Coins.

| 51. aod the name of the modern province rfMalwa, prove conelus.vely the southerly course of the Maiavas. As regards the Sibiswe may however challenge the authority of the tradition recorded in the Datakumra’
carifa (Madhya, Ch. M) about their s- ttlement on the Kaverl and m
with the greater Colas as is claimed in the Udayendiram plates (5. Hp"

branches respectively of the famous imperial dynasties of tt.

^ ^ OuMala were

PStalipnlra. The cases of the other tiibes or families however 'th“onThnT‘cannot be proved at the present state of onr knowiedce
’ '^possible.

> An English translation of this paper is to be found
and Pre-Drattd,an in Jndw, Calcutta University, 19-29

I ID P. C. Baschi’s Pre -iryan
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the sake of ennobling it. The epic poets could not be

pleased with the idea that a gourd had given birth to a

glorious dynasty. Iksvaku, which properly means a gourd

in Sanskrit, appears, therefore, to have been personified as

a hero, son of Vaivasvata Manu {Ram., I. 70, vs. 20-21

;

Mahahha
,
I, 75, vs. 31-40) or of Sage Gautama (Rock-

bill, Life of the Buddha, pp. 10-11). In a story of the Dul-va,

analysed by Eockhill, attempt has been made to explain the

name Iksvaku by the fact that the children of the sage

Gautama were found in a field of sugarcane (iksu).

If we think, now, that the Iksvakus were originally an

Aryan tribe, this Austro-Asiatic influence possibly shows

that they were closely connected with the aborigines of the

country, wherein there was a strong Austro-Asiatic element,

and consequently shared some of their beliefs and traditions.

Relation, matrimonial and otherwise, of Aryan ruling

families with the aborigines is frequently illusl rated in the

epic and the Puranic literature. That the Aryan families

which migrated to South India had to accept some aborigi-

nal customs is also clear from the fact that very early

authorities on smrti had to acknowledge and distinguish

between the Aryan customs of Northern and those of South-

ern India. Baudhayana, who lived long before Christ ^ and

is a very great authority, speaks in his Dharmasutra (I, ii,

1-4) of mdtula-pitrsvasr-duhitr-gamana {i.e., sexual relation

with daughters of mother’s brother and father’s sister) as an

established custom in the South. In this connection, it is

interesting to note that the Iksvaku king Virapurisadata

had, among others, three queens who were the daughters

of his father’s sisters.^

* According to Bihler [Ind Stud., No. IIT, p. 15 ff.) the date of the .Sfltras of

Saudhayana is the sixth century B.C. Keith however thinks that they are of a some-

what later date [Camb. Hist. Ind., I, p. 140, note 3).

* Instances of marriage with the daughter of one’s maternal uncle may be found in

the history of the Rajtrakuta kings of the Deccan. Krsna II married LaksmI, daugliter

of his matula Banavigraha Sahkaragapa ; Bastrakuta Indra ni also married Vijamba,
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It has been suggested that the capital of the Southern

Iksvakus was probably at Dhanyakataka and that “the

remains of Nagarjunikonda can possibly represent the ancient

capital of Dhannakataka which archaeologists have sought

both at Dharanikota near Amaravati and at Bezvada.”

But the remains seem to represent a city called Vijayapuri.

It must be noticed that the country, which according to

the evidence of the Nagarjunikonda and Jaggayyapetta

inscriptions appears to have belonged to the Iksvakus in

about the middle of the 3rd century A.D., is known to have

belonged to the Satavahanas in the 2Dd century. After the

decline of the Iksvakus, this region passed into the hands

of the Pallavas of Kanci. The Mayidavolu (Guntur distract)

Prakrit grant (Ep. Ind.,\l, p. 86) of thePallava Yuvamaba-

raja Sivaskandavarman, records an order of the Yuvamaha-

n'lja to the capata (vyaprta, i.e., governor) of Bhaipnakada

(Dhanyakataka) to execute the grant of a village called

Viripara situated in the Andhapatha (Andhrapatha).

Another Prakrit grant of the same age belonging to the reign of

the Pallava king ri/a?/a-Skandavarman was discovered in the

Guntur district. According to Prof. Dubreuil, king vijaya-

Skandavarman of this inscription is the same as the Yuva-

raaharaja Sivaskandavarman of the Mayidavolu grant.

Whatever the identification be worth {vide infra), it is clear

that the Iksvakus were ousted from the Kistna-Guntur

region bj the Pallavas of Kanci.

\Ve cannot neglect to mention in this connection the rise

of the Brhatphalayanas in the district round Masulipatam.

It is, however, certain that the weak successors of the great

Camtaraula and his son \ irapurisadata were finally swept
away by the Pallavas of Kand at about the end of the 3rd
century A.D. But it is quite possible that the rise of the

daughter of his mutu!a Amman iileva

History of the Hashlrakiitas, pp. 77-S),

the present time.

(Anaiijideva) of tlie Kilaciiri lamily (B. N.
The custom k prevalent in t'.e Deccan even at
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Brhatphalayanas had a large share in weakening the power

of the Iksvakus.

An inscription of about the 5th century A.D. (Ep.

Carnal., XI, p. 142), discovered at Anaji in the Davanegere

taluka of the Chitaldrug district (Mysore), speaks of a

Kekaya prince, named Sivanandavarman who claims, for

his family, matrimonial connection with the saintly kings

of the Iksvaku line. Cf. parama-mahesvarah mata-pitr-

padahhaktah dtreya-gotrah soma-vamS-odbhavah iksvd-

kuhhir = api rdjarsibhih krt-dcdha-vivdJiandm kekaydndvi

kale jdtah sivanandavarma. This fact possibly goes to show

that the Iksvaku dynasty lingered long as a ruling power,

though unimportant in comparison with the neighbouring

royal families.
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II

CiMTAMULA I.’

Only three kings of the Iksvaku family of Eastern

Deccan are so far known. The first of them is Maharaja

Vasisthiputra Carntamula. We have not yet any inscription

of the time of this king. But from the epithets applied to

his name in the inscriptions of his son and grandson, he

appears to have been a very great and powerful monarch.

Vasisthiputra Iksvaku Camtamuia is credited with the

performance of the agnihotra, agnistoma, vajapeya and aha-

medha sacrifices. It must he noted that the Vajapeya and

As'vamedha sacrifices could he performed only by very

powerful kings. According to the Satapatha-Brahmana

(V. 1, 1, 13)^ the performance of the former bestowed on the

oerformer a superior kind of kingship called samrajya, while

1 Possibly Sanskrit Santamula. In this connection may be noticed the change of

s into c in the name of two kings of the Kadacnba family of Goa. The name Sastha or

Sasthadeva has in the.ae cases the Prakrit forms Catti, Catjala Cattava and C' ttayya

(Bomb Ga^., I, Pt. ii, p. 567). Sten Konow for this res'^on is inclined to take Cdm-

tamula as a P.akrit form of Sanskrit ff?ati(a»iHfo {Ep. Ind., XX, p. vi6). It must

also be remembered that Tamil, a typical Dravidian language, has no letter in its

alphabet corresponding to the of Sanskrit and that Sanskrit -s is generally represented

in Tamil by c ; e.g , Sanskrit pniii = Tamil pacu ; S. safru-=T. catturu ;
S. ^astraka —

T, cattakam ; etc. This is due possibly to the fact that Sanskrits is represented in

Prakrit by s which again is almost identical in sound with Dravidian c. Cf. Kulacar-

man for Kulasarman in the Udayendiram grant of N mdivarman Pallava (Ep. Ind.,

in, p. 142). Sometimes ^ is represented by ch in Prakrit, e g., S. .Sara = Pali cbava. The

word Saka has sometimes been mentioned in Indian liter.itu'e, e g., in the Gdrglsafphitd,

as Caka (J.B.O.R.S.. XIV, p. 468). Dr. Barnett however suggests to me that the

name Caiitamula is derived from some unknown Dravidian word and has no connection

with Sanskrit.

* Cf. raja vai rdjasugen— estvd bhavoti, iamrdd= rdjapeyen = dvaram hi raj-

yarn param samrdjyarn, kdmayeta vai rdjd samrdd bharilnm [^at. Br., V. 1, 1, 13) ;

see also Eaychaudhuxi, Pol. Hist. Anc. Ind., 2nd ed., p. 102, and .ippendix below.

3
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the Eajasuya conferred merely the ordinary royal dignity

called rajya. According to the Apastamha Srauta-sutra

(XX, i. 1), only the sdrvcibhauma kings (rajd) could per-

form the A-Svaraedha sacrifice.' King Catptamula, therefore,

could not have been a weak ruler, subordinate to some Sata-

vahana emperor. The celebration of Asvamedha by the

Iksvaku king possibly shows his success against a

Satavahana overlord. Camtamula I is also said to have been

a giver of crores of gold, thousands of cows (or bullocks)

and thousands of ploughs.' The king w^1 s evidently a

Brahmanical Hindu. The deity he was devoted to is

mentioned as virupdkhapnti-malKisena. It may be noted

that the Kadambas and the Calukyas also referred to their

families, in their inscriptions, as mahdseni-parigrhlta.

Mahasena (Skanda), in the Iksvaku inscriptions, has been

called lirnpnhha-pati, “lord of the Virupakh is.’’ Vogel
takes the terra virdpikhi in the sense of the hosts of

which Skanda is the lord or leader. The word indicates a
class of snakes in a snake-charm in the Vinaijapitaka (ed.

Oldenberg, II, p. 110). Yirufiaksa is an ordinary epithet

applied to Raksasas and other spirits in Mahdhhd. and
Pidin. (Hopkins, Epic Mythology, p. 39.)

King Camtamula had at least two sisters. One of them
named Camtasiri (or Camtisiri = Sanias'jl or Santis'ri ?) was
given in marriage to VaOsthiputra Klian.dasiri or Kamda°
fSkandasri) of the Puki\a family.^ Kha.ndasiri has been called

' See my note m Ini. Cult. I, p. 311 ff., .ippenii. below
; also Ravel,aaihuri.

op. cit., pp II 5-06 and lOit-in.

2 It is possible that h,s epithet

to the fact that th-.nt perfonnel many t.ines several of the sixteen
mnkaionos suen as Hir .nya.arhha, Hirany.,ka,na henu. Htranyasv,,. H.anyasva.
rathj Goialia^ra and Paiiralan Aali. enume-a'ed in the Poranita

3 .\n,n,crip,ond,scovereaatRamiredd,pUl6
i„ the -Vandigrare talaka of thP

Kistna d, strict menu, ns the Wahatalava.aa of .he MQgWas It iL been ted
lAn Rep S. hid. Ep

,
nf26-27, p 71) that th.* Mn u a

— eated
^ -^H’lyas may be identical with the
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MaJiasenapati and Maiiatalamra, and his wife, the Iksvaku

princess Carptasiri, Mahdtalavaii and Mahadana-patim. The

term mahdsendpati (“great chief of the army,’’ i.e., general)

denoted feudatory chieftains in charge of the rdstras (dis-

tricts) at the time of the Satarvahanas ^
; the same meaning

seems to be applicable in the present case also. Vogel is,

therefore, inclined to render the term by “duke.’’ Mahatala-

varas are mentioned in early Jain works along with the

eighteen gana-rdjas. So, this word must also be taken as a

title of nobility (c/. Kalpasutra, ed. Jacobi, 61, 11. 21-25). A
Sanskrit commentary on the Kalpasutra, called Suhodhika,

by Vinayavijaya (Nirnaysagar Press ed., leaf 60, lines 6-7)

explains the term talacara as tusta-bhupdla-pradatta-patja-

bandha-vibhiisita-rdjasthdniya. In the Punjab there is a

subdivision of the Kiietris (Ksatriyas) called the Talwar

{Ep Ind., XK, p 7, u. 1). V^el suggests a connection of

the word talacara with Tamil talavdy (general), talaiydri

(village- watchman) or Kanarese talacara, talacara (watch-

man, beadle). It seems from the Subodhika and these in-

scriptions that the Mahatalavaras were provincial governors

or subordinate rulers. I, therefore, think that the word is

connected with Tamil talaican, which means a king, ruler

or governor {Tamil Lexicon, pub. Madras University, s.v.).

The wmrd, wdiich is originally Dravidian, evidently penetrat-

ed into North India also. In addition to the instance of

the Talwars of the Punjab, it may be said that it is obvi-

ously identical with the mysterious word taracara, which

along with the word maliapratlhara (great chamberlain) is

found on a clay sealing excavated by Bloch atBasarh {Arch.

Sun. Rep., 1903-04, p. 108, PI. XL. 6). Talara, evi-

dently the same as talacara, is mentioned in the Chirwa

1 Sometimes the Mahasenapatis were also called Maharaja ; cf. Maharaja Maha-

senapati Pu^yepaof the Wala clay seal (Bhaodarkar, List, 'Ho. 1862) which belongs

to the first half of the sixth century A.D, See also the Bijaygarh inscriptioo {Corp,

Int. Ind,, in, p. 252) which mentions a Yaudheya Maharaja Mahasenapati.
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inscription (A.D. 1273) of Gubila Sanaarasiipba of Mewar.

According to this epigraph, one Ksema was made talara of

Citrakuta by Jaitrasiinba, and after bim one Madana was

made talara of tbe same place by tbe Pradhana Rajasiraha

(Bbandarkar, List, Xo. 579).

At least two children—a son and a daughter—were born

to Carptisiri. The name of her son was Khamdasagararn-

naka ^ (Skanda-sagara ?). We do not know her daughter’s

name ; but she is known to have been married to her cousin,

king Virapurisadata. In an inscription of Xagarjunikonda,

Yirapurisadata lias been called Camtisiri’s apano jamatulia,

i.e., own son-in-law.

Another uterine sister of king Caratamula was Hamma-
siri (Harmyasri ?) who had two daughters, Bapisirinika

(Vapis'ri ?) and Chathisiri (Sasthisrl ?). Both Bapisiri and

Chathisiri were given in marriage to their cousin, Yirapuri-

sadata, son and successor of king Caratamula I.

Two children of king Camtamula are known from in-

scriptions. One of them is his son from Madhari (Matharl),

named Ahrapurisadata, who succeeded him on the throne.

The other is his daughter, Mahatalavarl Adavi-Catasiri.^
'

The princess was given in marriage to the Mahasenapati,

Mahadandanayaka Kharadavisakhamnaka (Skandavisakha ?)

who belonged to the family of the Dhanakas. Both the

sister and the brother appear to have been staunch Buddhists,

1 Sten Konow says (Ep. Ind., XX, p. 2-5). “ the suffix anaka in Visd-
khamnaka. Sagnr^^naka formed from Vieakha. Sagara, respectively. This same suffix
is frequent in names from the Bombay Presidency

; cf. Luders, Nos, 985, 993 1000
1018, 1020, 1033 iKanheri), 1063, 1064, 1065 (Kuda). 1088, 1091, 1097 (Ka'rli), ' lioo!
1111 (Bedsa), 1141 (Sasikl, 1171 (Junnar). It evidently belongs to a dialect with a
Dravidian, perhaps Kanarese, substratum. Tbe h for 5 also points to Kanarese More-
over, some of the names seem to find their explanation in Kanarese. Thus kanda
means Vhild’ m Kanarese, and chali • cold.’ Ckalikeremmanaka probably is Chatikira.
naka - Moon . Bnt the last name, excluding the suffix, is Calikireinqia

2 The word adat t, the meaning of which is not known, was prefixed to the name
of this princess evidently in order to distinguish her from her namesakes
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whereas their father was a performer of Vedic sacrifices

iike agnihotra, agnistoma, vdjapeya and asvamedha.

In one of the Nagarjunikonda inscriptions dated in the

6th regnal year of Virapurisadata, we have a record of the

benefactions of one MahasenSpatinI Cu]a(ksudra)-Carntisi-

rinika {i.e., Camtisiri the younger) who was married to

the Mahasennpati, Mahatalavara, Yasistbiputra Kharndacali-

kireinmanaka of the Hiranyaka family. The name of the

MahasenapatinI seems to indicate that she w'as an Iksvaku

princess
;

but she is explicitly called hilahakanam bdlikd,

i.e., a girl born in the family of the Kulabakas. She there-

fore appears to me to have been the daughter of an Iksvaku

princess married to a Kulnhaka chief.



Ill

ViRAPURISADATA (ViRAPURTJSADATTA )

}

King Carntamula I, as we have already said, was suc-

ceeded on the Iksvaku throne by his son Virapurisadata.

We have a number of inscriptions dated in the regnal years

of this king. His inscriptions have been found at the

Buddhist sites of Nagarjunikonda and Jaggayyapetta. The

records begin with an adoration to Bhagavan Samyaksam-

buddha, i.e., Lord Buddha.

Inscriptions appear to tell us of five queens of king Vira-

purisadata Two of them were Bapisiri and Chatl)isiri,

daughters of the king’s aunt (father’s sister) Hamma^iri.

We have already seen that Baudhayana sanctions marriage

with daughters of maternal uncles and paternal aunts for the

inhabitants of the South. A daughter of his other aunt

Camtisiri was also a queen of the king. Another queen

appears to have been the Mabadevi Eudradharabhattarika, who
has been described in the inscriptions as Ujanih-wnaharaMUl-a.

Vogel is inclined to correct the passage as Ujanil-a-mahamja-

balika. This may not be impossible, as in the Nagarjuni-

konda inscriptions there are signs of careless engraving.

Vogel then identifies Ujanika with the famous city of

Ujjayinl (Prakrit Ujeni), mentioned by the Greek geographer

Ptolemy {Geography, MI, i, §63) as Ozfine and as the

capital of Tiastenes (Castana). The name of queen Eudra-

dhara and those of the kings of Castnna’s line, such as

' Biihler took Purigadata 33 name of the king and siri-riVa (‘•Vi.iTra) ag an ad'ec-

tive (.Ind. Ant., XI, p. 2.57) on the ground that there is m deity named Virapurusa lud

that therefore, as s name, Vlrapnrusa-datta makes m sense. Sometimes, however

such adjectives are known to form an integral part of the proper name. Note for

instance, the name of Vlrarajendra, the Cola king, who ruled from .5.0. 100-3 to 1070

jSetvell, List, pp. 81 ind 449-50).
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Eudradaman (I and II), Rudrasena (I, II and III) and

Rudrasimha (I, II, III and IV) may also indicate the possi-

bility of Vogel’s theory. Though there is no name like

Eudradhara (of whom the queen might have been supposed

to have been a sister or a daughter) in the genealogy

of the Sakas of Ujjain, two kings having names beginning

withRudra reigned in the third century A.D.

1. Rudrasena I, circa Saka 122-135 (A.D. 200-213).

2. Rudrasena II, circa Saka 176-196 (A.D. 254-274).

It is not altogether impossible that the Iksvaku queen

was related to one of these kings. It may be noted in this

connection that a Nag irjunikouda inscription records the

pious gift of a Saka girl, which fact possibly shows that the

Iksvfikus were friendly towards the Sakas. The currency

of dlnari-masakas in their kingdom seems also to indicate

their relation with the north. The dlnara, according to nu-

mismatists, was a gold coin weighing about 124 gi’ains, first

struck by the Kusana kings (of whom C.istana is generally

supposed to have been a feudatory) in the first century A.D.

in imitation of the Roman gold denarius (Bhandarkar,

Carmichael Lectures, 1921, p. 181).

In an inst ription of Ehiivula Camtamula II, son and

succes-or of Virapurisidata, the name of the reignini;

king s mother i.s mentioned as MahadevI Bhatideva. She

appears, therefore, to have been another queen of Vira-

purisadata.

Besides the son Ehuvula Carntamula, king Virapurisa-

data IS known to have had a daughter named^ Kodabalisiri

who is said to have been the MahadevI ((jueen) of the Varia-

vasaka-maharaja. Vanavasaka-maharaja appears to mean the

king of Banava-^i, now in the North Knnara district of the

Bombay Presidency. Banavasi is known to have been the
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capital of the Cutu !5atakarnis and afterwards of the

Kadambas. Scholars think that the Kadambas began to

rule at BanavasI about the middle of the fourth century A.D.

(Anc. Hist, Dec., p. 95 ;
Kadambakida, p. 18 ;

also infra.).

We should also note in this connection that the Chandravalli

Prakrit record of the earliest Kadamba king Mayurasarman

{Mys. Arch. Surv., AR, 1929, p. 50) which expresses com-

pound consonants by more than one letter is obviously

later than the time of the issuers of the Xagarjunikonda and

Jsggayyapetta records. It is therefore not impossible that

a Cutu-Satakarni king of BanavasI was the husband of the

Iksvaku princess Kodabalisiri, daughter of Virapurisadata

whose inscriptions have been ascribed to the third century

A.D. Matrimonial alliance with the powerful houses of

Ujjain and BanavasI certainly strengthened the Iksvakus at

the time of this monarch.

King MatharTputra Virapurisadata ruled at least for more

than nineteen years. We have inscriptions dated in the 6th,

14th, 15th, 18th and the 20th year of his reign. The
following are some important inscriptions discovered at

Xagarjunikonda and dated in his sixth regnal year :

—

I. Record of the erection of a pillar at the Mahacetiya

of Lord Buddha by Caratasiri who was the uterine sister of

king Vasisthiputra Caiptamuli I, aunt (pitiichd, i.e.,

father’s sister) of king Madhariputra Virapurisadata, wife of

the Puklya chief Vasisthiputra Kharadasiri and mother of

Khamdasagaramnaka. The act is said to have been done
“ for the attainment of welfare and happiness by all the

world.”

II. Record of the erection of a stone-pillar by Bapi-
sirinika, daughter of Hammasiri (sister of king Carntamula
I), and wife of king Virapurisadata. The pillar was erected
with regard to the queen’s mother Hammasiri, and for the
sake of attaining the bliss of nirvana for herself

; it also
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records the completion of extensions of the Mahacetiya/ for

the benefit of the Masters of the Aparamahavinaseliya sect,

by Reverend Ananda who knew the Dlgha-nikaya and the

Majjhima-nikdija by heart and was a disciple of the

Masters of the Ayira-hamgha {arya-samgha)

.

The Masters

of the drya-samgha are said to have been resident at Pamna-

gama and to have been preachers and preceptors of the

Digha-nikaya, Majjhima-nikdya and the five Mdtukas.

The Dtgha-nikdya and the Majjhima-nikdya are celebrated

Pali Buddhist works. The way, however, in which the

Masters of these Nikayas are mentioned in the Xagarjunikonda

inscriptions is different from that in which they are general-

ly referred to in the Buddhist literature. It has, therefore,

been conjectured by Dr. N. Dutt (Ind. Hist. Quart., VII,

p. 642) that possibly the inscriptions were concerned with a

Buddhist sect that was not exactly the Theravada (the Pali)

School, but had a literature and tradition very similar to

that School. Dr. Dutt further suggests that the word mdtuka

(Pali mdtikd, Sanskrit mdtrkd) may be taken to be both the

Vinaya and AbhidharmaPitakas
;
but that the specification of

the number in panca-mdtuka indicates that here the Vinaya-

pitaka is meant. It must be noted that five of the principal

Buddhist Schools, viz., Theravada, Alahisasaka, Haimavata,

Sarvastivada and Mahasamghika had their Vinaya Pitaka in

five divisions (Przyluski, Le Concile de Rdjagrha, p. 353 ff.).

The Aparamahavinaseliyas (Aparamahavanasaillyas) ^

have been taken to be the same as the Aparasailiyas whose

’ Dr. N. Dutt says that the “ perioJ mentioned here (t.e.. the tin e of the Iksvaku

Inscriptions, the 3rd or 4th century) relates to the subsidiary structures of the main

stupa. The stupa itself—the Mahacetiya must be assigned to an earlier

period ” t.Ind. Hist. Quart
,
VII, p. 634). Vogel, however, translates nitliapitam

rnam naraiamam (lit. repairs) mahdcetiijnm Ichambtia ca thapilali, as “ this pious

work (i.e., nacoAoma), the Mahacetiya, vvas completed and the pillars were erected ” (Ep.

Ind., XX, p. 17). Vogel his recently edited some additional Iksvaku inscriptions

discovered at Nagarjunikonda in Ep. Ind., XXI, p. 61 ff.

* An Amaravati Buddhist pillar inscription (Liiders, List, No. 1230) mentions

one Acariya Sariputa, inhabitant of Mahaianasala (ate. *sela).

4
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place has been referred to by Yuan Chwang as A-fa-lo-Si

(Watters, On Yuan Chivang's Travels, 11, p. 214). Dr. Du

suggests (op. cit., pp. 648-49) that the Masters of the Ayira-

hamgha are to be identified with the Mahasaipghikas and

that “the whole Buddhist establishment at Nagarjunikonda

belonged to the Mahasamghikas.’’ It is, however, difficult

to accept the latter suggestion in view of the fact -that

an inscription of the site dated in the 11th year of king

Ehuvula Camtamula II records the dedication of a vihdra to

the Masters of the Mahidasaka sect (Ep bid., XX, p. 24 :

imam khaniyam vihdro ca acariydnam mahisdsakdnani

siiparigahc catudisam samghavi udisdya sava-satdnam

hita-sukhdtham thapitam).

III. Eecord of the erection of a pillar in the Maha-

cetiya by Mahatalavarl Adavi-Camtasiri who was the

daughter of king Camtamula I, .sister of king Virapurisa-

data and wife of the Dhanaka chief Khamda-
visakharnnaka. The act is said to have been done with

regard for both the houses to which she belonged and for

the attainment of welfare and happiness by herself in both

the worlds.

IV. Record of the erection of a stone pillar in the

Mahacetiya by Mahasenapatin! Cula-Camtisirinika (Ksudra-

Santisrl), daughter of the Kulahakas and wife of the

Hiramnaka (Hiranyaka) chief, Khamdacahkiremmanaka.

V. Record of the erection of a saila-stamhha by
Mahadevi Rudradhara-bhattarika who was the daughter of
the king of Ujjain and evidently the queen of ATrapunsa-
data, for the attainment by herself of welfare and happiness
and the wealth of Xirvana,—and also of the construction
of a shrine and receipt of the gift of 170 dindri-mdsakas by
Mahatalavarl Camtisiri (sister of king Camtamula I) who
belonged, by marriage, to the family of the Puklyas. The
mention of the dindri-mdsakas ( = iV of a dmara in weight
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or value ? cf. fanam),^ in an inscription found at Nagar-

junikonda in the Guntur district of the Madras Presidency,

is very interesting. As already stated, it is generally held

that dlnara is the Indian designation of some Kusana coins

which were imitated from the Roman denarius. Again,

the early Western Saka Satraps, according to many

scholars, were subordinate to the great Kusana kings. As,

then, the Iksvakus appear to have been matrimonially

connected with the kings of Ujjain, it is not impossible

that the Kusana coin-designation passed into the Iksvaku

kingdom through the country of the Sakas.

VI. Record of the erection of a pillar by the Maha-

devi Chathisiri, daughter of king Camtamula’s sister

Hammasirinika and wife of king Virapurisadata, for the

purpose of attaining Nirvana.

YII. Record of the erection of a stone-pillar by a

Mahatalavarl, whose name is not mantioned, but who is

said to have been the wife of the Mahasenapati, Maha-

talavara Vasisthlputra Maha-Karndasiri (Maha-SkandasrI)

of the Puklya family and the mother of the Mahasenapati

Mahatalavara Venhusiri (VisnusrI). Vogel thinks it

possible that the Vasisthlputra Maha-Karndasiri is identi-

cal with the Puklya chief K[h]aindasiri, who is mentioned

in some inscriptions as the husband of king Carntamula’s

sister Carntisiri, mother of Khamda-sagaramnaka. This

identification makes Carntisiri, mother of Khamdasa-

garamnaka, a co-wife of the unknown Mahatalavari who

was the mother of Venhusiri. It however seems to me
that Maha-Kamdasiri was a uterine elder brother of

K[h]anidasiri. {Cf. the names Maha-Caindamukha and

Cula (Ifsr/dral-Caipdamukha and of Maha-Mula and Cula-

Mula in inscription F of Nagarjunikonda).

* Mdsaka was the tV Pert of the standard Surarna. May diudra-md.jaka be of a

dindra (about 124 gr.) in weightier value) ? It is interesting to note that some gold

fanamt are found to be 7'7 gr. in weight (see Smith, Catalogue, p. 315, PI. XXX. 7).
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The Xagarjunikonda inscription dated in the 14th year

of king Virapurisadata is very important. Tt records the

building of a cctiya-ghara {caitija-grha),
“

with a flooring of

slabs, with a caitya and provided with all the necessaries

in the Cula-dharnmagiri-vihara on the Sriparvata, to the

east of VijayapiirT, by a lay-member Bodhisiri (Bodhi^rT),

wife of Budhirnnaka and daughter of Eevata of Govagama,

for the acceptance {stipuricjnhe) of the Theris specially of

Tarnbapamna (Sanskrit : TamraparnI or “ua
;
Greek : Tapro-

bane, i.e., Ceylon) and other Theris who are said to have

“caused serenity and happiness” (pasadaka) to the people

of, that is, who belonged to, Kasnoira, Gamdhara, Cina,

Cilata, Tosali, Avaranita, Vamga, YanavasI, Y’avana (?),

Damila ( ?)

,

Palura ( ?) and Tainbapaipni-dipa. It appears that

these Tlieris (female ascetics) of Ceylon and other countries

used to visit this region for purp/ses of pilgrimage.'

Many of the countries mentioned in this connection can be

easily identified.*

(0 Kasmira is the famous country of North-western

India .still known under its ancient name. The boundary of

the country, however, was not the same in all ages.

(h) The kingdom of Gamdhara, according to the

Rammjana (YII, 113.11; 114.11), lay smdhnr= iibhayatah

piirhe (on both sides of the Indus). AYe know from the

Epics and the Puranas that the great cities of Taksasila

1 Dr, N. Dutt in a learned paper in Ind. Hist. Quart, (VII. p. 633 ff.) has objected

to Dr. Vogel s translation of the term pasadaka as " one who converts.’’ According to

him the word refers to the saintly lives of the nuns that bring joy and peace to the

people of their countries. Mr. D. L. Btrua (Ind. Cult., I, p. IlO) takes the word
thtni/driam as an adjunct to dcariydnarn and interprets as “ to the teachers represented
by the Iheras, exponents of Theravada.”

2 It is interesting to note that according to some gdthas of the Mahatarnsa, XXIX
verse 30 ff., the leading Tberas were representatives of towns and conntries like
Bajagaha. Isipatana, Jetavana, Vesali, Koaambi, DjenI, Pnpphapnra, Kasmira,
Pallavabhogga (

= KaucI?), Yonanagara-Alasanda, Bhodhimanda, Vanavasa and
Kelasa. We see that the Mahiiiarnsa list mentions Kasmira, Vanavasa and the Yona
orTavana country which are also included in the Nagarjunikonda hat (Ind. Cult.
I, p. 111).
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and Puskalavati belonged to the Gaindhara kingdom. The

ruins of the ancient city of Taksasila are situated imme-

diately to the east of Saraikala, a railway junction twenty

miles to the north-west of Rawalpindi in the Punjab.

Puskalavati (Prakrit : Pukkalaoti ;
Greek ; Peukelaotis) has

now been correctly identified with modern Prang and

Charsadda on the Swat river, seventeen miles to the north-

west of Peshawar (Schoff, Periplus.pp. 183-84). The janapada

of Gamdhara appears to have included the Rawalpindi

district of the Punjab and the Peshawar district of the

North-West Frontier Province.

(Hi) and (iv) Cina and Cilata (Kirata) were names

of the countries inhabited by Mongoloid peoples and situa-

ted to the east and north-east of India (as regards the

latter, cf. the Puranic statement, e.g., in Vaiju^ 45, 83,

purve kirata yasy = ante pa^cime yavands— tatha)

.

Ac-

cording to the Mahdbhdrata (V. 19.15), Bhagadatta,

king of Pragjyotisa or Assam, marshalled the Cinas and

Kiratas in the great battle of Kuruksetra. The name Clna

is famous in Sanskiut literature. It originated most pro-

bably from the name of the Tsin dynasty which ruled in

China from B.C. 255 to 202.' Cilata is the same as Sans-

krit Kirata and Greek Kirradai (Pcriplus, § 62, Ptolemy,

VII, 2.2), Kirradia (Ptolemy, VII. 2.16) or Tiladai (ib.,

VII. 2. 15). In the Milindapanho there are two passages

which mention a number of places that were used to he

visited by merchants for purposes of trade. In both these

lists we have the mention of Cina-Cilata. The printed

text of the Milindapanho, however, reads Cina-vilata ;
but

Sylvain Levi (Etudes Asiatique, II, p. 24) has rightly con-

tended that Vilata is an error for Cilata. The peoples of

these countries are described by the Periplus as a race of

1 Considering the early use of the word in Sanskrit it seems impossible that the

name was derived from that of the Later Tsins who ruled in A.D. 265-420 and 936-943

(D.C. Boulger^ Short History of Chtncr p. 377 ff.).
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men with flattened nose, very savage,” and by Ptolemy as

dwarfs with flat face and white skin.

(v) The city of Tosala or Tosall is to be identified

with modern Dhauli (Puri district, Orissa), where a set of

the Fourteen Rock Edicts of Asoka has been found. The

name Dhauli appears to have sprung from Tosall through

the intermediate forms Tohali and Dhoali. In literature,

the country of Tosala is always associated with (South)

Kosala (modern Raipur, Bilaspur and Sambalpur districts).

Some mediaeval inscriptions (Ep. /nd., IX, p. 286
;
XV, p. 2)

mention Uttara-Tosala and Daksina-Tosala. The country

is to be identified with the Puri district, and parts of the

adjoining districts, of Orissa.

The city is generally taken to be the same as the To-

salei metropolis which was, according to the Geography

of Ptolemy, situated in trans-Gangetic India. Vogel may-

be right in identifying it with Dosara of Ptolemy and
Dosarene of the Periplus.

(ri) Avaratpta (Aparanta) is now generally identified with

Northern Konkan. It had its capital at Sfirparaka, modern
Sopara in the Thana district of the Bombay Presidency.

(rii) Vogel appears to be wrong when he says that
“ Vaiiga is the ancient name of Bengal.” It seems to me
impossible that the whole of the modern Presidency of

Bengal was meant by the term A^arpga in the third century
A.D. The country of Varpga may be identified with
Central and Eastern Bengal, along with a part of Southern
Bengal (Ray Chaudhuri, Indian Antiquities, p. 184 ff.).

Uin) The country of VanavasI {Bom. Gaz., I, ii, p. 278,
n. 2) appears to be the same as modern (North) Kanara. The
capital is to be identified with the modern town of Banavasi
in the North Kanara district of the Bombay Presidency.
Vogel seems to be wrong in identifying it with “ Banavasi
a village or small town in the Shimoga district of the
Mysore state ” (Ep. Ind., XX, p. 8).
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{ix) The exact situation of the Yavana country (that

is, the country inhabited by the Yavanas or Yaunas, the

Greeks) is not yet known. It is not certain whether

Y'avana means here the ancient dominions of the Greek

emperors of Syria, or the land of the Yonas referred to in

the third Rock Edict of Asoka, or the Ear Eastern

Yavana country (Northern Annam), or any settlement of the

Grseco-Romans somewhere in South India.' According to

the Mahdhharata (XII. 207. 43), we know, the country of

the A’aunas lay in the Uttarapatha. The city of Alasanda,

mentioned in the Mahdcamsa, has been identified by Geiger

with Alexandria founded by Alexander the Great near

Kabul (Geiger, Mahdvamsa, p. 194). According to the Milin-

dapanho, the Indo-Greek king Menander (Milinda) was born

at Kalasigama in the dipa of Alasanda or Alexandria

(Trenckner, Milindapaitho, pp. 82-83). The capital where

Menander ruled was at Sakala, modern Sialkot in the Punjab.

The Indian Yavana country may possibly be the same as

Alasanda of the Indian literature, which appears to have

been somewhere about modern X.W.F.P. and Afghanistan.

(.r) and (xi) The reading of the names Damila and

Palura is not quite certain. Damila, however, can be no

other than the country of the Tamil people. Palura,

if the reading be accepted, may be identified with Ptolemy’s

Paloura {Geography, ATI. i, § 16), which has been taken to

be the Dravidian form of the name of the famous city,

Dantapura, the ancient capital of Kalihga. Cf. Pal (tooth)

+ ur (city) = Danta (tooth) -fpura (city). But we cannot be

definite on this point. First because the reading is doubtful

;

secondly, the connection of the name with Dantapura isr

^ In connection with Sahadeva-'s digvijfiyQ in the south, the Muhahharatu (I, 31,

71-72) mentions a “ city of the Yavanas ’ together with the countries of the Pa^dyas,

Keralaa, Kalingas and others. The MtHndapanho list mentions Yona, Parama-yona

and Alasanda; one of the two Yonas may be identical with Yavana (N^orthera Annam)

mentioned in the Ndgarakrtdgama along with Camp® (Southern Annam) and Kamboj#

(Cambodia). See B. C. Majumdar, Suvarnadvipa, pp. 56, 136.
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conjectural ;
and thirdly, Dantapura is known to have been a

city, while all the names in our list appear to designate countries

or provinces. The site of Dantapura has not been definitely

identified. We have reference to the Dantapuravasaka in

the Purle plates of the Oanga king Indravarman (6th cen-

tury A.D.), edited in Ep. Ind., XIV, p. 361, where it has

been suggested that the name survives in that of the fort of

Dantavaktra near Chicacole in the Ganjam district of the

Madras Presidency. The Jirjingi copper-plate grant of

Indravarman was also issued from Dantapura. Oldham

identifies Paloura with a village called Paluru about six

miles north-east of Ganjam (J. B. 0. B. S., XXII, p. 1 £f.).

SrIparvata( = Nagarjunikonda, according to many), where

the Cula-dhammagiri-vihara was built, does not appear to be

the sameasthefirlsaila in the Kurnool district of the Madras

Presidency. Vijayapiirl (the Iksvaku capital, according to

some) which was situated to the west of Sriparvata was

possibly the city “ once situated in the valley of Nugarjuni-

konda.”
‘

The same npdsikd Bodhisiri here claims also the con-

struction of a chaitya-shrine at theKulaha-vihara, a shrine for

the Bodhi-tree at the Sihala-vihara, one cell at the Great

Dhammagiri, a tnandapa-pillar at the Mahavihara, a hall for

religious practices at Devagiri, a tank, a veranda and a mandapa

at Puvasela, a stone-mandapa at the eastern gate of the great

Caitya at Kantakasola or °sela, three cells at Hirumuthuva,

seven cells at Papila, and a stone-mandara at Puphagiii.

The localities mentioned in this connection cannot all be

satisfactorily identified. The name of the Kulaha-vihara

reminds us of the Kulahaka family which, as we have
suggested above, was probably matrimonially connected with
the Iksvakus. The Sihala (Simhala, i.e., Ceyloii)-vihara

appears to have been a convent “ founded either by a Sin-

» An Amaravati inscription (Luders. No. 1285) mentions Vijayapura,
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halese, or more probably, for the accommodation of Sin-

halese monks.” This Sihala-vihara contained a shrine for

the Bodhi-tree (Bodhivrlisa-prasdda)

.

It is interesting to

note that the Bodhi-tree is a necessary adjunct of the

Ceylonese viharas even at the present time. Puvasela

(Purvasaila) is mentioned by Yuan Chwang as Fu-p’o-shi-lo,

where resided a Buddhist sect known as the Purva^aillyas.

The Pnrvasaillya dcdryas have been referred to in a frag-

mentary pillar inscription discovered at Alluru in the

Nandigram taluka of the Kistna district. Kantakasela has

been rightly taken to be the same as the emporium

Kantakassula mentioned by Ptolemy {Geographij, VII, i, 15)

immediately after the river Mais6los (the Krishna) in the

land called Mais61ia (Masulipatara). Kantakassula has been

identified with the town of Ghantasala which lies between

the village of Guduru and the mouth of the Krishna (c/.

Ptolemy’s location : Mouth of the river Mais61os

Kantakassula, a mart Koddoura Qoc. Mr.

Rea discovered (South Indian Antiquities, p. 13’2) at this place

the remains of a stupa which, he thought, date from the

beginning of the Christian era. The remains almost

certainly belong to the Great Caitya mentioned in these in-

scriptions. Puphagiri is probably the same as Puspagiri in

the Cuddapah district (An. Rep. S. Ind. Ep., 1926-27, p. 73).

The Nagarjunikonda inscription, dated in the l8th year

of king Virapurisadata, records the building of “a stone-

hall, surrounded by a cloister and provided with every

necessary at the foot of the Mahacetiya ” for the acceptance

of the Aparamahavinaseliyas, by the Mahatalavarl Camtisiri,

sister of king Camtamula I, wife of the Pukiya chief

Vasisthiputra Khamdasiri and mother of Khaindasagararn-

naka, desiring the longevity, strength and victory of her

^ An Amaravati inscription (Liiders, No. lOlX’) mentions Katakarola, evidently

the same as Kacptakasela.

5
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own son-in-iaw (apano iamatula\ king Matharlputra Vira-

puiisadata, and for the attainment of hitu and suliha in both

the workO by herself. As we have said above, it is to be

noted that an inscription of the 6th year of king Yirapurisa-

data calls Canatisiri the king’s pitiicha (father’s sister) ;

here, however, the king is represented as the son-in-law of

the lady, ^'ogel therefore thinks that ^’irapurisadata married

his eou.sin, a daughter of his aunt C'amtisiri, between the

6th and ISth years of his reign.

A carved pillar was erected in the SOth year of Y’irapurisa-

data's reign in memory of his dead (saga-gata) father by the

latter’s sisters, mothers and consorts. Some figures in the

reliefs carved on the pillars have been taken to represent

king CamtamCda I (Elp. Ind., XXI, pp. 6;3-64j.

The Jaggayyapetta inscriptions are dated in the 20th

year of king Virapurisadata. The royal genealogy is not

given in these inscriptions. They record the erection of

five aijakd-thambhns (entrance-pillars) at the eastern gate of

the Mahacetiya of Lord Buddha, by the manufacturer
(pvexani) Sudatha (Siddhartha) resident of the village of

Maha-Kadurura and son of the manufacturer Xakacada
(Xagacandra) of Xadatura in the Kamaka-ratha. Kamaka-
ratha seems to be the same as the Karmarastra of later

in-'Criptions. As lor the suffix -ka, we may notice the

pa-sages ikinnika-)mhaiaih)-hdlikd and cannvdsnhi-mahardja,

etc , of the Xagarjunikonda inscriptions. KarmarasU'a has
been identified with the northern part of Xellore and south-
ern part of (iiintur di-:trict.



IV

Ehuvula CaMTAMLLA II.

King Mathariputra Virapurisadata was succeeded by bis

son Ehuvula Camtamula, born of queen Vasistbi Bhatideva.

It is interesting to note that the custom of naming a

grandson after his grandfather was prevalent among the

Southern Iksvakus, as it was in many other ruling dynasties

of ancient India. It has been noticed by Dr. Hirananda

Sastri (Ep. Inch, XX, p. G, n. 2) that this custom is

sanctioned by Patanjali's Mahabhasija (I. i. 1) where we

have tripurusdniikam namakrtam kuryat
; Kaiyata on this

passage has pita tasya ye traijah pnrums = tan = (iniikdyaty=
abhidhatic.

Several inscriptions of king \'asisthlputfa Ehuvula

Camtamula II have been discovered, some at Xagarjuni-

kondaandone atan adjacent plage called Kottampalugu. The

N^agarjunikonda inscriptions, dated in the ’ind regnal year of

the king, record the establishment of a lihCiru by the

Mabadevi Bbatidevi, daughter-in-law of king VasisthTputra

Ganitamfila I. wife of king iMatharlputra Virapurisadata and

mother of king Vasist hiputra Ehuvula Carntararda II, for

the dcdryus of the Bahusutiya sect. The Bahusutlyas were

a branch of the IMalinsarnghikas.

The Kottampalugu inscription, dated in the 1 Lth regnal

year of king Ehuvula Camtamiila If, records the construction

of a cihdra by Kodabalisiri, Mabadevi of the Maharaja of

Vanavasaka, granddaughter of king Camtamfda I, daughter
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of king Yirapurisadata and sister of king Ehuvula Caipta-

mula 11, for the acceptance of the aedryas of the Mahl-

sasaka sect. The Iksvaku princess Kodabalisiri, as we

h ive noticed above, was possibly the queen of a Cutu-Sata-

karni king of Banavasi. The Buddhist sect of the Mahi-

sasakas is mentioned also in other early inscriptions.

A samcjhdrdma is known to have been built for the Mahlsa-

saka dednjas somewhere in the Punjab, when the Huna
king Toramana was ruling (Ep. Ind., I, p. 239).



Importance of the Iksviku Period.

The Iksvaku inscriptions discovered at Jaggayyapetta

in the Kistna district and Nagarjunikonda in the Guntur

district are of great importance for the history of Buddhism.

Dr. Dutt thinks (Ind. Hist. Quart., \ , p. 794) that the

site of Nagarjunikonda was a famous resort of Buddhism

in the early years of the Christian era and, probably, also

an early centre of Mahayana.
“

Just as Bodb-Gaya grew

up on the bank of the Neranjara as a very early centre of

Hinayana and a place of pilgrimage for the early Buddhists,

so also did AmaravatT (extending to Jaggayyapetta) and

Nagarjunikonda on the bank of the Krsna (including the

tributary Paler) as a flourishing centre of proto-Mahayana

in the pre-Christian and the early Christian era and a

place of pilgrimage for the later Buddhists. The construc-

tion of the Amaravati stupa, with its enlargements, deco-

rations and railings, is placed between circa ind century

B.C. and ind century A.D. (Burgess, Arch. Sun. South.

/nd.,"pp. 122-23), while that of the stilpas of Jaggayyapetta

and Nagarjunikonda has been placed in or before the 3rd or

4th century A.D. (Hp- Ind., XX, p. 2 ;
Ind. Hist. Quait.,

VII, p. 634).

The stupas of Amaravati appear to have been built at

the time of Satava liana suzerainty. That the later

Satavahanas, who were possibly Brahmanist in faith,

showed great favour towards the Buddhists is known to ail

readers of the Satavahana inscriptions. They appear to

have had strong Buddhist leaning, if some of them were not
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actually Buddhist themselves. The successors of the later

Satavahanas, the early Iksvakus, were however staunch

followers of the Brahmanical faith. Vasisthiputra Camta-

mula I, as we have seen, has been credited with the per-

formance of the agniiiotra, agnistoma, vdjapeya and

asvamedha sacrifices. Evidently Buddhism suffered during

the reign of this king.

With the accession of Matharlputra Virapurisadata on

the Iksvaku throne, a new era began with the Buddhists of

the Kistna-Guntur region. The great stupas of Jaggayya-

petta and Nagarjunikonda were built, repaired or extended,

and Buddliist Theris were coming for pilgrimage from all

the Buddhist countries of the world to this centre of

Buddhism. The mention of Sihala-vibara and of the

dedication of a cctiyaghara specially to the Theris of Ceylon

points to the good relation that must have existed between

the Buddhist communities of the Iksvaku country and their

co-reiigionists of the Island of Ceylon. Thus we see.

Buddhism was in its heyday at the time of the later

Iksvakus.

The existence of such relations among the Buddhist

communities of the different countries can be accounted for

from the sea-trade which was carried on between the ports

of Ceylon and other countries on the one hand and those

situated on the mouths of the Krishna and the Godavari on

the other. Kantakasela, the great emporium on the bank

of the Krishna, appears to have played a large part in

this international trade. Dr. Vogel seems to be right in

thinking that this trade was largely responsible for the

flourishing state of Buddhism in this part of India (Ep.

Ind., XX, p. 10).

The collapse of Buddhism in the lower Krishna valley

appears to have begun with the decline of the Iksvaku power.

As a cause of this collapse, Vogel refers to the “ rising

of the powerful dynasties devoted to Brahmanism like the

/
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Pallava in the South and the Chalukya in the west.” It

must however also be added that the immediate successors

of the Iksvakus in the rule of Andhradesa were all

staunch Brahmanist. After the decline of the Iksvakus, \\e

know, the Kistna-Guntur region passed to the Brhat-

phalayanas and the Pallavas. Both of these dynasties were

Brahmanical Hindu, and the latter claimed to have per-

formed the asvamedha sacrifice which is evidently a sign

of aggressive Hinduism. Brhatp})ala\ana Jayavarman, as

we shall see, was a devotee of Lord Mahesvara. The

Pallava king Sivaskandavarman is known to have performed

not only the Brahmanical sacrifices, Asvamedha and

Agnistoma, but also the Vajipeya {Ep. Ind., I, p. 2). The

significant boast of the early Pallava princes of having been

Dharma-maharaja. and Kaliyuga-dos-atasanm-dharmm-od-

dharana-nitya-sannaddha undoubtedly refers to the fact

that they were determined to purify their Brahmanical

faith from the influence of heretical doctrines like Buddhism.

Not a single king of the Salankayana and Visnukundin

lines is as yet known to have Buddhist leaning. On the

contrary, we have a fialankayana king who performed one

Asvamedha sacrifice and a Visnukuiidin king who performed

no less than eleven Asvaraedhas and thousand Agnistomas.

The decline of Buddhism in the Andhra country is also

evidenced by the account of the celebrated Chinese pilgrim

Yuan Chwang who visited An-to-lo (Andhra) and To-na-

kie-tse-kia (Dhanyakataka) or Ta-An-to-lo (Mahandhra) in

639 A.D. and resided at the capital of the latter for ” many

months” (see An. Rep. S. Ind. Ep., 1913-14, p. 38).

Nevertheless Buddhism did not die away all at once.

The Buddhist faith of an Ananda king of Guntur, who

appears to have ruled about the end of the 4th century or

the beginning of the 5th, clearly shows that Buddhism

lingered in the Andhra country, although the glory it

enjoyed at the time of the later Satavahanas and the Iksvakus
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was long a thing of the past. Later traces of Buddhism in

the Amaravatl region are found in the Amaravati pillar

inscription (S. Ind. Ins., I, pp. •26-27) of the Pallava chief

Simhavarman (c. A. D. 1100), probably a vassal of

Kulottuhga Cola I (Sewell, List, p. 90), and another

Amaravati pillar inscription of Kota Keta II, from which

we know that “ Buddhist worship at the old stupa was still

maintained and Keta II gave grants in its support ” {Ep.

Ind., AH,p. 146 ;
Sewell, op. cit

,

s. v. A.D. 1182). Another

inscription records the grant of a lamp to the Buddhist

stupa of Amaravati, made by Bayyala, daughter of the

Natavadi chief Rudra. This also shows that Buddhist

worship was maintained in the Andhra country as late as

A.D, 1234 (Sewell, op. cit., p. 141).



CHAPTER IT,

THE BKHATPHALAYANAS.

1

Jayavamma '{ = Jayayarman).

A copper-piate grant of a mjd (maMraju, according to

tlie legend of the seal attached to the plates) named

Jayavamma, who belonged to the Brhafphalajana gotra, was

discovered at Kondamndi in the Tenali talnha of the Kistna

district {Ep, Ind,, VI, p. 315)." No other king of this family

is as yet known from infcriptions or other sources^

As regards the date of king Jayavarman, Hultzsch says

(foe, cit.) : The alphabet of his inscription shows that

he m«st have lived in the same period as tlie Pallava king

Sivaskaadavarman who issued the Mayidavolu plates^

Further, the language and phraseology of the inscription

are so similar to tlie Nasik inscriptions of GautamTputra

Satakarni (Nos, 4 and 5) and A abisthiputra Pulumayi

(No- 3) that Jayavarman’s date cannot Imve been very

distant from that of those two Andhra kings. The archaic

Sanskrit alphabet of the seal of the new plates is corrobora-

tive evidence in the same direction,'’ King Jayavaiman

Brhatphalayana may be placed about the closing years of

the third and the beginning of the fourth century A. D.

’ AccordingtoSeiKen (LiVl.p. I7),“itl3 ju* jxisibh th«t il O'e-. He Dam#

•iuyatarmnn) may have b s') a n»me assumed by Bappa (i.e . Jatlier Palliva

Stvaefcandavarmaa.'' The auggeslioo l.oweier is utterly ui4cnafere io of the

fact that Jayavarman of the Kondamudi plates b longed te tie Bfhatpbalayana

gotra while the Pallavas are known to have belonged to the Bhiradvi;# gotra. Sc*

y note in Jouni. Andhra Hist. lies. Sue,, VllI, p.lC®.

6
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The grant was issued in the lOth j'oar of Ja3avannaii's

reign from the vijaya-skandhUi'dra (\ ictor.’ous camp) nf

Kudura (modern Gudiiru, 4 miles nortli-wcst of IMasuli-

patam) which seems to be the saine as Koddoura, mentioned

in the Geography of Ptolemy (.VII, i, 15) as a place in

Maisolia (Masulipatam)d

The Kondamudi plates record an order of king Jayavar-

man, who has been described as mahessara-pdJa-paiiyahita

and was, therefore, evidently a devotte of Siva (i\Iahts\ara),

to the vupata {vydprta) at Kudura to execute the grant of

'a Brahmadeca (religious gift to Bjahnianas) made by the

king. Vydprta, according to Hemachandra, is the same as

niyogin, dijukta and karinasaciva (cf. niijoijj karmasaciva

dijukto i'ydprt:is = ca sah). A cijdprta was therefore an execu-

tive officer. Tlie Brahmadeya was made of the village of

Parntura (Panduni in the Bandar or Masuliitatam taluka

according to Dubreuii) in Kuduraliara, i.e., the dhdra or

district of Kudura (cf. f:^atavahani-hara in the Myakadoni

inscription of Pulumavi, Ep. IncL, XIV, p. 154). It is

therefore apparent that the vydprta was in charge of the

Kudura district and held his office at the chief town of the

same name.

Scholars think that Kudural.ara of the Kondamudi grant

is the same as the Kudrahara-vis.'iya of the Saluhkayana

inscriptions and Gudrahara, Gudravara and Gudrara of

later inscriptions. The identification may not be impossible.

It is, in that case, necessary to think that Kudfirahara which

originally meant “ the dhdra of Kudura ” gradually came

to be used as a place-name itself
; because Kudrahara (not

Kudura) was the name of the vi.'^ayi (province) at the time

of the isalahkayanas.^ Acordingto Du!>reuil this province

' The town uf Ku'Ifira is also mentioned in an inscriptic n of Aniar-iiatl (see

Liiiers, nwt.No. 1205).

Compare Kbetika ahara anJ Khetaki'iara xi’jaya. IBomb. Caz
, Vol. I, Pt. ii

p. :S2).
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comprised roughly the present Bandar (Masulipatam) taluka.

Tliis region, occupied once by the Brhatplialayanas, was,
as \^e shall see later on, in the possession of the Salah-

kayanas of \ ehgl in the 5th century A. D.
The recipients of the Brahmadeya were the following

Brahmans :•—Ootaraa-gota-jajapara * Savagataja (Sarva-

guptarya), Savigija of the Tanava (Tanavyu) gotra
; Goginaja

and Bhavaipnaja of the Kodina (Kaundinya) gotra ;

Rudavdihuja • (Budravisnvarya) of the Bharadaya (Bhara-

dvaja) gotra, Eudaghosaja (Rudraghosarya) of the Opamani-
nava (Auparaan\ ava gotra) ; Tsaradataja (Tsvaradattarya) of

the Kainnhayana (Karsnayana) gotra ; and Khamdarudaja

(Skanclarudrarya) of the Kosika (Kausika) gotra. The
atSx - a/a (

= ary i) added to the names of these Brahmanas
survives even to the present time in Aladrasi names like

Veiikayya (Veiikarya), Eamayya (Ramarya), etc., and in

the surname Ayyar ( = Arya).

Hhe' parihdtas (immunities) granted are interesting to

note. They are apavesa, anoviaia, alonakhddaka, aratha-

sacinayiha, etc, Apavesa is evidently the same as ahhatapra-

i'esa (exemption from the entrance of an army) of other

South Indian inscriptions. Aliiitary autberities generally

called upon the villagers to meet tlieir demands
;

tliir> tact

is proved by a record of Maha^am;lntadhipati Santivarman

of Banavasl. Good governments therefore tried to minimise

the exactions of the soldiers by preventing them from

entering the villages. Sukra (V. 84) says that soldiers

should encamp outside a village and should not enter

villages except on official business. Anoniasa has been

taken to mean " exemption from being meddled with.”'

The third jjarihdra, viz., alonakhadaka, made the village

free from being dug for salt. The salt-mines of the country

* The word jayapara, according to Sanskrit lexicons, means lidmuka, which

meaning does not seem to be applicable here. Hultxscb thinks tbst the passage possibly

means a " grhatiha belonging to the Gantama-gotra ” {Ep. Ind., VT, p. 315).
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livere evidently property of the king. The term arathasavu

nai/iJia has heeu translated by Senart as “not to be inter-

fered by the District Police.”
*

The grant was executed by the mahatagivara,inahadarida-

nayaka (field-marshal?) Bhapahanavaipma. Mahdtagivara,

* A learned discnssioo en the subject of panTtdras by Senart is to be fenod in Ep.

Ind.,VlI, pp. 65-'‘6. “ The cognate inscriptions have no doubt as to the privileges

which were expressly mentioned here ; we have to restore ancrmaiam alonaJcliadakatr$

arathatamvinayikam sacajaiapdrthdrtkaift. The translation is less certain than th«

reading. Eegarding apatesam, in Sanskrit aprdre-4 yam, it is sufficient to refer to Dr.

Fleet's Gupta Itiscripfictis, p. 98, no'e. Anomasa represents auaTamrisyarn ; its cer-

tain equivalent in later terminologv, namely, samastardjakiyanam dhatiapTakshepotii'

yam (j!)td.,p. 171, note) seema to imp'y that the royal officers were prohibited from

taking' possession of anything bell nging to the village. For alavakhadaka the later

inscriptions offer several equivalents aJatonakTcnikhauaka wl icb Piihler (p. 101) has

already quoted (Dr. Fleet's Fo. 65, L 28, and No. 5€>, ahnaguloiTichhobka in line 3*2

of the plates of Sivaakandavarman (Ep. Ini., Vol. T, p. 6) and sa'ohalatanakara in

line 17 of the platea of Govindachandra {ibid., Vol. IV., p. 106). These words nre far

from clear ; but if we remember the fact that the production of salt is a royal monopoly^

tBShler in Fp. /nd., Vol. I, p. 2, note) and the details quoted by BhagwanlaltFom-

bay Gazetteer, Vol. XVI, p. 5.56, p. 179) regarding the manner of digging the soil for

salt which prevailed in the very region of our inscriptions, it seems to roe that the ex-

planation proposed by Rhagwanlal, riz., afavanakhdtaka with tl e Prakrit softening of

t into d, is quite satisfactory. The object of this immunity would thus be to deny to

the representatives of the king the right of digging pits for extracting salt.

The next term seems to be written in our inscriptions arafhasacinayika or

iavinavika ; but line 11 of the grant of Sivaskstodavarman (Fp. Ind., Vol. I, p. 6) dis-

tinctly reads aTa{thasarritmayikam. In stating that this si ellirg excluded bis earlier

explauatieo, Biihler did not suggest snother instead of it, I do Dot know any parallel

expression which clears up tbis one finally. The word seems to represent arasli{Tatam-

tinayika ; but etymology alone is an unsafe guide in the interpretation of technical

terms. Vrasfi is only used in a moral sense. Could we think of tracslating : 'exempt-

ed from the police, the magistrate of the district {rishtra
; compare Dr. Fleet’s Gupta

Jnteriptions, p. 32, note), or of the rdahfrm' ? Tbis would remind us of those grants

in which, on the other hand, it is stated that the right'of punishing thefts and offen-

ces is reserved by the king, or of those in which the right to punish the ‘ ten offences
'

(sadasaparadha : see, e.g., the Alina plates. 1. 67 in Dr. Fleet’s Gupta Imcriptiom,

p. 179, and the Deo-Baranark inscription,!. 17 ; ibid., p. 217) is transferred to the

donee. At least I have nothing more plausible to suggest. It is well known that the

different fonnnlaaof immunities were variable and always incomplete. And it is not

to be wondered at that they should be summed up in a comprehensive and general ex-

pression like tartajatapariharika. Elsewhere the texts are more precise in stating

that there are eighteen kinds of immunities. It will be enough to quote the in-

scriptions of the Fallavas, and notably that of Sivaakandavannan, which zeada
afthdrasaidtiparkara '[Ep. Ind., Vol. I, p. 6).”
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according to Vogel, is a mistake for Mahafalavara which

occurs so many times in the inscriptions of the Iksvakus

(see above). Possibly it was tie custom for an oflScial to

W'rite down the oral order of the king {ariycna dnatam).

The grant is said to have been signed by the king himself

{sayani cliaio).

The seal attached to the Kondamudi plates has, in the

centre, a trident in relief (the handle of which seems to end

in an arrow), a bow (?), the crescent of the moon and an

indistinct sjmbol of roughly triangular shape. Pound the

margin of the seal rnns a Sanskrit legend in archaic

characters which differ totally from these employed cn the

plates (Ep. Itid., VI, p. 316). Tliis difference is possibly

due to the fact that the seals were kept ready in the king’s

record oflBce and were attached to the plates when the latter

were prepared. Hultszch appears to suggest that the seal

is much older than the plates. The Sanskrit legend how-

ever seems to show that the seal cannot be placed much

earlier than 300 A.D.
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Capital cf-tiie Dehaithaliyakas.’

The only coppcr-plafe ^.riint of the Frliatphalayana

<3} nasty, belonging to king Jayavamma ( = Jayavainian)

Efhatpha]a}ana, was discovered, as we have alieady seen,

at Kondamudi a place in tie lenali laJuka of the Kistna

district {Ep. Ind., M., p, 315).’ We have also seen that the

grant was issued in the lOth regnal year of Jayavaiiima

Irom vi^ayn-khaindhaoard nagard Kuduralo, i.e. from the

vijaya-ikandh:vd)a at the city of Kudura. It is for this

reason that scholars have taken Kudura (n odern Guduru

ntar Masuiipatani) to be the capital x\here the Bihat-

phala^anas ruled. I’rof. Dubreuil, as for instance, writes:

“ The Kondamudi plates (Ep. Ind., Vol. YI, p. Sic) aie

dated in the lOth jear of king Jayavarnian of the Bihat-

phalfiyanas, who reigned at Kudura ;

” and ag.in :
“ the

tow’n of Kudura, which was the capital of Jayavarman in the

III century of the Christian era, is but the modern village

of Guduru which is 4 miles west-north- west of Mosuli-

patam and b miles from Ghrn'asala ” (Anc. Hist.

Dec., pp. 81-h5). The Profe.-sor has rightly identified

the place with Koddoura in the country of Mai.-61ia

(Masulipatara), mentioned in the Geography of Ptolemy.

It is, however, interesting to note that Koddoura

130° 11° 20' has been mentioned not as a metropolis, but

as an ordinary place in IMaisolia (Geog., VII, i, 15) by

Ptolemy who is believed to have written his Geography

about the middle of the 2nd century A.D. The archaic

1 My piper on the capital of the Erhalphalavanas wag originally published in

Jourri. Afidhru Hist. lies. See.. All, pp. liO-1. Xtere however Jayavarman was
placed a little earlier.
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cliaracters used on tlie seal of the Kondamudi t:iant

and its phraseological connection with, the giants of

Gautamlputra i^atakarni and \ asisthiputra Puluiuavi, as

well as its language and script, assign the grant to about

300 A.D. Should we then believe that the Brbat-

phalayanas became a ruling power just after the decline

of the Satavahanas in the early years of the 3rd centur}

A.D. and established themselves at Kudura (Koddoura)

from where they issued charters as early as the end of the

third or the beginning of the 4th century ? It is, howevei,

far more natural to think that they were originally a

local ruling power under the suzerainty of the Satava lianas

and graduall}' rose to prominence during and after the

latter’s decline.

The city of Kudura has been called a vijaya-sliandhamra

in the Kondamudi grant. The word sl'indhuLdra generally

means ‘'a camp but according to the lexicographer

Hemacandra it may also signify “ a metropolis. bile

oh expedition, oriental kings are known to have held

court in camps ' The use of the term skandhavara
'

in the

sense of a metropolis is most probably due to such a

practice. Skandhacara (as sometimes also possibly the

term vasaka) appears to mean a temporary residence, and

therefore a temporary capital, of a king.^ It is, therefore,

1 For the court of the Mugh.iU, see General History of the Mogol Empire (extract-

ed from Memoirs of M. Manouchi) by F. F Catrou (Bahgabaai Edu.). p. 33off. “ As

Visapur x.aa at the time of wntiog these .Memoirs the theatre of war agamst the

Sevagi, Orangzeb removed his court and armies thither.”—p. 3J3. Cf. also “ During

these years the years of Asiatic campaignl Alexander's camp was his court and

capital, the political centre of his empire-, vast city .
rolling, along over mountain

and river through Central Asia."-J. B. Bury. History of Greece for Beginners,

1915. p. 422.
. . f ....

2 It is interesting in this connection to refer to Yuan Chwang s accoun o

capital of Maharastra (Mr-ho-la-ch'a) under Pulak.sin 11 (ru-lc-ki-she, of the W estern

Calukva dynasty (Beal. Bud. Records of the Western World, If. p. 23.5 ; also his Life

o/H,«en Tiiung.p. 14G). F.om the inscriptions of the Calukyss and Ihe.r inv a

enemy, the PalUvas, there can le no doutt that the capital of Pnlake.s n II was at

Vatipi. modern Badami in the Bi:apur district of the Bombay Presidency. Now.
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very doubtful whether the vijaya slandhavara of king

Jayavarman Brhatphalayana could be the permanent capital

of the Brbatphalayanas.

The town of Kudura, which was the political centre

of Kudurahara, i.e., the Kudura district, has been identi-

fied, as we have already seen, with a village in the Bandar

or Masulipatam taluka. The find of the plates at Kondamudi

appears to prove that this region was a part of the Brbat-

phalayana kingdom in about 300 A.D. The capital of

the Brbatphalayanas seems therefore not to have been

very far from the Masulipatam region.

In this connection it is very interesting to note that

Ptolemy makes mention of the metropolis of Pitundra (135°

12°) in the country of the people called Maisoloi {Geog.,

VII. i, § 93). In op. cit., § 79, the Maisoloi are placed near

the country of the Salak^noi (Salankayanas of Vehgi) and

in § 15 their country has been called Maisolia (Masuli-

patam). Their metropolis, Pitundra, has been identified

by Sylvain Levi with Pihunda of the Uttaradhyayana and

Pithurnda of the Hathigumpha inscription of king Khara-

vela (Ind. Ant
, 192G, p. 145). We have seen that the

Brbatphalayanas ruled over the Masulipatam region, which

is to be identified with Maisolia of Ptolemy. Pitundra

the capital of Maisolia in the time of Ptolemy (middle of

the 2nd century) appears therefore almost certainly to Lave

been the capital of the family of Jayavarman Brhatpha-

the surrouadinga of Badinii, as scholara have noticed, do not answer to the deacriptioa

given by the Chinese piligrim, and its distance from Broach (135 miles) is altogether

incommensurate with the diatan-* of lOJO /( (aboat 167 miles) as specified by Yuan
Chwang. Scholars therefore now eenerally agree with the view of Fleet that the town
in question is Nasik. about 128 mi’es to the south-east of Broach. Fleet seems to be
right when he suggests :

" We have therefore to look for some subordinate but
important town, far to the north of Badami, which was mistakenly spoken of as the
capital by Hinen Tsiang : most probably because it was the basis of the operations
against Harshavardhana of Kanan;, and because in connection with these operations,
Pulikesi n happened to he there at the time" (Bemh. Gaz., I, Ft. ii, p. 355).
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layana, ruler of the Masulipatam region in the end of the

3rd or the beginning of the 4th century.

If we now accept the reading Pithumda in a passage

of the Hathigumpha inscription (line 11) of Kliaravela

and the interpretation that king Kharavela of Kahnga

besieged the city of Pithumda, it is not impos>ible to think

that the Brhatphalayanas were ruling at Pithunda= Piiundra

as early as the time of Kharavela (‘ind or 1st century B.C.) .

7



CHAPTER HI.

THE aNANDAS.

I

Hiranyagarbha.^

As the word Hiranyagarhha has some bearing on the

question of the genealo:-y of kings whom we call the

Anandas, we shall deal with this term first.

According to Sanskrit Lexicons, the word Hiranya-

garbha has two principal meanings. First, it is a well-

known epithet of Lord Brahman
; secondly, it is the name

of one of the soiasa-mahadana, i.e., the sixteen Great Gifts

which are enumerated and explained in books like the

Matsya-Puram, Hemadri’s Vratakhanda and Ballalasena’s

Dan isdgara. The sixteen Mahddanas are dana (offering) of

the following things :
—

1. Tulapurusa 9. Dhara

•2. Hiranyagnrbha 10. Hiranyasvaratha

S. Brahmantia 11. Hemahasliratha

4. Kalpapadapa 12. Visnucakra

5. Gosahasra 13. Kalpalata

6. Hiranyakamadhenii 14. Saptasagara

7. Hiranyasva 15. Ratnadhemi

8. Pancalahgahi Ki. ^lahabhiitaghata

These qunes are more or less of a technical character. They
have been explained in full details in the Mahadanavarta

1 This paper waa published in J.R.A.S., Oetober, 1931, p 7295, A paper ex-

plaining the term htrnnyagarhha wjls previously published in BJiorathar.ya (Bengali),

Bhadra, 1310 B. S., p. 393 f.
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section of the Ddnasagara, Chapter Y of the Vratakhanda

and Chapter 247 if. of the Matsya-Piirdna.

The word Hiranyagarhha occurs several times in the

inscriptions of some South Indian kings. In the Gorantla

inscription {Ind. Ant., IX, p. 102 f.), king Attivarman is

called aprameya-hiranyagarhha-prasava, which phrase was

translated by Fleet, the editor of the Gorantla inscription,

as “ who is the posterity of the inscrutable (god) Hiranya-

garbha,” i.e,, Brahman. In the Mahakuta pillar inscrip-

tion of the Calukya king MaAgalesa (ibid, XIX, p. Off.) we

have the passage hiranyagarhha-samhhuia. Here also Fleet

who edited the inscription translated the phrase as “who
was descended from (the god) Hiranyagarhha (Brahman).”

It must be noticed that only particular kings have been

connected with Hiranyagarhha in the inscriptions of their

respective families. If Fleet’s interpretation is correct we

should have found other kings of the family—wherein one

king has been called Hiranyagarhha-samhhuia—with titles

of the same signification. Moreover, when we notice that

in the Mahakuta pillar inscription, this epithet is given only

to Pulakesin I, and not to Jayasiraha the first king men-

tioned, nor to Mahgalesa the reigning monarch, there

remains no doubt that Fleet’s theory is unjustifiable. I

therefore hold with Hultzsch that the word Hiranyagarhha,

in these inscriptions, signifies the second of the sixteen

Mahdddnas or Great Gifts.

While editing the Mattepad plates of Damodarvarman

{Ep.Ind.,X\ll, p. 328ff.), Hultzsch remarked :
“ A similar

feat is ascribed to king Attivarman in another copper-plate

grant from the Guntur district, where I translate the epithet

aprameya-Hirariyagarhha-prasacena by ‘ who is a producer

of (i.e., who has performed) innumerable Hiranya-

garbhas.’ ” Hultzsch, here, evidently takes the passage

hijanyagarhha-prasaca as a case of the Sasthi-tatpurusa

compound to mean “ prasara (origin, pioducer) of the
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Hiranyagarbha.” But he was in difficulty with the

word Hirayiyagarbha-prasfita which occurs in the Ipur

grant (No. 1) of the Visnukundin king Madhavavarman I

{ibid, p. 335 f.). As prasuta is an adjective, it cannot make

a case of the Sasthi-tatpurusa compound. Hultzsch, there-

fore, had to correct the passage as Hiranyagarbha-prasuti,

i.e., prasuii (origin, producer) of the Hiranyagarbha {ibid,

p. 336, note 7). But when we notice that the epithet

Hiranyagarbha-prasuta also occurs in the Polamuru plates of

the same Visnukundin king {Jotirn. Andhra Hist. Res. Soc.,

VI, p. 17 ff.), and further that theMahakuta pillar inscription

has Hiranyagarbha-sambhrita, there can be no doubt that

Hultzsch is wrong in taking the passage Hiranyagarbha-

prasava as a case of the Sasthi-tatpurusa compound. The

words Hiranyagarbha-prasuta and Hiranyagarbha-sambhuta

are certainly examples of the Pahcami-tatpurusa compound

and mean “ born of the Hiranyagarbha.” The word

Hiranijagarbha-prasai-a must also mean the same thing.

I therefore take it as a case of the BaJiuvrlhi compound

to mean “ one whose prasava (origin, producer, pro-

genitor) is the Hiranyagarbha." But how can a king be

born of the Hiranyagarbha which we have taken to signify

the second of the sixteen Mahadanas ?

In the performance of the Hiranyagarbha-mahadana

ceremony, the thing to be given away to the Brahraanas

is a Hiranyagarbha, literally, ” a golden womb.” Hiranya-

garbha here signifies a golden kuticla, three cubits in

height. Gf.

brahrnanair ^ anayet hundam tapanlya-mayani subham
dvdsaptaty-angul-occhrmjam hema-panlaja-garbhavat.

To discuss in details all the functions of the ceremony
is not necessary for our purpose. The quotations, which
are all from the ‘iigih Chapter of the Matsya-Purana, will

sufficiently clear the point.
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After due arcana, the performer of the Mahadana

ceremony is to utter a mantra in adoration to Lord

Hiranyagarbha (here. Lord Visnu), two lines of which

run :

bhur-loka-pramukha lokds = tava garhhe vyavasthitdh

bram-ddayas = tatha devd namas = te visva-dharine.

Thereafter the performer enters into the hiranyagarbha,

i.e., the golden kunda, and the priests perform the cere-

monies of garhhddhdna, pnmsavana and simantonnayana of

the
“

golden womb,” as they would do in the case of an

ordinary pregnant woman. Cf.

evam—dmantrya tan-madhyam =ddsy = dmbha iidah-

m ukhah

mustibhydni parisamgrhya dharmardja-caturmukau

jdnumadhye sirah krtrd tistheta svdsa-pancakatn

garbhddhdnam, ptmsavanam sinianionnayam tathd

kuryur=hiranya-garhhasija tatas^te ddja-piihgavdh.

Then the performer is taken out of the “golden womb,”

and the jdta-karma and other necessary functions are per-

formed by the priests, as if the performer is a newly born

child. After that, the performer is to utter another mantra,

wherein occur the following significant lines :

mdtr=dham janitah pUrvam martya-dharmd sur-ottama

tvad-garbha-sambhardd= esa dicya-deho bharamy=ahain.

‘ ‘ 0 the best of gods, previously I was given birth to

by my mother (and) was martya-dharmd (one having the

qualities of an earthly creature). (But) now owing to my

(re-) birth from your womb, I become divya-deha (one having

celestial body.’’
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That the performer of the Hiranyagarbha-mahaddna was

thought to be “ born of the Hiranyagarbha, i.e., golden

womb,” is also clear from the next mantra to be uttered by

the priests :

adya-jdtasxja te^'ngdni abhiseksyamahe cayam.

After the ceremony is over, the priests receive the gift of

that golden womb together with many other things.



Genealogy of the Ananda Kings.’

Two kings of the Ananda family are known from

their inscriptions. They are Attivarman of the Gorantla

plates (Ind. Ant., IX, p. 102 f.) and Damodarvarman

of the Mattepad plates {Ep. Ind., XVII. p. 327 f.).

We have already dealt with the reference to the word

Hiranyagarhha in the Gorantla inscription and with

its different interpretations. Hultzsch rightly says

:

“ When editing the Gorantla plates of Attivarman, my
late lamented friend Fleet believed this king (scil. Attivar-

man) to have been a Pallava—chiefly because lie

interpreted the epithet apTameya-Hiranyagarhha-prasavena

by ‘ who is the posterity of the inscrutable (god)

Hiranyagarhha.’ As I have shown above, the rendering is

inadmissible in the light of the corresponding epithet used

in the fresh plates, and Fleet himself had since withdrawn

his original opinion in his Dynasties of the Kanarese

Districts, second edition,’ p. 334 ” (Ep. Ind., XVII. 328).

In the Gorantla inscription, Attivarman has been called

kandaranrpati-kula-samudbhuta, “sprung from the family of

king Kandara ’’
;
the family (fcu/o), in its turn, is called

ananda-maharsi-varnSa-saintidbhuta, “ sprung from the

1 See mj rote on the Ananda Oenealog; in J.R.A.S., October, ISSi,

p. 732 ff.

* " And now that we know tnore about the earlj biatory and Paripic fiencelopy

of the Pailavas, it is diEhcuIt to adapt these details to their accounts, though Attivar-

man does, like the Pallavas, claim to belong to the postnity of the god Hir^ya-

parbha, i.e., Brahman. On the other band, the name Kandhars,—and douMea

Kandara also,—is a variant of Kpishna ; and tbia soggeats that we may possibly bass

here an early Hasbtraknta record ” (Fleet's Dfiuttit* e/ tA« Kasarass DuMeti is

Bomb. Gas., I, Fart U, p. 8S4).
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lineage of the great sage Ananda On the other hand,

the Mattepad plates were issued from fi/at/a-Kandara-pura,

“ victorious city (founded by) king Kandara.” Damodara-

varman is, here, said to have belonged to the Ananda-

gotra. Both the Gorantla and Mattepad grants were

discovered in the Guntur district of the Madras Presidency.

While editing the Mattepad plates, Hultzsch, on these

grounds, suggested that the three kings Kandara,^

Attivarman and Damodaravarruan belonged to the same

family and that they may be styled “ the Ananda

kings of Guntur.”

The palaeography of the Gorantla and Mattepad records

suggests that the rule of king Attivarman and that of

kingDamodarvarman were not separated by a great interval.

Considering the facts that the characters of the Gorantla

inscription resemble, in some respects, those of the Iksvakn

inscriptions of Nagarjunikonda {Ep. Ind., XX, p. 1 ff.) and

that both Nagarjunikonda, the find-spot of some Iksvaku

inscriptions, and Kanteru, that of some Salahkayana

inscriptions are localities of the Guntur district, it seems

to me that the Ananda kings, whose inscriptions are also

found in the same district, began to grow powerful about

the middle of the 4th century A.D., when the pow'er

of the Pallava successors of the Iksvakus w'as graduallv

' Venkayya in his Eeport for 1900, pp. 5 and 35. refers to a much defaced

Sanskrit inscription mentioning the daughter of king Kan far, i of the Anandagotra,

at Chezarla to the west of Guntur. Kandara, Kandhara, Kand ara, Kanhara
Kanhara and Kannara are Prakrit variant; of t!.e Sanskrit name Krsna {Bomb. Ga:.

I, Pr. II, p. tl'h tote 1). Some inscriptions of the Rattas of Saiindatti style (he

R'istiakuta king Krsna III as Knii'lhurn iiurnvnr-ailhGi ura , supreme lord of

Kandharnpura, the best of towns \tbid, pp 41'). 5.5r) and note 6; and 384, noted)

This fact a( pears to have led Fleet to suggest a Hast akuta connection of Attivarman

{ibid, 386). But as suggested by the same scholar (ifcid, 384, note 4) the name of

Kandliarapura “ may possibly hive been invented from an imaginary Krishnapnra
derived froni some passage similar to that in which the Eastern Chalukya King
Gunaka Vijsyaditya III is said to have effected the burning of the city of Krishna II
‘Kriubna-pura-dahana, see Ind. Ant., Vol. XX, p. li)2, n. 6).”
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declining in the Andhra country. The Nagarjunikonda ins-

criptions have been assigned to the 3rd century A.D. and,

as I shall show below, the Kanteru plates are to be ascribed

to. the 5th century A.D. Kings Attivarman and Damodara-

varrnan may, therefore, be conjecturally placed about the

second half of the 4th century of the Christian era.

But which of the two kings of the Ananda family came

earlier ? According to Hultzsch, the characters of the

Gorantia inscription are more developed than those of the

Mattepad grant which is besides partly written in Prakrit
;

consequently Damodaravarman must have been one of the

predecessors of Attivarman ” {Ep. Ind., XVII, p. 328).

As regards the first point, viz., that the characters of

the Gorantia inscription are more developed, I must say

that when two epigraphs belong to the same period it is

extremely difficult to determine as to which of them is

th3 earlier. In our section on the Visnukundin

geneilogy below, we shall show that the Visnukundin king

Madhavavarman 11 of the Ipur grant (No. 2) was suggested

by Hultzsch, on palaeographical grounds, to have been the

grandfather of Madhavavarman (I) of the Ipur grant (No.

1)-. We shall also show there that the former was actually

not the grandfather, but the grandson, of the latter.' Since

the handwritings of two different scribes of even the same

age may be quite dissimilar, I do not think it impossible

that the difference in time between the execution of the

Mattepad and that of the Gorantia grant is short and that

Dtmodaravarraan of the Mattepad grant was a successor of

.Attivarman on the throne of Kandarapura.^

1 See also my paper on the geni-alogy of the VisnukunJins in Ind. Quart.,

rx, p. 273 £f.

.* Cf. “ Not only the plates of the Pallayag but also those of the Gangas and

thp Kadambas prove that the alphabets differ much according to the scribes, who have

engrtved the plates and the docntaents of the same reign do not sometimes resemble

one another.” (Anc. Hist. Dec., pp. 65-66.)

8
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As regards the second point, viz., that the Mattepad

grant is partly written in Prakrit, I am afraid, it is a

misrepresentation. In fact, the Mattepad plates are, like

the Grorantla plates, written in Sanskrit
;

but it is true

that the names of the Brahmana recipients of the king’s

gift are written in Prakrit, e.g., Kassava-Kumarajja

(Sinskrit; Kasyapa-Kumararya), etc. We must notice,

however, that the Gorantla inscription also exhibits the

same peculiarity. I think it even more significant that the

name of the king is here Attivarman and not Hastivarman.

Atti is a Dravidic form of Sanskrit hastin, through the

literary Prakrit from hatthi. Names like Attivarman,*

Kumarajja, etc., only prove that both these grants were

issued in a time when the replacement of Prakrit by Sans-

krit in South Indian epigraphy was nearly, but not fully,

complete.

There are, besides, two other points in support of

our suggestion. Firstly, in the Gorantla inscription, ihe
kandara-nrpati-hila has been called bhagavato vake^varadhi-

cisims-tribhuiana-kartuh sambkoi=caram-kamala-rajah-
pavitnkrta, which appears to suggest that Sambhu (Siva)

was the family deity of the Ananda kings and that they
were ^aivas. On the other hand, Damodaravarman is

called in his inscription bhagavatah samyaksanibuddhasya
padanudhyata, which clearly shows that he was a Buddhist.
If the Ananda kings prior to Attivarman were Saivas,
Damodaravarman who was a Buddhist would appear to have
come after Attivarman. Secondly, the inscribed faces of the
Mattepad plates of Damodaravarman are “ numbered con-
secutively like the pages of a modern book.” This fact also

• With the name of Attivannsn may be compared that of Attimallan a
feudatory of the Cola king Ea;ara;a (S.Ind.l„s.. I, No. 74,. At.imallar was also 'the
surname of Krsna III Rastrakfita. Compare also Attivarman in Kieli,orn-s Lut
No 1070 ; and ‘ Attiraja or Attarasa, born at Nara^apura in the Andhra coontrr
in Bomb. Gaz., I, Pt. II, p. 507 '
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seems to suggest that Damodaravarman came after

Attivarman.

But, what was the relationship between these two kings

of the Ananda family, who, we think, were not far removed

from each other in time ?

In this connection, I like to draw the attention of

readers to the epithet abandhya-gosahasr-dneka-hiranyagarbh-

-odbhav-odbhava applied to the name of king Damodaravar-

man in the Mattepad plates. This epithet has been

translated by Hultzsch as “ who is the origin of the

production (i.e., who has caused the performance) of many

Hiranyagarbhas and of (gifts of) thousand pregnant cows.”

This translation is defective for several reasons.

We have seen that Hultzsch has wrongly interpreted

the passage hiranyagarbha-prasava as the “ producer of the

Hiranyagarbha.” As we have shown, it should mean “ one

whose producer is the Hiranyagarbha.” The corresponding

passage of the Mattepad plates is hiranyagarbh-odbhava,

which means exactly the same thing. Hultzsch says :

'' he {scil. Damodaravarman) boasts of having performed

certain Brahmanical rites, viz., Gosahasra and Hiranya-

garbha (1. 2 f.).” But it seems to me hardly tenable that

Damodaravarman who was professedly a Buddhist performed

these rites which are professedly Brahmanical. Besides, if

Hultzsch’ s interpretation is right, why did the composer

use hiranyagarbh-odbhav-odbhava and not hiranyagarbh-

odbhava which is the naturally expected form ? The

use of hiranyagarbh-odbhav-odbhava in the sense of “ per-

former of the Hiranyagarbha ” seems to me highly awkward

in an ordinary prose composition. The natural meaning of

the phrase hiranyagarbh-odbhav-odbhava is “ one whose

udbhava (producer, father) is Hiranyagarbh-odbhava {i.e.,

performer of the Hiranyagarbha-mahadana)
”

As regards abandhya-gosahasra, I do not think that the

word abandhya ever means “pregnant.” Abandhya, i.e.,
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not-barreii, which also means aniogha-phal-odaya (producer

of unfailing good and prosperity) according to the Sanskrit

lexicon Rajanirghanta

,

seems to refer not to go as Hultzsch

has taken it, hut to the Gosahasra.' the fifth of the sixteen

Mahadanas of the Piiranas. The whole phrase abandhya-

gosahasr-aneka-hiranya-garbh-odbhai'-odbJiava, then, means
“ one whose ndbhava {i.e., father) is Ahandhyagosahasra
(f.e., performer of a Gosahasra producing unfailing success)

and Aneka-hiranyagarhh-odbhava (i.e
,
performer of many

Hiranyagarbhas).

Now, who is this Abandhya-gosahasra-Aneka-hiranya-

garbh-odbhava, the udbhava (father) of king Damodaravar-
man ? Curiously enough, in the Gorantla inscription,

Attivarman is called dprameya-hiranyagarbha-prasava,
which is obviously the same as aneka-hiranyagarbh-odbhava.
I therefore do not think it quite impossible that it is

king Attivarman who was the father of king Damodara-
varman of the Mattepad plates. It may however be argued
that the Mattepad plates credit the father of king Damo-
daravarman with the performance of a Gosahasra as well ;

but there is no reference to this Mahadana in Attivarman’s
own Gorantla grant. The Gosahasra mahadana may have
been performed by Attivarman after the execution of
the Gorantla grant. It may also be a case of the
Argumentum ex Silentio.
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Attivarman( =Hastivarman).

As we have seen, the Ananda king Attivarman was a

devotee of Sanabhu (Siva) and performed “many” Hirauya-

garbhas. The performance of such a costly mafiadana as

the Hiranyagarbha for more than once (and probably also

of a Gosahasra) seems to show that he w'as a rich and power-

ful prince. His e])ithet pratdp-opanata-sakala-samanta-man-

dala suggests that there were other ruling chiefs who

acknowledged his suzerainty. His inscription tells us that

he acquired fame in ruling his subjects with justice.

The Gorantla inscription records the gift of eight hundred

pattis (pieces) of land in the village of Tanjikon.la on the

southern bank of the Krsnabenna {i.e., the Krishna; see

infra, and Bomb. Gaz., I, ii, p. 334 n) river and also of the

village of Antukkura, to a Brahmana named Kotti&rman,

who belonged to the Kasyapa-gotra. The name of the

village, read now as Tanlikorila by Hultzsch, was originally

read by Fleet as Tanthikontha {Ep. Ind., VII, p. 328). The

village has been identified by Hultzsch with the modern

Tadikonda, ten miles to the north of Guntur and to the

south of the Krishna. Antukkura, according to him, is

probably modern Gani-Atkuru to the west of Bezvada. The

recipient Kottisarman has been described as knowing the

Apastamba-sutra and also the three Vedas, viz., Rk, Yajus

and Sdman.

The seal of king Attivarman attached to the Gorantla

plates is circular. “ The emblem on it is probably some god,

sitting cross-legged on an altar, but it is anything but clear,

even in the original ” (Ind. Ant., IX. p. 102). The figure is

shunk in the flat surface of the seal, instead of being raised

in relief on a counter-sunk surface as is usually the case.
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We have already said much about this king. The

Mattepad grant was issued on the 13th day of the bright

half of Karttika in the 2nd regnal year of the king. It re-

cords the grant of the village of Kamgura with all parihdras,

to a number of Brahmanas. Parihdra, i.e., “immunity, pri-

vilege, exemption from taxes,” is mentioned in Kautilya’s

Arthasdstra (Shamasastry’s 2nd ed., p. 73). The pariharas

are sometimes stated to be of eighteen kinds, but are very

often referred to as sarvajdta-parihdra (immunities of nil kinds).

For some of them see pages 43-44 above. The Mattepad

grant was issued from the victorious city of Kandarapura

which was possibly the capital of the kings of the Ananda

line. The recipients of the grant were the following

:

Ruddajja (Rudrarya), Nandijja (Nandyarya), Khandajja

(Skandarya), Bhavajja (Bhavarya), Agnijja (Agnyarya),

Sirijja (Sryarya), Savarajja (Sabararya) and Virajja (Virarya)

of the Kondinna (Kaundinya)-gotra, Damajja (Damarya),

Kumarajja (Kumararya), Venujja (Visnvarya), Devajja

(Devarya) Nandijja and Dinajja (Dlnarya) of the Kassava

(Kasyapa)-gotra and Bhaddajja (Bhadrarya) of the Agasti-

gotra.

The seal of Damodaravarman attached to the Mattepad

plates is oval and is said to be much worn. It bears in

relief, according to Hultzsch, the figure of a “seated buU”

facing the proper right.

We do not know who succeeded Damodaravarman on the

throne of Kandarapura. The end of the Ananda dynasty

is wrapped up in obscurity. They were possibly subdued or

supplanted by the SalaAkayanas in the 5th century A.D.



CHAPTEE IV.

THE gALANKlYANAS,

I

Genealogy of the Salankayanas.*

While editing the Kolleru (Kollair) grant of the Sa-

l ihkayana Maharaja Nandivarman, son of Candavarman, in

Ind. Ant., Vol. V, p. 175 ff. (Sanskrit and Old-Canarese

Inscriptions : No. XVIII), Fleet remarked ; “In Sir W.
Elliot’s facsimiles I have [found] another copper-plate

inscription of Vijayanandivarma and his Yuvamahdraja,

whose name seems to be VijayatuAgavarma or Vijayabudha-

varma.” He appended the following note to the name

of the Yuvamahdrdja :
“ The original has, 1. 3, ‘ Vijaya-

bungavarmassa,’ and in the margin, a little above the line,

there is the character ‘ ddha ’—differing not much from

‘ nga ’ as there written—apparently intended to be

introduced somewhere in the line as a correction.’’ Now,

as we shall presently see, this statement regarding the

inscription is really wrong and was subsequently corrected

by Fleet himself. But, unfortunately, the blunder has

become parmanent in later writings on the Salahkayana

genealogy,

En passant, I may draw the attention of readers to the

names of these kings generally accepted and used by

scholars. The names can hardly be Vijayanandivarman,

Vijayabuddhavarman and the like.

* M; paper ou the Salahkayana geoealog; was originally published in Ind. Hitt.

Quart., IX, p. SOS ff.
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The Salahkayana inscriptions are stated to be issued

from Siri-vijaya-vengTpura, Vijaya-vehgipura or Vijaya-

vehgT, The Kadamba grants are generally issued from

SrI-vijaya-vaijayanti, SrI-vijaya-triparvata and Srl-vijaya-

palasika.^ The Mattepad plates of Damodaravarman (Ep.

Ind., XVII, p. 327 ff.) were issued from Vijaya-kandarapura.

We have also references to {5rl-vijaya-kanclpura, Sri-vijaya-

palakkada and SrI-vijaya-dasanapura in some of the Pallava

inscriptions (Ep. Ind., Ill, p. 142 ff., and I, p. 297 ;
Ind.

Ant., Y, p. .50 ff., p. 164 ff.). There can be no doubt that the

names of the places are Veiigipura, KahcTpura, A'aijayantI,

Palasika, etc., and that vijaya or sn-vijaya has been prefixed

to them simply for the sake of glorification. I have no

doubt that the name of the Salahkayana Maharaja of the

Kollair grant is similarly Nandivarman, and -not Srl-vijaya-

nr Fi/ai/a-nandivarman,’ as is generally taken to be.

Vijaya and t^rT-rijaya, in such cases, mean vijaya-ijukta and

Ari-vijaya-yukta respectively.- When prefixed to proper

names, they make examples of the Tatpiirusa compound of

.\\e t^akaparthivadi class. The word jaya is also used in

•Jiis way. As for instance. Karmanta (modern [Bad]

-Kanta near Comilla) has been mentioned as jaya-Kar-

manta-vasaka in the Ashrafpur plate of Devakbadga (Bhan-

(larkar. List, No. 1588). It must also be noticed

that in the Peddavegi and Kanteru (No. 2) grants the

reigning Salaiikayana king is simply called Nandivarman.

Note also that the Pallava king Skandavarman II in his

own Omgodu (No. 1) grant (Ep. Ind., XV, p. 246) calls

himself SrI-vijaya-Skandavarman, while in the Uruvupalli

grant of his son Visnugopavarman (Ind. Ant., V, p. 50) and

in the Omgodu (No. 2), Pikira (ibid., XV, p. 246; VIII.

p. 159) and Mangalur (lud. ffnf., V, p. 154) grants of his

grandson Sirnhavarman he is simply called Skandavarman.

1 See the Kadamba eranta edited by Fleet in 7ni. no, VI and VII.

C'f ieiam in tijayai= c = aira sara^lranam bharisyati : Mahabha., I, G3 24
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To come to our point. The first scholar who accepted

the wTong information of Fleet and added thereto something

of his own, seems to be Prof. Dubreuil, the author of

Ancient History of the Deccan (Pondicherry, 1920) Before

he wrote, a Prakrit copper-plate inscription of another

Salankayana Maharaja Devavarman, had been discovered near

Ellore. It was edited by Hultzsch in Ep. Ind., Vol. IX,

p. 56 ff. In Ancient History of the Deccan, Dubreuil

therefore speaks of four Salankayana monarchs, viz.,

1. Devavarman of the Ellore plates,

2. Candavarman, and bis son

3. Nandivarman of the Kollair plates,

4. Buddhavarman, son of (3) Nandivarman mentioned

in the facsimile referred to by Fleet. As regards Buddba-

varman, Dubreuil has quoted the passage of Fleet, and

remarked :
“ This name is probably Buddhavarman,

for in the margin, there is the character dha ” (Anc.

Hist. Dec., p. 89). Evidently the Professor goes a step

further. I do not know from which authority he learnt

that the letter in the margin is dha and not ddha, as is

attested by Fleet.

The mistake was next repeated by K. V. Lakshmana

Rao who edited the two copper-plate grants discovered at

Kanteru, one belonging to the Salankayana Maharaja

Nandivarman and the other to the Salankayana Maharaja

Skandavarman.^ Like Dubreuil, Lakshmana Rao has quoted

the same passage of Fleet and has taken “ Yijaya Buddha-

varman ” as a king belonging to the Salankayana dynasty

(Joiirn. Andhra Hist. Res. Soc., Vol. V, p. 26). It is to be

noted that Fleet hesitatingly proposed an alternative of two

names, viz., Tungavarman and Buddhavarman, with a

1 Jeurn. .Indhra Hist Soc., V, p. S6 S. ; the plates appear to have been origi-

nally edited by the same scholar m .Journal of the .indhra .Academy or .indhra

Sahitya-Parishat-Patnka, Vol. XI. p. 113 ff.

9
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slight inclination towards the latter ; then Duhreuil showed

favour for the name Buddhavarman
;
and now Lakshmana

Eao takes Buddhavarman as an established name in the

genealogy of the Salankayanas.

Next we come to E. Subba Eao, who has edited the

Peddavegi copper-plates of the Salahkayana Maharaja

Nandivarman II (ibid., Vol. I, p. 92 ff.). He refers to

five inscriptions belonging to the f5alahkayana kings. “ Of

these a Prakrit inscription which was discovered by

Mr. (? Sir Walter) Elliot remains unpublished : but two

kings (?) mentioned in it are known to us as Vijayanandi-

varman Yuvamaharaja (?) and Vijayabuddhavarman. The

late Mr. Lakshmana Eao edited in Andhra SdMtya-Parishat-

Patrikd, Vol. XI, two Salankayana inscriptions discovered

in Kanteru near Guntur and these belong to Nandi-

varman and Skandavarman. Another Salahkayana inscrip-

tion discovered in Kallair lake and (sic.) which belongs to

Vijaya Nandivarman, eldest son of Chandavarman, was

published in Indian Antiquary, Vol. V, by Mr. Elliot

(? Dr. Fleet). A Prakrit inscription discovered at Ellore

which belongs to Vijaya Devavarman was published in

Epigraphia Indica, Vol. IX ” (ibid., p. 93). By this time,

everything is complete.^

I am afraid, these scholars have not carefully read all

the inscriptions edited by Fleet in his well-known
“ Sanskrit and Old-Canarese Inscriptions ” series. It is

however wrong to say that “ a Prakrit inscription which

was discovered by Mr. Elliot remains unpublished.” It

was actually published by Fleet in Ind. Ant., IX, p. 100 ff.

(Sans. Old-Can. Ins., No. LXXIV). “ This is the grant

I The theory of the existence of » Prakrit record mentioning two Salankayans

princes named Vijaya-Nandivarman and Vijaya.Buddhavarman in Elliot’s collection

is also accepted in /In. iJep. S. Ind. Ep., 1926-27, pp. 74-75, and in such a recent

work as Prof. Louis de La Valee Poussin’s Dynasties et Histoire de V Inde (Histoire

du Monde, VI 2, Paris, 1935), p. 233.
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of Vijayabuddhavarma,” he says there, “ of which I have

spoken at Vol. V, p. 175. I now give the text from the

original plates which belong to Sir Walter Elliot.”

Fleet’s reading of the grant is as follows :

L. 1. Siddha Sirivij'ayakhandavamma-mcaharajassa

Sainvvachhara

L. 2. Yuvamaharajassa Bharattayana Pallava-

L. 3. nain Sirivijayabuddbavarmassa devi

L. 4, kujana viha (?) rudevT Kada (?) vTya

No argument is necessary to prove that the inscription

belongs to the Pallavas arid refers to the king Skandavar-

man and the Crown-prince Buddhavarman, and that it has

nothing to do with the Salahkayanas. Fleet was himself

conscious of what he said before, and remarked (ibid., p.

101): “And Vijayabuddbavarma is said to be a Pallava,

and of the Bharattayana gotra. There is therefore,

no genealogical connection between the Yijayabuddha-

-varma of this grant and the Vijayanandivarma of the Yehgi

grant at Vol. V, p. 175, who was of the Salahkayana

gotra.” Fleet, however, could not translate the inscription,

as it is written in Prakrit. It has later been carefully

edited by Hultzsch in Ep. Ind., VIII (p. 143 ft., “British

Museum Plates of Charudevi” with “Plates of Vijaya-

Skandavarman and Vijaya-Buddhavarraan”). The first

plate has been thus deciphered and translated by Hultzsch :

Siddha/

/

L. 1. Siri-Vijaya-Khandava[m]ma-maharajassa sam-

vvachchhar[a] [/*]

L. 2. Yuvamaharajassa Bharaddayassa Pallava-

L. 3. nain Si[ri]-vijaya-Buddhavarmassa devI [Bu-]

ddhi

L. 4. kura-janavl Charudevi ka[dake] viya [/*]
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“Success! The years {of the reign) of the glorious

Alaharaja Vijaya-Skandavarman. CharudevI, the queen of

the Yuvamahardja, the Bharadvaja, the glorious Vijaya-

Buddhavarman (of the family) of the Pallavas (and) mother

of [Buddhyaiijkura, (addresses the following order) [to

the official at] Ka[taka]

There can, then, be no question of a Buddhavarman in

the genealogy of the Sfilaiikayanas.

The following kings are so far known from inscriptions

to have belonged to the Salahkayana dynasty :

—

1. Ellore Prakrit grant • (i) Devavarman.

2. Kollair grant (i) Candavarman
;

(n) Nandivarman, the eldest

son of Candavarman.

3. Peddavegi grant (i) Hastivarman ;

(n) Nandivarman I, son of

Hastivarman ;

(Hi) Candavarman, son of

Nandivarman I ;

(if) Nandivarman II, eldest

son of Candavarman.

4. Kanteru grant (No. 1) (0 Skandavarman.

5. Kanteru grant (No. 2) (i) Nandivarman.

There can be no doubt that Nandivarman of the Kollair

grant is identical with Nandivarman II of the Peddavegi

grant, since both of them are described in the inscriptions

as “the eldest son of Candavarman.’’ It is however not

quite clear whether Nandivarman of the Kanteru grant

(No. 2) is identical with either of the two Nandivarmans

of the Peddavegi plates or he is a third king different from

them. Nevertheless, it seems reasonable to identify him

with Nandivarman II of the Peddavegi grant. Both in the

Kollair and the Peddavegi grants Nandivarman II is called
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hhagavac-citraraihasvami-pad-anudhydto bappa-bhattaraka-

pada-bhaktah pamma-bhdgavatas = mlahkdyana. It is interest-

ing to note that exactly the same epithets have been

applied to Nandivarman also in the plates discovered at

KaBteru. It must moreover be noted that the king has the

epithet parama-bhdgavata in all these three inscriptions

and that no other Salahkayana king is as yet knov^n to have

used this epithet. It appears, then, almost certain that

Nandivarman of the Kanteru plates is also, like the king

of the same name of the Kollair grant, identical with

Nandivarman II of the Peddavegi plates. There is unfor-

tunately nothing from which we can determine the precise

relationship that existed between Devavarman or Skanda-

varman on the one hand and the line of the remaining

four kings on the other.

As the Ellore grant is written in Prakrit, there can

hardly be any doubt that king Devavarman ruled before

Skandavarman and Nandivarman 11 who used Sanskrit in

their inscriptions. The character of the Peddavegi plates

of Nandivarman II appear to be slightly more developed

than that used in the Ellore plates of Devavarman. Deva-

varman, therefore, may be placed before Hastivarman

who appears to have been succeeded regularly by his son,

grandson and great-grandson. Considering the facts that

the inscriptions of Nandivarman II are to be palaeographi-

cally assigned to about the middle of the 5th century A.D.,

and that he was preceded by three kings of his line, it

seems probable that Skandavarman of the Kanteru grant

came after Nandivarman II. We however do not know
whether Devavarman was the immediate predecessor of

Hastivarman* or Skandavarman the immediate successor

* Devaiarman aeema to have ruled about A.D, igee 6e/oirl. He therefore
may have been the immediate predeceasor (father?) of Ha 3ti\armjn. -ee my paper
m Ind. Cult., I, pp. 498-502.
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of Nandivarman The genealogical tree then stands

thus :

Devavarman

Hastivarman

J
Nandivarman

I

Candavarmanj
Nandivarman II

Skandavarman

It may be noticed here that this Salahkayana Hasti-

varman of the Peddavegi plates can hardly be any other

than the caihgeyaka-Hastivarman, mentioned in the famous

Allahabad pillar inscription of Samudragupta.® The main
arguments in favour of this assertion are the following :

(0 The Srdahkayana line is the only dynasty which can

be properly called vaihgeyaka (belonging to Vehgl), as all

the grants of the Stilaiikayana kings are issued from
Vehgipura. No other early dynasty is known to have had
its headquarters at the city of Vehgi/

J Some scholars have suggested that Skandavarman might have been the younger
brother of Nandivarman II (Joum. Andhra Hitt. Ret. Soc., V, p. 27). The conspicuons
mention in Nandivarman II’s inscriptions of his being the eldest son of Mal.araja
Candavarman may suggest that the king had a rival in one of his younger brothers.
We however do not as yet definitely know whether this younger brother could be
Skandavarman of the Kantern grant No. 1.

» Corp. Ini. Ind.,Vol. nr, No. 1; see however JoHni. Andhra H,n Res Soc
I. p. 93. Even recent works on Indian history regard Vaihgeyah, Hastivarman of
the Allahabad pillar inscription as a Pallava king or a Pallava vicer.y of ths
king of Kanci. See, as for instance, Sewell’s List (19.32), p. .375

3 It may be noted t!,at a Sanskrit grant belonging to the Pai'ava Dharma
Mahaiaja Siml>avarman (Ind. Anl., V p. IH) refers to Veiigorastra. Simhavarman
is there said to have granted a village in the Veiigorastra. The grant was issned
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(ii) The Salahkayanas ruled according to Dubreuil,

“between 350 and 450 A.D.’’ (op. cit., p. 87); and Bur-

nell thought that the KoIIair grant of Nandivarman may

be palaeographically assigned to the 4th century A.D.

(South Indian Palaeography, p. 14, n. 2). It is therefore

generally accepted that the Salahkayanas ruled contempor-

aneously with the early Guptas (320-467 A.D.).

As regards the date proposed by Dubreuil, it may be

said that the Salahkayanas certainly began to rule long

before 350 A.D. Prof. H. C. Kaychaudhuri {Pol. Hist.

Am. Ind., 3rd ed., p. 341, n. 1) has rightly identified the

Salahkayanas with the Salakenoi mentioned in the Geography

of Ptolemy (about 140 A.D.). Ptolemy says : “Beyond the

Maisoloi (c/. Masulipatam) are the Salakenoi near the

Arouaia mountains, with the following cities : Benagouron

from Da^anapara, which had been identified b; Venkayys with modern Darsi in the

Nellore district {Ind. Ant., 1908, p. 393). ** None of these places Tambr&pa,

Palakkada, Da^anapara or HenmStura (from where some Sanskrit charters of the

Fallavas were issued) has been identified definitely, although a suggestion has been

mide by the late Mr. Venkayya that they are to be looked for in the vicinity of the

region comprised by the modern Nellore district ” (R. Gopalan, Pallavas of Kanchi,

p. .55). Prof. Dnbreuil also places the Da^anapura region in the Nellore and Guntur

districts (4nc. Hist. Dec., p. 691. The VefigT country, we know, lay "between the

Krishna and the Godavari." If this Vengorajtra refers to the country of Vengl, it

may be assumed that, at the time of Simhavarman Pallava, the southern fringe of this

country was under the possession of the Pallavas. There is however, as yet no evidence

to prove that the capital city of Vengl was ever occupied by the Pallavas. We must

also note that even the grandfather of this Siqihavarinan used Sanskrit in his inscrip-

tion {cf. Omgidn plates of Skandavarman II: Ep. Ind,, XV, p. 246 ff.). It is

generally accepted that Sanskrit was introduced in Southern inscriptions in the

4th century A.D. Siiphavarraan therefore came some time after the reign of

Sam idragupta. See infra

It may however be conjectured that with the extension cf the VefigI kingdom

under the SalankSyanas, the name Vengi also extended over Aodhrade^a, as far

south as Karmara^tra (northern part of Nellore and southern part of Guntur).

Veng'srastra in the posssssioa of the Pallavts is, then, to be conjectured to have been

originally the southernmost part of the Salankayana kingdom. There is

however no evidence to prove that the Pallavas were in possession of the city of

Vefigi.
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140° 24°; Kastra 138° 19° 30'
;
Magaris 137° 30' 18° 20' ”

(Geography, VII, i, § 79). Benagouron, the premier city

of the Salakenoi, appears to me to he a mistake for

Bengaouron (Behgapura) which is no other than the well-

known Vehgipura (cf. Vehgordstra of the Mangalur

grant).

As regards the conjecture of Burnell, I may simply point

out that, if we compare the characters of the Kollair plates

(Ind. Ant., V, p. Ifo and Pis.) with those of the inscriptions

of the early Eastern Calukyas ^ and of the Visnukundins,^

it becomes impossible for us to accept such an early date

for the Kollair grant. 1 have no hesitation in asserting

that palaeography has nothing to say against the ascription

of the inscriptions of Naodivarman II to the middle of

the 5th century A.D. It is then quite possible that his

great-grandfather Hastivarraan ruled about a century earlier

and was a contemporary of Samudragupta (circa 330 to

375 A.D.).

(Hi) Lastly, excepting this 8alahkayana Hastivarmui

we do not know of any other king, who ruled at Vengl,

whose name was Hastivarman and who can any how be

placed in the middle of the 4th century A.D. which is the

time of Samudragupta

.

Accepting the contemporaneity of Samudragupta and

Salahkayana Hastivarman (c. 350 A.D.), we may draw

the following approximate chronological chart of the

Salahkilyana Maharajas.

1 See, e.g., the Polamuru p'ates of Jayasinpha I (Journ. Andhra Hist. Res.

Soc., IV. p. 7i, Pis.) : and the Satara plates of Visnuvardhana I {Ind. XIX,

pp. 310-11).

2 See, e.g., the Poiamaru plates of M8dhava\arman (I) who caiiDot be

much earlier than Jayasiqaha I i.Jonrn. .indhra Hist. Res. Soc., VI, p. 17, Pis.).
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Devavarman • • • ... c 320-345 A.D. ?

Hastivarman
1

... ... c. 345-370 A.D.

1

Nandivarman I
1

... ... c. 370-395 A.D. .

1

Candavarman
1

... ... c. 395-4’20 A.D.

1

Nandivarman II ... c. 4-20-445 A D.

Skandavarman ... ... c. 445-470 A.D. ?'

' An. Rep. S. Ind. Ep., 1926-27, p. 74 notices the following tree of Salan-

kayana genealogy proposed by M. Somasekhara Sarma.

Hastivftnnan A.D, 350 (Allahabad pillar iascr'Ption

1

of Samudragupta)

1

1

Vijaya-Devavarman
1

Nandivarman alias

A.D. 376 (Ellore grant) Vijaya-Nandivarman A.D. 4(X)

(Elliot’s^ unpublished grant)

Yuvamah6raj|a Vijaya- Candavarman 460 A.D.
Buddhavarman A.D. 426
(Elliot’s unpublished grant)

Vi;aya-N»ndiv8rman II

(Eolleru and Kantern grants)
Vijaya-Skandavarman

(Kantern grant)

We have tried to prove above the following points : (1) Devavarman probably

ruled earlierS han Hastivarmaii and therefore may not have been the latter’s son ;

(‘2) there was no iSalankayaaa inscription in Elliot’s collection and there was no prince

named Buddhavarman in the Salankayana family; (3) the relat on between Skanda-

varman and Ca^davarman is not dehnitely known.

10



II

• Candavarman, lord of Kalinga^

In his latest work. Historical Inscriptions of Southern

India (1932), p. 18, s.v. A.D. 340, the late Mr. Sewell has thus

remarked on the Komarti grant :
“ About the fourth century

A.D. A set of plates from Komarti in Ganjam, dated in the

sixth regnal year of the Salankayana chief Chandavarman.”

The late Dr. K. P. Jayaswal in his work, History of

India (1933), even goes so far as to suggest that the Salari-

kayanas ruled not only in Kalinga but belonged originally

also to Magadha (pp. 127-28). Sewell and Jayaswal here

evidently follow the views of Hultzsch who, while editing

the Komarti plates in Ep. Ind., IV, p. 142 ff., w'as inclined

to identify king Candavarman mentioned in this inscription

with the Salankayana Maharaja Candavarman, father of

Nandivarman II. Kielhorn, who entered the Kolleru

inscription of Nandivarman II Salankayana in his List of

Inscriptions of Northern India (Ep. Ind., V, App., No. 686)

was obviously of the same opinion. ' Prof. Dubreuil

remains silent about the suggestion of Hultzsch, when he

discusses the Komarti grant (Anc. Hist. Dec., p. 94), though

he does not take up the suggestion of Hultzsch. We may
not accept the identification, but such great authorities in

South Indian epigraphy as Hultzsch and Kielhorn cannot be

passed over in silence. Moreover, a discussion on this

' My note on Ca^jdavarman of the Komarti Plates was originally pubhshed in

Ind. Hist. Quart., X, p. 780 ff.

* Following Kielhorn, D. R, Bbandarkar has also entered the Salankayana
inscriptions in his List of Inscriptions of Northern India (Ep. Ind., XX-XXIII, App ,

Noa. 9087-91).
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point has now become indispensable after some scholars

have accepted the old suggestion made by Hultzsch and

supported by Kielhorn.

Regarding the Komarti plates, Hultzsch says that “ a

connection may be established with the plates (i.e

,

the

Kollair plates) of the Salahkayana Maharaja Vijayanandivar-

man, who (1) like Chandavarman, professes to have been

devoted to the feet of the lord, (his) father (bappa-bhatMraka-

pada-bhakta)

,

and who (2) was the eldest son of Maharaja

Chandavarman. The close resemblance between the alpha-

bets of the plates of Vijayanandivarman and of the Koaaarti

plates suggests that Chandavarman, the father of

Vijayanandivarman, may have been identical with the

Maharaja Chandavarman who issued the Komarti plates.”

I agree with Hultzsch that the characters of the Komarti

plates resemble closely those of the plates of Nandivarrnan

II Salahkayana, and that, therefore, “ the. two Chandavar-

mans must have belonged to the same period.” But it is

difficult to go beyond that. There are some serious points

against the identification of the issuer of the Komarti plates

with the Salahkayaua Maharaja Candavarman.

The Komarti plates were found near Narasannapeta in

the Ganjam district. The grant was issued from vijaya-

Simhapura which has been identified with modern

Sihgupuram between Chicaclole and Narasannapeta. ^ On

the other hand, all the known Salahkayana grants were

issued from VehgTpura which has been identified with

Peddavegi near Ellore in the Godavari district and

> The name cf Siiphapura, the capital of the dynasty to which Capdsvarman

belonged, and the names ending in varman appear to support a conjecture that

these Varmans of Kalihga originally came from the Simhapura-rajya (Yuan Chwang’s

'• kingdom of Sang-ho-pu-to Beal, Si-yu-ki, I, pp. 143-4) in the Punjab. The

Lakkhamandal inscription of about the “end of the 7th century ’’ refers tj twelve

princes of Sirphapura, whose names end in -rarman ( Ep. Ind., I, p. ff.). I his

Siiphapura in the Punjab seems to have been mentioned in the Mahabhdratn, 11, '26,

20, in connection with Arjuna’s victories in the Northern countries.
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which appears to have been the chief city of the Salah-

kayanas as early as the time of Ptolemy.

It must be noted that Candavarman of the Komarti

grant calls himself Kalihgadhipati (lord of Kalihga); but no

Salahkayana Maharaja so far known claims mastery over

the Kalihga country. The issuers of all the Salahkayana

grants invariably call themselves ^dlahkayana and also

Bhagavac-citrarathasvdmi-pdd-anudhyata, i.e., favoured^ by

the feet of lord Citrarathasvamin who must have been the

family deity of the Salarikayanas. It must also be noticed

that both these distinctive epithets are conspicuous by their

absence in the Komarti grant.

Besides, the phraseology of the Komarti grant seems

to be different from that of the known Salahkayana inscrip-

tions. Two points at least deserve notice in this connection.

First, the king of the Komarti grant calls himself 3n-

mahdrdjdija)-Candavarmd, while all the issuers of the

Salahkayana grants invariably call themselves Mahdrdja-§n-

so-and-so. Secondly, the phrase d-sahasrdmhi-hM-tdrakd-

pratistha used as an adjective of agrahdra, and the idea

conveyed by it, are unknown to the phraseology of the

known Salahkayana inscriptions which, we should note,

are marked by a striking similarity of language among
themselves.

Such being the case, we must take the issuer of the

Komarti plates as belonging to a separate dynasty, until

further evidence is forthcoming.^ It seems probable that

the dynasty to which Candavarman of the Komarti grant

belongs ruled over the Kalihga country (or the major part of

it) with its capital at Simhapura, when the Salahkayanas

' For this new interpretation of the word amdhyata, see infra.

5 Prof. Diibreuil has rightlj separated the two dynasties in his .4nc. Hist. Dec
,

pp 89 and 9.i. Another record issued from cj/apa-Singhapnra in the fourth yeai (

f

evidently the tame Kahntj-ddhipali Candavarman has been recently discovered (Arch
Surv. Tnd., A.E., 1934-35, p. 64).
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ruled over tbe country to the west of the Kalinga region with

their capital at Vehgipura. The country of the Salahkayanas

was the heart of what is called Andhradesa in Sanskrit

literature. In the inscriptions of the Eastern Calukyas,

it has been designated Vehgiuiandala, VehgirasRa, Yeiigi-

mahl and the like. Probably the country was called
“

the

Vengl kingdom ” even in tbe Salankayana period.

Another king of the dynasty of Simhapura seems to have

been the issuer of the Brihatprostha grant (issued from vijaija-

Slhapura, i.e., Simhapura), edited by Hultzsch in Ep. Ind.,

XII, p. 4 ff. The name of the king who issued this grant has

been taken to be Umavarman. According to Hultzsch, “both

the alphabet and the phraseology of the grant closely

resemble those of the Komarti plates of Maharaja Chanda-

varman. This king may have belonged to tbe same family

as the Maharaj-omavarman For both kings issued their

edicts from Siinhapura (or Sihapura) andbore the epithets

‘ lord of Kalinga’ and ‘ devoted to the feet of (his) father.’
’’ ^

The characters of the Komarti grant closely resemble

those of another inscription, the Chicacole grant of Xanda--

Prabhanjanavarman. Tbe two phraseological peculiarities

* Ejj. Ind., XII, p. 4. Hultzsch i3 iiut quite a.cur ite in the lut point,

Caijdav.irm in n called Bappa-bhattaraka-padn hhakta, vvhile Umavartu in is called

Bappa-pada-hhaktn in the iiiscriptio i. The Tekkali record issued Ircm tijaya-

Vardhamanapura seems to be dated in the ninth year of this kmg Umavarman
(Jenrn. .indhra Hist. Res. ‘doe , VI, p 5.1 f.). I d > ni t think that the IVkk ili grant

belongs to a difleiei t king. A third rc ord of Umavarman is the r)ha\alLipeta grant

issued from Snnagara {ibid
, pp X, 143-44)

2 Ind. lid., XIII, p. 48 f. The name so long taken by scholars as Nanda-

prabhafranavarman probab'y signifies Prabhafiianav-irm in of the X.aida family.

For a reference to the Nanda or Xandodbhava dynasty in the Kalinga region, see the

Talmul plates of the Xanda Vilasatunga-Dlirnvananda if the year dy3 B 0. R. S.,

XIV, p. 90 ff.l The date it referred to the Harsa era would i nespund to A D. 89 )

These N.'indas or X.indodbhavas appear to have claimed lescint from t^'e mighty

Xandaswho ru ed at Pataliputra before Ibe Mauryas. It may be interesting in this

connection to note that a certain Nat,Jaia’a is leferred to in the fa-j oiis Hathi-

cumpha insi iiption of Kharavela, kmg of Kalinga lEp Ind
, XX, p 79 f.. lines 6 and

1'2). If the king may be identified with Prabhah,.ina\arman, “the moon of the

Vaaisthafamily," we are to believe that, he was connected with the Vasisthas on his

mother’s side.
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of the Kommarti grant noticed above are present in the

Chicacole grant. We may therefore agree with Hultzsch

when he says, “The phraseology of the grant resembles

that of the copper-plate grants of the Gahgas of Kalinga,

but still much more closely with that of the Chicacole

plates of Nandaprahhanjanavarman. Another point in

which the last mentioned plates agree with the Komarti

plates is that in both of them the title Kalingadhipati, i.e.,

‘

lord (of the country) of Kaliiiga’ is applied to the reigning

prince. There remains a third point which prwes that

Chandavarman and Nandaprahhanjanavarman must have

belonged to the same dynasty. An examination of the

original seal of the Chicacole plates, which Mr. Thur-

ston, Superintendent of the Madras Museum, kindly sent

me at my request, revealed the fact that the legend on the

seal is Pi[tri-bhakta'\, just as on the seal of the Komarti

plates.’’ ^ The Chicacole grant was, however, not issued

from Simbapura or Slhapura, but from rijui/a-Sarapallika-

vasaka, “the residence or palace (or camp?) at the victori-

ous Sarapallika.’’ It is not clear whether Sarapallika was

the capital of the Kalingadhipati Nanda-Prabhanjanavar-

man; but the explicit mention of the term vasaha (residence,

dwelling) probably suggests that it was not the permanent

capital of his family.^

The Koroshandra plates (Ep. Ind
,
XXI, p, 23 ff.) of

the same age record the grant of a village called Tainpoyaka

in Korasodaka-Pancali by a Maharaja named Visakha-

varman. It is known from the Chicacole grant of Indra-

varman {Ind. Ant., XIII, p. 122 If.) that this Korasodaka-

Pancali formed a part of the Kaliiiga country. G. Ramadas

therefore thinks that Visakhavarman was a Kalingadhipati

like Candavarman and Umavarman {Ep. Ind
, XXI, p. 24).

1 Ep. Ind ,
IV, p 143.

2 The term vasala and the similar term skandhavaru soiiietime; appear to mean
“ the temporary residence (therefore, the temporary capital) of a king.” See supra.
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The grant however was issued from Sripura which has been

identified with Siripuram in the Vizagapatam district-

On palaeographic grounds, these kings should be

assigned to about the time of Nandivartnan II Salankayana,

i.e., about the 5th century A.D/ It is, therefore,

impossible to agree with the late Prof. E. D. Banerji

when he writes,^ “ We do not know anything of the

history of Kalinga and Orissa after the fall of the dynasty

of Kharavela (2nd century B.C according to the Professor)

till the rise of the gailodbhavas in the 7th century A.D.”

It is difficult to determine whether this line of the kings

of Kalinga was ruling at the time of the southern expedi-

tion of Samudragupta (c. 350 A.D.). It is, however,

interesting to note that the Allahabad pillar inscription does

not refer to any king of Kalinga, nor of Simhapura, Sarapa-

llika and Sripura. The states mentioned there, that may be

conjecturally assigned to the Kalinga region, are Kurala,

Kottura, Pistapura, Erandapalla, Avamukta and Deva-

rastra. Of these Pistapura has been definitely identified with

Pithapuram in the Gfodavari district. That it was the seat

of d Gfovernment in the beginning of the 7th century A.D,,

is proved by the passage pistaw pistapuram yena in the Aihole

inscription of Pulakesin II.® We have got an inscription of a

Kalihg-adhipati Vasisthiputra Saktivarman of the Mathara

family(?) who granted from Pistapura the village of Rakaluva

in the Kalinga-visaya {Ep. Ind., XII, p. 1 ff.). Rakaluva

has been identified with Ragolu, the findspot of the copper-

plates, near Chicacole in the Ganjam district. The charac-

ters of the inscription seem to resemble those of the Veiigl

and Sirnhapura inscriptions, and may, therefore, be assigned

1 Prof. Dubrenil places them a little later, loc. cit.

* History of Orissa, t, ch. VIII (Kalinga and Orissa in the Scythian and

Gapta periods), p. 109.

3 Ep. Ind., VI, p. 4 £f.
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to about the 5th century A.D. But the phraseology is

remarkably dilferent from that of the inscriptions of the

Simhapura line. It therefore may be conjectured that

;5aktivarman belonged to a separate line or branch line, that

of Pistapura, which was probably supplanted by the Calukyas

in the beginning of the 7th century A.I). The epithet

halingadhipati seems to suggest that the claim of

kalihgdclhipatitva of one of the two rival lines of Pistapura

and Sirnhapura was, at one time, challenged by the other.’

Another grant (Arch. Surv. Ind., A. R., 1934-35, pp. 64-

65) mentions a Kalingadhipati named Anantavarman whose

adhisthana (capital) was Pistapura and who was the son of

Prabhanjanavarman, “ the moon of the Vasistha family,”

and the grandson of Gunavarman, lord of Devarastra (men-

tioned in the Allahabad pillar inscription and in the Kasim-

kota grant of Calukya-Bhlraa I and identified with the

Yellamanchili area of the Vizagapatam district).^

The names of the other states mentioned above cannot

be satisfactorily identified. It does not appear quite un-

reasonable to think that after the downfall of the Ceta

dynasty to which the great Kharavela belonged, Kalihga

became split up into a number of petty principalities and

that the same state continued as late as the time of

SamudragLipta’s invasion. The history of Kaliuga about

the 5th century A.D. was possibly marked by the

rivalry between the royal houses of Pistapura and Sirnha-

pura for the supreme authority over Kalihga. The line of

1 A recently discovered grant ie known to have been issued from cijaya-

Singhapura in the '.iSth year of a lord of Kalinga named Anantasaktivaiman, who
belonged to the Mathara fami y (.Vrch. Suiv. Tnd., A.E , 193t-35. p. 65). He was
possibly identical with Saktivarman or was one of the latter’s immediate successors.

De.^aksapatalddhikrta, talavara Arjunadatta of this grant may be the same as Amdtya
Arjunadatta of the grant of Saktivarman.

3 Besiiles these “ lords of Kaliuga ” there is reference in the Sarabliavaram

pla es (Bp. Ind., XUI. p. 304), to an unnamed “Imd of Cikura.” This “ lord of Ciknra,”
according to Prof. Dubreuil, was •’ probably not a king of Kalihga but only a simple

feudatory " (Anc. Htst. Dec,, p. 91).
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Simhapura was possibly overthrown by the Gangas about

the of the Oth century A.D.*

In conclusion let me refer summarily to the four grants

of the kings of Sarabhapura (Bhandarkar’s List, Nos.

1878-1881). These grants are assigned to the 8th century

A.D., but may be a little earlier. The above four inscrip-

tions, all issued from Sarabhapura, have been found in

C. P.; but, according to Sten Konow (Ep. Ind., XIII, p.

108), Sarabhapura may probably be identical with the

modern village of Sarabhavaram, in the Chodavaram

division, ten miles east from the bank of the Godavari and

twenty miles from Rajahmundry. L. P. Pandeya has

described ( Ind. Hist. Quart., IX, p. 595) a coin belong-

ing to the Sarabhapura kings whom he takes to be

feudatories of the Pandava kings of Kosala. If the identi-

fication of Sten Konow is correct we have another royal

family in the Kalihga country, the earlier members of which

family may have ruled about the end of the 6th century.

1 Curioasly enough we find a lice of kinga, with namea ending in -varman

ruling over parta of Eastern and Southern Bengal in about the tenth and eleventh

centuries A D. The ancestors of these “ Varmana”—aa they style themselves in their

inscriptions—are said to have once occupied Sitphapura. Cf. varmmano = ’tigabhira-

nama dadhaiah singhyau bhujau b:bhrafo bhejuh simhapuram guham^iva mrgendrdnirn

barer ^bandhavdh : Belava grant of Bhojavarmin (Ep. Ind , XIT, p. 37), son of Samala-

varman, grandson of Jatavarman and great-grandson of Vajravarman. The Bengal

Varmana, like the Varmans of the Lakkhamandal inscription, trace their descent f om

Yadu. Evidently they claim connection with the Yadavaa (cf. barer= bandhatah in the

passage quoted above) It is possible that a second branch of the Punjab Varmans

migrated into Bengal. It may .-Iso be conjectured that the V'armans of Kalinga

when they were displaced from Si'phapura (by the Eastern Gangas ?), marched

towatda tlie east and carved out a p.incipahty somewhere in Souther South-East

Bengal. They appear to have supplanted the Candra dynasty of Eastern Bengal

possibly after it was sh.iken b-’ the defeat of “ Govindacandra of Vanjsralade^a,”

infiicted by that Indian Napoleon Gangaikopda Ita-endra Cola I, in about 1023 A. D.

li



Ill

The TERii .'^aJahkayana and the Religion of the

SALANKaYANAS.

The word 3alahkayana, according to the Sanskrit

lexicons Trikandasesa and Medini, means Nandin, the

famous attendant or vahana ot Siva. It is interesting

to note that the figure of a bull (i.e., Nandin) is found on

the seals of the Srdahkayana kings, whose copper-plate

grants have so far been discovered {vide injra). It is

therefore not quite impossible that the Bull crest (and

banner ?) of the Salahkayana kings was connected with the

name of their fandly.

Fleet, while editing the Kollair plates, suggested that

the term Salahkayana signifies the Salahkayana-gotra.

Though the Salahkayana kings are never called Salahkayana-

sagotra according to the fashion in which gotras are referred

to in early South Indian inscriptions, the theory of Fleet

cannot be dismissed as impossible. There are, however,

more than one gotra of the name of Salahkayana, and it

is not possible to find out to which one of these gotras

our kings belonged. There is one gotra called Salahkayana

which belongs to the Visvamitra section and has the

pravaras Vai^vamitra, Katya and Atkila. But the word

Sdlamkuyana used in the Ellore grant of Devavarrnan

seems to be the Prakrit form of Salahkayana which is the

spelling used in all the other grants of the family. There

are however four gotrarsis named Salahkayana. The
first of them belongs to the Bhrgu section and has the

pravaras Bhargava, Vaitahavya and Savedasa. The second

belongs to the Bharadvaja section and has the pravaras
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Angirasa, Barhaspatya, Bharadvaja, Sainya and Gargya.

The third belongs to the Visvamitra section and has the

pravaras Vaisvamitra, Daivarata and Audala ; the fourth

also belongs to the Visvamitra section, but has the pramras

Vaisvamitra, Salahkayana and Kausika (see P. C. Eao,

Gotra-nibandha-kaciamham, Mysore).

We know very little of the early history of the Salaii-

kayanas. It has been supposed {Joiirn. Andhra Hist. Res.

Soc., V, p. 23) that the terms Salahkayana and Halahka-

yauaka (country of the Salahkayanas) are mentioned in the

Ganapatha of Panini. It is however certain that the

Salahkayanas (Greek : Salakenoi) ruled over the VehgT region

as early as tlie time of Ptolemy (e. 140 A.D.).

We have already said above that the seals of the ^alaii-

kayana kings bear the figure of a bull w’hich is probably

to be identified with Nandin. This fact and names li se

Nandivarman (one whose protector is Nandin) and Skanda-

varman (one whose protector is Skanda, son of Siva) in

the family possibly show that the family religion of the

Salahkayanas was Saivism. It must also be noticed that

all the Salahkavana kings, in their inscriptions, call them-

selves Bhagav.ac-citrarathasrdmi-pdd-dniidhydta, i.e., favoured

by the feet of Lord Citrarathasvarain. Citrarathasvamin

is evidently the name of the family deity of the Salahkayana

Maharajas of Vehgl which, as already noticed, has been

identified with the village of Peddavegi near Ellore in the

Godavari district. In this connection we must notice

what Hultzsch said {Ep. Ind., IX, p. 51) :
“ The correct-

ness of this identification is confirmed by the existence of

a mound which on a visit to Pedda-Vegi in 1902 was shown

to me by the villagers as the site of the ancient temple

of Citrarathasvamin, the family deity of the Salahkayana

Maharajas.”

The word Citraratha according to Sanskrit lexicons

means the Sun. K. V. Lakshmana Rao therefore suggest-
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ed that Citrarathasvamin mentioned in the Salahkayana

inscriptions was the Sun-god. It however appears to

me that, as the family religion of the Saiankayanas was

in all probability Saivism, Citrarathasvamin might possibly

be a form of Lord Siva.

It must be noticed here that while in the inscriptions

king Devavarman has been called parama-mdhessara, king

ISlandivarman II is called parama-bhagavata. K. V. Laksh-

mana Kao, who believes that the religion of the Salahka-

yanas was Saivism, says {Jouni. Andhra Hist. Res. Soc., V,

p. 2.5) :
“ Because this epithet (scil. parama-mdhesvara) was

changed into that of parama-hhdgavata by the successors of

this king {scil. Devavarman), we need not infer that the later

Salahkayanas changed their Saiva faith and became

Vaisnavas. Bhdgavata did not necessarily mean in those

days a worshipper of Visnu, and the followers of Siva also

were called Bhagavatas. We have the authority of the

venerable Patahjali (on Panini V. 2. 1) for the usage of

the word 3ica-Bhdgavata.’'

It is difficult to agree with Lakshmana Kao. In all

the three inscriptions of .N’andivarman II, the king is

unanimously called parama-hhdgavata

,

which in its general

sense suggests that the king was a devotee of Bhagavan

Visnu. It must be noticed that no other Salahkayana

king is as yet known to have used this epithet. Moreover,

we know from the Peddavegi plates that Nandivarman II

granted no less than 32 nivartanas of land (95'2 acres

according to Kautilya whose nivartana = •2’975 acres; but

•23'4 acres according to a Commentator whose nivartana

= '743 acre
;

see infra) in order to make a devahala

for the god Visuugrha-svamin, the lord of the three

worlds. This devahala was cultivated by the local

V rajapdlalas and the produce was evidently received by

the authorities ot the Visnu-grba (temple of Visnu )• The
word devahala appears to mean “ ploughable lands, dedicated
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for the enjoyment of a god.” Gf. craja-pdlakandm krastum

devahalah= Jirtvd; see below, pp. l'4-95. This Visnu-grha-

svamin (literally., lord of the temple of Visnu) was evidently

a form {vigraha) of Lord Vispu. Dedication of lands in

honour of Visnugrba-svamin and the epithet parania-hhdga-

vata together leave hardly any doubt that the Salahkayana

king Nandivarman II was a Vaispava.



Devavamma (=Devavarman ).

Tn the Ellore grant, tlie S:llankayana king Devavarnaan

has been called a devotee of Mahesvara. He is also credited

with the performance ot an ascamedha sacrifice {assamedha-

ydjl). He therefore seems to have been a prince of consi-

derable importance. The performance of the Asvamedha

by Devavarman Salankfiyana seems to speak of his success

against the Pallavas who are knowm to have obtained

possession of Andhrapatha with its head-quarters at

Dharnnakada.

In this connection it is necessary to discuss the view of

K. V. Lakshraana Rao {Joiirn. Andhra Hist. Res. Soc.,

Y, p. 24), who thus remarked on the epithet ahamcdha-ydji

(performer of the horse-sacrifice) applied to Salahkayana

Devavarman in the Ellore Prakrit plates : “I am of opinion

that the boast of Asvamedha (horse-sacrifice) started with the

Imperial Huptas, and the contagion spread to the minor

dynasties like the Chedis (?Traikutakas), the Yakatakas, the

Kadamhas, the Salahkayanas and others. The proximity in

the time of Yijaya Devavarman to Saraiidra Gupta’s South

Indian triumphal march, in my opinion explains the insertion

of the word assamedha-yajina (1.5) in the grant of Yijaya

Deva. He must have seen some of the Imperial grants with

similar titles and coolly imitated them.” ]\Iy theory, how-

ever, is exactly opposite to what has been propounded by

Lakshmana Rao.

The first point to notice here that there is no refer-

ence to any titles like airamedha-ynjj in the Gupta records.

If, however, we take that the epithet of Devavarman is an
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imitation of cir-otsann-dsvamedh-aharta found in the Gupta

inscriptions, vve are to think that the Salahkayana king

lived to see the records of Samudragupta’s successors,

because we do not get the epithet in his own inscriptions.

But we have already shown that this Salahkayana Deva-

varman i.=- probably earlier than Samudragupta’s contem-

porary Hastivarman of Yehgl and, therefore, ruled before the

Gupta emperor’s southern expedition. As king Devavarman

appears to have ruled in the first half of the 4th century

A D.,^ it may be that the idea of performing the horse-

sacrifice was borrowed not by the Salahkayanas from the

Guptas, but by the Guptas from the Salankayanas.

Whatever the value of this suggestion may be, I have

no doubt that Saraudragupta got the inspiration of perform-

ing the asvamedha from bis connection with Southern

India which may rightly be called the land of Vedic

customs. Even at the present time. South India represents

Vedic rituals more truly and fanatically than Northern

India. So we may think it was also in ancient times. In

c:)mparison with the number and variety of Vedic sacrifies

performed by early South Indian rulers, like the Satavahana

king^ referred to in the Nanaghat inscription No. 1 {Arch.

Surv. W. Ind., V, p. 60 ff.), the Iksvaku king Vasisthiputra

Carntamula I, the Vakataka king Pravarasena I and

the Pallava king Sivaskandavarman,® the one asvamedha

' He cannot be earlier than A.D aoo. Unlike the Satavahana and Ikavaku

inscriptions and like works in literary Prakrit, bis grant in almost all cases expresses

compound consonants by more than one letter and contains the usual imprecatory

ver-c3 in Sanskrit. On linguistic grounds his reign is to be pi iced a little later than

the accession of Sivaska ndavarmnn (c 300 A.D.), i.e., about 3i0-3j5. See my note in

Ind. Cult., I, pp. 498-502, and beloic.

2 This Sat .1 ah inn king who has been taken to be the same as Satakar^i, husband

of Xaganika, must have ruled before the Christian era.

3 Like all early Prakrit iiiscriptioiis. the Iksvaku records generally express com-

pound consonants by si' gle letters. This fact seems to show that the Iksvaku kings are

earlier than the Pallava king Sivaskandavarman whose grants in most cases express com-

pound consonants by more than one letter and have passages in them written in Sanskrit,

and the legend on w'hose seal is also written in Sanskrit. As the Iksvakus seem to have
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performed by Gfajayana-Sarvatata (c. 250 B.C. ;
Ind. Hist.

Quart., IX, p. 795), the two by Pusyamitra {Ep. Ind.,

XX, p. 57) and the two * performed by the Gupta kings

Samudragupta and Kumaragupta I, are ridiculously insigni-

ficant. So, the South might well have been teacher of the

North in this respect.

By the bye it may be said that the view of Lakshmana

Rao with reference to the asvamedha of the Vakatakas is

also untenable. The Vakatakas do not appear to have been

inspired by the example set by Samudragupta. The

Vakataka king Pravarasena I who claims to have performed

four asramedhas, along with agnistoma, dptonjdma, uklhya,

sodafi, atirdtra, brhaspatisava and sadyaskra (Corp. Ins.

Ind., Ill, p. 97), appears to be earlier than Samudragupta.

We know that Prabhavatigupta, granddaughter of

Samudragupta, was given in marriage to the Vakataka king

Rudrasena II, who was grandson’s grandson of Pravarasena

I. A chronological chart is given for easy reference.

Vakataka Gupta

Pravarasena I

I

Gautaralputra

I

Rudrasena I Candragupta I (acc. 320 A.D.)

I I

Prthivlsena I Samudragupta (c. 330-375)

i I

Rudrasena II married Prabhavatigupta
|

daughter of Candragupta II (c. 375-414).

giicceeded the Sata^ahanas about the end of the first quarter of the third century,

Sivaskandivarraan can hardly be placed earlier than A D. 300 ; bat he seems to have

ruled before Kailceyaka V snugopa who came in conflict with Samudragupta about

he middle of the 4lh century See below.

1 Allan, Catalogue, pp. 68-69. The official Gupta records do not credit Samudra
gup a with the performance of many a-ivamedhaa. In the Poona plates of Pi abba-

vatigiipla, however, he is called anek d<ramedha-yajl (performer of manv hcrse-tacrificesl.

The boast seems to be unfounded. First, if Samudragupta performed more than
one n,hamedba, his successors would have emphatically mentioned it in their official
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It therefore appears that Rudrasena I Vakataka was a

contemporary of Samudragupta’s father Candragupta I who

began to reign in 320 A.D2 It is not impossible that the

beginning of the reign of Pravarasena I, grandfather of

Rudrasena I, fell in the ninth or tenth decade of the 3rd

century A.D. So, if any was the borrower, it was the

Guptas, and not the Vakatakas. Pravarasena I could,

however, have got the inspiration from his relatives, the

Bharasivas, who have been credited with the performance

of ten asvamedha sacrifices.^

records. The Gupta kings after Saimidragupta oanpot be called reserved with reference

to boasts. As has been noticed by Prof. Raycbaudhnri {Pol. Hist. .dnc. htil,, 3i'd ed.,

p. 314), even the epithet cir-otsann-a-'ivamedh-ahartii, applied by them to Saraiidragupta,

is an exaggeration. Secondly, there appear to be some mistakes in the grants of

Prabhavatl (-/..I.S.B., N. S., XX, p 58; Ep /rirf., XY, p. 41) Here Ghatotkaca has

been called the adt-raja (first king) of the Gupta family, while the official Gupta records

heain the line from Maharaja Gupta. The passage gupt-odi-raja-mahdraia-fri-

gliatothaca (Ep. Ind., XV, p. 41) has, however, been translated by Messrs. Pathab and

Uikshit as “ Ghatotkaca who had Gupta as the first.” That the word gupt-adirdja

is an instance of the Saat/iI-futpHrusn compound, and not of the Bahuvrihi, is clear

from the Riddhapur plates (J..1.S.B., N. S., XX, p. 5.8), where we have guptandm =

adtrdjn, which only means ‘‘ the first king of the Guptas.” Thirdly, in these

inscriptions, Candragupta T has the simple title Maharaja, while in the records of his

successors he is always styled Mabarajadhiraja : even ^araudragupta is called Maharaja

in the Riddhapur plates. Fourthly, some attributes such as sari’(T-rd/-occff(d, applied

to Pamudragupta in the Gupta records are here applied to Candragupta II. These

appear to prove that references to the Guptas in the Vakataka records were not

very carefully drawn.

Moreover, as has been noticed by Andrzej Gawronski (Festschrift, Ernest Windisch,

1014, p. 170) and Divekar (.dun. Blmnd. Or. fles Ins., VTT pp. 164-6.5). Samudragupta

performed the a.svamedhn late in life. r.c.. after the engraving of the Allahabad pillar

inscription which does not make mention of any such sacrifice. It is, therefore, d nibtfol

whether Samuilragupta bad time to perform nnelo airnmedha

.

f “The first year of tlie Gupta era. which continued in use for several centuries,

and in countries widely separated, ran from F. bruary 26, .A.D 320, to March 13, 321

;

of which dates the former may be taken as that of the coronation of Chandragupta I
”

(Smith, E. Hist. Ind,, 4th ed., p. 2!)G1. Recently attempts baie been made by several

scholars to prove that the Gupta era started in A.D. 200. 272 or B.C. 57. The theories

are however not convincing. See Ind. Cult.. Ill, p. 47 ff,

* Corp. Ins. Ind., Ill, p. 06. That this Pravarasena 1 was earlier than

Samudragupta can also be proved from the evidence of the Piirfinas. The Pnranas

which do not mention any Gupta king by name and which limit Gnpta rule

within the aTei—anngnmga’pprayagail = casnl.eta-magadhatns= fathd (Vayn, ch. 99,

12
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The Ellore plates, dated on the 10th day of the dark

fortnight of Pausa in the 13th year of Devavarman and

issued from Vehgipura, record the gift of 20 nivartanas of

land in Fdiira (Ellore in the Godavari district) to the

Brahmana (tanasarman of the Babhura (Babhru) gotra.

The Brfihtnana was also given a house-site for himself

and others for his addhiya-maniisssns {“ men who receive

half the crop nddhiha of the Hirahadagalli grant ;
Sanskrit

(Inldhihn
;

r/. Mitdksnra on Yajhavalkya, I, 166) and

drdrga.'i (doorkeepers). He was exempted from all taxes,

and protection of the immunities was ordered by the king.

I'lie exact meaning of Miiluda in the passage elure

mtiludn-piDniikhd (jdnio hhnnitarro (villagers of Eliira beaded

by Muhidu should be informed) is not clear The same word

evidently occurs in some other Salahkayana inscriptions,

where it has been differently read as inutyndn, miiniida, etc.

The word, which seems to be mutudn or miitudu on some

plates, possibly means ‘ the head of a village.” Fleet’s

interpretation of mutyddn ([nd. Ant., V. p. 176) as

‘‘ministers and others” (mantrl + adi) is certainly

untenable.

The seal of king Devavarman attached to the Ellore

plates is, according to Hultzscb, ‘‘all but obliterated
; but a

faint trace of some (juadruped—perhaps a tiger—can be

seen” iEp. Ind., IX. p. o7). The figuie is, in all probabi-

lity, that of a hull, which is tound on the seals of the other

two Hrdaiikayana kings.

\er!-e .3s'i), I .,t <inl wiient on Vindliyjsdkti an i liis son PnuFra (doublless, Pravara-
st>nn I), liut also refer to ibc |> riormance of some ' «;n/)('(/n (acroniing to one MS,
t /i/t f/H '///</

1

rifi- ' by ll e latt'T (t

I i}t'ihyn'^tiJJi-\iitii‘s = c —afii Pruilro nnmn rhyaiun
hJiolsiji/nti c>i pnnm Kafuf}nfihan = cu un
ijtiJ, i djaht‘ifiiis = cii sinoih

\ ayu Par. (Bangabasi ed,), C b. 9D, 371-72.

For fuller Jet,nils, see paper, S,imn,lr,„jui,tn'.s Mv,ime<lha Sacrifice, in Jcurn.
Ini. lltst

,
XIII (July, 1930, p 3.n S.



HaSTIVARMAN, XaNDIVARMAN I AND CaNDAVAR-MAN.

As we have seen, the names of the Salahkayana kings

Hastivarman and Nandivarman I are found only in tlie

Peddavegi plates of Nandivarman II. The name of Canda-

varman is found in the Peddavegi and Kollair plates. Since

we have no grants issued by any of these three kings, very

little is so far known about them.

In the Peddavegi plates Maharaja Hastivarman is called

aneka-samar-acapta-vijaya (one who attained victory in many

battles). It may be noticed here that the Allahabad pillar

inscription, which refers to the conflict betw’een Samudra-

gupta and king Hastivarman of VeiigT, speaks of the different

natures of the North Indim and South Indian expedi-

tions of the Gupta monarch. While he is said to have

“ uprooted ” the kings of Aryavarta, he is said to have

followed a policy of “ capture and liberation ” with regard

to the kings of Daksinapatha. It is therefore certain

that the Gupta emperor w'as not so lucky as regards

his southern expedition, and it may not be impossible

that the reference to the victory in aneka-saniara of

the Salahkayana king includes also his samara with

Samudragupta.

The epithet pratdp-opanata-samanta applied to king

Candavarraan may suggest that he w'as not (|iiite a petty

chief and that some subordinate rulers acknowledged his

suzerainty.



VI

Nakdivarman II.

The Salahkayana king Candavarman Avas succeeded on

the throne by liis eldest son {srinur=jyaistha) Nandivarman

II. As Ave have seen, this king has been called parama-

hhacjnvnta in all his inscriptions. Evidently he Avas a

Vaisnava and gave up the traditional Saivism of the Srdaii-

kayana kings.

Three copper-plate grants of this king have so far been

discovered. They Avere all issued from YehgTpura.

I. The Kantoru plates (Journ. Andhra Hist. Res. Soc.,

V. p. -21) record a notice of tlie king to the Mutuda and the

villagers of Kuruvada ' in the Ivudrahara-visaya. It ij

notified hereby that twelve nivartanas of land in the said

village Avere granted, for the increase of the king’s dharma,

yasah, hida and gotra, to a Brahtnana named Svamidatta

who belonged to the Maudgalya gotra.

The Kudrahara-visaya, which is possibly the same as

Kudhrahara of the Kondamudi plates of JayaA'arman, has

been identified, as Ave haAe said above, wdth “ the country

adjoining the modern toAvn of Masulipatam (Bandar)” {Anc.

Hist. Dec., p. 85). This region A\as formerly occupied by
the Brhatphalayanas.

The seal attached to the Kanteru plates has, in relief,

the figure of a bull in couching position {Journ. Andhra
Hist. Res. Soc., V, p. 21).

II. The Kollair plates {Ind. Ant., \, p. 176), issued
on the 8th day of the dark fortnight of Pausa in the
7th regnal year, record another notice of the king to the

' An. Bep. S. Inil. j,. 73^ KiiravalH and identifies it with
Kurada in the Ciiidiviida taluka of the Kistna district.
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Mutuda and villagers of Videnurapallika-grama, situated

in the same Ivudrahara-visaya {Ep. Ind., IX. p. 58 n). The

village is hereby granted to 157 Brahmanas of different

gotras, who were then resident at the agrahdra of Kuravaka-

Srivara. The village was to be treated with immunities

from all taxations, and the immunities were to be preserv-

ed by the desadhipatis, dijuMahas, vaJlahhas and rdja-

piiriisas. This inscription is important as it furnishes

us with a sidelight into the Salaiikayana administrative

system. From the official designations mentioned with

reference to the protection of the purihdras, it appears that

the 8alahkayana kingdom was divided into several dcsas

(provinces), which were governed by the desadhipatis.

lyuktas are mentioned in the Allahabad pillar inscription of

Samudragupta as restoring the wealth of the various kings,

conquered by the stretigthof his arm ” {Carp. Ins. Ind., III.

p. L4). An dyakta is mentioned as a visayapati (head

of a province or district) in an inscription of Budhagupta

{Ep. Ind., XV. p. 138) According to the lexicographer

Hemacandra an dyukta is the same as the niyogin, karma-

saciva {cf. kannasaciva-niatisacica
;
Ep. Ind., VIII, p. 41)

and vydprta. We know from the Ivondamudi plates {above,

p. 42) that a vydprta was in charge of an dhdra (district).

It therefore seems that the term dyukta also signifies ruler

of a district. The term caUabha, according to Amara,

means adhyaksa, which has been explained by the

commentator as gav-ddhyaksa (see Sabda-kalpadruma, s.v.).

Vallabha therefore appears to be the same as gn-'dhyaksa

(superintendent of cows) mentioned in Kautilya’s

Arthasdstra.' The rdja-purusas (royal agents) are also found

^ It must however be noticei? in this conn'^ctioD that the Hirahathigalli grant of

Pallava Si\a3kaiu]avariii.in [Ep Ind., I p. 2 tl > makes mention ot raJlaca and

go-ta//f/iVMn the same passage and evidei-tly mahea a dHtmetion between the two

term-5. According to Sanskitt le\ic.)n3, niJhiin means a cowheid. But the

other word (/o-ruWaMt ceitainl\ mejns a cowheid and appears to he the same as

valluva ^nd ra/hiMio of Sanskrit lexicons. What is then the meaning of the term
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lueutioiiecl in tlie Aiihasiistni (see Samasa.stry’s ed., pp. 59,

75). TJiey appear to be the same as tbe pulisas of the

inscriptions of Asoka (c.tj., in Separate Kalinga E.E.

No. 1).

The (ijiiitpli or executor of tiie grant was the Bliojaka

of Mulaku.' Tlie term hhojahn (lit. enjoyer; has been taken

to mean “
free-bolder.” The Bhojokas appear to have

been like the -laglrdars of the Muslim period. Bhoja,

according to the Mahabharata, means persons who vA’ere

not entitled to use the title “ king ” {Aruju hhoja-mhdam

tcuiji tatni pidpsijasi sdni-ayah
; Adi., S4, 22). According

to the Aitarvya-Biulimuna {\ll, S-2
;
YTII, (i, 12, 14, 16-

17), hhdjn Avas the title of South Indian kings. The term

hliojuha, in a degraded sense, may therefore, mean a

iCufinldr or a protected chief. In some inscriptions, the

• Bhoja kas are mentioned along Avith the Eastrikas (probably

tlje same a^ the Desadhipatis), c.g., mfhil-a-hhojal'a in the

Ilatihgumpha inscription of Kharaveia.

111. The Peddavegi plates {Joiirn. Andhra HBt.

lies. Sue., I. p. 92) issued on the first day of the bright

lortnight of Sravana in the 10th year of the reign of king

Nandivarman II, eldest son of Candavarman, grandson of

Nandivarrnan I, and great-grand.=on of Hastivarnian, record

a notice of the king to the miituda (or mutuda) and the

villagers of Prillura-grama. The king is said to have

hereby granted a dvm-hnln to Visnu-grha-svamin. lord of

the three worlds. Dccn-hala is evidently the same as

dri-iihhiiijii-hala of the f)assage deriihhogahnhi-vnrjjam which

is so common in the Pallata grants and ha.s been translated

d 111 t!iP Hirabjd.igalh L'rani ? Ciirioii-ly enmigti, th,' woni i nihihha nciording

to the lexieojrrapher J:\iHiihar.i h ii -i^ncnyrn of iihu kee|.er ol horses. The
in'hiru ' nilhibhii of t.ii.olh ira -lyo; ,i ol tin- Ifir-itailag , l)i frj.ml l.'pre-

for. i.j [>-,irs to rn.- in “ tl-e Fteppi-is of horse, :in;l tlie Keepers of (onoi.'' See biji.fi

' i loot s translation Imi. ho', A, p. 177 o| tlie pa-isng

n/,o 0 ;/,a'.' as' the 1

1

nai ami fonf> rs the en;o}iiiei:t ol the origHml ro\,,i

should now be given uj*.
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by Hultzsch as “ with the exception of cultivated lands

enjoyed by temples ” (Ep. Ind., VIII, p. 165). Fleet tran-

slated {Ind. Ant
, p. 157 and note) the same passage as

“ with the exception of the plough of the possession of the

god,” and remarked, “ The meaning would seem to bo

that the grant did not carry with it the right to some

cultivated land in the same village which had already been

given to the village-god." A similar word is tihilAui-hahi

{hliilsn-hnia, i.c., cultivated land offered to the Buddhist

monks) which occurs in the Xasik cave inscription Xo. 3

and a Karle c 1 ve inscri[)tion, and has been ably explained

by Senart (Ep. Ind., \’ri, p. CiG). Thc.se technical woids

signified religious donations along with certain privileges

(puriJi'ims)

.

'Phe dcca-hala granted by Nandivarman II was

to be cultivated by the rrdjn-pdJakas (herdsmen) and com-

pri-ed 10 nicartana^ of land .it Arutora, 10 nicdiinnns at

i\Iuudura-grama, 0 nicarlanas at C'eheeruva-grama and 6

nicartanii'^ at Kamburahceruva. Mundura and

Kamhurahceruva have been identified respectively

with Alunduru and Kommera in the Ellore taluka of

the Kistna district. Cenceruva is probably the same as

Cincinadi in the Xarasa[)ura taluka and Arutora may be

identified \iith Allidoildhi in the (ludivada taluka of the

same district (.1 h. Rep. S. Ind. Ep.. 10-26-'27
,
p. 74).

The deiadhipatis, dijiiktal'is, raUnhhnf< and rdja-

pnntsds were ordered to protect tiie grant. The executor

of the grant was the Bliojaka of Alulakura, possibly the

same as that of the Kollair plates. The grant was written

by a ra/zasyad/n’/./la (Privy Councillor
; (f. nuiti-.'<ficicii ol tlu'

•lunagadh inscription ol Kiidradaman ;
kp. Ind., \I1(,

p. 44 If., line 17), whose name was Katikiiri.
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Skandavar^fax.

Only one inscription of king Skanclavarman has so far

been discovered. It is the Kanterii grant, issued from

Vehgi and dated on the full-moon day of Vaisakha

in tlie 1st year of the king’s reign. Tt records a royal

notice to the villagers of Kuduhara-Cinnapura.’ It is

hereby declared that the said village was granted to

Sivarya of the Maiidgalya gotra, a re.sident of Lekmnari-

grama. This grama has been identified with Lokamudi

in the Kaikalur tainka of the Kistna district.' .'Ml the

officers including the (ujuldnlxns and the ris'iynpatis were

ordered to make it immune from all taxations {sarva-

7nilO(ja-nhiuht-dijo(ijii)l-takfi-visayaivitimisrnih rh pnllikd pari-

hartnnjd). The mention of the cimyapati in this connection

possihly shows that the dems or provinces of the Salahka-

yana kingdom were further subdivided into risayas (dis-

tricts), each of which was under a vhaynpall. The
dyultnlns appear to have ruled the subdivisions [dhlrns ?)

of the risayaf:.

We do not definitely know whether Kuduhara is the

same as Kudrrthara and whether Kuduhara-Cinnapura

means “ Cinnaimra in Kuduhara.” Cinnapura has been

identified with the present village of Cinnapiiram in thi'

Bandar taluka (Jniini. A)idJira Hist. Res. Soc., V

pp. 25-'2i>).

Acconling to Lakshmana Rao there is the figure of a

bull on the seal of Skandavarman, attached to the Kanteru
plates.

' An. Hep. S. Ind. F.p
, l9ia-27, p. 73 reads Cintapura.

* Ibid, p. 73.



CHAPTER V.

THE VISNUKUNDINS.

I

Genealogy of the Visnukundins.^

The history of the Visnukundins has been touched by

scholars like Kielhorn, Hultzsch and many others. The

author of the present work holds an altogether different view

as regards the genealogy and chronology of the dynasty.

The question of genealogy shall be discussed in the present

and that of chronology in the next section.

The first known inscription of the Visnukundins is the

Chikkulla plates edited by Kielhorn in Ep. Ind., IV, p.

193 ff. These plates give us the following line of kings :

—

1. Maharaja Madhavavarman ; his son

2. Vikramendravarman (T) ; his son

3. Maharaja Indrabhattarakavarmnn ; his eldest son

4. Maharaja Vikramendravarman (H)
;
(10th year).

Then come the Ramatirtham plates, edited by Hultzsch

in Up. Ind., XII, p. 133 ff. Here we have the following

line :

—

1. Maharaja Madhavavarman
;
his son

2. Raja Vikramendra ; his son

3. Raja Indravarman ; (27th year).

There can hardly be any doubt that Rajfi Indravarman of

the Ramatirtham plates is identical with Maharaja Indra-

bhattarakavarman of the Chikkulla plates.

* My paper on the Vis^uknndin genealogy was originally published in Ind.

Hitt. Quart., IX, p. 273 ff.

13
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Next we have two sets of copper-plate grants belonging

to this dynasty, which were found at a place called Ipur in

the Tenali taluka of the Guntur district. They were

edited by Hultzsch in Ep. IncL, XVII. In the first set

of these plates (ibid, p. 334), we have the following line :

—

1. Maharaja Govindavarman
;
his son

2. Maharaja Madhavavarman (37th year)
;
his son

3. Mancyanna-bhattaraka.

Hultzsch, on grounds of palaeography, identified

Madhavavarman of the first set of the Ipur plates with the

king of the same name in the Ramatirtham and Chikkulla

plates. It can be easily shown that later writers, who
have disapproved of this identification as unwarranted, are

themselves wrong. The epithets applied to the name of

this king, as found in the Chikkulla, Ramatirtham and

Ipur (set I) plates, clearly establish the identity. Let us

here quote the corresponding passages of the three ins-

criptions.

1, Chikkulla plates:— El(idns-a^rarnedh-Civnhhrt{th)-

di'Cidhn}ita-j(igt^td(t)-l;rdmfts(i‘iijti h’ri^tlii-!<uh(isi'(i-ydji}ici[h.l sarva-

medh-avapta-^arvabhuta-svarnjyasya bahusuvarnna-paunda-
rlka-purusamedha - \ ajapeya-yu d h y a-s o d a s i-rajasiiya - pra-

dhirajya [pi a] japatj-ady-aneka-vividha-prthu-guru-vara-sata-

sahasra-yajina [*h] ^*<'f’^i'^‘ir-anusthat-adhistha-pratisthita-

paramesthit\ asja maharajasya sakala-jagan-mandala-vimala-

guru-pn(pr)thu-ksitipati-makuta-mani-ga[na-ni]kar-avanata-

pada-yiigalasya madhava-varmmana [h]

.

•2. Ramatirtham plates :-Sakala-mahI-mandal-avanata-
saraanta-makuta-mani-kirau-a valid ha-carana-yugo vikhyata-
yasah srlman-maharaja-madhavavaruima tasy= orjjitasrI-

visnukundi-partthiv-odit-odit-anvaya-tilaka-[s a m u d b h Qt-
ai] Addu.s-a.sh-auied/i-«rah//r/a(t/(a)-riV//;aafa-ya

g a t-b a I mas a-
kratu-sahnsra-lydlJiinah snana-punyodaka-pavitrlkrta-sirasah.
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3. Ipur plates (set I) :—Smrti-mati-bala-satva(ttva)-

dhairyya-viryya-viDaya-sarapannah sakala-mahlmandala-

nianu]'apati-pratipujita-sapanah(°nas = ) trivara-nagara-

bhavana-gata-yuvati-lirdaya-nandanah sva-[na]ya-bala-vijita-

sakaia-saraant-atula-bala-vinaya-naya-niy a ma-s a t v a (ttva)-

sampannah sakaIa-jagad-avanipati-pratipujita-sasaDah-(°DO=)

agnistoma-sahasra-yaji-hi[ * ra]nijagarbbha-prasuta{h) ekadas-

ascamedh-noabhrtha-vidhuta-jagat-h-almasah susti(sthi)ia-

karmma-raaharaja-sn-madhavavarmma.

When we remember the fact that no other Yisnukundin

king is as yet known to have performed a single sacrifice

of any kind except the one nam^d Madhavavarman, and

when we note further the unique numbers

—

eleven asva-

medhas and thousand agnistomas (krattis), testified to by

all the above three inscriptions, there remains no doubt as

regards the correctness of the identification originally

proposed by Hultzsch.

The second set of the Ipur plates {Ep. Ind

,

XVII,

p. 334) gives us the following line of kings :

—

1. Maharaja Madhavavarman (I); his son

2. Devavarman ; his son

3. Madhavavarman (II); (17th ? year).

As regards Madhavavarman (II), the issuer of this set of

the Ipur plates, Hultzsch says: “As the alphabet of the

inscription seems to be of an earlier type than that of the

preceding one (set/. Ipur plates : set I), and as grandsons

are frequently named after their grandfather, I consider it

not impossible that Madhavavarman II was the grandfather

of Govindavarman’s son Madhavavarman, who would then

have to be designated Madhavavarman III.” A considera-

tion of the evidence of the two sets of the Ipur plates render

this theory untenable. It is to be noted that Madhava-

varman (I), the grandfather of the issuer of the Ipur plates

(set II) is described in that inscription as eMdas-ascarncdh-
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dvahhrth-dvadhuta-jagat-kalmasasij =d gnis toma-sahasra-
tj d jin 0= ’neka samanta-makuta-kuta-mani-khacita-carana-

yugala-kamalasya maharajasya srl-madhavavarmanah. We
request our readers to compare this passage with the

corresponding passage quoted above from the Ipur

plaf^^es (set I). Gan tiiere be any doubt whatsoever

about the identity of this Madhavavarman (I) with the

king of the same name of the Ipur plates (set I), and

also of the Chikkulla and the Ramatirtham plates ?

It is highly improbable tliat two kings of the same name
and dynasty and of the same period performed exactly

equal numbers

—

eleven and thousand—of sacrifices*

such as the asvamedha and the agnistoma. We, therefore,

think it perfectly justifiable to identify the king named
Madhavavarman, who has been credited with the perform-

ance of eleven asvamedhas and thousand agnistomas {kratas)

in all the different ^ isnukundin inscriptions.

Moreover, the theory of Hultzsch that Madhavavarman
(whom he is inclined to designate Madhavavarman III),

son of Govindavarman of the Ipur plates (set I), is the

grandson of Madhavavarman II of the Ipur plates (set II),

has now been disproved by the discovery of the Polamuru
plates wherein Aladhavavarman, son of Govindavarman, is

represented as the grandson of Vikramahendra, and not of
a king entitled Madhavavarman.

The Polamuru plates, edited ' in the Joum. Andhra
Hist. Res. Soc., VI, p. I7£f., give us the following line of
kings :

—

1. Vikramahendra
; his son

2. Govindavarman
; his son

3. Maharaja Madhavavarman (40th ? year)

» Previously edited by K. V. Lakshmana Bao
University, Vol. XI, p. 31 ff.

in Joum. Dept. Let, Calcutta
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That this Madhavavarman of the Polamuru plates can be

no other than the famous performer of eleven asvamedhas

and thousand agnistomas is proved by his significant

epithets :
— atula - bala - parakr ama - yaso - dana - vinaya -

sampanno dasasata-sakala-dharanltala'narapatir=avasita-

vividha-divyas = trivaranagara-bhavana-gata-parama-y u v ati-

j
a n a-v i h a r a na-ratir = anna(na)nya-nrpatisadharana-dana-

mana-daya-dama-dhrti-mati-ksanti-soriy( s a u r y)-a u d a r y a-

gainbhi(bhi)ryya-prabhrty-aneka-guna-sampaj-janit a - r a y a-

samutthita-bhumandala-vyapi-vipula-yasoh(°sah) kratu-

sahasra-yajl hiranyagarbha-prasidaih) ckddas-ahamedh-

dvahhrtha-sndna-vigata-jagad-enaskah sarvabhuta-pari-

raksana-cuncuh(r = ) vidva[*d)dvija-guru-vrddha-tapasviian-

asrayo maharaja-srl-madbavavarma.'

It appears, however, that Madhavavarman and Govinda-

varman have respeclively been called Janasraya and Vikra-

masraya in this inscription, and it may be argued that they

are not identical with the kings of the same names of the

Ipur plates (set I). But this doubt is unjustifiable in view

of the fact that Madhavavarman of the Polamuru plates is

not only called son of Govindavarman and credited with the

performance of eleven asvamedhas and thousand agnistomas,

but is also called hiranyagarbha-prasuta and trivaranagara-

bhavana-gata-parama-yuvatijana-viharam -rati (trivara-

nagara-bhavana-gata-yucati~hrdaya-nandana in the Ipur

plates), which epithets we find only in his own Ipur plates

(set I). There can therefore be no doubt that the Ipur

plates (set I) and the Polamuru plates were issued by one

and the same person.

In this connection, we must notice the view of some

^ A Sanskrit inscription in archaic characters belonging to a Visnnkundin king

named Madhavavarman has been found on a marble pillar near the entrance of the

RamalihgasvamI temple at Velpuru in the Sattenapalle taluka of the Guntur district

(in. Rep. S, Ind. Ep., 1925-26, p. 29, No. 581).
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scholars/ who have identified Madhavavarman II of the

Ipur plates (set II), with the king of the same name of the

Chikkalla and Eamatirtham plates, and Vikramahendra

of the Polamora piates with Vikramendravarman II of the

Chikkuila plates. We have noticed that ouly one king of the

Visnakimdin family miy be believed to have performed

sacrifices, and, though there seems to be a little exaggeration

ill the inscription of one of iiis successors, in all the

inscriptions of the dynasty, that king—Madhavavarman (I),

.-lun jf GovinJavarman and father of Devavarman and

.’ikiMiueadravarm in I—has been credited with the perform-

ance of ELEVEN asvamedhas and thousand agnistomas

(kratns). As is also noted above, we think it almost

impO'sible that there can be more than one Madhavavarman,

pertormer of eleven asvamedhas and thousand agnistomas,

in tlie same family and the same period. But it we accept

the above identifications we have three Madhavavarmans—I,

II and III—all of whom were performers of eleven asvame-

dhas and thousand agni.stomas Moreover, the identifica-

tion of Madhavavarman II of the Ipur plates (set II), with

1 Sewell, following K. V. Lakslimana Rao, baa given the following genealogy

of the Visnukunilin kings in his Lrst (lUaC), p. 404 :

—

1. Madbava I, c. A. D. 357.fjS2.

2. Devavarma, c. 382-407.

3. Aladhava II, c. 107.444. (Ipur grant No 2)

4. Vikrainendra I, c 444-460.

5. Indrabhattaraka. c. 46'J-4'.IC. (Ramatirthara gr int)

6. Yikramendra H, f. 4'.l6-521. (Chikkuila grant!

7. Govinda,f. 521-546.

8. Madhav.i III, ' Janasraya,’ 546— (?) 610. (Polaniuru grant and Ipur

grant No. 1)

!). Jlanehanna-bhatlaraka (?) i 10— v

The absurd nature of this chronology IS proved by the fact tliat about the middle

of the Ith century not the Vienukundins but the Salankiiyanas were ruling over the

Vengt region. See ii.y note in l^uart. Joiirn. Mijlh. Soc., XXV, pp. 2'.t0-3i)l.

2 See note 1 abore. Curiously, a recent writer on the subject (Jotirn. Andhra

Hut. Res. See., X, p. 193) thinks it to be “ not a strong argument ”
!
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his namesake of the Chikknlla and Eamatirtham plates is,

in my opinion, next to impossible. In the Chikknlla and

Ramatirthara plates, we have the significant epithets of the

great Madhavavarman, crediting him with the performance

of eleven a^vamedhas and thousand agnistomas
;
but tliese

epithets are conspicuous by their absence in the Ipur plates

(set II) in connection with the n ime of Madhavavarman II.

The date of the plates, which is not fully legible but which

appears to me to be year 17, has been read by Hultzsch as

the 47th year of the king. Is it possible that a king, who per-

formed among other sacrifices eleven asvamedhas and thousand

agnistomas, did not perform a single one of them before

the 47th (if my reading is correct, 17th) year of his reign

or forgot to refer to such glorious performances in his own

inscription? It may also be significant that Madhavavarman

II has no royal title even in his own Ipur plates (set II).

Moreover, tlie identification becomes utterly untenable wdien

we notice that those significant epithets regarding the per-

formance of II asvamedhas and 1,000 agnistomas have been

attached in this inscription to the name of his grandfather

Madhavavarman 1. We therefore hold that there were only

two, and not three, Madhavavarmans among the known

kings of the Visnukundin family and that the first of them,

who was the grandfather of the second, performed a good

many sacrifices including eleven asvamedhas and thousand

agnistomas.

As regards the second identification, nothing need be

said after our identification of Madhavavarman I, the great

performer of sacrifices. But it must be noticed that the

name is written in the inscription as Vikramahendra which

may be the engraver’s mistake for Vikraraamahendra. If,

how’ever, we take it as a slip for Vikramendra, the king

should be designated Vikramendra I, there being two other

Vikramendras in the family.
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The following is the genealogical arrangement of the

Visnukundin princes according to our theory ;

—

Yikramahendra (Vikramendra I ?)

I

Maharaja Govindavarman Vikramasraya

Maharaja Madhavavarman I Janasraya (Ipur plates : set I,

year 37 ;
Polamuru plates, year -,0 ^ ?)

Devavarraan [Raja] Vikramendravarman I (II?) Mancyanna-

I I
bhattaraka

Madhavavarman II [Maharaja] Raja Indra-

(Ipur plates : set II, [bhattaraka] -varman

year 17 ?) (Ramatirtham plates,

year 27)

Maharaja Vikramendravarman II (III ?)

(Chikkulla plates, year 10)

1 There is only one numeneal symbol on the plate. In Joum. Andhra Hist. Res.

Soc., VI (p. 17 ff., line 41), it hai been (leciphered as 48. It looks like a ligature of

the symbol for 40 and that for 8; but as far as I know, there was no method known in

ancient India by which a number like 48 could be expressed by one numerical symbol

only. The symbol possibly signifies 40 (or 70 •?). It may however also be suggested

that 8 was put below 40 for want of space to the right of the latter.



II

ChRONOLOCtY of the VisNUKUNDINS.*

We have already dealt with tlie genealogy of the Visnu-

kundin kings. Here we shall discuss the order of succession

of the kings of this family and the period to which they are

to be assigned.

The first known king of the dynasty is, as we have

seen, Vikramahendra. Though he has been given no royal

title in the Polamuru grant of his grandson Madhavavarman

T, his epithets vimukondinam^^apratihata-Msana and sva-

pratdp-opanata-sdmanta-manujapati-mandala seem to prove

that he was a king and had some feudatories under

him. His son Gfovindavarman Vikramasraya has been

called Maharaja in the Ipur plates (set I) of his son

Madhavavarman I.

Madhavavarman I Janasraya, the greatest of the Visnu-

kundin kings, appears to have had at least three sons,

idz., Devavarman, Mancyanna-bhattaraka,“ and Vikramen-

dravarman I (born of a Vakata, f.c., A^akafaka princess).

Of these we know almost nothing about Mancyanna. Of the

other two, viz., Devavarman and Vikramendravarman I, it

' My paper on the Visaukun'Iin chronology was originally published in Ind.

Vfist. Quart., TX, pp. 057-66.

^ Maiioanna as a personal name is known to have been used in the Kanarese

ciiuntry in the l2th century A. D. As Prof. Raychaudhuri points out to me,

Maficanna was the name of a minister of Bijjala or Vijjana, the Kalacurya king

of Kalyana (1145-1167 A. D.) This minister was a rival of the king’s other

minister Basava (Prsabha), the famous founder of the VIraSaiva or Liftgayat

sect t.T. B. B. R. .4. S., VHI. pp. 78. 88, 128 ; aro] Bomb. Car
, I, pt 11, p. t7’)

Amorg minor instances, we iiny take M.iiTcann:i, a Br.xhmana ment'oned as receiv-

ing some gifts of land in an inscription of the Aadava king Sihghana f|210-1247

A. D.) dated in Saka sarn. 1173 (C. P. No 4 of 1925-261,

14
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is known that their sons became kings. We have the Ipur

plates (set II) of Devavarman’s son Madhavavarman II

(see infra) and the Eamatirtham plates of Vikramendra-

varman (l)’s son Indravarman. Should we then suppose

that after the death of Madhavavarman I the Visnu'kundin

kingdom was split up into two divisions, ruled separately by

his two sons, Devavarman and Vikramendravarman I ? It

however seems to me risky to suggest division of kingdom

whenever we find two sons of a king or their descendants

ruling. It may not be unreasonable to think that there was

no such division of kingdom after the death of Madhava-

\arman I.

Madhavavarman I possibly died at a very old age.

The date of the Polarauru grant of this king seems to be year

40 or, if K. V. Lakshmana Rao’s reading is correct, year 48.

It seems, therefore, not impossible that the elder children

of Madhavavarman I died before their father's death.

In view of the fact that Devavarman, in the Ipur plates

(set II) of his son Madhavavarman II, has the only epithet

ksalriy -avaskanda - praoartlit - dpratima -vikhydta-parakrama

,

which can by no means suggest his accession to the

throne, it appears that this son of Madhavavarman I

did not rule, but predeceased his father. Now, we are

to determine whether Madhavavarman I was succeeded

by his son Vikramendravarman I or by his grandson

Madhavavarman II.

According to the Ipur plates (set I), Madhavavarman I

granted the village of Bilerabaii in the Guddadi-visaya to

Agnisarman, a Bralimana of the Vatsa gotra. In the Ipur

plates (set II), we notice the grant of a village, the name of

which seems to me to be Murotukaliki, by Madhavavarman II

to two Brahmanas named Agnisarman and Indrasarman.

It is not impossible that Agnisarman of the first set is iden-

tical with his namesake who was one of the two recipients

of the second set of the Ipur plates. In view of the above fact
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and also the fact that Devavarman, wlio seems to have

predeceased his father, was possibly an elder brother of

Vikramendravarraan I, Madhavavannan 11 appears to have

succeeded his grandfather on the throne (see infra). The date

of his Ipur plates (set If) has been read by Hultzsch as

[40] 7, but he says :
“ The first figure of the year in the date

portion is injured and uncertain” (Ep. Ind., XVII, p. 338).

The figure in question, however, seems to be 10 and,

consequently, the date may be read as year 17.

Madhavavarman II was possibly succeeded by bis uncle

Vikramendravarman I who appears to have been conside-

rably aged at the time of his accession. We have as yet no

copper-plate grant issued by this king. The duration of

his rule cannot be determined. But if we grant a reign-

period of about 25 years to each of the Visnukundin kings

a consideration of the regnal dates of the known kings of

the family, seems to suggest not a very long reign-period

of this king. “ His reign was probably short ” (Dubreuil,

Anc. Hist. Dec., p. 91).

The succession from Vikramendravarman I to Vikra-

mendravarraan If appears to be regularly from father to

son. All these kings have royal titles in the inscriptions.

We, however, cannot be definite as regards the number of

Visnukundin kings that ruled before Vikramahendra and

after Vikramendravarman II.

We have now to consider the time of the Visnukundin

kings. Fortunately for us, the date of Madhavavarman I

can be determined with a certain degree of precision.

The Polamuru plates of Madhavavarman I record the

grant of the village of Puloburu in the Guddavadi visaya

by the king in his 40th (or 48th) year as an agrahdra to

S5ivasarman, a scholar of the Taittirlya school, belonging to

the Gautama gotra, resident of Kun.lura in Karmarastra,

son of Damasarinan and grandson of Rudrasarman. Next,

we are to notice the contents of the Polamuru plates of the
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Eastern Calukya king Jayasimha I (Ep. Ind., XIX, p. 254

ff), who began to rule from c. 633 A.D. These plates record

the gift of the village of Pulobunira in the Guddavadi-visaya

in the 5th year (15th year, according to An. Rep. S. Ind. Ep.,

1914, p. 10) of the king’s reign to Rudrasarman, a scholar

of the Taittirlya school, belonging to the Gautama g"tra,

resident of Asanapura-sthana, son of fiivasarman and grand-

son of Damasarman. There can be no doubt that Puloburu

of the former inscription is identical with Pulobtiinra

of the latter, and that the village is to be identified with

modern Polamuru (find-spot of both the inscriptions) near

the Anaparti Railway station in the Godavari district.

There can also be no doubt that Sivasarman (son of Dama-

sarraan), recipient of the grant of Madhavavarman I, was the

father of Rudrasarman (son of i^ivasarman and grandson of

Damasarman), the recipient of the grant of Jayasimha I. In

the latter grant, Rudrasarman is expressly called purv-dgra-

hdrika, “ the former owner of the agraZ/dm.” Now, how

many years inter\'ened between the date of the first grant

and that of the second, that is to say, between the 40th

(or 48th) year of Madhavavarman I and the 5th year of

Jayasiinba I ?

In considering this question, we are to note the follow-

ing points. Agrahdrns ' were generally granted to Brahmanas
when they returned from the guriiJiida after finishing

studies, in order to help them in settling themselves as

grhasthas. It may therefore be conjectured that Sivasarman

received Polamuru at about the age of 25 or 30 - when king

^ AgrahnTfi means gurtil:ulad= arrifn-ttriihmarftrni€ ileyatn l!>etru(li. See Tarfi-

n'ittia’s Vacasfotya, s. v.

2 According to Manu (III, 1-2), a Bralin.acarin sbo'ilr! study tlie Velas (three
Vedas, two Vedas or one Veda) in the iiuniqrhu for Uiiify-six year, or for half or
one-fo\irlh nf that period, and should then e- ter ti e grhaMh- adratiia. The same
authority however also says (TX 91) that .i nnn of thirty years of age should
marry a girl of twelve ,ind a man of twenty-four a girl of eight. Kulluka Bhatta
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Madhavavarman was in the 40tl) (4btlj accoding to some)

year of his reign. The king thus appears to have l-een old

at tlie time oi granting this cujralidnt to the Brahinana

youth. Sivasarman, however, certainly died before the date

of the grant of Jayasimha I. The epithet pun-dgrahdrika

appiied to the name of his son in Jayasimha (I)’s grant

possibly goes to -show that Rudrasarman, as successor of his

father, enjoyed the agrahara for some time before the 5th

year of Jayasimha 1, i.e., before c. ('37 A. D. The most

interesting point in this connection, however, is that

Rudrasarman in Jayasimha (I)’s grant is called “resident of

the town of Asanapura.” ' He is e.\pected to have resided

at Kunl.ura in Kannarastra, the original place ot his father or

at Polamuru, the agnthdra granted to his father by king

Madhavavarman I. When we remember this change in

residence and when we further see that Jayasimha I, at the

time of the e.\ecutii.)n of the Polamuru grant, was stationed

in a camp, cijaga-skandhacdm, it appears that in the early

years of his reign, Jayasiruha I led an e.xpedilion to the

Visnukundin country and encamped in the Guddavadi-

visaya, somewhere near Polamuru; that constant fights were

going on between the forces of the Calukyas and those of the

Visnukundins ;
and that Rudrasarman, the dgrahdrika of

Polamuru, had to flee to the town of Asanapura (near

Draksharama in the Godavari district) in this troubled

period, but came after some time, when Jayasiniha 1

was temporarily or permanently master of the whole of

on this verse ba^ ' €t>ic = <'n ijoijyO'kalit-pntd(tr''iuiu-p*irfiiti hij tii inyutH-arthaJH ,

prayen^aitavaid Ldlena yrlitta redo bhaitifi .
frif‘hdtjthioij(t^l.d co hanyd vodhnr = yu‘no

yogy ~ett ;
grhita-ved<t4~c ^opakurcdfiGLo tji'hastJt-dsrainuTn pratt nu vtlambe!

<!iitvara= ity<i^y = drthah. A “itory of the Cfidudoyya I pamsot 1-^) says that

Svetakelu went to his at the age of twelve anJ returned hccr'e after finishing a!l

I he (three ?) Vtdas at ilie age o*" twenty-four.

^ The Niduparu grant of J.iyasitph.t I rt.is issued from his rd5a/.a at Asanapura

{Ep, hid., XVm, p. 56). The grandfather of ti.e d->uee of a grant of Yi^^u-

vardhana II is also known to have resided at Asanapura (Ind, Anf.^ VII, p. 192).
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the Guddavadi-visaya or a considerable part of it.’ Con-

sidering all these points, I think it not impossible that the

difference between the time of the two Polamuru grants was

about half a century.^

Then, the 40th (or 4Stb) year of Madhavavarman I may
be c. 637 A. D. (date of Jayasirnha’s grant) minus 50, that

is, c. 587 A. D. Madhavavarman I therefore seems to have

* The mastery of two different powers over two different parts of one district

does not appear to be inspossible. The Oandra (cf. the Rampal grant of Srlcandra :

Inscriptions of Bengal, III, No. 1) and the Varman {cf. Belava grant of Bhojavarman ;

ibid. No. 3), kings of South-Eastern Bengal granted lands in the Pnndrabhukti, which

has been presumably taken to be the same as the famous Pundravardhanabhukti.

But it seems impossible that the Candras and Vai-mans were ever master of the

Kotivarsa or Dinajpur region of the Pupdravardhanabhukti. I therefore think

that in the age of the later Palas, the bhukti of Puijdravardhana was divided

between the kings of Gauda and the kings of South-Eastern Bengal. The slight

change in the name of the bhukti probably goes to confirm this suggestion.

2 The difference between the time of the execution of these two grants may

possibly be greater and, consequently, Madhavavarman I might have ascended the

Vispukundin throne a little earlier. But I do not want to go far beyond the estimate

of Mr. Subba Eao wbo suggests that the period may be about 40 years. This

suggestion, however, seems to be invalidated by another suggestion of his. He
takes Hastikosa and Virakosa, who were the executors of the grant of Jayasimha

I, as personal names. We must notice here that the executors of the grant of

Madhavavarman I were also Hastikosa and Virakosa. If we think that these two

persons were officers in c! arge of the Guddrvadi-vi.saya, under Madhavavarman I

and also under Jayasitpha I, the intervening period between the grants of the two

kings should possibly be shorter than 4t) years. We must however note in this

connection that there were a Hastikosa and a Virakosa in the Talupaka-visaya, who
were ordered by king Prthivimula of the Gcdavari plates { J. B. B. R. A. S.,

XVI, p. 144 ff.) to protect an agrahdra in the same visaya. Fleet, the editor of the

Godavari plates, may be right when he says, “ I do not know of any other mention

of these two officials, who evidently kept the purses and made disbursements on

aceonnt of respectively the establishment of elephants and heroes who were to be

rewarded for deeds of valour.” The epithet mahamatra-yudha applied toHastikosa-

Virakusa in the Polamuru grant of Madhavavarman I, seems to show that they were

Mahamatra of the Military Department. It may also be that the epithet mahamdtrn

goes with Hastikosa and ijodha wi..h Vlrakosa. The word mahamdtni, according to

Medini, means hastipak-ddhipa (head of the elephant-drivers or riders
; cf. vulgo.

miihut). The word yodha generally means ‘‘ a soldier.” Hastikosa and Vlrakosa

have been taken to be “ officers in command of the elephant force and the infantry ” in

.4)1 Rep.S. Ind. Ep., 1914, p. 85.
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ruled from about the end of the first half to about the end

of the second half of the sixth century.

In connection with the period of Madhavavarman I, we

must also notice the passage of the Polamuru inscription,

which records a grant made by the king when he was cross-

ing the river Godavari with a view to conquering the

eastern region and another passage which refers to a lunar

eclipse in the Phalgunl-PaurnaraasI (i.e., the full-moon day

of the month of Phalguna) as the occasion of the grant.

The connection of Madhavavarman I with the “ eastern

region” seems to indicate that he was possibly the andhr-

adhipati (lord of the Andhra country) who was defeated by

the Maukhari king Isanavarman according to the Haraha

inscription of Vikrama Sana 611, i.e., A.D. 544 (vide infra).

This synchronism also places Madhavavarman I Visnu-

kundin in the middle of the 6th century A.D.

We have just noticed that the village of Puloburu was

granted on the occasion of a lunar eclipse in the PhalgunI

Purnirna. In the second half of the sixth century, lunar

eclipses occurred in the above tifhi on the following

dates :

(1) lltl) February, 556 A. D.

(2) 2nd March, 565 A.D.

(3) 21st February, 574 A. D.

(4) 11th February, 575 A. D.

(5) 21st February, 593 A. D.

(6) 10th February, 594 A.D.

Of these dates, years 593 and 594 may be tacitly rejected as

they appear to be too late. Rut it is impossible at the

present state of our knowledge to ascertain on which of the

otlier four dates the grant was issued. If, however, we

presume that the date of the Polamuru grant falls on any of

these four dates and if futher the reading of the date be

accepted as 40, Madhavavarman I Visnukundin certainly
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began to reign sometime between 516 and 535 A.D.’ The
approximate chronology of the ATsnukundin kings, then may
be taken as follows :

—

o

3.

4 .

5.

6 .

7 .

8 .

9.

Rise of the A'isnukimdin poAver in the 5th century

A.D.-

1 ikramnhenclra (\3kramendra T c. 500-520 A.D.

Oovinda varman

ATndhavavarman I

Madhavavarman IT

Vikramendravarman T (IT ?)

Tn(lra[hhattaraka]varman

ATkramendiavarman II (III ?)

End of the dynasty possibly about the end of the 7th

or somewhere in the 8th century A. 1).

e. 520-535 A.D.

e. 535-585 A.D.

r. 585-615 A.D.

e. 615-625 A.D.

r. 625-655 A.D.

r. 65.5-670 A. D.^

The period assigned to Tndravarman, viz., riven 625-655

A.D., is, I think, supported by some views expressed by

* Madhavavarman I marr.ed a Vakataka princess and his descendants are

represented as boasting of the Vakataka connection. His date does not, therefore

seem to be far removed from the glorious age of the Vakatakas, viz., the 5th century

A.D. Smith places this relative of the Vakatakas in about 500 A.D. {-LR.A.S.,

1914, p. 139 ). Tt is true that Madhavavarman I is to be placed between the 5th

century, the glorious period of the Vakatakas, and the 7th century, the age of

•Tayasimha I Eastern Calukya. It therefore seems probable that the reign of Madhnvu.

varraan I began in the first half of the 6th century A.D.

2 It may be tempting to connect the Ahsnuknndins with the Vinhukada-Cutuknl-

ananda Satakarni kings, whose inscriptions (see Liiders, List Nos. 1021, 1186

and 1195) and coins (Rapson, V'atiilogite, p. 59) have been discovered. Vinhukaija

inav possibly V'e taken to be the same as Vmhukuda, i e., Vi^nukunda whii h

gives the name of the family whereto our kings belonged. But a serious

objection that can be raised in this connection is that the Cutukulananda

^atakarnis who claimed to leave belonged to the Manavya-gotra used iiietron'vmics,

like HaritTpiitra, along with their names like the Satavahani-tsatakarnis. The

[
ractice of using such metronyinics and also of mentioning the gotra is found, though

in a modified way, in the inscriptions of the Kadatubas and the Ciliikyas; but it is

conspicuous by its absence in the inscriptions of the Visnukundins. There is therefore

no evidence at present to connect the Visnnkuncjins with the ancient S^atakarni

kings.

^ According to Kielhorn, the Chikkulla plates (Ep. Inti., IV, p. 193) should be

pilaeographically assigned to the 7th or 8th century A.D. For the 20 years allotted to

Madhavarman II, see infra.
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Fleet in J.B.B.R.A.S., XVI, p. 116. While editing the

Godavari plates of Prthmmiila, Fleet said :

“ The Adkiraja^

Indra, at whose request the grant was made, is mentioned as

having fought in company with other chiefs who united to

overthrow a certain Indrabhattaraka. Taking into con-

sideration the locality (the Godavari district) from which

the grant comes, and its approximate periol as indicated hy

the palaeographical standard of the characters and the use of

numerical symbols in the date, there can be no doubt

that Tndrabhattaraka is the Eastern Chahikya of that

name, the younger brother of Jayasirnba I.” According to

many of the Eastern Calukya grants, however, this Indra-

bhatturaka did not reign at all, though some grants assign

a reign period of only 7 days to him. It is therefore

highly improbable that Indrabhnttaraka of the Godavari

grant of Prthivimula was identical with the Eastern

Calukya of that name. Kielhorn rightly suggested that

the reference to Tndravarman Visnukundin’s fights with

mmy catiirdantas in the Chikkulla grant supports his iden-

tification with Indrabhattaraka of the Godavari plates (Ep.

Ind, IV, p. 195 note). Cnturdanta is properly the epithet

of Tndra’s Airavata, the elephant of the east. We are

therefore justified in accepting the identification of Tndra-

bhattaraka of the Godavari plates with the Visnukimdin king

Tndravarman or Tndrabhattarakavarman

.

Fleet further remarked : “And the figurative expres ion

that the Adhiraja Indra, mounted upon the elephant

supratlka of the north-east quarter, overthrew the elephant

kiimuda of the south-east or southern quarter, shows that

this attack upon the Eastern Chalukyas was made from

^ The word n>ihirat, according to the MBhabharntn, means the same thing as

samrat and caJiracartin {Snlxinlfilpadrumn, 3.\.^ Tn later in-criptions iiowever it

is known to .have denoted subordinate rulers. The Dh-'d iiscription of Cahamana

PrthivTdeva II mentions his feuditory adhiraja Kumaripy'l^ f I’diand irkar s List, No.

341). An adhiraja Bhoja is mentioned in the Edjntaruhgml^ V, verse loL

15
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the north-east of their kiogdom of Vehgi.” The inscrip-

tion of the Ganga king Indravarman referred to by Fleet

are dated in the l’28th and 146th year of the Ganga era,

which “seems to have commenced in A. D. 496" {Ep. bid.,

XX, App., p. 201, n. 1 ;
Ind. Ant., LXI, p, 237 f.).^ The

above Ganga inscriptions were, therefore, issued in circa

624 and 642 A.D. Consequently, the Ganga king Indra-

varman was a contemporary of the Visnukundin Indra-

or Indrabhattaraka-varman (circa 625-655 A D.).

As regards the possession of Vehgi by the Eastern

Calukyas in the middle of the seventh century A.D., it

may be said that there is no conclusive proof of that

supposition. Prom the Aihole inscription (Ep. Ind., VI,

p. 4 ff.), we learn that Pulakesin II reduced the strong

fortress of Pistapura, which is the modern Pittapuram

(Pithapuram) in the Godavari district, near the sea-

coast, about 80 miles to the north-east of Peddavegi; and he

caused the leader of the Pallavas to shelter himself behind

the ramparts of Kahcl, modern Conjeeveram about 40

miles to the south-west of Madras. Fleet says : “Probably

during the campaign which included the conquest of

Pittapuram and which must have taken place at this time

(i.e., A.D. 616 or 617), the Vehgi country was made a part

of the Chalukya dominions; and the reference to the Pallavas

immediately after the mention of Pistapura, has been

understood as indicating that it was from their possession

that Vehgi was taken” (Ind. Ant., XX, p. 91 f.). After the

publication of the Visnukundin copper-plate grants, however,

the theory of the Pallava occupation of Vehgi in the begin-

ning of the 7th century A.D. may be tacitly given up.

Since Lendulura, for sometime the residence (vasaha) of a

Visnukundin king, has been undisputedly identified with

1 Dr. R. C. Majumflar has recently suggested that the beginnir g (,{ the Gang*
era falls between 550 and 557 A.D. (Ind. Cult., IV, p, 171 ft.). Unfortunately, he has

totally ignored the astronomical side of the question.
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Dendaluru, a village on the ruins of the ancient city of

Vengl, 5 miles north-east of Ellore in the Godavari

district, it is certain that the Vehgl country passed from

the hands of the Salankayanas to the possession of the

Visnukundins.

It is interesting to notice a passage in the Aihole

inscription dated in 634-35 A.D. {Ep. Ind., VI, loc. cit.)

which describes Pulakesin (lij’s southern campaign. Verse

28 of that famous inscription speaks of apiece of water,

which appears to contain some islands that were occupied by

Pulakesin’s forces. This piece of water has been called

the Kaunala water or the water (or lake) of Kunala. The

position of this Kunala is indicated by the sequence of

events recorded in the inscription. Verse 26 tells us that

Pulakesin II subdued the Kalihgas and the Kosalas and

then, according to the following verse, took the fortress

of Pistapura. After that is recorded the occupation of

Kunala (verse 28); this again is followed, in the next verse,

by Pulakesin’s victory over the Pallava king near Kancl-

pura. Verse 29 describes the Calukya king as crossing

the river Kaveri, after which is described his contact with

the Colas, Keralas and the Pandyas (verse 31). Kielhorn

seems therefore perfectly reasonable w^hen he says {ibid,

pp. 2-3), “Pulakesin’s march of conquest therefore is from

the north to the south, along the east coast of Southern

India; and the localities mentioned follow each other in

regular succession from the north to the south. This in

my opinion shows that ‘the water of Kunala’ can only be

the well-known Kolleru lake, which is south of Pithapuram,

between the rivers Godavari and Krsbna. To that lake the

description of ‘ the water of Kunala ’ given in the poem

would be applicable even at the present day, and we know

from other inscriptions that the lake contained at least one

fortified island, which more than once has been the object

of attack.’’ Since the ruins of Vehgi and Dendaluru lie in the
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vicinity of the KoIIeru lake there can now hardly be any doubt

that the ‘water of Kuntda’ {i.e., the Kolleru or Kollair

lake) was, at the time of Pulakesin (II)’s invasion, in the

possession of the Yisniikundins and that the battle of

Kunala was fought l)etween the Calukya king and a Visnu-

kundin ruler who was most probably either Madhavavarman

II or Vikramendravarman I, both of whom w'ere weak

successors of the great Madhavavarman I.

The theory now generally accepted is that Veiigl was

conquered by Pulakesin II, during his campaign in the

south-eastern region. There is, as I have already said, no

conclusive evidence in support of this theory. In the

records of the early Eastern Calukya kings there is no

reference to the occupation of VengT at all. The first use

of the name of A’eiigl is in the inscriptions of the time

of Amma I (918-9-25 A.D.) which call Yijayaditya II (c.

794-242 A.D.) vehg-lsa, and in the inscriptions of the time

of Calukya Bhima II (934-945 A.D.), which contain the

first explicit statement that the territory over which Kubja-

Visnuvardhana and his successors ruled was the A'engl

country {Ind. Anl., XX, p. 94). Both Amma 1 and Calukya

Bhima II reigned in the tenth century A.D.; the evidence of

their inscriptions as to the Calukya occupation of A’eiigi in

the 7th century can, therefore, be reasonably doubted. The

fact seems to be that the A'isnukundins of ATiigl, from the

time of the Calukya possession of Pistapura, became weaker

and weaker, and their country was gradually annexed to

the w'axing empire of the Eastern Calukyas. The formal

annexation which took place possibly after the extinction

of the Yisnukundins end of the 7th or (somewhere in

the 8th century A.D. ?) seems to have been completed long

before the tenth century A. D., i.c., the time of Amma I

and Calukya Bhima II, when the Eastern Calukyas claimed

that they were master of the Vehgi country from the very

beginning of their history. There appears therefore no
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strong grounds against our theory that the Visnukundins,

though shorn of their past glory, were ruling for sometime

at Vehgl, contemporaneously with the Eastern Calukyas,

who ruled first probably from Pispipura,' next from Vehgl ^

and then from Eajamahendrl.^

We have to notice two other points before we conclude

this section. Smith in his Early History of India, 4th ed.,

p. 441, says : “In the east he (scil. Pulakesin II) made

himself master of Vehgl, between the Krishna and the

Godavari, and established his brother Kubja Vishuu-

vardhana there as viceroy in A.D. 611 with his capital

at the stronghold of Pishtapura, now Pithapuram in the

Godavari district.” Smith, here, professes to rely on

the Ivopparam plates of Pulakesin If, edited by Lakshmana

Kao in Ann. Bhand. Or. Bcs. Inst., IV, p. 43 ff. These

plates, which are full of textual mistakes, seem to record

J It is to be noted tbit tbe Tiojinapuram grant of Visnuyardbana, I Visama-

siddhi n'as issued from the vasaka (literally, residence) of Pistapura. We
have suggeste I above that possibly the term fasaka, like the term skandhatara,

signifies temporary lor ometimes secondary) capital of a king. It is well known

that Pulakesin II crushed the power of the king of Pistapura (pislam Ptnapuram

yena) and established his brother Kubja-Visnu-vardbana on the throne of that

place. At the time of Visnuvardhana therefore Pistapura could reasonably be

looked upon as the vdsaka or skandhacara of this king.

2 The Vehg-i,<a (lord of Vengi) antagonists of the Rastrakutas appear to have been

the Eastern Calnkya kings (see Bomb. Gaz., I, Ft. II, p. 199). The earliest

reference to a king of Vengi in the Eajtrakuta records appears to be that in an

inscription dated 770 A.D. (Bp, Ind., VI, p. -lOO}. The Eastern Calukyas therefore

seem to have occupied Vengi before tbe 9th century .\.D. possibly before the second

half of tbe 8th century, the time of Vijayaditya II and his father.

3 According to Sewell Und. .int., XX, p. 9-1, note 6) there are two traditions

regarding the origin of the name of Rajamaheudrl (nnodern Eajamundry) or Raja-

mahendrapiira. The first of these traditions connects the name with a Calukya

king named Vijayaditya Mahendra.” This Vijay iditya Mahendra is apparently the

Eastern Calukya king Arams II (A.D. 915-970) who had the epithet Rajamahenura

and the surname Vijayaditya VI (ibid. p. 270) Fleet Itbid, pp. 93-91), however,

takes the founder of, or the first Eastern Calukya king at, Rajamahendrapuram to be

Amma I (918-925 A.D.), who no doubt had the epithet Eajaniahendra, but whose

Bumame was Vi?9uvardhana (VI) and not Vijayaditya.
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the grant of some lands in Karmarastra (northern part of

Nellore and southern part of Guntur) by one Prthivl-

Duvaraja in the presence of Pulakesiu II. The grant is

dated in the pravardhamdna-vijaya-rdjya-samvatsara 21.

Hultzsch while editing these plates in Ep. Ind., XVIII,

has shown that the inscription belongs to the 21st regnal

year of Pulakesin II, i.c., to about A. D. 629-30 and that

Prtliivl-Duvaraja is to be identified with his younger

brother Kubja-Visnuvardhana, who is styled Prthivl-vallabha-

Visnuvardhana,-Yuvaraja in the Satara grant {Ind. Ant.,

XIX. p. 309). The word diivardja is a Dravidian tadbhava

of Sanskrit yuvardja. Cf. A]{alankat-tuvardyar= Sanskrit

akcdahka-yuvaroja in the Amber ins.; Ep. Ind., IV, p. 180,

and Tuvardhn = yuvardja in the Kasakudi ins-; S. Ind.

Ins
,

II, No. 73. ‘ Lakshmana Eao, however, thought

that Duvaraja of this inscription is to be identified with

Dhruvaraja of the Goa plates, and that the year 21 of his

reign falls in A.D. 611.

But even if we accept 611 A.D. to be the date when

Pulakesin II invaded Karmarastra and defeated the Visnu-

kundin king, does it follow that Pulakesin II conquered

the whole of the kingdom of the Visnukupdins ? Does

the defeat of a king always lead to the loss of his entire

territory ? Pulakesin II is known to have defeated the

Pallava king, penetrated through the w hole of the Pallava

territory and crossed the Kaverl
; but was the Pallava

power weakened ? Again, in 642 A.D., the Pallava king

Narasiiuhavarman defeated and killed Pulakesin II and

* It is also interesting to note in this connection tlie name of the third kinj of iha

Calukja line of Kalyanl. Ir, m ny of tl.e inscriptions it is gi'en as Das ivarinan, lint

it is also written (c.g., in the Kautheni grant ; Ind .!«(,, XVI, p. la) as Yasovarman.
Fleet while noticing the point remarked, “ The reason for the variation there is not
apparent" (Bomb. Gaz. I, pt, II, p. 431j. It seems to me that Dasavarman is an
emended form of Da4ovarman which is but the same as Yasovarman.
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took Vatapi, the Calukya capital
;

but did the Calukya

power permanently collapse ? Did not the power of the

Calukyas exist even during the period of Eastrakuta

usurpation ?
^

Then again according to Bilhana {Vikramankadevacarila,

Intro., p. 44; Ind. Ant., V, p. 323) the Calukya emperor

Vikramaditya VI of KalyanI marched on and occupied

KancI, the capital of the Colas (i.e., the Eastern Calukyas),

and amused himself there for sometime before returning

to his capital. “It is doubtless this campaign that led

to there being so many inscriptions, referring themselves

to the reign of Vikramadit}a VI, at Draksbarama and other

places in the Telugu country, outside the ordinary limits

of the Western Chalukya kingdom’’ {Bomb. Gaz., I, pt.

II, p. 433, note 1.). But does this fact prove that Kanci

and the Telugu country were permanently occupied by the

Calukyas of KalyanI ? Temporary success like this is

possibly also shown in the grant of two villages near

Talakad, the Gahga capital in Mysore, by the Kadamba king

Ravivarmnn (Ep. Ind., VIII, p. 146 ; Sewell, List, s. v. C.

A.D. 500 ;
Moraes, Kadambahiila, p. 48).

To commemorate even the temporary occupation of part

of a country, Indian kings appear to have used to grant

there lands to Brabmanas (see Maniisamhitd, VH, verses

201-02), and generally, this sort of grants was acknowledged

by other kings who followed the donor in the rule of that

locality.'^ It may, therefore, be not altogether impossible

that Pulakesin II penetrated as far as Karmarastra, where

the reigning Visnukundin king was defeated, and the

Calukya king felt himself justified in granting lands in

1 ViJe the Calukya genealogy as given, e.g , in the Kauthem grant (Ind. Ant.,

XVI, p. 15). See ah-o Bomb. Gaz., I. p*. 11, p. 3S0 ff

2 Cf. sva-dattam para-dattdm ta yo hareta ra-sundharam, etc., quoted in the

copper-plate grants
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the district of which he thought himself to he master

for the time being at least.

^

If these suggestions be accepted, there is then no

difficulty as regards the discovery of Calukya grants, giving

lands in places which were originally under the A'isnukun-

dins. We however do not argue that all the Eastern

Calukya kings who granted lands in the country once

occupied by the Visnukundins were temporary possessors

of the land. It seems reasonable to believe that the Visnu-

kundin country gradually, not long after the invasion of

Pulakesin II, merged into the Eastern Calukya empire

and gradually the Visiiukundins lost all their territories

excepting the small district round their capital city of

'VehgL The existence of A'isnukundin rule at A^engl in

the 7th century may be compared with that of the Kadamba

rule at YaijayantI even in the glorious age of the early

Calukyas of Badami.

The next point is regarding the find-spot of the Rama-

tirtham plates of the \'isnukundin king Indravarman. The

plates were found at a place near Vizianagram in the

Vizagapatam district of the Madras Presidency. They

record the grant of a village in the Plakirastra, which was

evidently situated in the Vizagapatam district (.luc. Hist.

Dec., p. 91). On the evidence of the find of these plates,

it may be suggested that the Vizianagram region was

included in the Visnukundin kingdom, that is to say, the

Visnukundiu boundary extended as far as the borders of

1 It is also poasihle that the time of Pulake-^in (IlJ’a expediton, the

Karmaratfra was occupied not by the Vispukundins (but by a branch of the Pallavaa?).

In A.D. 639 the celebrated Chinese pilgrim Yuan Chwang visited the kinsdo ii of

An-to-!o (i.e., Andhra), which was a small district only 3,000 h fibout 4,500 miles)

in circuit. The capital was at Pinrf-ki-Io, which seems to be a mistake for Ping-Wi-pii-

lo, i.e., VensrTpura. The southern part of the .Andhra country formed a separate

kingdom called To-na-kie-tse-kia (Dhanvakataka?) or Ta-An-to-Io (Mahandra) with

its capital possibly at Bezwada, where the pilgrim resided for “ many months”. See

Cnnningham, .4nc. Geog. Ind., ed. 1924, pp. 590 H., COS ff. and 647.
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the Ganjam district.^ In view of the fact that there were the

royal house of Pistapura, the houses of the Varmans of Sim-

hapura, Vardhamanapura, Simagara, Sripura and Sarapallika

and also of the Gangas of Kalinganagara whose era probably

started from 496 A. D., permanent Visnukundin occupation

of the Vizianagram region seems to be highly improbable.

The truth might have been that in retaliation to the raids

of Pulakesin II and Jayasimha I, Indravarman Visnukundin

invaded the Calukya country and penetrated as far as the

Piakirastra, where he made grants of land, as did Pulakesin II

in Karmarastra, Jayasimha I in Guddavadi and Gudra-

hara, and Vikramaditya VI in the Telugu country. The

Piakirastra or Vizagapatam district seems to have been under

the Eastern Calukyas as early as the 18th year of Visnu-

vardhana 1. His Chipurupalle plates (Ind. Ant., XX, p. 15),

dated in that year, were found in the Vizagapatam district.

They evidently refer to the Plakivisaya, doubtfully read as

Pukivisaya by Burnell and eJeet. This Plakivisaya is

evidently the same as Piakirastra of the Eamatirtham

plates of Indravarman.

We have seen that the Godavari grant of Prthivimula

refers to a coalition of kings against Indrabhattaraka-

varraan, who has been identified with the Visnukundin king

of that name. It seems to me that when Indravarman

Visnukundin defeated the Eastern Calukya forces and

penetrated far into their country, Jayasimha I, who seems

to have been the Eastern Calukya contemporary of Indra-

varman, formed an alliance with several other kings, one

> See, e g ,
Quart Journ. Myth Soc., XXV. p. 80. Kjelhorn entered the

ChiKkulla grant of Vis^ul-updin Vikraiiien.lraiartn.in II in ti’S List i f Inscriptions of

Northern India (Ep. Ind.. V. App., No. t'.07). Fo lowing KMliorn D. B. BhanJarkur

h«8 also entered the V isnukiinJin insiTiptions i>> his Iiist of Inscription- of Northern

India (Ep Ind., XX-III, Aip.. .Nos. 1117 and -iiSKi-ail. The Sal,.ckayan i and Vs^ii-

kundin records must nioperly be entere.i into a List of South Indian Inscriptions, as

these were local dynasties ruling over the Andhra country in the south.

16
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of whom was Adhiraja Indra, identified b} Fleet vith the

Gahga king Indravarman. The combined forces of ihe-e

allied kings pii&sibly defeated the Yisnukundiri Ling and

compelled him to return and shelter himself behind the

ramparts of his capital, the city of Vehgl.



Ill

ViKRAMAHENDRA (ViKRAMENDRA I?) AND GOVINDAVARMAK

ViKRAMiSRAYA.

As we have already noticed, king Vikramahendra is

mentioned only in the Polamuru grant of his grandson

Madhavavarman 1. He is there described as fa\oured by

(i.e., as a devotee of) Lord Sriparvatasvamin and is said to

have subdued the feudatory chiefs by his own valour. The

Lord Sriparvatasvamin is referred to in all the inscriptions of

the Visnukundin family and may, therefore, be taken to

have been the family-deity of the Visnukuudins. Sriparvata

may be identified with Srisaila in the Kurnool district of the

Madras Presidency.* The original home of the Visnukundin

family may, therefore, be supposed to have been not very far

from Srisaila. Kielhorn {Ep. Ind., IV, 193) suggested a

connection of the name of the family with that of the

hill-fort and town of Vinukonda in the Kistna district,

about 60 miles east of Srisaila and 50 miles south of

the Krishna river. Vinukonda, according to Kielhorn, was

possibly the early home of the Visnukundins.

The son and successor of Vikramahendra was Govinda-

varman. His surname Vikrama^raya and the epithet anefca-

samara-samghaUa-vijayin possibly show that he was a king

of considerable importance. He is said to have been obeyed

by all the feudatory chiefs.

1 Exceptiog the grunt >f Madhavavarman II, which applies ihe epithet

bhagatac-chnparvalasvami-pnd-anudhyita to the name of the issuer himself, all other

Viipiikuijdiii records apply the epithet to the first kmg (a predecessor of the i3-<uerj

with whose name the geneal gical part of the inscriptions hejiin . In t .e records

therefoie king Vikrameudravaruian I and his ton and grandson are not themselves

called 'favoured by ti.S', devotee of) Lord Srfparvata-svamiu. The celebrated temple

of go 1 Siva, called Mallikar;una, is s.tuated on the noithern plaieau of the Nallama ai

hiUs Many W^estero Calukya grants have been found in ihe Kuinool district which

regiou appears to have passed to the Western Calukyas before the middle of the 7th

century.
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Madhavavarman I Janisraya.

Madhavavarman I Janasraya appears to have been the

greatest of the Visnukundin kings. ^ The performance of

11 asvamedhas, 1,000 aonistomas and some other rites

including the Hiranyagarbha proves that he was a prince of

power and resources. In very early times the asvamedha

was evidently performed by kings desirous of offspring (see

Apte, Sanskrit-English Dictionary, s.v. asva). According

to the Ramdyana (I, viii, 2), king Dasaratha performed this

sacrifice for progeny {sut-drthi vajimedhena kim^artham

na yajdmy = aham). Kings are also known to have performed

asvamedha for purifying themselves from sin. According

to Visnu, a^vamedhena iudhyanti mahdpatakinas = tv=ime
{Sabdakalpadruma-parUisla, s. v. a§vamedha) . Yudhisthira in

the Mahdbhdrata {XIV
, [[) is said to have performed the horse-

sacrifice with a view to purifying hirasell But, as we have

already noticed, it was performed only by a king who was
a conqueror and a king of kings. Keith has rightly pointed

out that the Asvamedha “ is an old and famous rite, which

kings alone can bring to increase tlieir realm^” {Rel. Phil.

Fed. Up., p. 343). The Baudhayana 3r. Sut. (XV, i)

XjakBh[iiaD& Rao (J^ourn Dept. Let., XT, pp. 55-5S) refers to several tra'litions

that have grown on the glorious name of .Ms’lbavavarman A 13 li century inucription

in the Malle^varaa'ami teuiole t Bezwada give* un »ne dote about Uadhavuvariusn,

king of Bezwadu in Saka 117 ( I>, who
i
uiii*hed ids ow s n with death ft.r ki 1 n<r

a poor woman’s ron. .A Beznada pilUr inscrii.lion f the 16lh century cLiims for a

general of Kr?ij*devar5ya of Vi'ayanagara di-cen' from Mad avavarman of Bezwada
A poem called Srjfersnori/ayam (c. Ij40 A.D. I speaks of the migration into Telingana

of four Ka;piit tribes under the lea lership of one Madhavavarman in Saka 514. This

Madhavavarman i* claimed to be the ancestor <,f the family of the Mahara a of

Vizianagram in the Vizagapatam district. The caste called Razu or Rachavar in

the Telugn country also claims Madhavavarman as progenitor.
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Taittirlya Br. (Ill, 8, 9, 4; V, 4, 12, 3), Apastamha 3r. Sut.

(XX, I, i) and many other early texts prove beyond doubt that

a feudatory ruler could not perform the asvamedha.^ A point

of great interest, however, is that Madhavavarman I claims

to have performed as many as eleven asvamedhas, while

successful conquerors like Samudragupta and Pusyamitra

are known to have performed only one or two a^vamedlias.

Of course, from the description of the sacrifice given in the

Rdmdyana and the Mahdbhdrata, it appears that some

asvamedhic practices of the Vedic age may h ve been

slightly modified in the epic period; but it is impossible to

think that it became so easy as to be performed by even a

king of the feudatory rank. It must be noticed that some

Vedic kings are known to have performed a great number

of asvamedhas. Thus Bharata, son of Dusvanta, accord-

ing to a gdthd quoted in the Sjtapithabrdhmam (XIII, iii,

5, 11; Weber’s edition, p. 994), performed as many as one

hundred and thirty-three horse-sacrifices on the banks of

the Gahga and the Yamuna (astdsaptatim hharalo dansywtir

*=yamundm=anu gangdydm vrtraghne— ’ badhndt panca-

pancdsatarn haydn = iti)

.

According to another gdthd {loc.

cit., 13), Bh irata performed more than a thousand asvamedhas

after conquering the whole earth {p(iiahsahasrdn = indrdy =

d.4vamedhln = ya = dharad = vijitya prthivim sarvdin=iti}.

The epics and Puranas however knew of traditions regarding

some early kings trying to perform a hundred asvamedhas,

which would lead the performer to the attainment of

the seat of Indra who is, therefore, represented as trying

to prevent the hundredth sacrifice (see Vomaiia-Purdna,

Ch. 78 ;
Raghu., Ill, 38-66 ;

Bhdgavata Purdna, lA', 16, 24 ;

17, 4; etc.). May it be that the Vedic asvamedha was less

pompous than the epic asvamedha and that the asvamedhas

performed by South Indian kings were of the Vedic type?

1 See Keith, Black Yajui, pp. cxxxii-iv and Appendix belotc.
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We have already noticed that the Deccan performs Vedic

rites more fanatically than Northern India. See also my
views in Joum. Ind. Hist., XIII, p. 40.

Madhavavarman I married a girl of the Vakataka family

of Northern Deccan, and thus made his power secure in

that direction.^ According to V. A. Smith (J. R. A. S'.,

1914, p. 107) the \ akataka father-in-law of Madhavavarman

Visnukundin was king Harisena who claims to have con-

quered the Andhra and Kalihga countries. It is also

believed that Madhavavarman succeeded in getting the pos-

session of the Vengl country by virtue of this Vakataka

alliance (Sewell, List., s.v. A. D. 500). This suggestion is

however untenable in view of the fact that Madhavavarman I,

though he was the greatest king, was not the first king of

his dynasty, he being at least preceded by his father Govinda-

varman and grandfather Vikramahendra. The Polamuru

grant calls him dasa^ata-sakala-dharanJtaJa-narapati ^ and

credits him with an expedition for the conquest of the

eastern region.

It must be noticed in this connection that, in the Haraha

inscription dated A. D, 554, the Maukhari king Tsanavar-

man claims victory over an Andhr-adhipati. There can

hardly be any doubt that this Andhr-adhipati was a Vis-

nukundin king. Prof. Raychaudhuri {Pol. Hist. Anc. Ind.,

2nd ed., p. 370) has taken this Andhra king to be Madhava-

varman of the Polamuru plates who according to this grant
“ crossed the river Godavari with a desire to conquer the

’ Dr. D. C. Ganguly writes in Ivd Hist. Quart., Vin, p 26 : “Madhavavarman I

was the founder of this dynasty. His mother was a prinress of tl e Vakataka family.”

According to the Chikkulla plates (Ep. Ind., IV, p. 19 •), however, the Vakataka prin' ess

was the motl er of Vikramendravarman I, son of Madhavavarman I. C/. Visnukundi-

vdkata-ratnsa-dcay a!amJ,ria-janmanah hi-tikTamendrararmanah, etc. As we have

aliown, Madhavavarman I was not the founder or the first king of the Vis^iukupdin

dynasty.

Mr. M. Somasekhara Sarma suggests to me that the epithet may possildy be

translated as “ lord of the Vengl Ten Thousand.”
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eaptern region.” Tlii« identification suits well the cbmno-

1{ gy we have accepted in'these pages. It tnay not be impos-

sible that the eastern expedition of Madhavavarman I

was undertaken in retaliation to his previous unsuccessful

struggle with the Maukharis. This supposition is supported

by the fact that a victory over the Andhras is alluded to in

the Jaunpur Inscription of Tsvaravarman, father of Isanavar-

man Maukhari (Corp. Ins. Ind., Ill, p. 230).

In the Polamuru grant, Madhavavarman I has been

called avasita-vividha-divya (line 8). This passage has been

left out in the translation of Mr. Subba Rao who has edited

the inscription in Journ. Andhra Hist. Res. Soc., VI, p. 17 fit.

The passage, however, appears to rne very important in con-

nection with the administration of justice in the Andhra

country at the time of the Visnukundins. Here is a clear

evidence of the prevalence of the .system of trial by ordeals

in the Vi§nukundin kingdom. The word divya, here,

certainly means “ordeal” and vividha-divya “various (forms

of) ordeals.” The verb ava-so has, among others, the

meanings “to accomplish,” “to know” and “to destroy.”

The passage avasita-vividha-divya may, therefore, mean,

one “ who has accomplished the various (forms of) ordeals,”

or “ who has known (how to use) the various (forms of)

ordeals,” or “who has destroyed (i.e., abolished) the various

forms of ordeals.” We have seen that this MSdhavavar-

man I Vi§nukundin performed eleven Asvamedhas and a

thousand agnistomas(kr atus). It must be noticed in this

connection that no one except a fanatic can be expected to

perform an asvamedha sacrifice and expose his w'ives to such

indecent and obnoxious practices as are necessary in the

performance of this sacrifice. As for instance, the mahisl

of the performer of the asvamedha is required to lie down

beside the sacrificial horse and to put the horse s penis into

her own private parts (c/. mahisl svayam < er = d^va-Minam —

akrsya sva-yonau sthdpayati—Mahidhara on Sukla-yajus,
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XXXII. 18-25; and ahasya iisnammahisy — upasthe nidhatte :

3atapalhabr ihmana, mil. iv, 2)

.

Madbavavarnian I, pt*r-

fonner ot eleven as\ amediia'^, thus appears to hate been one

of the luo't orthodox Hindu kings of ancient India2 It is,

theiefore, doululul u liether we cm expect troin him such a

great refonu ,is the abo'ition of the deep-rooted system of

trial by ordeals, which is sanciioiied b\ ancient law-givers

and which was in use iii our country as late as the end of

the l^th cenuiry and pO'Sibly still later. ^ The last mean-

ing is, theiefore, less probable. The divyas or ordeals,

which were used in ancient Indian courts in order to ascer-

tain the truth of a statement, has been enumerated as nine

in the Divyataltva of Brhaspati. They were ordeal (1) by

balance, (2) by fire, (3) by water, (4) by poison, (5) by

“image-washed” water, (6) by rice, (7) by the hot mdsaka,

(8) by spear-head, and (9) by images. Cf.

dhato-= gnir= udakafl = c=aiva visam koSai = ca pancamam
sasthan=ca tandulah proktam saptamani tapta-mdsakam

astamam plidlam= ity •= uktam nammam dharmajam smrtam.

For details see my paper on the Divyas in Journ. Andhra

Hist. Res. Soc., Ml, p. 195 ff. and Appendix below.

In both the Ipur and Polamuru grants the king is

said to have been the delighter of the damsels residing

1 In the Chikkiilla grant of hi^ great-grand-'on, be is credited with s nnmber of

sacrifices among which is mentioned puruiamedha. If this tradition is to be beliefed,

Madhavav-irmnn I must have been an ibominable fanatic.

* Journ. Andhra Hist. Res. Soc , VII, p. 195 ff. Triil by ordeals is used to settle up
disputes among some aboriginal tribes ol the Andhra region even at the present day.

Mr. G. T. H. Bracken, Chief Secretary to the Madras Government, in course of his

address on ‘‘Wi der Parts of India” to the Rotary Club on March 9, 1934, said, "In

disputes over land, the custom (in the East Godavari Agency) is to make the parties

to the dispute walk round the land, and he who walks the whole way round continually

and eats some of the earth IS declared to be the owner” (from Report in the Amrita

Bazar Pafrtka. Calcutta). This system of trial was prevalent in the Maratba country

even at the time ot the Peshwas, that is to say, as late as the l9th century A.D. (see

S. N. Sen. Administrative History of the Sdarathas, 2nd ed., p. 363 ft.)
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in the houses of Trivaranagara. Trivaranagara appears to

mean “ the city of king Trivara.”^ A king named Trivara

has been mentioned in the Kondedda grant {Ep. Ind,, XIX,

p. 267) of the Sailodbhava king Dharmaraja, as having form-

ed an alliance with a certain king named Madhava and

fought against Dharmaraja. It is possible that king Tri-

vara of the Kondedda inscription is the same as that men-

tioned in the grants of Madhavav arman I Visnukundin.

MaJhavavarman I however does not appear to have lived at

the time of Sailodbhava Dharmaraja and therefore can hard-

ly be identical with MMhava who fought against the

Sailodbhava monarch. A king named Tivara is found in

the line of the Pand ivus of Kos ila, who had their capital at

Sripura (see the Rajim and Baloda grants, Gorp. Ins. Ind.,

Ill, p. :i9i ff.
; Ep. Ind., VII, p 10 ff.). The charters and

seals of Mahasiva Tivararaja of Sripura are in the box-headed

character. According to some scholars, the boxheaded

characters were in use in the 5th and 6th centuries of

the Christian era {Ind. Hist. Quart., IX, p. 596). Fleet

and Kielhorn, however, think that the inscriptions of

Tivara of Kosala are not earlier than 700 A.D. {Indische

Palaeographie, p. 63, note 20). According to Biihler

{ibid, p. 62), the Central Indian or “box-headed” t}pe is

found fully developed “in einer Inscbrilt Samudragupta’s

aus Bran uni einer Ciiandragupta’s II. aus Udayagiii, den

kupfertafein der Koiiige von Sarabliapura, den Inschriften

der Vakatika; der des Tivara von Kosala uiid in zwei friihen

Kadamba-Inschriften.’’ The Gupta, Vakatakaand Kadamba

records are definitely known to be earlier than 700 A.D.

The same may be the case with the inscriptions of Tivara

1 I am ioi!el>ted for this suggestion to Prof. H. C Eavcliaudhuri. Lakshmana Rao

identifies it with Tewar i.i the Jabhulpore diatriot and considers it to have been the

place of iladiiava.armvu tll’a father iu-Uw {Jotirn. Dept. Let., XI, pp. 34, 39). The

passage in question however seems to suggest his hostile relations with Trivaranagara

rstber than bis marriage with a girl of that place,

17
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of Kosala. It must be noticed in this connection that

Fleet’s and Kielhorn’s view that the Vakataka records date

from the 7th century A.D. (ibid, note 19) has now been

conclusively disproved.

The performance of Vedic sacrifices and the epithet

parama-hrahmanya (highly hospitable to the Brahmanas)

clearly show that Madhavavarman I was a staunch follower

of the Brahmanical faith.

I. The Ipur plates (set I) were issued on the 15th day

of the 7th fortnight of summer in the 37th year^ of the

king, from the camp of Kudavada {vijaya-skandhdvdrat

kudavada-vasakat)

.

They record a notice to the inhabitants

of Yilembali in the Guddadi-visaya. The village was granted

by the king to a Brahmana named Agnisarman belonging

to the Vatsa gotra, and all royal officers were ordered to

protect it and make it immune from taxation. The executor

of the grant was the king’s beloved son, Prince Mancyanna.
The village of Villerabali and the Guddadi-visaya have not

been satisfactorily identified. Guddadi may be the same as

Guddavadi'Vi.saya, i.e., the present Kamachandrapur taluka.

It is possibly not the same as the Gudrahara-visaya which
is the district round Gudivada in the Kistna district.

The seal of king Madhavavarman I attached to the plates
is circular and somewhat worn. It is divided by a cross-
line into two sections. The lower section bears in relief

Srl-Madhavavarma in two lines. Hultzsch thought that
the upper section bears the figure of Laksmx or svastika on
a pedestal, flanked by two lamp-stands and possibly sur-
mounted by the sun and crescent of the moon {Ep. Ind.,
XVH, p. 331). As on the seals attached to the Chikkulla
and Ramatirtham plates the figure of a lion is clearly
visible, it may not be impossible that the obliterated part

1 The old form of dating in the Vis,„kandin records is probablj doe to local
astom of the uriginal home of the dynasty. See infra.
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above the line contained the figure of a lion which was

possibly the crest of the Visnukundins.

II. The Polamuru grant” was issued by the king when

he set out on the eastern expedition and was crossing the

Godavari. By it the mnhattaras and adhikdra-purusas

were inf irtued that the king made an agrahdra of the

village of Piiloburu on the Daliyavavi river and of four

nicartanas of land at the southern extremity of Mayindava-

taki, and granted it to the Gautama gotra Brahmana

Sivasarman, resident of Kunlura in Karmarastra. As

Polamuru (Puloburu of the inscription) is a village in the

Ramchandrapur taluka of the Godavari district, the present

taluka may be roughly identified with the Guddavadi-visaya

in which the village is said to have been situated. Mayinda-

vataki has been identified with Mahendravada adjacent to

Polamuru, and Daliyavavi with the small stream Tulyabhaga

now turned into a drainage canal, Kunlura may be the

same as Konduru in the Sattanepalle taluka or Peda-Konduru

in the Tanuku taluka of the Guntur district. As we have

already seen, the village of Polamuru was re-granted to the

recipient’s son by the Eastern Calukya king Jayasimha I who

probably conquered the region from the Visnukundins.

In the Sanskrit lexicm Trikdndisesu, mahatturci has

been called the same as grdma-kuta, “the head of a village’’

(c/. rdstra-kuta “head of a rdstru, an official designation

in the Calukya in.=!criptions). Evidently, affairs in villages

were controlled by them. The word adhikdra-purusa

appears to mean “a purusa (agent) having an adhikdra (a

post),’’ i.e., a government official cf. na nisprayoja-

nam = adhikdravantah prahhubhir= dhiiyante : Mudrd-rdksasa,

Act III. The mention of the mahattaras along with

1 The language and orthography of this record are bad. and the characters are

rude and late. The authenticity of the grant therefore may not be quite certain. But

we are not definite, as sometimes we also get copies of older records. See also oi.r

rem arks at p. 67 and DOtes chove.
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‘government officials” possibly shows that the forn er w?re

not salaried officers of the government,' The executors of

the grant were the Hastiko^a and Vlrako^a, which tenii-

have already been discussed.

“It is believed that the seal (of the Polamuru plates)

contains the figure of a lion, the crest of the Visnnkundins,

and probably also the name of the royal donor” {Journ.

Andhra Hist. Res. Soc., VI, p. 17).

1
Cf. the cue of (jrannKa in Mauu VH. 115-lW: :ilbo heroic.



Madh vavarman it.

Madhavavarman II was tho son of Devavainian and

grands on of Madhavavarman I. Only one copper-plate grant

of this king has been discovered. It was found at Ipnr, a

village in the Tenali taluka of the Guntur district. The

grant appears to have been issued on the 7th day of the 7th

pahsa of varsd in the 17th (47th according to Hultzsch)

regnal year/ from Araarapura which may probably be

identified’ with the modern Amaravatl.

Madhavavarman II has been described in this inscription

as trikuta-maJay-ddhipati, “ lord of Trikuta and Malaya.”

We do not know of any other Malaya except the famous

Malaya mountain, generally identified with the southern-

|most part of the Western Ghats, Trikuta is placed by

Kalidasa {Raghu., IV, 58-59) in the Aparanta, i. e.,

Northern Kohkan. It is, however, difficult at the present

state of our knowledge to justify Madhavavarman II’s claim

to be in possession' "of those countries. The epithet may

show that the Visnukundin king came into hostile relations

with Trikuta and Malaya. He may have joined the

armies of some powerful king who invaded those regions.^

Mr. B. V. Krishna Kao appears to suggest that Madhava-

varman II was Viceroy at a place called Trikutamalaya

which he is inclined to identify with Kotappakonda near

Narasaraopeta {Bhdrati (Telugu), 1930, p. 414; Joum.

1 It has recently been suggested in a paper read at the ninth session of the

All-India Oriental Conference (1937) that the grant was issued in the reign of

Madhavavarman I.

* The Vakatika kings Narendrasena and Harisena are said to have conquered

Malaya and Trikuta respectively (Bhandarkar’s List, Nos. 1700, 1712). But they

appear to be considerably earlier than Visnukupdin Madhavavarman II,
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Andhra Hist. Res. Soc., X, p. 191). This is a happy

suggestion ;
but I could not examine his arguments in

favour of the identification.

The plates record the grant of a village, the name of

which seems to be Miirotuk diki, to tuo Brahmanas named
Agnisarman and Indrasarman. In connection with the

sdsan-djhd, reference is made to the attention paid by the

visnuhnndy-adhiraja who may be Madhavavarman II.

If, how'ever, it may be believed that Madhavavarman II

was a viceroy under his grandfather, this adhiraja should

of course signify Madhavavarman I.

The seal attached to the Ipur plates (set II), is

circular and much worn. It is divided by a cross-line into

two sections like the seal of the Ipur grant (No. 1).

In the lower section the legend 3rl-Mudhava{varmmd) in

two lines is very faintly visible, while the symbols in the

upper section cannot be made out at all {Ep. Ind.,

XVII, p. 338).



VI

ViKRAMENDRAVARMAN I (II ?).

The next king appears to have been Vikramendravar-

man I, son of Madhavavarman I. Mo inscription of this

king has been discovered. The most interesting point

about the king is that, in the Chikkulia plates of his grand-

son, he is called visnukundi-vnkata-vamsa-dvay-alamkrta-

janmd. Vakata is evidently the same as Vakataka, which

was the most glorious dynasty ruling in Northern Deccan in

the 5th century of the Christian era. The relation of

Vikramendravarman I with the Vakatakas is also referred to

in the Raraatirtham plates of his son, where he is called

ubhaya-vamS’dlainkdrabhuta (who is the ornament of both

the dynasties).

“The Vakatakas were the neighbours of the Kadambas

and the Vakataka kingdom extended up to the modern

town of Kurnool on the banks of the Krishna. We know

that the famous temple of Srisailam or grl-parvata is in the

Kurnool district, and ‘ a story, as related in the Sthala-

mdhdtmya of the place, says that the princess Chandravatl,

a daughter of the Gupta king Chandragupta, conceived a

passion for the God on the Srisaila hill and began offering

every day a garland of jasmine (tmllikd) flowers lo him’

(Report on Epigraphy for 1914-1915, Part If, 9!).

“In fact, we shall see that this dynasty (soil, that of

the Visnukundins) had for its tutelary deity the God of Srl-

parvata and that the first (?) king of this dynasty Madhava-

varman married a Visnukundin (? Vakataka) princess. I

think there can be no doubt that this princess was the
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daughter or grand-daughter of queen Prabhavatl,” the

daughter of king Gandra.upta II and wife of the Vakataka

king Rudrasena (see Dubreuil, Anc. Hist. Dec., pp. 73-74).

According to Vincent Snaith {J.R.A.S
, 1914, p. 137) the

mother of Visnukundiu Vikramendravarman I w'as the

daughter of the Vakataka king Harisena who claimed to

have conquered the countries of Andhra and Kalinga.



VII

Indravarman.

The son and successor of Vikramendravarman I was In-

dravarman, to whom belong the plates discovered at a place

called Eamatirtham in the vicinity of Vizianagram. The

king has been described as parama-mahesvara (staunch devo-

tee of Mahesvara, i. e., Siva) and aneka-catiirddanta-samara-

iata-sah'isr t-samghaUa-vijaijl. The significance of the

latter epithet may be understood from what has been already

discussed above. It refers to the king’s struggle with his

eastern or north-eastern neighbours. In the Chikulla grant

he is said to have made some ghatikds, which mean estab-

lishments (probably founded in most cases by kings) for holy

and learned men. Ghatikd is mentioned in the Talgunda

inscription of Santivarman and the Kasakudi grant of Nandi-

varman. It is the same as Brahmapuri of other records

{Ep. Ind., VIII, p. 26). In the same grant, Indravarman

is also called paramesmra and hhrubhahga-kara-vinirdhuta-

samagra-ddyada. It is suggested that the latter epithet

refers to his success against the viceregal line of Irikuta-

raalaya (Jouni. Andhra Hist. Res. Soc., X, p. 191).

The Eamatirtham plates (Ep. Ind., XII, p. 133) which

were issued from the Puranisangamavasaka (which possibly

means the camp at the confluence of the river Purani) on

the 7th tithi of the bright half of Jyaistba in the 27th year

of king Indravarman record the grant of the village of

Peruvataka in Pifakirastra as an agrahara to a taittiriyaka

Brahraana named Nagnasarman who belonged to the

Mandira gotra.

18
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The agrahdra was exempted from the burden of all taxes

and the peasants assembled at Peruvataka were ordered to

give to the Brahraana the customary share of the produce

of the agrahdra and to perform regularly all duties, such

as conveying message, etc. The future owners of the country

are also requested not to confiscate but to protect the

agrahdra. The king himself was the exeuctor of the grant.

The nature of the grant appears to support our view that

king Indravarman granted the agrahdra, w’hile leading an

expedition against his eastern enemies. Plakirastra, as we

have already noticed, is the present Vizianagram region.

It is mentioned as P.fakivisaya and Pajakivisaya in the ins-

criptions of Calukya Visnuvardhana I (£'p./nd.,IX,p.317).

The seal attached to the Ramatirtham plates shows the

faint figure of an advancing lion facing the proper right,

with its left forepaw raised, neck erect, mouth wide open,

and the tail raised above the back and ended in a loop.



VIII

VlKRAMENDRAVARMAN II (III ?).

Indravarmaii was succeeded by his eldest son, Vikra-

mendravarman II. A copper-plate grant (Ep. Ind., IV,

p. 193) of this king was discovered at Chikkulla in the Turn

sub-division of the Godavari district. It was issued on the

5th day of the 8th mdsapaksa of grlsma (?) in the 10th year

of the king, from the Lenduluravasaka which has been

identified by Ramayya with modern Dendaluru near Ellore.

King Vikramendravarman II, who was a parama-

mdheSvara like his father, hereby dedicated a village called

Regonrana to Somagiresvaranatha in honour of the matted-

haired, three-eyed God, the Lord of the three worlds. Soma-

giresvaranatha appears to have been the name applied to a

liiiga established in a temple at Lendulura.

The village of Regonrana is said to have been situated

to the south of the village of Ravireva on the bank of the

Krsnavenna (Krishna)’ in Natrpati which appears to be the

name of a district.

The seal of Vikramendravarman II attached to the

Chikkulla plates “bears in relief on a slightly countersunk

surface a well-executed lion, which stands to the proper

right, raises the right forepaw, opens the mouth and appa-

rently has a double tail ” {loc. cit.). It, however, seems to

me that the tail of the lion is not double as Kielhom takes

it to be, but is only raised above the back so as to end in a

loop. Compare the figure of the lion on the Ramatirtham

plates of Indravarman.

* “Krisli?abeiji)a, or luore usually Krisln aveijna or Krisb^avenja, was the aocleat

epigraphie name of the Krishna, evidently taken from ita confloence at Sangam-

Mahulf, three miles east of Salara, with the Veppa or Vena, one of its most important

feeders ” {Bomb. Gan., I, ii, p, 33t n.). See p 61 above.



CHAPTER VI

THE EARLY PALLAVAS.

I

Early History of the IvaStI RegionA

The earliest reference to Kahclpura (Conjeeverman in the

Chingleput district of the Madras Presidency) seems to be

that in the Mahahhasya (iv, 2 second dhnika) of the great

grammarian Patahjali whose “date, B. C. 150, may now be

relied upon ’’ (Bomb. Gaz., I, ii, p. ]40). Patanjali is now'

generally taken to have been a contemporary of the first

Suiiga king, Pusyamitra, who reigned from circa 185 to 149

B. C. according to Smith (E. Hist. Ind., 4th ed.,p. ‘208ft'.).

The mention of Kahclpura in the Mahahhasya goes to show

that Kahcl became a place of importance as early as the

beginning of the second century B. C. It is however not

certain whether Kahcl w'as of political or commercial im-

portance in the age of the Mahahhasya.

If traditions recorded by the Chinese pilgrim Yuan

Chwang are to be believed, Kahcl rose to prominence even

earlier than the age of the Mahahhasya. This Chinese

pilgrim tells us that he noticed a sldpa about hundred feet

high, built by king Asoka in the city of Kahci (Beal, Bud.

Rec. West. World, H, p. 230). In this connection we may

also note the mention of Asoka or Asokavarman as one of

the early Pallava kings in the mythical portion of the later

Pallava inscriptions. Hultzsch appears to be right in

taking this Asoka or Asokavarman as “a modification of the

ancient Maurya king Asoka.’’ The claim of having this

great Maurya emperor as predecessor is to be found also in

the Rdjatarahgini, the traditional history of Kashmir (i,

102-06). Though the genealogy of Asoka given in the

’ The paper was originally published in Journ. Ind, Hut., Vol. XIV',

pp. 149-37.
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Kas-hmir chronicle does; not tally with the Maurya genealogy

found ill the Piirdiias, the description of the Kashmir king

named Asoka “ who had freed from sins and had embraced

the doctrine of Jina {i. e., Buddha), covered yiiskaletra and

Vitastara with numerous stupas,” clearly shows that he is

no other than the great king of Pataliputra. The inclusion

of Maurya Asoka in the traditional Pallava genealogy is

therefore not impossible.

If however we take the find-spots of Asokan inscrip-

tions so far discovered in the far south as establishing the

southernmost boundary of the Maurya empire in Asoka’s

time, it would appear that the KancT region lay outside

that empire. Nevertheless, if traditions recorded in early

Tamil works are to be believed, the Maurya frontier at the

time of Caudr igupta, grandfather of Asoka, possibly ex-

tended far to the south of Kanci. “We have seen that in

the south the Maurya power, at one time, had probably

penetrated as far as the Podiyil hill in the Tinnevelly

district. In the time of Asoka, the Maurya frontier had

receded probably to the Pennar river near Nellore, as the

Tamil kingdoms are referred to as prachamta or border states

and are clearly distinguished from the imperial dominions

{vijita or rdja-risaija) which stretched only as far south as

the Chitaldrug district of Mysore” (Raychaudhuri, Pol.

Hist. Anc. Ind., ^nd ed., p. 195). If then the Kanci region

was once under the Mauryas, it may not be altogether im-

possible that owing to the commercial importance of its

position Kanci attracted the notice of a Maurya emperor

or a viceroy of the southernmost Maurya province, w’ho

assigned this Sanskritised name to a Dravidian original

like Kacci (Kaccippedu) or Kanji.’

1 Boitth. Gaz.,I, ii, p, -SIS ncte. At the time of Asoka, the southernmost

Maurya province had its headijnarters at Suvaipagiii uliich has been identified by

Hullzach With Eanakagin in the Nizaii 's dominions to tl c south of Maski (Ccrp. Ins.

Ind., I. p. xsxviii).
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The exhaustive list of countries, mentioned in Gautami
Balasrl’s inscription, over which Gautamiputra Satakarni

is said to have ruled, does not mention any district of the

far south. This fact along with the conspicuous absence

of inscriptions and coins of Gautamiputra Satakarni in the

Andhra region possibly goes to show that the country was

outside the kingdom of this Satavahana king. It must

however be noticed that Gautamiputra Satakarni has been

described in that famous Nasik Cave inscription as lord of

the Vindhya, Rksavat, Pariyatra, Sahya, Krsnigiri (Kan-

heri), possibly Srlsaila (imGa-siri-tana = Martya-srl or Sri-

stana?), Mahendra, Malaya, Setagiri and Cakora mountains.

Malaya and Mahendra, quite well-known in Sanskrit litera-

ture, have been identified respectively with the Western

Ghats (to the south of the Nilgiri) and the Eastern Ghats. If

there is in the list really the name of Srisaila, it is to be

found in the Kurnool district of the Madras Presidency.

Cakora has been mentioned along with Srisaila in the

Puranas. It is therefore possible that Gautamiputra Sata-

karni claimed a sort of suzerainty over the whole of southern

India. Since there is no mention of the Himalaya, the list

of mountains in Gautamiputra’s kingdom doe> not appear

to be altogether conventional. Another impoitaat point in

this connection is the king’s epithet ti-samiida-fuija-plta-

vdhana which says that his war-horses drank water from the

three seas. VVe are to notice that the inscription does n )t

refer to the conventional catiih-saniudni, but only to tri-

samudra (three seas) which evidently signifies the Wes-

tern (Arabian) sea, Eastern sea (Bay of Bengal) and

Southern sea (Endian Ocean). The traditional southern

expedition of Maurya Candragupta and the southern expedi-

tions of the Calukyas of Badami and Kalyanl, of the Ras-

trakutas of Malkhed and later of Sivajl and Haidar Ali

show that it was almost a custom with great Deccan kings

to lead expeditions to the far south. Is it impossible that
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Gautamiputra Satakarui’s vague claim of suzerainty over

the whole of Southern India originated from such a southern

expedition ?
^

The Amaravati inscription of Vasisthiputra PulumSvi

{Arch. Surv. S. Ind., I, p. 100
;

pi. LVI, No. 1), Ama-

ravati inscription of sm-Sivamaka-Sada (ibid, p. 61,

pi. LVI, No. 2), Chinna inscription of Gautamiputra Yajna

Satakarni (Ep. Ind., I, p. 95), Kodavali inscription of

Vasisthiputra Cada Sata (ibid, XMII, p. 316 ff.) and

the Myakadoni inscription of Pnlumavi (ibid, XIV,

p. 155) however clearly show that the successors of Gautarai-

putra Satakarni certainly ruled in the Andhra region.

This southerly extension of the Satavahana power may have

been due to the rise of the house of Castana who seems to

have established himself atUjjayinI and to have been a con-

temporary of the Greek geographer Ptolemy (c. 140 A.D.)

and of the Satavahana king Vasisthiputra Puluraavi, son of

Gautamiputra Satakarni. We know from the Junagadh

inscription {ibid, VIII, p. 44 ff.) that Castana’s grandson

Rudradaman (c. 130-150 A.D.), who for some time niled

conjointly with his grandfather,^ was reigning over some of

the countries that were formerly under the possession of

Gautamiputra Satakarni.

The occupation of Andhrade^a and the adjoining districts

by the later SStavahanas is also proved by numismatic

evidence. According to Rapson {Catalogue, p. Ixxi) the

Satavahana coins found in the Kistna-Godavari region
“

fall

into two classes distinguished from each other both by their

type and their fabric.” In the district of the first fabric,

’ A Xasik iascriptiO’t possibly refers t. a southern expciiition led by Cautaini-

putra Satakarni who seems to have once encamp, d at \ai.'ayaoir Vai ayantr which

was later the capital of the Cuta Satakarnis and after them of the Kadambas

has been identihed with modern Banavasi in the North Kanara district of the Bombay

Presidency (see infra).

* Raychaudhuri, op cit„ p. 817 ff.
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coins of the following five kings have been found (ibid,

Ixxii) :

1.

Vasisthlputra srl-Pnluinavi,

2. Vasisthlputra SivaM Sat.ikarni,

3. Ya-isthiputra srI-Candra Sati.

4. GautamTputra srI-Yajna Satakarni, and

5. srI-Riidra Satakarni.

In the district of the second falndc are found coins struck

by the following three kings {ibid, p. Ixxiv) :

1. sri-Candra f^ati,

2. GautainTpiitra srI-Yajna Satakarni, and

3. srT-Eudra Satakarni.

Some lead coins found in the Anantapur and Cuddapah

districts have lieen taken by Kapson to have belonged to

some feudatories of the Satavahana kings (ibid, pp. Ixx-xi).

This suggestion appears to be supported by the following

facts. Firstly, in the Chitaldrug district has been found

a coin of one Sadakana (Satakarni) Kalalaya Maharathi

who was most probably a feudatory of the great Satavahanas;

secondly, the Myakadoni (Bellary district) inscription of

Puhunavi shows that the Bellary region was called the

janapida (district) of Satavahanihara, and that it was under

the rule of a governor (mahasendpati) whose name was

Skindanag-i. This fact seems to show that the southern

districts of the Satavahana kingdom were ruled by military

chiefs.

From what has been said above it is perfectly clear that

the dominions of the later Satavahanas extended as far as

the borders of the district round KahcT. We shall now con-

sider the question whether Kanel could have formed a part

of the Satavahana kingdom.

There is no epigraphic evidence to prove that the Sata-

vahana kings ruled over KancI; but certain lead coins with
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“ ship with two masts ” cn one side and the Ujjain symbol

on the other have been discovered on the Coromandel coast

between Madras and Cuddalore. “ That they belong to the

Andhra (Satavahana) dynasty seems certain from the Ujjain

symbol which forms their ri verse type, and from such traces

as remains of the coin-legend. On the solitary specimen on

which these traces admit of any probable restoration the ins-

cription appears to be intended for 5^ir/-PH[//mu7]rf5a (No. 95,

p. 22; pi. V).” ‘ Of course, mere discovery of some coins of a

certain dynasty in a certain area may not prove that that

particular area was under the direct control of the rulers of

that dynasty. But this distinct type of ship-coins found ex-

clusively in the Coromandel coast possibly supports the view

that at least the issuer (or issuers) of the ship-coins had some

sort of political supremacy over the coastal region. But who

ruled the coast-country during the time of the later Sata-

vahanas who most probably issued the ship-coins?

According to some scholars, “The coast-region in

which these coins are found was in the third century B.C.

inhabited by the Colas; but before the middle of the second

century A.D. it seems to have passed into the power of the

Pallavas who were thus contemporary with the later Andhras

{i. e., Satavahanas).” ' This view however can be proved

CO be unwarranted on the evidence of the Periplus of the

Erythraean Sea and the Geography of Ptolemy.

We may not expect to get the name of Kaucipura in the

Periplus as this work does not attempt to give an exhaustive

list of cities and towns of the countries about which it speaks.

The KancI region was possibly not a separate political unit

in the age of this work (c. 80 A.D.). The Periplus says :

“
§ 59. From Komari {mod. Kumarika) towards the south

(actually toward NNE) this region extends to Kolkhi

1 RapgoD, op cit., pp. ixxxi-ii.

^ Ibid, p. ixxxii.

19
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(Karkai on the TamraparnI in the Tinnevelly district; Smith,

op. cit.,p. 469) ; and it belongs to the Pandian king-

dom. Beyond Kolkhi there follows another district called

the Coast country (= Coromandel or Coja-mandala coast),

which lies on a bay, and has a region inland called Argaru

(
= Uragapura = mod. Uraiyur near Tanjore) §60.

Among the market-towns of these countries and the harbours

where the ships put in from Damirika and from the north,

the most important are, in order as they lie, first Kamara,

then Podiika, then Sopatma; in which there are ships of the

country coasting along the shore as far as Damirika; and

other very large made of single logs bound together called

Sancjara; but those which make the voyage to Khryse and to

the Ganges are called Kolandia and are very large.” We
do not definitely know whether any of these three ports men-

tioned by the Periplus belonged to the district of Kanci, but

the fact that the Periplus aher referring to the Coast country

refers to Masalia (=district round Masulipatam) possibly

suggests that the borders of the Coast country touched, in

the age of the Periplus, those of the district round Masuli-

patam. This suggestion, it should be noticed, is in accord

with the tradition which says that “ the Chola country

(Cholamandalam) was bounded on the north by the Pennar

and on the south by the southern Vellaru river; or, in other

words, it extended along the eastern coast from Nellore to

Puddukottai, where it abutted on the Pandya territory”

(Smith, op. cit., p. 480).

In the Geography of Ptotemy (c. 140 A.D.) who gives a

lairly exhaustive list of countries, cities and important

places, wc do not find the name of Kanci
; but the district

of KiihcT can be satisfactorily identified from Ptolemy’s

map of India. The order of the position of countries in

the east coast has been thus given in Ptolemy’s Geography,
VII, i :

1. Country of the Pandiones
(
= Pandyas) with its
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capital at Modoura (
= Madura) 125° 16°20', ruled by

Pandion (§89);

2.

- District of Batoi (§90) with its metropolis at Nisa-

mmal25°10' 10°30' (§12);

3. Coast of the Soringoi (
= Colas) with its capital at

Orthoura 130° 16° 20', ruled by Sornagos (§91);

4. Arouarnoi with its capital at Malanga 130° 13°,

ruled by Basaronagos (§92); and

5. District of the Maisoloi (called Maisolia in §15,

and Masalia in the Periplus) with its metropolis at Pitundra

135° 18° (§93).

It is clear from the situation of the above countries

that on the way from the district of Masulipatam to the

Pandya country, i. e., to the south of the former, lay first

the country of Arouarnoi, then the coast of the Soringoi,

and then Batoi. This “coast of the Soringoi ’’
is evidently

the same as the “Coast country’’ of the Periplus which

seems to represent the Cola-mandala of Sanskrit literature.

Its capital Orthoura appears therefore to be the same as

Argaru of the Periplus and Craiyur (=Uragapura) of the

present day/ But what about this Arouarnoi which has

not been mentioned in the Periplus, but has been placed be-

tween the Co]a-raandala and Masulipatam by Ptolemy ? In

this connection it is interesting to note what Dr. S. K.

Aiyangar says about the countries of this coast. “The east

coast region, however, beginning with the river Vellar

flowing across the state of Pudukottah now and emptying

' It rauit be noticed that a city called Argarou 125* 15' lt’20' baa been mentioned

by Ptolemy [Geog., VII, i, §11) as belonging to the Pandya country. It can however

hardly be identical with Argaru {= Oragapura) of the Periplus which, as we have seen,

places it in the Coast country, beyond the kingdom of Pandion. Ptolemy’s Argarou in

the Papdya country is eviJently the same as Uragapura mentioned by Kalidasa as the

capital of the Pandya king.s {Raghu, VI. .59-0). That Uragapura of these two Greek

authors is different is also proved by the fact that while the Periplus has it as * a region

inland called Argaru”, Ptolemy 's map places the city just on the sea-shore (Kenou,

La Giographie de Ptolem(e, Paris, 1925, Plates).
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itself into the Bay of Bengal «hich marked the orthodox

southern boundary of the Cho]as, constituted the Chola-

mandalam which actually extended northwards therefrom to

as far as the river South Pennar where began the division

known as Aruvanadu which extended northwards along

the coast almost as far as the Northern Pennar” (R.

Gopalan, Pallavas of Kanchi, p. xi-ii). There can

hardly be any doubt that this Aruvanadu between the north-

ern and southern Pennars is the Arouarnoi of Ptolemy’s

Geography. This Arouarnoi is practically the same as the

Kaficl-mandala, i. e., the district round Kahcl.^ It must

however be noticed that the capital of this district, at the

time of Ptolemy, was at Alalanga which appears from

Ptolemy’s map to have been far to the north of Kahcl.

It now appears that the Cola-mandala or the Cola coast

which at the time of the Periplus was possibly bounded by

the Pandya country in tlie south and the “Masuli district’"

in the north was divided into two kingdoms in the age of

Ptolemy (c. 140 A.D.). What is more interesting is that at

the time of the Greek geographer, the Co]a-manda!a proper

was being ruled by a king named Soi-mUja, while Aruva-

nadu, the northern part of the former Cola kingdom, was

under the rule of a king named Basaro-udr/a. We cannot

be definite whether these two names reaily represent Indian

names like Sura-naga (or Surya-naga) and Vajra-naga

or Varsa-naga; but there can be no doubt that at Ptolemy’s

time the Cola kingdom as well as the district round KancI

was ruled by princes who belonged to the family of the

Nagas. The existence of the Nagas in the Coromandel

coast seems to be further supported by the existence of the

’ " Tbe surrounding territory was known as the Dravida country, and algo as the

Kafichl mamlaJa or province of Kanchi, and as the Tonda, Tundai, Tondlra, Tundira
and Tundaka manrjala, rashfra, cishaya, or nad. And Kanchi itrelf was sometimes
called TuiidTrapurai, as the capital of the territory under the latter name” (Bomb. Gaz.,

I, li, p. 318).
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city called Uaraga-pura in the Pandya country and another

of the same name in the Cola country. Uraga, as we all

know, is the same as Naga. It is however difficult to ascer-

tain whether the “ inland region called Argaru (^Uraga-

pura)” was being ruled by the Nagas (=Uragas) in the age

of the PeripJus ;
nevertheless the name supports a conjecture

that in or before that period a place in the heart of the Cola

country was under the Nagas.'

In this connection we should also notice the Buddhist

traditions of Ceylon and Siam which speak of a Naga country

on the coast near the “ Diamond Sands,” to the south of

Dantapura, between the mouth of the Ganges and Ceylon

(Cunningham, Anc. Geog. Ind., ed. 1924, pp. 611-12).

This country has been called Majerika. We do not know

whether Majerika is the same as Masulika (Masulipatam) or

a district named after the Manjhira branch of the Godavari

or it is Ptolemy’s Arouarnoi where the Naga king Basaro-

naga once ruled. But the traditions seem to support the exis-

tence of a Naga country on the eastern coast. Much value

of the traditions is however vitiated by the fact that the

epochs to which the two traditions refer are irreconcilable.

The Ceylonese tradition gives the date as B.('. 157, while

the Siamese tradition gives A.D. 310-313. If we believe

the latter tradition (and also in the fact that the tradition

refers to the Nagas of the Coromandel coast), the Pallavas

would appear to have risen to prominence after A.D. 313.

This however seems to be improbable.

Before the middle of the second century therefore not

the Pallavas hut the Nagas were ruling the coast country.

As scholars generally take Ptolemy’s Siriptolemaios

(siri-Pulumavi), ruler of Baithana (Paithan in the Aurang-

1 It may altern-tively be suggested that Uragapura is really a Sauskritised form

of the Tamil name Uraiyur (literary, •‘city of greatoess"?). We must however notice

that as early as the beginning of the Christian era the localitylor localities) was known

to foreigners not as Uraiyur, but as Uragapura (c/. Argaru).
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abad district) to be the same as VasisthTputra srI-Pulumavi,

son of Gautamipiitra Satakarni, we see that Basaro-naga,

ruler of the KancI region, and Sor-naga, ruler of the Co]a-

mandala, reigned conte.jporaneously with this Satavahana

king who possibly was the first to establish Satavahana

power in the Andhra country (Pol. Hist. Anc. Ind.,

2nd ed., p. 313)d It may not be altogether impossible that

the successors of Basaro-naga acknowledged the suzerainty

of the powerful successors of VasisthTputra Pulumavi, such

as the great Gautamiputra Yajfia Satakarni. It should be

noticed here that Pulumavi of the ship-coins appears to be

the same as the king of the Myakadoni inscription, who
was probably a successor of VasisthTputra Pulumavi and

was the last king of the direct Satavahana line.

' Vfisisthlputra Pulumavi has been called "lord of Daksinapatha” in the

Vasik inscription of year 19. In line 12 of the Junagadh inscription {Ep. Ind., VIII,

p. 44 ff.) the Saka king Kudradaraan Ic. 130-150 A.D.) mentions his Satavahana

contemporary (Pulumavi?) as “Satakarni, lord af Dak-sinapatha." The epithet

howevjr seems to have nothing to do vvitli the inclusion of Andhradesa in the

Satavahana Ifingdom (see p. 1 ahore).



II

Rise of the Pallavas*

Scholars are now generally of opinion that the Pallavas

were not indigenous to the KancI region. Thus Dr. S. K.

Aiyangar says, “ The Pallavas seem nevertheless to have

been foreign to the locality as far as our evidence takes us at

present” (op. cit., p. x). The question is now: When

did the Pallavas attain political supremacy in the Kahcl

region ?

We have already seen that about the middle of the second

century A.D., when Ptolemy is known to have written

his Geography, the above region was being ruled by the

Nagas. The Pallavas therefore did not rule as a re-

cognised political power in the same locality before the

middle of the second century of the Christian era. They are

however believed to have risen to prominence certainly before

the middle of the fourth century A.D. which is the time of

Samudragupta’s Allahabad pillar inscription. This record,

as we all know, mentions a certain Kahceyaka Visnugopa

with whom the Gupta king (c. 330-7-5 A.D.) came into

conflict during his South Indian compaign. This ” Visnu-

gopa, ruler of KancI ” has been unanimously taken to have

belonged to the Pallava family.

To about the same period should be assigned the Mayida-

volu (Ep. Ind., VI, p. 84) and Hirahadagalli (ibid, I, p. 2)

grants of the Pallava ruler Sivaskandavarman, and the

Briti.sh Museum grant (ibid, Mil, p. 143) dated in the

reign of a Pallava king named F/yaj/u-Skandavarman. These

grants are written in Prakrit and are unanimously taken to

be the earliest available epigraphic records of the Pallavas.

^ The paper was originally published in Journ, Ind Htst., August, 1935,

pp. 157-64.
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There is however difference of opinion regarding the date

of these epigraphs. But, as we shall show in the next

section, they appear to belong to the first half of the fourth

century A.D. The Pallavas therefore seem to have attained

political supremacy in the KancI region after the middle of

the second but before the beginning of the fourth

century of the Christian era. Now, the next question

would be : \Viio were the Pallavas, and how did they

succeed in obtaining mastery over the KaucI region from the

hands of the Nagas ?

It is almost certain that the Pallavas originally were

executive officers under the Satavahana kings. ^ They

were most probably in charge of the government of districts

with titles like Maharathi and Alahasenapati, i.e., governor.

There is inscriptional evidence to prove that the Satavahana

kings took their officers from the families of the Guptas and

Nagas. A Nasik inscription mentions an officer named

Siva-gupta, and the Karle inscriptions refer to Gupta and

i^ivaskanda-Gupta {Pol. Hist. J«c. Ind., 2nd ed., p. 332).

We have already seen that a Naga chief named Skanda-naga

was ruling the Bellary district during the reign of Pulumavi

who was possibly the last Satavahana king of the main

line. The Pallavas may have been officers like the Guptas

and Nagas.

But, who were the Pallavas?^ Were they identical with

the people called Pahlava or Palhava in inscriptions and litera-

ture ? Some scholars are in favour of the identification. Their

‘ Aiyaagar, op. at., p. xv ; Sewell, List. s. v.. c. 225 A.D.
2 See H. Krishuasastri, Ep. Ind., XV, p. 246. " The origin of the Pallavas has

been obscure. A suggestion has been thrown out by Mr. Venkayya that they may have

been connecteJ with the Pahlavas, mentioned in the Mahdbharata and the Purdnas

and there classified as foreigners outside the pale of Aryan society (Arch. Surv. Rep. for

1916-17, p. 217 f.). It is true that here the Pallavas are so classed with the Sakas,

Yavanas and other foreign tribes
; nevertheless the possibility of their being a class

that originated from an intermingling of the Brahmanas with the indigenous Dravidian

tribes is not altogether precluded. This presumption is confirmed partly h" *
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arguments may be summed up as follows. The Palhavas,

i.e., the Parthians, are known from inscriptions and coins to

have been ruling in North-Western India, in the beginning

of the Christian era. At the time of the Periplus,

“Parthian princes [who] were constantly driving each

other out,” were occupying the valley of the Indus. This

people possibly pushed a little down to the south when they

came into conflict with the Satavahana king Gautamiputra

Satakarni who is called “subduer of the Sakas, Yavanas

and the Palhavas.’’ Indeed, from the Junagadh inscription

of Eudradaman we learn that a Pahlava governor named

Suvisakha, son of Kulaipa, was ruling the district of

Anarta* and Surastra under that great Saka king. If, as it

seems to be, the territory of the Palhavas lay not far off

from the Satavahana kingdom, if they really came into con-

flict with the Satavahanas at the time of Gautamiputra

Satakarni, if the Palhavas accepted offices in the government

of neighbouring kings, and if the Satavahana government

accepted services of persons belonging to the neighbouring

tribes, there is nothing impossible in the suggestion that the

Palhavas were employed by the Satavahana kings and

eventually carved out a principality in the south of the

Satavahana kingdom after the decline of the latter.

corioas st»tenneiit made ic the Rajakota copper pUtes (chore. Vol. V, p. 62) that

Ai^Tatthaman, the Brahmajja fonnder of the race, married a Naga woman and had by

huaaoo emH«d Skandaiiahya. Other copper-plates (e. g., S.I.I.,Yo\. II, p. 353,

Tf. 16 & 17) which relate a similar story meatioo in the 'name of SkandaSishya

the name of the eponymous king Pallava, after whom the family came to he called

Pallava. Hence it appears almost probable that the Pallavas like the Kadambas of

Banaasal (X)f. Km. Put., p. 286 and fn. 2), the .Nolambas^f Mysore (Bice’s Mysore

md Coorg, p. 56), the Matsyas of OdJavadi (0^4adi in the Vjzagapatam district)

**>er similar dynasties were (he products of Brahmana inter-connections with

jm rices, as the storie* related of their origin indicate. The Pallaras are

ffp o'lltw^o in an early Kadamba record of the 6th century A. H. (Talgunda

p. 31 £f., verse as Kshitriyao, and their earliest

f performed Vedio aaetifices like the Aryan kings of old.”

'

-I#) Yi 6^* iso^rojiid modern Dvarskt. In the Maiia^harata (XIV, 52, 59;

« .' IV A” ,>ferred to both 83 Anartapnri and Dvaiaka.

V V
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AYe however think that there are very strong grounds

against the identification of the Pallavas with the people

called Palhava (i.e., the Parthians). If the people who
were called Palhava or Pahlava at the time of Gaiitamiputra

Satakarni and Rudradaman, that is to say, during the first

half of the second century A.D., is the same as the Pal'avas

whom we find stationed at KancT at about the end of the

third century, how are we to explain the fact that the latter

have never been called Palhava either in the records of their

own or in the records and works that refer to them ? It is

improbable that within the short period of about 150 years a

tribe had utterly forgotten its original name, so much so that

not even for once did its members use that name in the

whole course of their history, though Indian literature in all

succeeding ages has recognised a tribe named Palhava,

sometimes even side by side with Pallava.

Another important point in this connection is that, in

the Hirahadagalli grant, the earliest known Pallava king

fiivaskandavarinan, who appears to have ruled in the first

quarter of the fourth century A.D., is reported to. have

performed the Asvamedha sacrifice. There is no evidence

that kings belonging to foreign dynasties or tribes like

the Saka, Kusana, Gurjara, Huna and others ever perform-

ed the Horse-sacrifice, even when they were Hinduised.

It seems highly improbable that a foreigner would be very

favourable to the obnoxious practices followed during the

course of this sacrifice. Unless an immigrant tribe hope^

Icssly forgets itself aiid imbibes utter orthodoxy of

Ilinduisni. it .^eems iinpossi!)le for its members to be able

to expose tticir wives to such indelicate practices as are

iiecebsary in performing the Horse-sacrifice.' The
formance of this out-and-out Brahmanical

^ I ain indebted for thid dugsiestion to Prof. H. C

details about the Asvamedha sarnace, aee Svkla-Yajup^'^ *’***? •*.'^**^

Mabtibara's comtnentarj tl err n. For the indSicate
- 1 -Li
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earliest known Pallava king seems to go against the theory

of foreign origin of the Pallavas.

The next important point is that the family of the

Pallavas is known even from the earliest record to have

belonged to the Bharadvaj'a gotra.* This Bharadvaja

gotra of the Pallavas can hardly be imitated from the gotra

of any earlier dynasty that ruled in the Deccan. The Sata-

vahanas of the main line, whose records the early Pallavas

imitated in drawing theirs, did never specifically mention

their own gotra. The Vinhukada Cutu-Satakarnis however

called themselves Manavya-gotra-Harlti-putra. This title

was imitated by the Kadambas wdio succeeded the Cutu-

Satakarnis in the Kuntala country. The Calukyas w^ho

appear to have originally been provincial governors under the

early Kadambas (or probably under the Vakatakas), got the

title in their turn along with the sovereignty of the Kanarese

country. Since the Pallavas do not use metronymies

like their predeeessors and since their Bharadvaja gotra

cannot be reasonably proved to have been imitated from

any preceding ruling dynasty of the Deccan, it seems possible

that they were originally Brahmanical Hindus of the

Bharadvaja gotra and therefore belonged to Northern India.

^

lS-95. Mantra to be uttered by tlie queen of the performer of tin’s sacribee :

ainhe = ’mhike = ’mhatike na ma nyati hai—cana, iarasty — airakah snbhadrdarn

kampila-casinim. Malildhara’s oonirnentary : mad — agamane = 'ho = 'nyam = adaya

sayisyata = iti maya gamyate, Aft»^r pronouncing another mantra, the queen sits

(according to Mahidhara, lies down) beside the /aciificial horse. Queen : ta tibhau

catinah padah larnprataraydea ; AUbvarja ; srarpie lake prornuvdtham. Aftrr the

Adlivaryu covers the bodies of tbe Queen and tne horse with a sheet of cloth, the

queen says : irsa vdjt retodha reto dadhatu, and then .according to Mahrdhara ;

mahr.>i troyam = ev =asva si9nam = akr>ya sva-yonau sthapayati. See Satapatha-

Brahmana, XIII, i», 2, and above.

^
cording to K. P. Jayaswal (History of India, p. 182), “ The Pallavas were a

Nhe Vakatakas." The theory bower, r is obviously untenable, as the

^are known te I are belonged to tbe Bharadvaja gotra, while tbe latter belonged

...The VisQuvrddba gotrtt.

* The Purapic genealogy of the Pailaras, based on the mine of their gatrar<ii,

does not aptiear to have been i’urtated. See Fleet, Bomb Oaz.,l, ii. p. -312, note:
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Panini (IV. i. 117) seems to say that the Suhgas

belonged to the Bharadvaja gotra. From the Puranas we

know that the Suhgas succeeded the Mauryas on the

throne of Magadha, and the Malavikdgnimitra informs us

that a secondary capital of the Suhgas was at Vidi^a (mod.

Besnagar near Bhilsa in the Jubbalpure district). Is it alto-

gether impossible that the Pallavas really were a branch of

the Suhgas of Vidisa, who gradually pushed to the south, took

services under the Satavahanas and eventually carved out

a principality in the KancI region?’ Whatever the value

of this suggestion may be, the fact that the Pallavas never

try to connect themselves with the solar and lunar dynas-

ties, famous in Indian legends, at least seems to show that

they belonged originally to a Brahmana family of Northern

India. If a Brahmana family rises to royal dignity, it

cannot quite naturally look back for past glory to the Surya

and Candra vamsas which were Ksatriya dynasties. They

can however claim connection with Bharadvaja Drona, the

great epic king of Northern Pahcala, who was a Brahmana

by birth, but took the profession of the Ksatriyas. Cf.

the case of the Sena kings of Bengal, who refer to them-

selves in their inscriptions as Brahma-ksatriya

.

“ The Piiranic "enealoiy of the Raahlrakutas makes its hist appearance in the

Sangll grant {Inrl. Ant., Vol. XII, p. 247). The pretended historical genealogy of

the Western Gahgas may have been concocte ‘ a little earlier, but was nme probablj^;,

devised about A. D. 950 (Ep. Ind., Vol. Ill, p- 62). The Cede PurSpic genealogy is

apparently first met wiih in the Kalingattu-Parani (Ind. Ant , Vol XIX. p. 329)

which was composed in the reign of the Eastern Calnkya king Kolottnnga Choladeva

I. A.D. 1063 11T2. And the Piiranic genealogy of the Eastern Oangas of Kalifiga*

nagara is first presented m a record of A.D- ' -19 t/d., Vol XVIII, p. 165). |he

Pnranic genealogy of the Pallavas is the ..'liest such pedigree that has as yet

come to light. And possibly the discovery of. .in some ancient record set the later

fashion which became so general.”

1 It may be noted that the early Gangas clai ned to have belcaged^

Ka^vaya^a gotra. Thus they claim connection with the famons Ki|])vlyapa royl

that succeeded the Sungas. We however do not know whether the claim eonld 1

an imitation, nor do we know whether the fsinily-nanng Ganga has anything to do

with the famous North Indian riv. - called Gangs.

/
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But, how did the Pallavas occupy the Kanci region

which was once under the Nagas? This question is diffi-

cult to answer, as we know nothing definitely about the

Pallava kings who ruled before Sivaskandavarman, or his

father whose name is as yet unknown. * Indeed, later

Pallava inscriptions, such as the Kasakudi plates of Nandi-

varma-Pallavamalla (S. Ind. Ins., II, p. 342), the Yelu-

ralaiyam plates of Nandivarman III {ibid, p. 508) and

the Vayalur pillar inscription of Eajasimha {Ep. Ind.,

XVIII, p. 150), have mentioned the names of some early

Pallava kings otherwise unknown and have traced the

Pallava pedigree from Lord Brahman, through his descen-

dants, Ahgiras, Brhaspati, iSarnyu, Bharadvaja, Drona,

Asvatthaman, Pallava and Asoka (or Asokavarman). There

can be no question about the unhistoricity of this part of

the genealogy. It is obviously fabricated on the basis of

the name of the gotrarsi of the Pallava family. We know
that the Pallavas belonged to the Bharadvaja gotra which

has the pravaras, Bharadvaja, Ahgirasa and Barhaspatya.

Pallava is evidently the eponym, while Asokavarman “ can

scarcely be considered a historical person, but appears to be a

modification of the ancient 14aurya king Asoka.”
ta

-'•"'f be noted that the order and form of names

mentioned after Asokavarman in the traditional part of the

Pallava genealogy are not uniform in the different inscrip-

tions. Hultzsch therefore remarked on this part of the

Kasakudi grant {S. Ind. Ins^, II, p. 343), “ It must

rather be concluded that, av the time of Xandivarman,

nothing was known q’ the predecessors of Simhavishnu

but the names nf son i of them, and that the order of their

Acrordiog to Sewell (List, p. 17). “ Bappa,” i.e., the father of Sivaskanda-

Tarman, was a joame asarmed by Jayav.,' nao ot the KondirnuJi giant. Thia

theory is untetabie lu view of the fakt i' it Jayavarui.in belonged to the

Brhatphalayana gotra, hut the Pallavas are Jocown to
' ive belonged to the Bharadvaja

gotra. See my note in Jmm. .it^hra Hist. Bes. Soc., \ ill> P- 105 ; and above, p. 41.
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succession and their relation to each other and to the sub-

serjiient line of Simhavishnu, were then entirely forgotten.”

Tljis part of the Pallava genealogy may be compared with

the mythical genealogy of the Caliikyas about which Fleet

says, “ For the above account {sciL Calukya genealogy

before Pulikesin I), a certain amount of foundation may be

derived from the fact that from the time of Pulikesin II

onwards, the Western Chrdukyas w'ere constantly at war

with the Paliavas, who were their most powerful and invete-

rate foes, coupled with a tradition of the later Kadambas that

the founder of the Kadamba family was a certain Trinetra

or Trilochana. But in other respects, the account is a

farrago of vague legends and Puranic myths of no autho-

rity” {Bnnih. Gaz., I, ii. pp. 811-i-2). It is therefore diffi-

cult to believe that the traditional portion of the Pallava

genealogy is raucli useful for the purpose of authentic

history. Nevertheless it is tempting to make a few sugges-

tions.

(i) Verse 6 of the A’ahirpalaiyain inscription says that

Vlrakfirca, son of Cutapallava, obtained the insignia of

royalty along with the hand of a Nuga princess (c/.

phanlndra-siitayd sah — dgranld-ruja-ciltnam =^(i]Giilaw). We
have seen above that the Nag, is were ruling over the Kahcl

region before the rise of the Paliavas in that locality ; it

is therefore not impO’sible that Virakurca married the

heiress of the last Naga king of Alalanga and thus became

the first Pallava king of the district round Kanci.’ Some

very lute inscriptions (of about the llta century) mention a

king named Trilocana as the earliest illustrious ancestor of

I JIany scholars tliink that ihe Ci)t«-!^5takar9i» of Kontala were Nagas aod that

the fathev-in law of rallava Virakurca belonged yo •!>« family of these Cu(u-Nagaa.

Since we have tried to prove Naga occupation ot th, KaBcI region just before the A

of the rallaias, the above sugge.stion

(op. fit., p. ISO) ii inclined to ideoUf/ the

, of Central India. Hi» argumeots however are not
the Bharasivas (possibly Nagas) oi o

to be more plausible. Jayasw

Maga relations of the Paliavas with

/

conviuciDg.
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the PaJIavas. He is also called Triiietra, Trinayana,

Mukkanti-Pallava and Miik'kanti-Ivaduvelti (Buttcl•^TortlI,

XcUore Inscripti ns, I, p. 389, H, p. G71 ; cf. Ep.

Inch, XI, p. 319). Pie is described as having, like Siva, a

third eye on the forehead and is believed by some scholars to

have been a historical person who was the founder of the

Teluou-Pallavas and who ruled over some part of the Tehigii

country ((.4«. Rep. S. hid. hJp., 1916, p. 138 ; lyenger,

Histurij of the Tamils, pp. 364, 384). The historicity of this

Trilocana-Pallava is impossible in view of the facts tj.iat a

similar Trilocana is said to have been t))c progenitor of tlie

Kadambas in some Kadamba in.scriptions of about the same
period (Ep. Earn., \TI, 8k. 236) and that all early

Pallava records deny the possibility of the existence of any
sucli early king named Trilocana-Pallava. Many scholars

have now discarded this Trilocana as purely mythical.

"The name Trilocana • seejms to have passed from the

Kadamba inscriptions of t.l« west to the Pallava inscriptions

of the east” (Moracs, Kadamha-huln, p. 8, note).

(ii) The name oT the fatlier of VTrakfirca who was

possibly the first kiivg of the family was CTita-Pallava. May

Pallava, the name ofHhe dynasty, have anything to do with

the second syllable of'^^he name of the first Pallava king’s

father?^

* Is the oanie Cnta-pallava (Ij

Dame Pallava? I have elsewhe?

that the namee Kadamba and Pi

•Dailies, like Kadan<ba, of tribes

twig of the toaDjto tree) eponymieal like the

siigpested f/nd. Cii//., TV, p. U8 IT ; also helow)

ilhicn are possibly of totemistio origin. Tree

,nd families, many of hicb are tolerijistio, aie

end Another is called Sewar, i e.,

'as is called Kbarii,

quite common in India. When, on Che etf ’r ha; il. sve find that a sept of t/ie Mumhis

ia called Cbirko i.e , mnshrooui (h- ’opv. Tribes and Castes of Bengal, 11. 1892,

fp. 108) and ihat a totemistic section

_ _
‘‘V^hlade cl grass fp. 123), the possibility of

^ original^ ^ totemi^fio s'nnifirance in connection with
appear sift ether imoossible. liiseley (p. 47) mentions

*V^ “f\ngal This
! ping " cov

is evidently a oornjption ol the
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(m) A successor of Vlrakurca was Skandasisya who

came into conflict with a king named Satyasena (verse 7).

Was this Satyasena in any way connected with the

Palakkaka Ugrasena of the Allahabad pillar inscription, who

possibly ruled at Palakkada (sometimes a seat of Pallava

government) in the Nellore region?

{iv) Another successor of Vlrakurca was Kumaravisnu

(verse 8) who is credited with the seizure of KancI {grhlta-

kanclnagara)

.

Does it mean that the Pallavas first ruled at

Malanga, the Naga capital, which possibly lay somewhere

to the north of KailcI and that Kumaravisnu was the first

Pallava king to have his capital at KancT? Had the Colas,

then, become again master of their country and occupied the

Naga territory as far as the city of Kanci? The mention of

Kumaravisnu and Buddbavarman together, however, makes

it very probable that this Kumaravisnu is to be identified

with Kumaravisnu I of the Chendalur grant.’

(v) A successor of Kumaravisnu was Buddhavarman,

who, is called submarine fire to ibe sea that was the Cola

army {cola-sainy-arnava-vadac-agni). Does it signify the

continuation of the war with the Colas, which we have

supposed to have begun in the reign of Kumaravisnu?

I

1 If U.isilentificationbe aceepte.l.the oA''

because I'e capital of the Pall .v..s l.og before of Ku^ r are

case grhila-kancinagara would possibly niean rf a

occupatioD of tfie Colas. ^ ^
«r
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Date of Sivaskandavarman ’

The Mayidavolu and Hirahadagalli grants of Sivaskanda-

varroan and the British Museum grant dated in the reign of

king ri/aj/a-Skandavarman are the earliest available records

of the Pallavas. They are written in Prakrit, while the

later epigraphs of the early Pallavas are in Sanskrit. We
have already noticed that there is a controversy over the

date of these records and, therefore, of the Pallava rulers

named Sivaskandavarman and Skandavarman to whom they

belong. Fleet thought that these kings should be placed

after the Pallava king Visnugopa mentioned in the Allaha-

bad pillar inscription (Bomb. Gaz., I, ii, p. 319). Accord-

ing to this scholar therefore the two Pallava kings reigned

about the last quarter of the 4th century A.D. Prof.

Durbeuil (.Inc. His. Dec., p. 70), on the other hand,

assigns Sivaskandavarman, whom he identifies with vijaya-

Skandavarman, to about A.D. 250-75, i.e., about the

third quarter of the third century. It is now generally

believed that the king or kings mentioned in the Prakrit

grants of the Pallavas ruled before the time of Visnugopa,

ruler of KancI, mentioned in the Allahabad pillar inscrip-

tion (Krishnasastri, Ep. Ind., XV, p. 243; Jayaswal,

History of India, p. 181). Here I am going to show that

Sivaskandavarman probably reigned in the first quarter

of the 4th century and that ri;aj/a-Skandavarman of

the British Museum grant was possibly a different king

who seems to have reigned a little later than Sivaskanda-

varman.

Ptolemy who wrote his geography about A.D. 140,

mentions (VII, i, §63 and §82) Tiastenes (= Castana),

* My .paper oa the date of PalUva Sivaakandavaraian was first published in

Joum. Ind. Hist., XIII, p. 792 ff. ; the question was previously discussed in my
paper, Dale of Sdlahkayana Devavarman, in Ind. Cult., I, p. 498 £[.

21
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ruler of Ozene (Ujjayim), aud Siriptolemaios (
= siri-Pulu-

mayi or °mavi) ,
ruler of Baitbana (Paithan in the Aurangabad

district), as his contemporaries. The Andau inscriptions,

issued in the joint-reign of Castana and his grandson

Rudradaman, are dated in the year 52 which must be

referred to the Saka era and would correspond to A.D. 130

(R lychaudhuri, Pol. Hist. Thc. Ind., 2nd ed., p 307 ff).

Castana’s contemporary Pulumavi who has been identified

with A^asisthlputra srI-Pulumavi, son of Gautamiputra

Satakarni (ibid, p. 313), must also have ruled about the

same time.

According to the Matsya Pitrdna, which is the only

work that gives a fuller list of the Satavahana kings and

seems therefore to be more authentic as regards Satavahana

chronology than the other Pamm, the following Satavahana

kings ruled after Vasisthiputra Pulumavi (see Rapson,

Catalogue, p. Ixvii) :

1. Sivasrl [Satakarni] ... 7 years.

fiivaskanda S^fitakarni ... 7 years.

3. YajfiasiT fiatakarni ... 29 years.

^

4, Vijaya ... 6 years.

5. CandasrI [Satakarni] ... 10 years.®

59 years.

6. Puloma[vi] ... 7 years.'*

66 years.

1 The real name of this king is Yajfia (not ya;na.srr) Satakar^i (see my note in
J.B.t.S., July, 1934, p .590), He is cal.ed siri-YaHa-Satakanl in inscriptions and
coins, and siri is no doubt an honorific. The Chinna inscription is dated in his twenty-
seventh year (E/>. /iid., T, p. 95). The Puranic tradition ascribing a reign-period of
twenty-nine years to him therefore seems to be true.

’ The real name of the Puranic Candato appears to have been Canda (or Candra)
Sitakarni. He is never called CandrasrI or Candrasrf in inscriptions and coins.

5 The Myakadoni inscription {Ep. l„d., XIV, p. 153) of Pulumavi is dated in
bis eighth regnal year. He therefore appears to have ruled for more than
seven years.
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The only inscription of Puloma or Pulumavi, the last

king of the list, has been discovered at Myakadoni in the

Bellary district (Ep. Ind., XIV, p. 153). We therefore

cannot be definite as regards his rule over Andhradesa

proper. But the Amaravati inscriptions of YasisthTputra

Pulunaavi and Sivamaka Sada ( = Sivaskanda Satakarni?),

the Chinna (Kistna district) inscription of Yajna Satakarni

and the Kodavali (Godavari district) inscription of Cada Sata

or Sati (CandasrI or CandrasrI Satakarni) leave no doubt that

at least the Satavahana kings of the list, who ruled before

Pulumavi of the Myakadoni grant, were rulers of the Andhra

country {Arch. Surv. S. Ind., Yol. I, pp. 61 and 100; Ep.

Ind., I, p. 95; XVIII, p. 316). As YasisthTputra Pulumavi,

son of Gautamiputra i^atakarni, is known to have ruled in

the second quarter of the second century, it appears that

the Andhra country was under the Satavahana yoke at

least up to the beginning of the third century A.D.

According to Krishnasastri (Ep. Ind., XVIII, p. 318)

the second year of Cada Sati is equivalent to A.D. 210. We
may therefore arrange approximately the chronology of the

above kings as follows :

1. SivasrI gatakarni ... circa A.D. 160-166.

2. Sivaskanda Satakarni ... circa A.D. 167-173.

3. yajna(srT) Satakarni ... circa A.D. 174-202.

4. Vijaya ... circa A.D. 203-208.

5. Canda(srT) Satakarni ... circa A.D. 209-218.

According to the Matsya Piirdna, YasisthTputra Pulu-

mavi ruled for twenty-eight years. He therefore seems to

have ruled from about A.D. 132 to 159.^ This date,

' From a different point of view, Rapson baa also come to prac' ically the

same concluaion. The last known date of Nahapans, the records Of whose reign,

acco-ding ta many scholars, are dated in the Saka era. is Saks 46 = 124 A. D.;
his reign could not have extended much beyond that date. Gautamiputra Satakariji’s

success over Xahapana almost certainly tcok place in the eighteenth year of his

reign (c/. Nasik Ins, ; Ep. Ind., VIII, p. 71 ; Earle Ins.; ibid, Mil, p. 64). The
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though approximate, corroborates the fact that Vasisthiputra

^ri-Pulumavi was a contemporary of the Greek geographer

Ptolemy who wrote his book about 140 A.D., and of the Saka

ruler Castana who is known to have reigned in A.D. 130.

The Iksvakus who succeeded the Satavahanas in the rule

of the Kistna-Guntur region (i.e., the Andhra country)* must

therefore have risen to prominence not before the time of

Oanda (M) Satakarni. The sovereignty of the Iksvakus over

Andhradesa thus appears to have begun from about the

end of the first quarter of the third century A.D. Vasisthl-

putra Camtamula I, the first known Iksvaku king, should be

placed after the time of Canda(srl). He could not have been

a feudatory of the Satavahanas, as he is said to he a performer

of the Asvamedha and Vajapeya sacrifices. We have already

seen that according to the Satapathu-Brahmam (V, 1. 1. 13),^

the performance of the Vajapeya bestows on the performer a

superior kind of kingship called samrajija, while Kieth has

rightly pointed out that the Asvamedha “ is an old and

famous rite, which kings alone can bring to increase their

realms ” (RcL Phil. Ved. Upanis., p. 343). It is perfectly

clear from statements contained in the BaudhCnjana-Srauta-

sutra (XV, 1), Apastamha-l^raittasiitra (XX, i, 1, quoted in

eighteenth year of Gautamiputra is thr-iefore A.D. 121 or 121 + .x. Gaiitamiputra

Satakarni thus seems to have asrended the throne in A.D. lOfi or 10(3 + .x. The latest

inscriptional date of this king is year 24, whn h would correspond to A.D. 130 or
130 + .X. His son \ asisthfputra Puluuiavi appears to have lost much of his
territories to the Saka ru'er Rudndiman before Pulumavi’s 10th regnal year and
before Saka 52 (A.D. 150), which is the date of Eudradaman’s Junagadh inscription.

According to Eapson therefore the accession of Vasijthiputra Pulumavi took place in
about A.D (1,50—10 = ) l.'jl. gee Rapsou, <ip rti., pp. xxvi-ii, xxx, xxxvi-viii.
The chronology we have proposed here would place Vasisthlpuf ra Pulumavi approxi-
mately in A.D. 1.32-lu9 and Gautamiputra Satakarni, who seems to have ruled for
about 24 years, in A.D, 107-131.

J The Iksvaku records have been discovered at J..ggayyap( ta in the Nandigram-
taluka of the Kistna district (/nd. .4nf.. XI. p. 257) an 1 at Nagarjunikonda in the
Pslnad taluka of the Guntur district (Ep. Iwl., XX, p. I ff, ; XXI, p 61 ff )

2 r/. rafa vai raja^uyer, = eiUa hhavati, samra.j-= tajapeye'n^aiaraw )n rajyam
param samraiyam kUmnyeta lai raja sarrirad = l,hai itinii, etc.
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^abdakalpadruma-PariHsta, s. v.) and the Taittirnja-Brdhmana

(III, viii, 9, 4 ; V, iv, 12, 3) that a feudatory ruler could

never perform the Asvamedha sacrifice/ The Horse-sacrifice

celebrated by Caintamula I, therefore, appears to suggest his

success against his Satavahana overlords.

We do not know for how many years the Iksvaku king

Vasisthiputra Camtamula I ruled over the Andhra country.

It is however known from the Jaggayyapeta records that

his son, Virapurisadata, reigned at least up to his twentieth

year, while according to the Kottampalugu record, Ehuvula

Caintamula II, successor of Virapurisadata and the last

known king of the dynasty, ruled at least up to his eleventh

year. It is therefore reasonable to suppose that these three

Iksvaku kings together ruled for about more than half a cen-

tury. The end of the reign of Caintamula II thus appears to

have fallen in the fourth quarter of the third century A.D.

According to the evidence of the Mayidavolu grant, dated

in the reign of Sivaskandavarman’s father, Andhrapatha

{i.e., the Andhra country) with its headquarters at Dhamna-

kada (Dhanyakataka) passed from the Iksvakus to the

possession of the Pallavas. Paliava Sivaskandavarman, who

was like Caintamula I a performer of the great Vajapeya

and Asvamedha sacrifices," was preceded in the suzerainty

of Andhrapatha at least by his father who must have

ruled the country after Ehuvula Camtamula 11. Sivaska-

ndavarman therefore can hardly be placed earlier than

A.D. 300. His title [Dharma-] Maha rdjddhiraja, which, in

North India, the (kiptas imitated from the Kusanas at the

beginning of the fourth century also points to this direction.

This view, moreover, can be confirmed by an altogether

different line of argument.

J See Kietb, Black Yajus, pp. cixii-i\ ; and my notes m Ind. Cult ,
I, p. 311,

II, p. 7S!), Ill, p. 376, IV, p. 272. See moreover the Appendix where in the whole

ijuestion has been discussed.

S The Asvamedha performed hy Sivaskandavarman seems to suggest, his success

against the Iksvakus and other neighbouring powers.
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There is some linguistic difference between the grants

of Sivaskandavarraan and the records of the Iksvaku kings.

Like the Satavahana grants and other early Prakrit inscrip-

tions, the Iksvaku records (excepting a record of the last known

King; Ep. Ind., XXI, p. 62) express compound-consonants

by single letters. The Mayidavolu and Hirahadagalli grants

of Sivaskandavarman, on the other hand, express them, in

many cases, by two letters. Though the grants of Siva-

skandavarman are in Prakrit, the legend on the seals of

both the grants are written in Sanskrit. The Hirahadagalli

grant, moreover, ends in a mahgala which is also WTitten

in Sanskrit. This linguistic difference between the

epigraphs of the known Iksvaku kings and those of Siva-

skandavarman (one of whose grants is dated in the reign

of his father) clearly points to the fact that there was an

interval between the reign of the former and that of the

latter Consequently, Sivaskandavarman could not have

ruled much earlier than the beginning of the fourth century

A.D. He cannot however be placed later than Kanceyaka

Visnugopa who came into conflict with Samudragupta about

the middle of that century. We have shown that Pallava

Sivaskandavarman ruled earlier than Salahkayana Deva-

varman who was a predecessor of Salahkayana Hastivarman,

the Vaihgeyaka contemporary of Samudragupta (see above,

Ind. Cult., I, p. 49? ff.; also Ind. Hist. Quart., IX, p. 212

and Journ. Ind. Hist., XIII, p. 87). He therefore api)ears

to have reigned about the first quarter of the fourth century.

We have already shown that the word I'ijaya, in names
like fi/V/ya-Skandavarraan, is not an integral part of

the name, but is a simple honorific.^ The name of the

Pallava king mentioned in the British Museum grant there-

fore is Skandavarman. Some scholars think that the word
sivn in the name of ,$ira-skandavarraan, is also an honorific

^ Ind.Hisf, (jMflrf., IX, p. 208 ; also a^Ofe,
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like vijaya in the other names and that the Pallava prince

iira-Skandavarman of the Mayidavolu and Hirahadagalli

grants is identical with king ri/ai/a-Skandavarman of the

British Museum grant. The absence of any king named

Sivaskandavarman and the existence of many Skaudavarmans

in the traditional list of early Pallava kings, and also the

use of the word siva, in the Kadamba inscriptions, as an

honorific in names like rt'/ai/a-sira-Mandhatrvarman, vijaija-

.sira-Mrgesavarman and ri/ai/a-sfra-Krsnavarman (II), may
be taken as proofs in support of this theory. It must

however be noticed that there is not even a single instance

where the word siva is singly used as an honorific. It may
be argued that fua in the names of SivaskaudanagasrI of

the Banavasi inscription (Liiders, List, No. 1124) and

Sivaskandavarman of the Malavalli inscription (ibid, No.

1196) is only an honorific compounded with the names.

These persons belonged to royal families. But Sivar

skandagupta is the name of an ordinary person in

the Karle inscription No. 19 {ibid, No. 1105) and Sivas-

kandila (Sivaskandanaga?) is that of an ordinary officer in

a Nasik inscription of Pulumavi {ibid, No. 1124). Since

honorifics are not known to have been used by ordinary

persons, it is clear that Sivaskandavarman was certainly

not an improper name in ancient India. The name of

Sivaskanda Satakarni in the Puranic list of the Andhra

(Satavahana) kings, where no other king’s name is mentioned

with an honorific, is also in support of this suggestion.

The name of the Brahmana Bhavaskandatrata in the

Chendalur grant is also to be noticed in this connection.

Since the traditional list of early Pallava kings is of very

doubtful authority, we can hardly make out anything from

the non-mention of Sivaskandavarman in it. The identi-

fication of Sivaskandavarman of the Mayidavolu and

Hirahadagalli grants with Skandavarman of the British

Museum grant is therefore extremely doubtful.
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As the British Museum grant is also written in Prakrit

a linguistic consideration may be useful in ascertaining its

date. This grant expresses double-consonants, in all

cases, by more than one letter, and generally follows the

spelling accepted in literary Prakrit. It has moreover the

usual imprecatory verses in Sanskrit. There can therefore

be hardly any doubt that the British Museum grant is

later than the grants of Sivaskandavarman. Skandavarman

seems to have been a successor of Sivaskandavarman.

Such linguistic considerations have led us to believe

that the Pallava kings of the Prakrit records, Salahkayana

Devavarman of the Ellore grant, Kadamba Mayurasarman

of the Chandravalli inscription {Mys. Arc. Surv., A. R.,

1929, p. 50), the Kadamba king of the Malavalli record

(Ep. Cam., \n, Sk., No. iOA), Yinhukadda Satakarni of

another Malavalli record (ibid, No. 203) ’ and Brhatphala-

yana Jayavarman of the Koudamudi grant * may all be

placed roughly between about the beginning and the

middle of the fourth century.

* Lingaistic consideration seems to snggest that the Banavasi inacription {Ind.

.int., XIV, p. 3S1) belonged to an earlier Vinunkada Satakar;ji.

^ The difference in palaeography between the Kondamudi plates and the seal

attached to them may be taken to suggest that Jayavarman ruled a little earlier than

the time suggested by the linguistic standard of the Kondamudi grant. But as has

already been noticed, the leirend on the seal which is in Sanskrit cannot be much

earlier than 300 A.D.
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Early Pallava Genealogy from Inscriptions of

THE Nellore-Guntur Eegion

Some Sanskrit records of the Early Pallavas have been

found in the Nellore and Guntur districts, which at one

time formed the Northern part of the kingdom of Kancl.

The Pallava genealogy constructed from these records cannot

be quite easily and satisfactorily assimilated into the

traditional list of early Pallava kings found in later records.

The Pallava kings mentioned in these northern inscriptions,

moreover, can scarcely be identified without difficulty

with the Pallava princes mentioned in the inscriptions of

the rulers of Kancl. Whether they ruled over Kancl proper

is also not definitely known. It is therefore convenient to

discuss the Early Pallavas of the northern records separately.

The Omgodu grant. No. 1 (Ep. Ind., XV, p. 246), issued

from the sthdna or city of Tambrapa in the 33rd year of

king Skandavarman, furnishes us with the following list of

kings :

1. Maharaja Kumaravisnu; his son

2. Maharaja Skandavarman (I)
; his son

3. Viravarman; his son

4. Maharaja M-ri/ai/a-Skandavarman (II).

Next we come to the Uruvupalli grant {Ind. Ant., V, p.

50) of prince Visnugopavarman, issued from the sthdna of

Palakkada, in the 11th year of Maharaja Simhavarman.

Here we get the following names :

1. Maharaja Skandavarman (I); his son

2. Maharaja Viravarman; his son

3. Maharaja Skandavarman (II) ;
his son

4. Yuvamaharaja Visnugopavarman.

22
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There can be no doubt that prince Visnugopavarman,
issuer of the Uruvupalli grant, was the son of king Skanda-
varman II who issued the Omgodu grant No. 1. There is

however difference of opinion as regards the identification of

king Simhavarman in whose reign the grant of the prince

w'as issued. According to Fleet, Maharaja Sirnhavarman
was possibly an elder brother of the Yuvamaharaja Visnu-

gopa. According to Hultzsch however king Simhavarman
of the Uruvupalli grant is the same as Visnugopa’s son

Simhavarman who issued the Omgodu (No. 2), Pikira and

Mangalur grants.
“
The term Yuvaraja or Yuvamaharaja

which is prefixed to Vishnugopa not only in his Uruvupalli

grant, but in the two grants of his son Simhavarman, sug-

gests that he never ascended the throne, but that the succes-

sion passed from his father Skandavarman II to his son

Simhavarman. The reason of this need not have been pre-

mature death. If it is assumed that Vishnugopa declined to

take up the reins of government or was prevented from
doing so by some other reason unknown he may well have
been alive during the reign of his son Simhavarman to whose
eleventh year I would assign—lagharat as an Indian philo-

sopher will say—the P'ruvupalli grant ” {Ep. Ind
, VIII,

pp. 160-61).

Three inscriptions of Visnugojw’s son Siiiihavarman have
as yet been discovered. Tliey are the Omgodu (No. 2) grant
issued in his fourth year from a vijaya-skandhavara {Ep.
Ind., XV, 246), the Pikira gi-ant issued in his fifth year
fiom the lijaya-skandha vara of (Mematura-vasaka {ibid,
4 III, p. J5-> ff.) and the Mangalur grant issued in his
eighth year from Dasanapura {Ind. Ant., V, p. l.H). They
give us the following genealogical list ;

1. Maharaja Vfravarman; his son
2, Maharaja Skandavarman (II); his son
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3. Yuvamaharaja Visnugopa; his son

4. Dharma-maharaja ^ Simhavarman.

Next we come to the fragmentary Darsi record (Ep. Ind.,

I, p. 397). The only information we get from this inscrip-

tion is that it was issued from the adhisthana (city or capital)

ofDasanapura by the great-grandson of aPallava king named

Virakorcavarman. The form virakorca (cf. Virakurcavarman

of later grants) shows considerable Prakrit influence which

proves that the grant belongs to the period immediately

following the age of the Prakrit grants. We have already

noticed that the Prakrit records of the Pallavas are not

written in the early inscriptional Prakrit and that they have

in them passages and verses couched in Sanskrit. It must

also be noticed that the Omgodu grant (No. 1) of king

Skandavarman II is dated in his 33rd regnal year, on the

13th tithi of the third fortnight of Hemanta. This is an old

form of dating used in almost all Prakrit inscriptions. Like

the Darsi grant, therefore, the Omgodu grant (No. 1) also

seems to have belonged to the same period, i. e., the early

Sanskrit period. Sanskrit grants showing considerable

Prakrit influence appear to me not much later than the

beginning of the fifth century A.D. They may be roughky

placed between the middle of the fourth and the beginning

of the fifth century.^

1 other South Indian kings {e.g., the Kadamba kings Mrgesavarman and Ravi-

yarman) also used the title Dharmamaharaja. According to Fleet iBomh. Gaz., I, ii,

p. 288, note 5), the title means “ a Maharaja by, or in respect of, religion,” and may

be rendered by “ a pious or riteous Maharaja ”
; but what it actually denotes ia ” a

Maharaja who, at the particular time of the record, was engaged in an act of religion

(dharma).” Some kings are called Dharmamabarajadhiraja ; cf. Pallava Sivaskan-

davarman ; the Kadamba king of the Malavalli record ; Gahga Nltimarga-Kohguiji-

Tsrraa-Perraanadi and his successors Ipp. cit., p. 303, note 3). The epithet Dharma-

maharaja, as Prof. Raychaudhuri suggests to me, seems to ha\e been connected with

the peculiar boast of these kings to be liaUyu,ja-doyava-!anna-dharm-oddharana-nitye-

iannaddha.

* For dates expressed in the old fashion in the A isnukuu'lin records, steobotc;

and for the two Kadamba grants, see beloic.
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It is possible that the great-grandson of Virakocavarman,

who issued the Darsi grant, was a predecessor of king

Skandavarman II. Consequently, Virakocavarman,

great-grandfather of the issuer of the Darsi grant, was

probably a predecessor of Kumaravisnu, great-grandfather of

the issuer of the Omgodu grant (No. 1).

We have now to consider the seventh and last of the

Sanskrit grants so far discovered in the Nellore-Guntur

region. It is the Narasaraopet record (commonly called the

Chura grant), issued from the camp at Palotkata( = Palakkada)

during the reign of rijaya-Visnugopavarman (II), son of

Siinhavarman, grandson of Maharaja Visnugopavarman (I)

and great-grandson of Kandavarman (i.e., Skandavarman).

See An. Rep. S. Ind. Ep., 1914, pp. 10 and 82. The grant

is not dated; its language is Sanskrit and the alphabet used

is Telugu. It registers the king’s grant of the village of

Cura in the Karmarastra to a Brahmana named Casami bar-

man who belonged to the Kasyapa gotra and was an inhabi-

tant of Kundur.^

The fact that the first three names of the Narasaraopet

list, viz.,{l) Kandavarman {i.e., Skandavarman), (2) Visnu-

gopavarman (I) and (3) Simhavarman, are found exactly

in the same order in the Omgodu (No. 2), Pikira and

Mangalur grants of Siinhavarman makes it almost certain

that Visnugopavarman II of the Narasaraopet grant was a son

and successor of the issuer of the above three grants. Two
points however have been advanced {ibid, 82) against the

possibility of this identification. First, it has been said

that the characters in which the Narasaraopet record is en-
graved are comparatively more modern than those used in the

grants of Simhavarman. Secondly, it is argued that in the

Uruvupalli, Omgodu (No. 2), Pikira and Mangalur grants,

1 The same as the native village of Sivasarman, recipient ol the Polamnru grant
of Vi?!jukni)din Madhavavarman I ; see Ind. Hist. Quart., IX, p.959, and above
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the son of Skandavarman and father of Simhavarnaan has

been mentioned as a Yuvardja or Yuvamahdraja, while in the

Narasaraopet grant Visnugopavarman I is called a Maharaja.

It has therefore been observed that Visnugopavarman II of

the Narasaraopet grant “ must be a later king and very

probably one of the missing group immediately preceding

the line of Siinhavarman and Sirnhavishnu whose] history

is pretty certain” (loc. cit.). The grant has been assigned

to the beginning of the 7th century A.D.

In connection with the first point however we should

notice the fact that the characters used in the Omgodu
grant (No. 2) of Simhavarman, son of Visnugopavarman (I),

are remarkably similar to those of the Narasaraopet grant

of Visnugopavarman II. Krishnasastri therefore thought

that the Omgodu grant (No. 2) “ must have been a copy of

a grant of the 5th-6th century A.D., put into writing in

the seventh century, though no direct evidence, external

or internal, is to be found on this point from the wording

of the grant itself. The numerous mistakes made by the

engraver may possibly point to this conclusion” {Ep. Ind.,

XV, p. 252), If the Omgodu grant (No. 2) is believed to

have been an early record copied about the beginning of the

7th century A.D., what is the objection if we think that the

Narasaraopet grant was also an early inscription likewise

copied about the same time ?

As for the second point, it may be said that the epithet

Maharaja applied to Visnugopavarman I in the Narasaraopet

grant, which should properly be Yuvamaharaja, may be a

mistake due to the engraver’s inattention. The possibility

of such a mistake becomes greater, if we believe that the

Narasaraopet record is an early grant copied years after like

the Omgodu grant No. 2, about the beginning of the

7th century A.D.

From the seven Sanskrit copper-plate grants, therefore,

the following genealogical list of the early Pallava kings may
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be prepared :

1.

Maharaja Virakorcavarman (Darsi grant); bis

successor (?)

2. Maharaja Kumaravisnu; his son

3. Maharaja Skandavarman (I); his son

4 . Maharaja Viravarman; his son

5. Maharaja Skandavarman (II); issued the Omgodu

grant I^o. 1 in his 33rd year; his son

5a. Maharaja Siuihavarman (I ?); he is according to

Fleet tlie Pallava king referred to in the Uruvupalli grant;

his existence however is doubtful;

5b. Yuvamaharaja Visnugopavarman (I); issued the

Uruvupalli grant; did not rule as Maharaja; seems to have

been wrongly called Maharaja in the Narasaraopet grant; his

son

6. Maharaja Simhavarraan (II?); issued the Omgodu

No. 2, Pikira and Mangalur grants resi^ectively in his 4th,

5th and 8th years; his son

7. Maharaja Visnugopavarman (II); issued the Nara-

saraopet grant.



V

Genealogy and Chronology of the Early

Pallavas t>F KiSfcI

We do not know whether tlie PaDava kings discussed

in the last section ruled over the whole of the kingdom of

Kancl. It is however probable that some one of the princes

of the Pallava house of Kancl, who was originally made a

viceroy of the northern part of the Pallava kingdom by the

king of Kancl, carved out a separate principality in that part

independent of his overlord. If this suggestion is to be

believed, the kings of the main line of the Pallavas appear

to have been ruling at Kancl side by side with the branch

line that was ruling in the Northern part of the old Kanci

kingdom. Here we shall try to see what we know about

the history of Kancl after the lime of the Pallava kings of

the Prakrit grants.

We have seen that Kancl was under a Pallava king

about the fourth quarter of the third century A.D. That

king was succeeded by his son Sivaskandavarman who

ruled about the first quarter of the fourth century A. D.

He may have been succeeded by a king named Skandavarman.

In the British Museum grant of the time of Skandavarman,

there is mention of the Pallava YuvamaharajaBuddhavarman

and of the Yuvamaharaja’s son whose name has been

doubtfully read as Buddhyankura. It is not known whether

this king ruled at Kancl and whether the crown-prince

Buddhavarman and his son ever ascended the throne.

In an attempt to fix the date of the Early Pallava kings

of Kancl, we are fortunate to have at least three points

whereon we can stand with confidence.
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(i) The first of these points is supplied by the Jain

work, Lokavibhdga {Mys. Arch. Surv., A.R., 1909 & 1910),

where the precise date of the completion of the work is

given as the •22nd year of Simhavarman, lord of the

Pallavas, and as 80 beyond 300 years of the Saka era. The

•22nd year of a Pallava king named Simhavarman therefore

comes to be equivalent to Saka 380, i.e., A.I). 458. Accord-

ing to S. Jha the date given in the Lokainbhaga corres-

ponds to the 1st of March, 458; but according to Fleet to

the 25th August, 458. Any way, the 22nd year of the Pallava

king Sitnhavarman corresponds to A.D. 458. He therefore

began to reign in (458 — 21=) A.D. 436-37 (Ep. Ind., XIV,

p. 334).

(ii) The second point of importance is furnished by the

Penukonda plates of the Gahga king Madliava {ibid, p. 331

ff.) which, according to Fleet, are to be assigned, on

palaeographical grounds, to about A.D. 475. It may be

noticed here that the characters of this epigraph are remark-

ably similar to that of the epigraphs of the Salahkayana

king Nandivarman II {e.g., the Peddavegi grant;

Journ. Andhra Hist. Res. Soc., I, p. 92ff.) whom

I have placed about the middle of the fifth century

A.D. {above, p. 73; Ind. Hist. Quart., IX, 208ff.). The

Penukonda grant was issued by the Gahga king Madhava-

Siinhavarman, son of Ayyavarman, grandson of Madhava

and great-grandson of Kohkanivarman. But the greatest

point of historical importance in this inscription is that it

tells us of Madhava-Simhavarnian being installed on the

throne by the Pallava king Skandavarman and his father

.Ayyavarman being installed by the Pallava king Simhavar-

man. We have seen that Fleet ascribes the Penukonda

plates to circa 475 A.D. It is therefore almost certain that

the Pallava king Simhavarman who installed Ayyavarman,

father of the Gahga king Aladhava-Simhavarman of the

Penukonda plates, is identical with the Pallava king Sim-
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havarman who, according to the Lokavibhaga, began to rule

inA.D. 436-37.

(Hi) The third point of importance is supplied by the

Allahabad pillar inscription of Samudragnpta, which refers

to the Gupta king’s conflict with a certain Kilnceyaka

Visnugopa. This “ Visnugopa of KahcT ” has been taken

by all scholars to have l^elonged to the family of the Palla-

vas. Samudragnpta is believed to have reigned from circa

330 to 375 A.D, This dating appears possible from the

facts that his father Candragupta I begin to rule in

A.D. 320 ‘ and that the earliest date of his son Candragupta

II, according to the Mathura inscription {Ep. Ind., XXT,

p. 1 ff.), is (Gupta 61+320 = ) 381 A.D. Since it is proved

from the Prakrit records that the Pallavas were master

of the kingdom of Kahcl during the first half of

the fourth century A.D., it is almost certain that

Kanceyaki Vi.snugopa of the Allahabad pillar inscription

was a Pallava king who ruled in the middle of that century

which is the time of Samudragupta’s South Indian cam-

paign.

Let us now see whether these three Pallava kings

—

Simhavarman, Skandavarman and Visnugopa, whose date

is fairly correct—can be found in the epigraphs of the

Pallavas themselves. The evidence of the Penukonda

plates recording the installation of two consecutive Gahga

lyings—Ayyavarman, and his son Madhava-Sirnhavarman

who seems to have been named after his father’s overlord

—

by the Pallava kings, Simhavarman and Skandavarman,

renders it most likely that the Pallava king Simhavarman

was the father and immediate predecessor of Skandavarman.

It is very interesting in this connection to note that the

Udayendiram grant (Xo 1) of Nandi varman {Ep. Ind., Ill,

p. 142) issued from Kahclpura, is the only known Pallava

1 Smith, E irist. Ind., 4t\i ed., p. 296; afcore, p. 89 n.

23
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record, where in we find a Pallava king named Singhavarman

(Simhavarman) succeeded by his son Skandavarman. The

genealogy given in this record is :

1. Skandavarman (I)
; his son

2. Singhavarman ;
his son

3. Skandavarman (II) ; his son

4. Nandivarman.

These four kings are mentioned exactly in the same

order in the Yayalur grant of Eajasiniha (ibid,

p. 150 ;
see Nos. 41-44), though the relation of one with the

others is not specified there. We are therefore inclined to

identify the Pallava king Sirnhavarman of the Lolidvibhacja

and the Penukonda plates and Skandavarman of the latter,

with respectively the second and the third king of the

above list.

Beside the Udayendiram grant, there is another

Sanskrit grant belonging to the early Pallava rulers of

Kancl. This is the Chendalur grant of Kumaravisnu II

{ibid, VIII, p. 233ff.) issued from Kanclpura in the king’s

second regnal year. The grant supplies us with the follow-

ing line of kings :

1. Maharaja Skandavarman
;

his son

2. Maharaja Kumaravisnu (I) ; his son

3. Maharaja Buddhavarman
;

his son

4. Maharaja Kumaravisnu (II) ; 2nd year.

.\ccording to Hultzsch {ibid, p. 334), “ The alphabet

of the Chendalur plates is more archaic than those of the

Kuram and Kasakudi plates, but resembles those of the

Pikira, Maiigalfir and Uruvupalli grants, from which it

differs chiefly in the omission of horizontal strokes at the top

of letters. But a point which stamp it as more modern

is the fact that r, k, and subscribed u consist of two ver-

tical lines of nearly equal length, while in the Pikira,
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Mangalur and Uruvupalli grants the left line is still con-

siderably shorter. Hence we may conclude that the four

Pallava kings of the Chendalur plates ruled in the interval

between Siruhavarman ( of the Omgodu No. 2, Pikira

and Mangalur grants) and Simhavishnu (father of

Mahendravarman I, acc. circa 600 A.D.).”

We have already seen that Siruhavarman, the second

of the four kings mentioned in the Udayendiram grant,

ruled from A.D. 436-37 to not earlier than A.D. 458. Thus

his father Skandavarman I appears to have ruled at Kanci

about the first quarter of the fifth century, and his grand-

son Nandivarman seems to have ended his rule about the

beginning of the si.xth century A.D. The accession of

Mahendravarman I to the throne of Kahcl is supposed to

have taken place about the end of the same century, owing

to his being an older contemporary of the Western Galukya

king Pulakesin II (A.D. 609-642), Mahendravarman I

was preceded by his father Simhavisnu and grandfather

Simhavarman (see verses 10-11 ot the Aelurpalaiyam

grant ; S. Ind. Ins., Vol. II, p. 363). Between Nandivarman,

the issuer of the Udayendiram grant, who seems to have

ruled up to the beginning of the sixth century and Simha-

varman, grandfather of Mahendravarman I, the Vayalur

record places three kings named (1) Simhavarman, (2)

Simhavarman and (3) Visnugopa. The ^ ayalur grant

thus places five kings between Nandivarman and Mabendra-

varman I, i.e., in the sixth century A.D. roughly. Since

the rule of five kings covering about a century does not

appear impossible, since the existence of four earlier kings

(Nos. 41-44 of the Yayalur list) has been proved by the

Udayendiram grant and since it is possible that the

Greater Pallavas of the line of Mahendravarman I did not

forget even their immediate predecessors, the three kings

(Nos. 45-47) placed by the Yayalur record between Nandi-

varman and Mahendravarman’s grandfather may be
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historical persons, though we have as yet no corroborative

proof of their existence. We therefore think that the four

kings of KancI mentioned in the Chendalur grant ruled

before the kings of the Udayendiram grant. The kings

of the Chendalur record however appear to have ruled after

Alsnugopa who came into conflict with Samudragupta in the

middle of the fourth century A.D. We have already se‘ n

that, in the first half of the fourth century, KancT was

occupied by the Pallava kings who issued the Prakrit

charters.

There are references to some Pallava rulers in the

inscriptions of the Kadambas. An epigraph of the

Kadamba king Ravivarman (Ind. AnL, AH, p. 29) mentions

Candadanda, the lord of KancI, who was defeated by the

Kadamba monarch. Candadanda’ is evidently not the

name but a hiruda of the Pallava ruler of KancI who fought

with Ravivarman. He cannot be satisfactorily identified

with any king of the traditional list of early Pallava

kings. His contemporary, the Kadamba king Ravivarman

appears to have ruled about the end of the fifth and

the beginning of the sixth century (500-537 A.D. according

to Dubreuil, op. cit., p. 95). The Anaji inscription {Ep.

Cam., XI, p. 142) mentions a Pallava king whose

name has been read as Nanakkasa and who was possibly

a contemporary of the Kadamba king Krsnavarman I

who ruled about the middle of the fifth century. But the

reading of the name Nanakkasa is doubtful. ^ Another
Pallava king named Santivara[varman, i.c., Santivarman] has

been mentioned in the Hebbata plates {Mys. Arch. Surv.,

A.R., 192.5, p. 98) of the Kadamba king A isnuvarman.
This Pallava king is supposed by some (see infra) to be also

* I gradanili, a hiruda of Pallava Paraincsvar ivarinan I, c. 655-$0 A.D.
2 In Journ. InrI H,st . XTII, p -.2 note, ii has been Migge..ted that the readin-r of

the passage would le sra-,le<a.l.sayena niiU^tn. If th,s reading is to be accepted "the
name of the Pallava kwg referred to in the Anaji inscription is not as yet kirown

’
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mentioned in tlie Biriir plates (Ep. Cam., A'l, p. 91). But

lie cannot be satisfactorily identified with any of the Pallava

kings known from the traditional list. It must also be

noticed that excepting Candadanda none of these kings is

expressly said to have ruled at Kancl.

We thus come to know of the following early Pallava

kings who appear to have ruled at Kahcl before the rise of

the Greater Pailavas of Mahendravarman’s line ;

1. Father of Sivaskandavarman; about the end of the

third century A.D., his son.

2. i5ivaskandavarraan ; about the beginning of the

fourth century; issued the Prakrit grants discovered at

Mayidavolu and Hirahadagalli.

3. Skandavarman ; the British Museum grant was

issued in his reign ; he is not definitely knowm to have ruled

at Kanci ;
he may have been an early member of the branch

line of the Nellore-Guntur region.

I. Yisnugopa; came into conflict with Samudragupta

{circa 330-375 A.D.) about the middle of the fourth century

A.D.

5. Skandavarman; bis son

6. Kumaravisnu I his son

* May this Kumaravisnu I be identical with Kumaravisnu, great-grandfather of

the issuer of the Onigodu grant No. 1? The first difficulty in this identification is that

Kumaravisnu of the Omgndu (No 1) grant has been called a performer of the

Asvamedha sacrifice, while the Che^daUir grant does not c»‘edit Kumara\iiy^u I

with any such distinction. It is also striking that only in the grants of the descendants

of Kun.aravisnii of the Omgodu (No. 1) grant the Pallava family is called “ purified by

the Asvamedha Tfie ah ive tentitive identificat’oD is therefore extremely doubtful.

Another difficnliy is that while a«*rording t«» the Chendalur ; rant Knrnaravi-^nii I was

succeeded by Itts son Biiddhavarnrin and gr.Tnd;on Kurnariui^nu 11, according to the

Omgodii grant (N'o. 1) Kumaravisnu was succeeded hy his son Skandavarman I,

frrandsou Viravannan and great-grandson Skandavarman If. But in this connection we
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7. Buddhavarman ; his son

8. Kumaravisnu II ; issued the Chendalur grant.

y. Skandavarman (I) ; his son

10. Sirnhavarman ; he ascended the throne in A.D.

436-37 and ruled at least up to A.D. 458; his son

11. Skandavarman (II) ; his son

12. Nandivarraau ; issued the Udayendirara grant.

13. Candadanda, who came into conflict with the

Kadamba king Eavivarman about the first quarter of the sixth

century. Candadanda may have been the biriida of No. 12

or possibly of one of his three successors mentioned in the

Yayalur grant (Nos. 45-47).

14. Siruhavarman ;
^ his son

15. Sirnhavisnu; his son

16. Mahendravarman I ; ascended the throne about A.D.

600.

may notice that the \ ayaliir record place? a Sk indavarman between Btjddhavarman

and Eumarvisiju II and it may be eon.-ertured that this Skandavarman was a sen t.f

Kumaravisnu I, who was made a vicerory of ilie northern part f the ralla\a

kingdom and eventually carved out a princip City there. In the Omgodu irrant No. 1

Skandavarman I, son of Kuiuaravisnii, has lieen cal'ed '^va-nrij adhifjntn-rnjyn, which
epithet may support the above suggestion.

1 It is doubtful whether Siiphavarmau, grandfuber of Mahendravarman I, ruled

at Kane I.
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The earliest known Pallava king is Sivaskandavarman

w'ho issued the Mayidavolu and Hirahadagalli grants. In

the latter grant Sivaskandavarman refers to his father as

Alahlraja'-bappisami. Buhler (Ep. Iml., I, p. 8, note 15)

and following him many other scholars think that Bappa is

probably the name of Sivaskandavarman’s father ;
and in

this connection Fleet’s article in Ind. Ant., XV, p. 272. is

referred to. Bappa of course may signify a pers aial name as

we find this name in the list of recipients of the gift recorded

in the Hirahadagalli grant itself.' We must however

remember that in many early copper-plate grants including

some belonging to the Pallavas, the kings called themselves

happahhatldraka-pada-hhakta, “devoted to the feet of the lord,

the father.’’ The word bappa there means “father” and

cannot be apersonal name, as the fathers of those kings are

definitely known to have borne names having no connection

with the word bappa. It must also be noted that the tradi-

tional lists of early Pallava kings do not mention any name

1 tn connection with the title Maharaja of Sivask.indnvarinan’s father, it sho.jid

be noticed that Sivaskandavarman himself is called yutamaharaja in the Jfayidavohi

grant. He assumed however the more dignihed title Dharma VIaliar5;adhira;a when

he became king At the present state of our knowledge, it is nit possible to determine

what relations Sivaskandavarman bad with Norlliern Ind'a and how this North

Indian title was adopted by him. The celebration of the Asvamedha possibly suggests

that Sivaskandavarman added new territories to the kingdom that was left by bis

father.

2 f'f. Bappa, the name of the progenitor of the Gubilots of Mewar,

and also the names Bappasarman in the Birur grant of Kadamba Vifnuvarman

(Bp. Cam., VI, p, 91) and Bappasvamin in the Nidhanpur gnint of Bhaskarararman

{Kamaripa^asanarart,Tp. 21).
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even slightly resembling Bappa. Bappa therefore cannot be

taken as the name of Sivaskanclavarman’s father without

further evidence.

At the time of Sivaskandavaraian the Pallava kingdom

of KancT certainly included the Andhra country in the north

and the Bellary district in the north-west. From the Penu-

konda plates of the Gaiiga king Madhava we know that about

the middle of the fifth century tbeGaiigas of Mysore acknow'-

ledged the suzerainty of the Pallavas of Kahcl. It is possible

that this region w'as under the Pallavas as early as the time

of Sivaskandavarmaii who was the most powerful king

among the early Pallavas. This suggestion seems to be

supported by the Talgunia inscription according to "which

the early Kadambas of Banavau (a place to the west of

Mysore) also acknowledged Pallava supremacy.' Mayura-

sarman, the first king of the Kadamba family, is there said

to have been installed by the Pallava king of Ilanci.

According to the Talgunda inscription (Ep. Ind., VTII,

p. 31 If.) M lyurasarman received the pattnhandha-sajr'mjd

as w^ell as the land between the western sea and the Prehara

from the Pallava king of Kanci (c/. snmiritafi = tadd

* According to the Talgunda inscription of Kadamba Santivarman, Mayura-

iarman went to Kafici for studviog the Vedas, There he took part in the pallar-

dscasamstha-kahhn, lecHine enraged at the treatment he received there, and then,

having trained himself to warlike exercises, easily overpowered the Pallava

frontier guards and established himself at Srfparvata (in the Kurnool district). The

Pallava king took the field anainst him ; but being unable to subdue him installed

him as king over the territory extending from the Western Ocean (Arabian sea) to the

Prehara (river ?). But what i , the meaning of dsra'inmstha kalnha'! According to

the lexicon Trikanda<esn

,

the word iamstha means hratn, i. r., sacrifice (cf. samsthah

samapti-kratufu cara( = ca m/K-m.-frajali, verse 7^3). May then the word av'casawtha

mean Horse-sacrifice? See Ji urn. Ind. Hist , XII, p. 3.54 S. If this explanation

is acceptable, it would appeal that the quarrel of Mayura-iarman with the Pallavas

arose in connection with a i .Asv.imedha sacrifice. Among the Early Pallavas only

Sivaskandavarman and Kumiir.ivisnu of the Omgodu (No. 1' grant are known to have

performed the Horse-sacrifice. Mayurasarman was possibly a contemporary of one of

these kings The discovery of Sivaskandavarman’s grant at Hirahadagalli in the

borders of Kmitala appears to settle the question. It is possible that at the time of

Sivaakandavarman the Pallava kingdom e.xtended up to the Arabian sea in the west.
See infra.
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ma}npdldn=arddhya yuddhyesn vikramaihprdpa paitahandha-

sampujdtn karapallavaih pallaiair= dhrtdm
,
bhahgiir-ormmi-

valgitair = nrtyad-apardrnav-dmhhah-krtdvQdhim prehdrdn-

tdm = ananija-sancarana-samaya-sthitdni bhumim ~eva ca).

This Mayilrasarman cannot be placed long after Sivaskanda-

varman. We have seen that iSiA'askandavarman ruled in

the beginning of the fourth cent^iry, while scholars place

Mayurasarman about the middle of the same century

(Anc. Hist. Dec., pp. 95-9G; Ka^ambaknla, p. 19). Indeed

the Prakrit language of the Chandravalli inscription of

Mayurasarman (Mys. Arch. Sure., A.E., 1929, p. 50) shows

that this Kadamba king ruled a little later than the

accession of Sivaskandavarman. The use of s (1.1) and

the numerous double consonants like mm (1, 1), tr, ll

(1, 2), sth, nd (1, 3), etc., appears to prove that the

Chandravalli inscription was ei graved some time after the

execution of the Mayidavolu and Hirahadagalli grants of

Sivaskandavarman. He can therefore be rightly placed

about the middle of the fourth edntury. A.D.

I. The Mayidavolu grant was issued from Kamcipura

by the Pallava A^uvamaharaja Sivakharndavarnma
(
= Siva-

skandavarman) on the fifth lunar day of the sixth fortnight

of summer in the tenth year of the^ reigning Pallava king

who was almost certainly the father of the Yuvamaharaja,

but whose name is not mentioned in ti^e grant. By this

grant the Pallava crown-prince, for th^ increase of his

victory, religious merit and strength, offerM with libation

of water, the village of Yiripara situated in the Amdhapata

(=Andhrapatha) to two Brahmanas, Puvaketuja and

Gonaindija, who belonged to the Agnivesya gotra. The

executor of the grant was Sivaskandavarman himself, and

the order was accordingly sent to the vdpata (vyaprta), i.e.,

governor, of Dhariihakada (Dhanyakataka). Dhamnakada

which has been identified by different scholars with

Dharanikota, xAmaravatl, Bezwada and Nagarjunikonda, was

24
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evidently the headquarters of the Andhra province

incorporated in the Pallava kingdom. To the village of

Viripara were granted all the immunities enjoyed by the

Brahmadeyas.' The word brahraadeya therefore means

not only “a dcija (grant) to Brahmanas,” but like the

technical terms hrnhmatra, (leratni, devasaf, etc ,
signifies a

religious donation which implied certain immunities. Of

the immunities or jiarUianiR, the following only are specified

in the Mayidavolu grant :—(1) a-lona-khadalat

,

(’2) a-ratha-

samiinaijika, (.3) a-paramipard-haJivadha, (4) a-hhada-

pnre.sa, and (o) a-]:iira-C(dal-a-vindsi-khaid-scimvdsa

.

A-Iona-khddaka is, as already noticed, Sanskrit a-Iarana-

khdtaka
;
by this immunity the grantor gave up the royal

right of digging salt in the village granted. About the next

parihdra Senarfc says (Ep. Ind., VI, p. C8), “The word

seems to represent ardshtrrt.u m cinayika

,

but etymology alone

is an unsafe guide in the incerpretation of technical terms.

Vineti is only used in a moral sense. Could we think of

translating 'exempted froi^ the police, the magistrate of the

district {rdshtra
;
compare Dr. Fleet’s Gupta Inscriptions,

p. 32 note), or of a rushlrin?’ This would remind us of

those grants in which, on the other band, it is stated that the

right to punish the ‘ten offences’ (sadasaparadha ; see, e.g., the

Alina plates ;
1.07 in Dr. Fleet’s Gupta Inscriptions, p. 179

and the Deo-Baranark inscription, 1.17; ibid, p. 217) is

transferred to the donee.” A-parampard-haliradha has been

called a-paranipard-hatiradda-gnliana in the Hirahadagalli

grant and has been translated l)y Biililer as “free from the

taking of the oxen in succe.ssion.” This parihdra soeina to

' Ac- orJiD^' III .\',t ti'yi’s Xrthn'-i-tra (Sama3j.3try’i Siiil eii,, p. -17),

"those who perform ».icri!iijei {rink), spiritual guides {(uarya), priests (purohita)

and those learned in the \ e Jus l 'VoUji/i) shall he granted Br ihmadeya lands yielding

Bufficieut produce hih/iiVHpa- itiyu/ra) and exe.uptel from taxes and lines (a datida-kara)."

Brahmadeya is also menti o led when Kuutilya says (If, dOl that the dunda (rod j of

8 cubits (]9i2 anguhs) m length was use I in treasuring Brahmadeya and Atithya

lands.
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suggest that the villagers had to supply bullocks for the

bullock-carts used by royal officers when the latter went

on tour through the country. A-hhacJa-pncesa, as we have

already noticed, implies that no t^-oops would enter the

village of Viripara and cause disturbances. Battles therefore

could not be fought on the fields o^ this village. The next

parihdra is very important. According to Hultzsch, kura

means “ boiled rice ” and colakii (coIJahi of the Hira-

hadagalli grant) is the same as ctiUakJ, i.e., pot. The

word vindsi has not as yet been explained. Possibly it

means “fuel.” The words khatd ind snmvdsa, respectively,

mean “ cot ” and “dwelling.” This parihdra then implies

exemption from the obligation of supplying boiled rice,

water-pots, vindsi, cots and dwell ngs to the officers who

visited the place. In this connection it is interesting to

note the views of Manu (VII, 115-119). According to

this law-giver, the king must appoint a headman called

grdmika over each village, a dasin or das-esa over each unit

of ten villages, a vimmt-Tsa c ' r each unit of twenty

villages, a sat-esa over each unit of hundred villages and

a sahasr-adhipati over each unit of thousand villages. As

remuneration, the head of thousand villages should enjoy

a city, that of hundred villages a viffiige, that of twenty

villages five knlas of land, that of ten villages one ktila

( = knlijavdpa = Benga\i kurohd, i.e., Bift'lna?) of land, but

ydni raja-pradeydni pratyniuim (jrdmh-rdsibhih,

anna-pan-endhan-ddlni grdmikas = tan ^ucdpnuydt.

“ The headman of the village should get all of what is

daily payable by the villagers to the king in the shape of

food i'lnna), drink (pdna) fuel and other things (indhan-

adi)." By the above p'lrihdm then the village would

appear to have been exempted from its dues to the (jrdmika.

But kli'tfvd (cot) and simvds'i (dwelling) should possibly

have been required by officers who came to the village on
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tour, the gramika being probably more or less a settled

inhabitant of the village. In connection with this parihdra

we must also refer to line 8 of the Kudgere grant of

Kadamba Mandhatrvarman (Ep. Ind., VI, p. 12) where

the immunity is mentioned as a-khatva-vas-audana,
“
exempt from (the dity of providing) cots, abodes and

boiled rice.”'

The villagers of Vitipara and the royal officials are

asked to e.xempt the villtge and to cause it to be exempted
with all the above parihdrc.s. It is also said that one who
would transgress the royal edict and would give or cause to

be given any trouble or an.loyance to the donees, on him
the royal authority should nflict bodily punishment.

The ends of the ring that holds the plates together are

secure in an elliptical seal which bears in relief “ an animal

couchant and facing the proper right—apparently a bull,^

as it has a hump on its back—and below it the legend

sioaskaindavarmanah ?) i.o an alphabet which appears to

be slightly diSerent from "'that of the inscription ” {ibid,

p. 84). The seals seem, to have been kept ready in the

record-office and were at^ ;ched to a set of copper-plates when
the latter was prepared.

At the beginning of the Mayidavolu grant, there is the

word ditham, i.e.,
'

has been seen,” exactly as on the last

plate of the Hirahadagalli grant. This possibly refers to

1 A Tamil record of A.D. 1407 refers to revenue in rice (sakala-bhakt-adaya),
and another of IJW mentions “all the revenue in paddj excduding tolls and the
small tax for the village police and including the three handfuls of paddv : the w*
in Karttika’’ ; etc. (S', tnd. /ns., 1, pp. 83, 89).

’ The crest of the Pallavas was a bull (rfabi, a hln, hnnrt)
,
evidently intended for

Nandin the servant and carrier of Siva. The bull ap ears on the seals of Pallava
copperplate grants, soimtimes recumbent an 1 sometimes stamlitig. The banner of
the Pallavas was the kbatrdnga-dbvaja, ,.e.. banner bearing the representation of a
club with a skull at its top Sometimes th- bull is described as the banner of the
Pallavas. i^>va seems to have been the family god of the dynasty (Bomb. Ga^., I,
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a practice of examining the grants a ter t!ie copying of the

plates from a set kept in the king’s record-office.

II. Hirabadagalli is a place near the western border of

the Bellary district of the Madras Presidency. The copper-

plate grant discovered there was issued from Karncipura on

the fifth day of the sixth fortnight of rainy season in the 8th

year of the Pallava Dharma-maharajadhiraja Sivaskanda-

varraan who is said to have belonged to the Bharadvaja

gotra and is credited with the performance of the

Aguistoma, Vajapeya and Asvamedha sacrifices. As we

have already suggested, the celebration of Asvamedha by

iSivaskandavarman seems to speak of the success of the

Pallavas against the Iksvakusand other neighbouring powers.

By this record the king granted a garden situated in the

southern boundary of a village called Cillarekakodumka as

a parihara, i.e., an honorific grant (see Manusamhita, VII,

201). Tw'O nioartanas of land were also granted in a village

called Apitti, one for a threshing floor and the other for a

house, along with four Addhikas and two KoUkds. The grant

was made in favour of a number of Brahmanas, the chief

among whom w'as Agi.'jamaja (
= Agnisarmarya). Addhika

(=ardhika), according to Buhler, is “ a labourer receiving

half the produce.” It has been referred to in the Ellore

grant of 8alahkayana Devavarman as addhiya-manussa (see

also Mitdksara on Yajnavalkya, I. 166). KoUkd, as Buhler

says {Ep. Ind., I, p. 9, note), “ corresponds to Sanskrit

Kaulikdh and may mean ‘ weavers.’ But it is also possible

to think of the well-known tribe of the Kolfs who are

slaves.”

The village of Cillarekakodurnka, as also possibly Apitti,

was situated in the Satahaui-rattha (SatavahanTya-rastra)

which is evidently the same as Satavahani-hara mentioned

in the Myakadoni inscription of I'uliimavi {And, XIA, p.

153) and corresponds roughly to the present Bellary district.

The garden of Cillarekakodumka is said to have been
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originally granted by Sivaskandavarman’s father. This

part of the old Satavahana empire was therefore occupied

by the Pallavas as early as the time of that king, that is to

say, before circa 300 A.D.

The following officials, employed in the different parts

of the visaija, have been mentioned in connection with the

observance of immunities ; (1) Rajakumara, (2) Senapati,

(3) Ratthika, (4) IMadavika, (5) Desadhikata, (0) Gamaga-

mabhojaka, (7) Vallava, (o) Govaliava, (9) Amacca, (10)

Arakhadhikata, (ii) Gumika, (12) Tuthika and (13)

Neyika. Along with these are also mentioned (14) the

Sarncarantakas and (15) the Bliadamanusas who might be

sent by the king to tl»c villages in order to execute any

commis.'-ion {ahma-pesamp-paijutta)

.

Rajakumara seems to

refer to princes who possibly acted as viceroys of the king.

Senapati is obviously “ leader of the army,” The word

ratthika is equivalent to Sanskrit rastrika, i ( ., governor

of a ra.stra. As regards the next terra, Biihler says {ibid,

I, p. 7, note), ” 1 consider the correction mdndavika as

certain and take the word mnndaba or mandapa, from which

it has been derived, in the sense of modern mdndatl,
‘ custom-house.’ ” Leumann however thinks that )nddavika

is the same as madambika, i.e.,
“

chief of a madamba

district,” and Raychaudhuri translate.s it as “ burgomaster
”

Desadhikata {
= desddhikrta) is

‘‘ ruler of a desa.” Gama-

gamabhojaka has been translated by Bii Idler as “freeholders

of various villages.” This meaning of the word bhojaka is

supported by its use in line A of the Hirahadaitalli grant itself

where the donees are called cillarckukodtimka-bhojaka. In

justifying the form qdmagdmabhojuka, Fuusbull points out

that repetitions of the same word with a kngthening of

the final vowel of the first are commonly used in Pali in

order to indicate rlp.sd (fix-. <•;/., p. 7, note). According

to Amara, the word rnltara mean^- gapa u hich is obviously

the same as po-ra?/ara of this inscription. Vallaca there-
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fore seems to be the same as callahha which is so common
in early South Indian inscriptions and is according to

Jatadhara, the same as asra-mksa (keeper of horses).

Biihler has translated the two terms as “ herdsmen
”

and “
cowherds ” respectively. Amacca is evidently the

same as Sanskrit ainatya, “ minister.” Lenmann thinks

that arakhadhikata ( = uraksadhikrla) means “employed

as a guard.” Biihler however read the word as

dranddhikafa and tran-ilated it as
“

foresters.” Giunika

{
= :janhniki) is evidently “ head of a gulma (ontpo.st of

soldiers).” Acoirding to Mann (VII, Y, 114), a king

must place a guhna in the centre of two, three, five or

hundred villages in ord 'r to protect hir, kingdom (see also

Manu, VII, 190 ; and Ep. Ind., XIV, p. 1.55). According

to Biihler, Tuthika may be connected with Prak'dt idha,

“ tlrtha," and possibly means “ overseers of fords or of

bathing places.” With neijika may be compired the

word naiijyoka of the IJruvupalli gmot, which Fleet changed

to niyukta (Ind. Ant., V, p. 52). Biihler thinks that

naiyyoka is a mistake for naiyika, which would e.xactly

correspond to neyika, and that both the terms are corrup-

tions of Sanskrit ndyaka, which is commonly pronounced

naicka and seems to mean a military officer of the rank of

corporal or sergeant (Ep. Ind., I, p. 8, note 13). It

however seems to me that neither Fleet nor Biihler is

justified in the interpretaaon of neyika. Nniyyoka uf the

Uruvupalli grant is evidently a mi-take for nalyogika

which word we find in the Chendalur grant of Kumaravisnu

If (ibid, VIII, p. 233). The word is derived from niyoya

and is evidently the same as niyogin which, according to

Hemachandra, is synonymous wich kamvisacicn, dyukta

and vydprta. A cijdprta is known from the Kondarnudi

grant to have been ruler of an dhdra and an dyitkta is

mentioned in an inscription of Budbagupta as a ri.pya-

pati (ibid, XV, p. 139). Naiijoyika (or niyogin) may there-
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fore be supposed to have been the ruler of some territorial

division. The saficarantakas are
“

spies ” (see Manu, VII.

122) and the hhata-manusijas are “ soldiers.”

The grant is said to have been confirmed by libation

of water {udakddi}>iy and made valid as long as the moon

and stars endure {d-camda-tfirakdlika kdtunam). All the

eighteen kinds of parihdms were granted. The inhabitants

of the risfij/a, specially those of Apitti and Cillarekakodumka,

were ordered to observe the parihdras and to see that they

were observed by others. The king says, “ Now, if any-

body, knowing this, proud of being a favourite of the king,

should cause or cause to be caused a smaller obstacle to the

donees, him, forsooth, we shall restrain by punishment.

And further I pray both the future great warriors of our

Pallava race who may rule within a period exceeding one

hundred thousand years, as well as kings differing from

us in descent, saying unto them ;
‘ To him among you

blessings, who in his time makes the people act according

to the rule written above. But he who acts contrary to

it shall be the lowest of men loaded with the guilt of the

five mortal sins.”

Of the eighteen kinds of parihdras the grant specifies

the folloving: (I) a-kura-coUaka-rinesi-khattd-rdsa, (2)

a-dudha-dadhi-gaham, (8) i-rntlha-samrinnijika (1) a-Iona-

gula-cchobha, (5) a-kara-ccUhi-koinjala, (0) a-parampard-

balivadda-gaham, (7) a-taria-kattha-gahayia

,

and (8)

a-harltaka-sdka-pupJia-gahana. The first parihdra has

already been explain'^d in connection with the Maidavolu

grant. The next parihdra, riz., a-dudha-dadhi-gahana,

made the village free from the obligation of supplying sweet

and sour milk, and appears to fall under the category of

pdna, daily payable by the villagers to the grdmika (see

* As regard., this custom, c/. Agni Puraua, ch ‘209, 40..5O

ilnivyiiiya nama grhnhjad = dailan=itt tathn vndet,

toyatri dadyat tato haste dam tidhtr =ayayi smritah.
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Manu quoted above). A-rattha-samvinayiha has been

explained. A-lona-gula-cchobha (a-Iai-ana-guda-ksohha) has

been translated by Biihler as “ free from troubles about

salt and sugar.” That digging pits for extracting salt was

a royal monopoly is known from a number of inscriptions

which refer to parihdras like a-Iona-khddaka {a-lavana-

khdtaka), a-Iaiana-kreni-khamka (Corp. Ins. Ind., Ill, line

:18, No. 55, and No. 56) and sa-loha-Iaran-dkara {Ep. Ind.,

IV, p. 101). The word guda, mentioned along with lorn,

shows that the manufacture of sugar was also a royal monopoly.

The following immunity exempted the village from the

obligation of supplying grass and wood (c/. indhana in the

passage quoted from Manu). The last parihdra of the list

seems to signify exemption from the (occasional) supply of

myrobalan, vegetables and dowsers. Biihler says {ibid, I,

p. 8, note 28), “ Milk, grass, fire-wood, vegetables and so

forth had to be furnished gratis by the villagers to royal

officers and their servants. The custom still prevails in

many native states” (see also Manu quoted above).

The grant was executed by the king himself and the

plates were prepared in the handwriting of his privy-

councillor (rahasyddhikrfa) Bhattisamraa who was the

bhujaka {i.e., inamdar) of Kolivala.

The Hirahadagalii plates are held together by a ring to

which an almost circular and somewhat battered seal,

about an inch in diameter, is attached. The emblem on

the seal is an animal facing the proper right, which,

according to Biihler, may be intended for a deer or a

horse. ^ Below the emblem stands the word 3ivaskanda-

varmanah, the last three letters of which are defaced and

doubtful. It is certain that the legend on the seal was

written in Sanskrit like the mahgala at the end of the

1 The animal is most proiiably a bull which was the crest of the Pallavas (see

Bomb. Gaz., I, ii, p. 319, note 5).

25
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inscription which reads svasti go-brdhmana-lekhaka-vdcaka-

hotrhhya(h) iti. This along with the fact that the

Mayidavolu and Hirahadagalli grants sometimes express

compound consonants by more than one letter shows that

these two grants were executed at a time when Sanskrit had

already made its way in the field of South Indian epigraphy.

ni. The British Museum plates appear to have been

originally found at Kondakur in the Guntur district of the

Madras Presidency. They were issued in the reign of siri-

fiyai/a-Khandavamma (
= Skandavarman). We have already

discussed about the identification of Sivaskandavarman of

the Mayidavolu and Hirahadagalli grants and Skandavarman

of the British Museum grant and have shown that the identi-

fication is extremely doubtful.

The donor of the grant is Carudevi, wife (devi) of the

Pallava Yuvamaharaja Buddhavarman and mother of a

prince whose name has been conjecturally read by Hultzsch

as Buddhyankura. The relation of Maharaja Skandavarman

and Yuvamaharaja Buddhavarman is not specified in the

grant. There is no evidence that this prince, who seems

to have been a provincial governor,’ ascended the throne.

Skandavarman is not known to have ruled at Kancl. It is

possible that he was an early member of the Pallava bouse

of the Nellore-Guntur region and was an ancestor of

Skandavarman II of the Omgodu grant (No, 1). He may
possibly be identified with king No. 29 (or No. 32 ?) of the

Yayalur list (see Appendix beloic).

By this grant Carudevi seems to have addressed the

villagers and officials at Kadaka (Kanaka) to the effect that

a certain field to be ploughed by Atuka on the western side

of the drinking well below the rdja-taddga, containing four

nivartanas of land, had been given by her highness for the

> Buddhavarman may not be the king of the same name mentioned in the

Cliendalur grant. Buddhavarman of the Chendalnr grant seems to be of later date.
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increase of her highness’s life and power, to the god

Narayana of the KuU-naahataraka temple at Dalura. This

Kuli-mahataraka-devakula appears to signify a temple estab-

lished by a Mahattara named Ku]i. The villagers and

oflBcials were asked to exempt the field with all immu-

nities and to cause it to be exempted. The executor of the

grant was Rohanigutta (Rohinigupta).

The most interesting feature of the grant is that though

it is written in Prakrit, it contains two imprecatory verses

(bahnbhir=vasudhd datta etc.) which are in Sanskrit and

are so common in the Sanskrit copper-plate grants. This

fact and the fact that the grant expresses compound

consonants, in all cases, with more than one letter, appear

to suggest that the British Museum grant is slightly later

than the grants of Sivaskandavarman

.

The seal of Skandavarman attached to the British Mu-
seum grant bears a standing animal which faces the proper

right and looks like a deer, but must be meant for a bull,

the crest of the Pallavas (cf. Bomb. Gaz., I, ii, p. 319, note

5), and, over the back of the bull, a few indistinct synabols

which may be taken for the sun, a crescent, and perhaps

one or more stars {Ef. Ind., VIII, p. 144).



Chendalur Grant of Ki miraa isnu II

The Cliendalur grant was issued from vijaya-KM\cipuva

on the fifth tithi of the bright half of Ivarttika in the 2nd

regnal year of the Pallava king Kumaravisnii IT, who was

the son of Maharaja Buddhavarman, grandson of Maharaja

Kumaravisuu I and great-grandson of Maharaja Bkandavar-

man. Eumaravisnu I and his son Buddhavarman have

possibly been mentioned in the Velurpalaiyam record (see

above, p. 160). Like Skandavarman II (of the Uruvupalli,

Ouigodu No. 2, and Pikira grants), Kumaravisnu 1 has been

described as the fifth loka-pdia. In the Mahdbhdrata (see

Hopkins, Epic Mythology, p. 149) and the Kanaghat cave

inscription (Luders, List, No. 1112) the gods Yama, Varuna,

Kubera and Vasava are called the iour loka-pdlas or guardians

of the world. The description of a king as the fifth loka-pala

means to say that he was a protector of the earth like those

four gods. In classical literature {e.g., Raghu, II, 16) a

king is called madhyama-loka-pala, “protector of the middle

world {i.e., the earth).’’ In this connection it is interest-

ing to note the description of Samudragupta as
‘
‘ equal to

(the gods) Lhanada (
= Kubera), Varuna, Indra (=Vasava

who is however different from Indra in the Nanaghat record)

and Antaka(=Yama)
; see Corp. Ins. lnd.,111, pp. 14n., 250T

Like many other Pallava rulers, Kumaravisnu II calls

himself kaliyuga-do^-avasanna-dharm-oddharna-nitya-sanna-

ddha. This epithet is also used by Visnugopavarman and

Sirnhavarman, and Nandivarman of the Udayendiram

grant. The Pallava kings thus appear to have boasted of

being called “ Defender of Faith; ’’ and the epithet possibly

refers to the fact that they were determined to purify their

' Sometimes the quarter-guardiaus are said to be eight. According to Amara,

the dik-patts are Indra (east), Vabni (south-east), Pitrpatj, i.e
,
Yama (sontW, Nairrta

(south-west), Varuna (westj.Marut (north-west), Kubera (north) and Isa (north-east).
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Brahmanical faith which was influenced by heretical doctrines

like Buddhism at the time of the later Satavahanas and the

Iksvakus. Kumaravisnu II has some epithets in common
with Visnugopavarman of the Uruvupalli grant. Like

Visnugopa and his son Siinhavarman, he is called bhacjavat-

pad-aniidhyata and parama-bhagacata, and like the records of

those two princes the Chendalur grant begins with the

adoration jitam bhagavatd. He was evidently a Vaisnava

in faith.

The record is an order to the villagers of Cendalura in

the Karmakarastra and to all the naiyogikns and vallabhas

employed there. Chendalur, the find-spot of the inscription,

is a place in the Ongole taluka of the Nellore district.

Hultzsch has corrected Karmmakarastra as Karmarastra

known from several inscriptions. The form Karmmakarastra

seems to be the same as Kamakaratha mentioned in a

Nagarjunikonda inscription.

The word naiyogiha is derived from niyoga and is

evidently the same as niyogin which appears to mean
“ governor of a district” (cf. niyogi karimsaciva diyuhto

vydprta6 = ca sah, Hemacandra). Vallabha means either the

king’s favourites or keepers of the royal cattle.

It is said that there were eight hundred pattiMs (pieces)

of khds land (rdja-vastu bhiicd sthitam) in the village of

Cendalura, and that by this grant the king offered 432
pattikds out of that land as a Brahmadeya (brahmadeya-

7naryddayd) to a Brahmana named Bhavaskandatrata * who

belonged to the Kaundinya gotra and the Chandogya sutra.

The lands given did not include what was previously

granted for the enjoyment of gods (devabhoga-hala-L'arjjam)

.

The grant was executed with a hope for the increase of

According to Yiima quoted in Sabdakalpadruma, a. w. sarmd [cf. sarma devas =

ca iiprasya carmd truta ca hliubhujah, etc.), Bhayaskandatrata can not be the proper

name of a Brahiuaqs.
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the king’s longevity, strength, victory and wealth, in

accordance with the hala-nyatja (laws regarding the halas,

like devahala, bhiksuJiala, etc.) and was made immune with

all the pariharas.

The villagers and officers were ordered to observe the

immunities and to see that others observed them. People

who would violate this order have been threatened with

physical punishment. The charter ends with the mahgala :

go-hrahmana (sic) nandatu, svasty= astu prajdhhyah, which

reminds us of a similar mahgala at the end of the Hira-

hadagalli grant of Sivaskandavarman.

The word pattikd ordinarily means “ a piece of cloth

on analogy, it seems to mean “ a piece of land.” We do

not know whether pattikd here signifies a particular land-

measure like the nivartana. The land is said to have been

situated in the Kavacakara-bhoga of the Karmmakarastra.

Bhoga is evidently the same as bhukti of North Indian

inscriptions. It signifies a territorial unit like “ district.”

Cf. Pailava-bhoga (KancI?) mentioned in the Mahdvamsa
(Ind. Cult., I, p. 111).



VIII

Udayendiram Grant (No. 1) of NANDivABsrAN

The Udayendiram grant was issued from Kaficipura on

the fifth tithi of the bright half of Vai^akha possibly in the

first year of the Pallava king Nandivarman, son of Skanda-

varman II, grandson of Siinhavarman and great-grandson of

Skandavarman I. Like the issuers of other early Pallata

charters, Nandivarman is called kaliynga-dos-avasanna-

dharm-oddha-rana-nitya-sannaddha. His epithets hhagavat-

pad-anudhyata and parama-hhdgavata together with the fact

that his grant begins with the adoration jitarri hhagavata,

show that he was a Vaisnava like Visnugopa, Simhavarman

and Kumaravisnu II.

Udayendiram, the find-spot of Nandivarman’s grant,

is a place in the North Arcot district. The grant is full

of textual mistakes ;
the characters moreover do not

belong to the early Pallava period. According to Kielhorn

(Ep. Ind., Ill, p. 143), the grant is to be palseographically

assigned to about A.D, 680 ;
according to Fleet however it

was fabricated about 935 A.D. {Bomb. Gaz.,1, ii, p. 321n.)

But the facts that the four kings mentioned in it are given

exactly in the same order in the Vayalur record and that

the style and phraseology of the grant are very similar to

those of the early Pallava records, seem to prove that the

grant was copied, though by an incompetent scribe, from

an early genuine record.

By this grant, the Pallava king Nandivarman offered

four pieces of dranya land at Kancivayi1-grama in

Adeyara-rastra, according to purva-hhoga-maryddd, to a

Brahmana named Kulacarman (
= Kula^rman) who was an
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inhabitant of Kancivayil and belonged to the Kausika gotra,

Pravacana sutra and Taittirlya carana. The lands were

granted in accordance with Brahmadeya-maryada, with all

the immunities but with the exception of devabhoga-hala,

for the increase of the king’s longevity, strength, victory and

wealth. It is said that the four pieces of forest-land in

Kancivayil-grama are to be made immune with all the

parikaras and that anyone who would violate the order should

be physically punished.

The seal of Xandivarman attached to the Udayendiram

grant is circular. It contains in bas-relief the figure

of a standing bull facing the proper left. There is a

much worn and illegible inscription at the margin ((/oc.

cit.).



IX

Omgodu Grant (No. 1) of Skandavarman II

In the Omgodu grant (No. 1) of Skandavarman II, the

reigning king’s great-grandfather, KumaraOsnu, has been

called asvamedha-yaji, i.e., performer of the Horse-sacrifice.

He was therefore a great king who was possibly a successor

of Ylrakorcavarman of the Harsi plate.

Kumaravisnu was succeeded by his son Skandavarman I

who is mentioned in the Omgodu (No. 1) and Uruvupalli

grants. He is said to have been a parama-braJimanya
;
but

his most significant epithet seems to be sva-inry-adhigata-

rajya, which means to say that he obtained the kingdom by

his own valour. His father was a powerful king w'ho

performed the great asvainedha sacrifice. The significance

of this epithet, as I have already pointed out, may be that

after the death of Kumaravisnu, Skandavarman I quarrelled

with his brother who was probably Kumaravisnu’s

successor at Kahcl, and carved out a separate principality

in the northern part of the Pallava kingdom. Kumaravisnu’s

successor at Kahcl was possibly Buddhavarman mentioned

in the Chendalur grant. We cannot however be definite

as regards this suggestion, as the identification of this

Kumaravisiui with Kumaravisnu I of the Cbandalur grant is

very doubtful.

The son and successor of Skandavarman I w-ns Ylravar-

man who has been called “the sole hero in the w'orld ’’ in

all the inscriptions. He was possibly a warrior of consider-

able importance. According to Krishnasastri {Ep. Ind.,

XY, p. 249), this Ylravarman is to be identified with

Ylrakorcavarman of the Darsi plate. Darsi, identified by

26
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some scholai’s with Dasanapiira, is a place in the Podili

division of the Xellore district. Only the first plate of the

Darsi grant has been discovered; it was edited by Hultzsch

in Ep. Ind., I, p. 357. The grant was issued from the

adhisthcina of the victorious Dasanapura by a Pallava king

whose name and genealogy cannot be known until the

missing plates of the grant are found. Only the name

of Ylrakorcavarman, the great-grandfather of the issuer, is

known. The Sanskrit form of the word is Virakurca which

is found in the A'ayalur and Yelurpalaiyam records. The use

of this Prakritised name appears to show that the grant

was issued at a time when Prakrit was still lingering in the

field of South Indian epigraphy. The identification of this

king with Ylravarman however seems to me doubtful, since

these two distinct forms [riz., Ylrakurca and Ylravarman)

are found as names of different kings in the Yayalur list of

early Pallava kings. Yirakorca of the Darsi plate may be

the same as (the second) Yirakurca of the Yayalur list.

Ylravarman was succeeded by his son who is called

srZ-riyaya-Skandavarman in his own Omgodu grant (No. 1),

but simply Skandavarman in the inscriptions of his descen-

dants. He has some epithets in common with Kumaravisnu

I of the Chendalur grant and also with Skandavarman II

of the Udayendiram grant. Like Kumaravisnu I of the

Chendalur grant he is described as the fifth loka-pdJa.

Though he is not called parama-hhagavata, his epithet

bhagavad-bhakti-sadbhdva-satnhhacita-sarva-kaJyam in the

grants of his grandson shows that he was a Yaisnava.

The Omgodu grant (No. 1) was issued from the

victorious city of Tambrapa in the 33rd regnal year of

Skandavarman II, on the thirteenth tithi of the third

Hemanta-paksa. This form of dating resembles that used

in the early Prakrit grants and is remarkably different from

the form of dating used in the Sanskrit grants of the

Pahavas. It therefore shows that Skandavarman II ruled
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not long after the kings of the Prakrit charters. We have

already shown that some parts of the Mayidavolu, Hiraha-

dagalli and British Museum grants are written in Sanskrit

and that the issuers of those grants could not have ruled

long before the kings who issued the Sanskrit grants. We
have also suggested that the Sanskrit grants showing

considerable Prakrit influence may roughly be placed in the

period between the middle of the fourth and the beginning

of the fifth century A.D.^

By this grant the king made a Brahmadeya of the

village of Omgodu in the Karmarastra, and offered the same

with the exception of the decabhoga-hala, in a form of

sattvika-ddna, to a dci-ceda and sadahga-pdraga Brahmana

named Golasarman of the Kasyapa gotra. The Karma-

rastra in which Omgodu was situated has been taken to be

the same as Kamma-nadu of later Telugu inscriptions and

has been identified with the northern part of Nellore and

southern part of Guntur. According to Krishnasastri

(Ep. Ind., XV, p. 254), Oingodu may be the same as

modern Ongole, the head quarters of the Ongole taluka of

the Guntur district. Of the boundaries of Omgodu given

in the Omgodu grant (Xo. 2) of Simhavarman, Kodikim

may be identical with modern Koniki near Ongole and

Penukaparru may be the same as Pinukkiparu mentioned

as the family name of certain Brahmanas who were reci-

pients of a village called Tandantottam near Kumbakonam

{S. Ind. Ins., II, pp. 519, 532).

1 The early form of the dates used by the Visnukundina appears to be due to

conservatism inherited from their original home. It should however be noticed that

two grants of the Kadamba kings Mrges ivarman and Eavivarman who ruled about

the end of the 5th and the beginning of the 6th century are dated in the old fashion.

One is dated in the 4th year of Mrgesavarman on the full-moon day of the 8th

fortnight of Varsa (Ind. Ant ,
VII, pp. 37-38). and the other in the 11th year of

Eavivarman on the 10th Uihi of the etb fortnight of Hemanta (ibid, VI, p. 28).

This old way of expressing dates in such a late period appears to be due to Jain

influence. See below.
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The seal of Skandavarman II attached to the Omgodu

grant (No. 1) is almost circular. It is totally worn away,

and has no trace of any symbols, “though it may be

presumed to have had on it originally the recumbent bull,

as in the case of other Pallava grants ’’ {Ep. Ind.,

XV, p. 249).



X

CrOWN-PkinCB VlSirUGOPA AND Dharmamaharija

SiMHAVARMAN

Visnugopa or Visnugopavarman, son of Skandavarman

II, did not ascend the throne. His Uruvupalli grant was

issued in the 11th year of the reign of Maharaja Sirnha-

varman. As we have already seen, Fleet thought that this

Siinhavarman was an elder brother of the Yuvamaharaja (or

Yuvaraja) Visnugopxvarman. Hultzsch, however, suggests

that he is no other than Visnugopa’s son who issued the

Ooagodu (Yo. 2), Pikira and Mangalur grants. According

to the latter view therefore the Pallava throne passed from

Skandavarman II directly to his grandson Siinhavarman.

In the Uruvupalli grant Visnugopavarman calls himself

praja-samrafijana-paripaJan-odyoga-satata-satra- vrata- dlhsita

and mjarsi-guna-sarca-sandoha-vijigisn, which he could not

have said if he was not a ruler of subjects. As a crown-

prince he was possibly in charge of a district of the Pallava

kingdom. The district of which he was the governor

probably had its head quarters at Palakkada from where

the Uruvupalli grant was issued. As we have already

noted, both Visnugopa and his son Siinhavarman are

called parama-bhdgarata in the inscriptions, all of which

begins with the adoration :
jifatti bhagavatd. They were

evidently Vaisnava. In this connection, the name Visnugopa

and the dedication of 200 nicartanas of land (595

acres according to Kautilya, but 148’6 acres according

to his commentator ; see heloir) to the god Visnuhara

may also be noted.
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In all the inscriptions of Visnugopa and Simhavarman,

the Pallavas have been credited with the performance of

many asvamedhas or many hratus and this evidently refers

to the asvamedba performed by their ancestor Kumaravisnu.

So far we know only of two Pallava kings who performed

the Horse-sacrifice. The first of them is Sivaskandavarman

of the Mayidavolu and Hirahadagalli grants, and the second

is Kumaravisnu, grandfather of Skandavarman II who issued

the Omgodu grant (No. 1). The former is also credited with

the performance of the Agnistoma and Vajapeya sacrifices.

In the Omgodu grant (No. 2) of Simhavarman, the

Pallavas have been referred to as vallabha which is evident-

ly the same as srl-vallabha of the Mangalur grant. It is

interesting to note that titles like srl-vallabha, prthivl-

vallabha, etc., were adopted by the Calukya kings of

Badami.^ We do not know whether the Calukyas appro-

priated the title of the Pallavas. It is however certain

that the Rastrakuta kings who succeeded the Calukyas in

the sovereignty of the Deccan appropriated these titles

and were therefore known as vallabha-raja. Arabic travel-

lers of the 9th and lOth centuries mention a powerful

* The Calukya antagonist of Pallava NaraaimbavarmaD has been called Vallabha-

raja (jeia bahuso vallabha-rajasya, etc., of the Ddayendiram grant, No. 2 ; Ind.

/Int., VIII, p. 273J. In the Samangadh inscription (ibid, XT, p. Ill), the Calukya

contemporary of Rastrakuta Dantidurga (II) has been called Vallabha. In the

Tavur and Miraj grants (ibid, VIII, pp. 12-14), the Calukyas themselves refer to

the greatness of their family as vallabharaja-laksmi. These are only a few of the

examples. Prof. Raychaudhuri points out to me that the fuller form of the epithet

is sri-prthiti-vallabha which possibly suggests that these Vaisnava kings claimed

to have been incarnations of Vi.snu who is the vallabha of both SrI and Prthivl.

Tbere seems to be an analogy between these kings’ upholding Dharma from the

Kaliyuga-do?a and Visuu’s upholding Prthivl from the Pralaya in his Varaha incar-

nation. The figures of two queens with each of the two Pallava kings engraved on the

portals of the Adi-Varaha cave (identified by Krishnasastri with Mahendravarman

I and his sou Narasitphavarman-Simhavisnu, but by T. G. Aravamuthan with

Siqihavisija and his son Mahendravarman I, see South Indian Portraits, p. 11 ff.)

appear to represent symbolically Sri and Prthivl (see my note in Ind. Cult., II,

pp. 131-32).
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dynasty of the Balharas who ruled at Mankir. Accord-

ing to E. G. Bhandarkar (Bomb. Gaz., I, ii, p. 209),

Balhara is an Arabic corruption of Vallahharaja and the

Balharas of Mankir are no other than the Kastrakutas of

Manyakheta/

I. The Uruvupalli grant of Visnugopavarman was

issued from the glorious and victorious sthdna of Palakkada.

By this grant, the Dharma-yuvamaharaja Visnugopavarman,

who belonged to the Bharadvaja gotra and the Pallava

family, issued an information about his donation to the

villagers of Uruvupalli (situated in Mundarastra) and an order

to all the dyuktakas and naiyyokas, and the raja-callabhas

and sancarantakas, who had to make the following gift of

the crown-prince immune with all the parihdras. The

grant was in the form of 200 nivartanas of lands which

were made a devabhoga to be enjoyed by the god Visnuh§ra

whose temple called Visnuhara-devakula was built by the

sendpati Visnuvarman at a place called Kandukiira (or

Kendukura). The object of the grant was the increa-e of

longevity and strength of the donor. It is warned that

any one who would transgress the order would be liable to

physical punishment. The plates are said to have been

given in the 11th year of Simhavarma-mabaraja, on the

tenth day of the dark half of Pausa.

Ayuktaka which, as we have already seen, is

synonymous with niyogin, kanna-saciva and vydprta,

seems to mean "governor of a district." The passage

asmin visaye sarv-dyuktakdh possibly shows that there

were several dyukiakas employed in a single visaya.

The word naiyyoka is evidently the same as naiyo-

gika of the Chendalur grant which is derived from

1 "Vallabhiraja should, by the rules of Prakrit or Vernacular pronunciation,

become Vallabha-ray or BaUaha-ray. The last is the same as the BaJhard of the

arbic ” Uoc. ctt.

,

also p. 387 f.).
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niyoga (office, employment) and seems to mean “ governor.”

The word raja-vallahha may signify favourites or subordinates

of the Pallava king. It may also possibly refer to keepers

of the royal horses or cows.^ Sancarantaka has already

been explained. It is the same as sahcara of Kautilya’s

Arthasastra. For the appointment of spies in the king’s

own state to report to him about the conduct of his officials

and subjects, see Manusamhita, VII, 1‘22.

The word decahhoga has been shown to be the same as

devatra, devasat, devadeya and devadaya, and signifies

“
religious donation to a god.” In numerous South Indian

grants reference is made to the fact that the land is granted

with the exception of lands previously given away as

devahhogahala. The word decahala has been used in the

same sense in the Peddavegi grant of Nandivarman II

Salankayana {above, pp. 94-95).

The village of Uruvupalli in the Mundarastra has not yet

been satisfactorily identified. The boundary of the field grant

ed is however clearly stated in the charter. The southern

and eastern sides of the field were bounded by the river Supra-

yoga (or Suprayoga). At the northern extremity was a

large tamarind tree in the hills ; and the western side

was bounded by the villages of Kondamuruvudu, Kendukura

and Kararnpura.

According to Fleet {Ind. Ant., V, p. 5), “The seal

connecting the plates bears tlie representation of what seems

to be a dog, but in native opinion a lion.” The figure

is possibly that of a bull.

II. The Oragodu grant (No. 2) was issued from an un-

named skandhavara on the fifth tithi of the bright half of

Vaisakha in the fourth regnal year of Simhavarman, son of

Visnugopa. By this record, the king granted the village of

Omgodu (previously granted by his grandfather to a Brah-

* Of, vaJlava in the Pikira and H'rahada^alli grants, and vallabhaia the Chenda-
Inr and Mangalur grants.
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mana named Golasarma n of the Kasyapa gotra) to a Brah-
mana named Devasarman who was an inhabitant of Kon-
dura and belonged to the Kasyapa gotra. Devasarman was
possibly a relative and heir of Golasarman. The village of

Kondura seems to be the same as the native village of Siva-

sarman, recipient of the Polamuru grant of Visnukundin
Madhavavarman I, and of Casarnisarman, recipient of the

Jvarasaraopet grant of Pallava Visnugopavarman II. The
identification of Oipgodu in Ivarmarastra has already been
discussed.

The grant is here referred to as puna-bhoga-vivarjita,

which seems to be the same as dei'ahhoga-hala-varja of

other grants. It was endowed with all the pariharas, and is

said to have been copied from the oral order of the Bhatta-

raka, i.e.^ the king himself. According to Krishnasastri

(Ep. Ind., XV, p. •25'2), the characters of this grant are of a

later period than that used in Simhavarman’s other grants.

He is therefore inclined to think that the grant was copied

from an original record about the beginning of the 7th

century A.D.

In line 22 of the grant, reference is made to an eclipse*

being the occasion of the grant. It is however contradicted

by the details of the date, viz., 5th lunar day of the bright

half of Vaisfikha (11. 31-32). Krishnasastri however tried

to reconcile the two particulars by supposing “that the grant

which was actually made on the new moon day of Chaitra,

a possible day for the nearest solar eclipse^ was engraved on

the copper-plates five days after, i.e., on the 5th day of the

bright half of Vaisakha” {ibid, p. 253).^

* As regards the importance of eclipse with reference to donation, see Garuda

Parana, Purva-Ehanda, Ch. 51, 29 :

—

ayane native c = aira grahane candra-suryayoh,

samhrdnty-adisu halem datiain hharati c = af;§ayam,

^ According to Fleet ( J.R.A.S,, 1915, p. 47.a), Siiphavarman, son of Visnugopa, is

to be identified with the king of the same name who is known from the Lokanbhdga

27
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III. The Pikira grant of Simhavarman was issued from

tlie glorious and victorious camp at the king’s residence at

Menmatura in his 5th regnal year on the third tithi of the

bright half of A.svayuja with a hope for the increase of his

longevity, strength and victory. The copper-plates were

discovered at Nelalur in the Ongole taluka of the Guntur

district.

By this record, the villagers of Pikira in Munda-

rastra, as well as the adhyftl'sas, valiavas and sdsana-sanca-

rins, stationed in the rastra, w'ere informed of the king’s gift

of the above village, endowed with all the immunities (but

with the exception of lands previously granted for the enjoy-

ment of gods) to a Taittirlya Brahmana named Vilasasarman

who belonged to the Kasyapa gotra. The king says here

that, as the village of Pikira has been made a Brahmadeya,

it should be made immune with all parUidras by the king’s

officials who would also see that they be observed by others.

Any one transgressing this order is warned to be liable to

physical punishment. The word adhyaksa means a “supe-

rintendent" ora “ruler” (Apte, Sanskrit-Enylish Dictionary,

s.v. ; Gild, IX, 10 ; Kttmdras'iinbhava, VI, 17).' Vallaca'

means gopn according to Amara
; other Pallava inscriptions

the Chendalur and Mangalur grants) have vallabha,

which means ghotaka-rakrika according tq Jatadhara (see

Sahdakalpadnum, s.v. pdlaka). According to Amara however
caUahha means adhyaksa which has been explained by a

commentator as gav-ddhyaksa {ibid, s.v.). Vallabha is

generally taken to signify favourites of the king. Sdsana-

sanedrin may be the same as Xd.sf/Hr/-hr/rfl, i.e., messenger;

it may also be identical with Sancarantaka of other inscrip-

tions.

to have ascended the throne in A.D. t36-37. Tn + .3 = ) 4.30-40 however
there was no solar er lipse on the newmoon rlay of Cnitra.

' Being connected with roUara fcowlierj), may adhyotsa signify jar-ddfiyat.ya?
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The seal of Simhavarman, attached to the Pikira erant is

very much worn, but bears in relief, on a counter-sunk sur-

face, an animal (bull?) with mouth open and face to the

proper left. It is represented as seated on a horizontal line

that is in relief. It closely resembles the animal represented

on the seal attached to the Uruvupalli grant. The tail and
fore-legs of the animal are not seen (Ep. Ind., VIII, p. 160).

IV. The Mangalur grant was issued from Dasanapura
(identified with Darsi in the Nellore district), on the fifth

tithi of the bright half of Caitra in the 8th year of Simha-
varman’s reign with the hope of increasing his longevity,

strength and victory.

By this record, the king granted the village of Maiiga-

dur or Mangalur in Veugorastra as a Brahmadeya to the

following Brahraanas :—(1) Apastambiya Rudrasarman
of the Atreya gotra, (-2) Apastambiya Turkkasarman of the

Vatsyayana gotra, (3) Apastambiya Damasarman of the

Kausika gotra, (4) Apastambiya Yajnasarman of the Bharad-

vaja gotra^ (5) Apastambiya Bhavakotigupta^ of the Parasara

gotra, and (6) Vajasaneyi Bhartrsarman, (7) Audamedha,

(8) Chandoga^ (9) Sivadatta, and (10) Hairanyakesa Sasthl-

kumara of the Gautama gotra.

The villagers of Maiigadur as well as the adhijaksas^

vallahhas and 3dsana-sancdr'ms were informed of the dona-

tion which was endowed with all the immunities, but v/as

with the exception of the decahhoga-hala. The villagers

and officials were ordered to observe the immunities them-

selves and to see also that others observed them. Trans-

gressers of the order were liable to physical punishment.

Vengorastra seems to be the district of Veiigl which lies

between the rivers Krishna and Godavari. This district was

1 According to Satatapa quoted in the Udvahatattva and Sraddhatattva (see

Sabdakalpadmma,s.\. gvpia and larma) names ending in the word giipta properly

belong to the Vswyas (cf. gupta-das-atmakam nama pras'astam vai^a-sudrayot}).
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in the possession of the Salaiikayanas as early as the time of

Ptolemy (140 A.D.)
; but they became independent only

after the downfall of the Satavahanas. At the time of

Siinhavarman, the southern fringe of the district may have

been occupied by the Pallavas. It is however possible that

the name Veiigl extended over some parts of the country to

the south of the Krishna at the time of the Salaiikayanas/

Maiigadur was possibly situated in the southern fringe of the

ancient kingdom of the Salaiikayanas.

I rroni the ninth century Vehgi appears to have signified the kingdom of the
Eastern Calukyas. The Telugu-Mahabharata (Adi, 1, 8) of the middle of the eleventh
century refers to Eajahmundry in the Vengi country {Journ. Dept. Let., XI, p. 31).
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CHAPTER I

EARLY KADAMBAS : MAYURASARMAN’S LINE

I

Early History of the Kuntala Region

The Kuntala country seems to have comprised the sou-

thernmost districts of the Bombay Presidency and the nor-

thern part of Mysore.* In a wider sense Kuntala possibly

signified the whole of the Kanarese speaking area of Bom-

bay, Madras and Mysore with the exception perhaps of the

coast region. The position of the country is indicated by

the fact that it was washed by the river Krsnavarna {Ind.

Ant., 1879, p. 18) and included Kurgod in the Bellary dis-

trict (Ep. Ind., XIV, p. 265), Gangavadi in south Mysore

(Ep. Cam., IV, Hunsur 167), Nargund in the Dharwar

district {Ind. Ant., 1883, p. 47), Taragal in the Kothapur

state {ibid, p. 98), Terdal in the Sangli state in South

Bombay {ibid, 1883, p. 11) and Kuntalanagara (Nubattur

in the north-west of Mysore).^ From about the middle of

the fourth century up to about the middle of the seventh,

when the country was finally made a province of the Calu-

kya empire, Kuntala or Karnata’ is known to have been

ruled by princes who belonged to the Kadamba family.

1 Cf. a record of A.D. 1077 in Ep. Cam., VIII, Sb. 262 :
“ In the centre of that

middle world 13 the golden mountain to the south of which is the Bharata land in

which like the curls of the lady earth shines the Kuntala country to which an

ornament (with various natural beauties) is BanaTasI.” Some other inscriptions also

prove that Kuntala was the district round Banavasl. In the traditional lists of

countries and peoples in the epics, Puranas and works like the Brhatsamhita however

Kuntala and Banavasl are sometimes mentioned separately.

* I am indebted for some references to Prof. Baychaudhuri. See Bomb. Gaz., I, ii,

p. 553.

3 Kuntala and Karnata are used as sfnonynaous in the Vikramdikadevacarita by

Bilhana. Vikramaditya VI has been called both kunlal-endii (or kuntal-endra) and

karnat-endti (IX, 41-42). Vaijayanti, identi&ed with Banavasl, has been described as a

tilaka (that is to say, the capital) of the Karnata country in the Birur grant of Vispnvar-
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Some inscriptions of the Nagarakhanda Kadambas

(./. B. B. R. A. S., IX, pp. 245, 286; Ep. Cam., VII, Sk.

225, etc.) say that the Kadaraba family originated from the

Nandas who ruled over Kuntala and the adjoining districts

of the Deccan.' But these inscriptions belong to the eleventh

and twelfth centuries, and very little importance can be

put to the traditions recorded in them. It is however not

quite impossible that the mighty Nandas held sway over

considerable portions of the Deccan. Reference to the

wealth of the Nandas in a Tamil poem (Aiyangar, Beg. S.

Ind. Hist., p. 89) and the existence of a city called Nander

or Nau-Nand-Dehra on the Godavari (Raychaudhuri, Pol.

Hist. A>ic. Ind., 2nd ed., p. 142) may be supposed to support

the above conjecture.

In the Sravana-Belgola inscriptions (Bp. (7aru.,- VIII, Sb.

1, 17, 64, 40, 108; III, Sr. 147, 148, etc.), there is a story

of the migration of Chandragupta Maurya in Mysore in

company of the -Jain teacher Bhadrabahu. An inscription

in the Sorab taluka {ibid, VIII, Sb. 263) says that Nagara-

nian (Ep. Cam., VI, p. 01). Kainit i therefor,: sigoified the s.-irtie territory as

Ktintiila or the country of which Knntala formed a part. In the traditional lists

hwever they are seinetimes separately mentioned. Karnata has been taken to have

been derived frmn a Dravidian ori;;inal like har-nailu^han-hailu (black country) or

kara-nadu (great country ; c/. Maha-ra^tra). Kuntala seems also to have been

Sanskritised from an original like Karnata. The separate mention of Kuntala,

Karnata, Banavfisl, Mahisaka (cf. llahisa-vi:. lya in a K-i-lamba grant), etc., in some of

the traditional lists may' possibly refer to the fact that these names originally signified

separate geographical units abutting on one another. Sometimes however one of

them may have formed the part of another; cf. the case of Tamralipti which is men-

tioned in literature as an independent state, as a part of Siimba and also as a part of

Vahga; also the case of Taxila fKaychaudhuri, Indian .intiqniUes, p. 1813 f.)

With the rise of Kanarese powers like the Calukyas and the Itastrakutas, the name

Karnata (sometimes also the name Kuntala) extended over a large part of western

and southern Deccan. In the Kahhgailu-parani, the Calukyas have been described as

Kuntalar, “ lords of Kuntala ” (see Tamil Lexicon, Mad. Univ., s.v.). An inscription

of Harihara II, dated in Saka 1307 (S, Ind. Ins., I, p. 1.58, verses 2-5-26) says that

Vijaynagar (modern Hampi) belonged to theJvuntala visaya of the Karnata country.

^ .An inscription says that the nine Nandas, the Gupita family, and the Maurya
kings, ruled over the laud cf Kuntala ; then the Ratt s, then the Calukyas, then

Kalacurya Bijjala, and then Hoysala Vira-Ballala II (Bomb. Gaz., I, ii, p. 234, note).
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khan^a “was protected by the wise Candragupta, an abode

of the usages of eminent Ksatriyas.” This record however

belongs to the fourteenth century, and none attaches much

importance to it. But these traditions, taken together

with references to the Vamba-Moriyar (Maurya upstarts)

advancing as far south as the Podiyil Hill in the Tinnevelly

district, may possibly be taken to suggest that the Maurya

successors of the Nandas were master of considerable por-

tions of Lower Deccan and the Far South. The above

traditions are in a way confirmed by the discovery of the

inscriptions of Asoka at Siddapur, Jatinga-Rameswar and

Brahmagiri in the Chitaldrug district of Mysore. This goes

to show that at least the greater part of the Kuntala country

was within the dominions of the Mauryas at the time of

A^oka. According to a tradition recorded in the Mahavamsa

(Xn, 41) and the Dlpavamsa (VIII, 10), the Buddhist tea-

cher Rakkhita was deputed to Banavasi (the capital of Kun-

tala or the district round the city) in the third century B. C.

shortly after the Great Council held at Pataliputra in the

eighteenth year of Asoka. Some scholars think that Kong-

kin-na-pu-lo visited by the Chinese pilgrim Yuan Chwang is

to be identified with the capital of the Kuntala country. If

this identification is to be accepted, we have possibly another

tradition regarding the Maurya occupation of Kuntala. Yuan

Chwang says that there was to the south-west of the city a

stupa, said to have been built by A^oka on the spot where

Srutavirn^atikoti made miraculous exhibitions and had many

converts (Watters, On Yuan Chwang’s Travels, II, pp.

237-38; Beal, Bud. Rec. W. World, II, pp. 253-55).*

We know very little of the Kuntala country for a long

time after A^ka. The Satavahana king Gautamipura Sata-

1 The reference to an officer designated rajjuica in the Malavalli grant of

Vi^nkidda Cataknlananda Satakarni possibly suggests that the Eontala country was

once ruled by the Mauryas. The ro/'/iiko# {
= ra;Mka#) are many times referred to in

the inscriptions of A^ka.

28
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karni, vs hu ruled about the first quarter of the second century

and claimed a sort of suzerainty over the whole of Daksina-

patha, possibly had some connections with VaijayantT (Bana-

vasi),‘ the capital of ancient Kuntala or Karnata. The

claim of Gautamiputra’s lordship over the Malaga mountain

(the southern part of the Western Ghats) may be a vague

one; but the Nasik inscription ( Ep. Ind., VIII, p. 71) of

his eighteenth regnal year records an order of the Satava-

hana king when he was in “the camp of victory of the army at

(or, of) Vaijayanti.” This record was issued through the

amdtya Sivagupta who was, according to Eapson (Catalogue,

p. Iviii), apparently Gautamiputra’s minister at

Banavasl. Rapson further identifies this Sivagupta with

Sivaskandagupta mentioned in a Karle inscription of the

same Satavahana king (h c. cif.
; Ep. Ind, VII, p. 64). There

is as yet no further proof to make us definite as regards the

occupation of Kuntala by the main line of the Satavahanas.

According to the Purams, the Andhra (i.e., Satavahana)

dynasty had five different branches (cf. ayidhranam samstJii-

tdh paiica tesdm vamMh samah pvnah; Vdyu, 99, 358).

Indeed one branch of the Satavahanas, generally called the

Cutu-Satakarni family, is known from inscriptions, coins

and literary references to have ruled at Vaijayanti (BanavasT)
in the Kuntala country before the Kadambas.

The Matsya list of the Andhra (= Satavahana) kings
gives the name of Kuntala-Satakarni. A commentator of

\ atsjayana s Kdmasutra clearly explains the term kuntala in
the name Kuntala-Satakarni-Satavahana as kimtala-visaye

A. ,hou-n |,y Fleet (Bomb. Gaz
, T, if. p 278-79 note), the ider (ifieation cf

au y.D', with na,u^asr i. ieetly est.hli-hed t.y two p, ints. . Firstly, a name
of Bjn.iia,i,skf.owr. tohave be-n Tiy.ntf f.-e, e.g,. Ant., IV, p, 207), which
I- very -1 Mlarto VaiVya tl, Secondly a Caluk, a record 06,d, XIX p. 152

)
of A.

D

0- mn-Kn. the E level al .)i,t i t as -,ru,teli.. tl e nortli -east rjuarter in tie viclAty
0 •‘VOant,, w,.[e other records prme that Edevolal was the name of the district

to the nort east of Hanara-f. The city seems to have
ten n f nil r.cj in tlic -jeo.raphv of Ptolemy as Banauci.
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jatatvat tat-samdhhyah. A Satavahana king of Kuntala is

mentioned in the Kdvyamimambd as having ordered the ex-

clusive use of Prakrit in his harem. Prof. Raychaudhuri

{op. cit., p. -260) is inclined to identify this king with the

celebrated Hala, sometimes credited with the authorship

of the Gdthdsaptasati. According to this scholar, the

Matsya-Purdna which gives thirty names in the list of the

Andhra or Satavahana kings mentions not only the kings of

the main line, but includes also the kings of the branch that

ruled in Kuntala.

Inscriptions discovered in the western and south-western

districts of the Satavahana empire, that is to say, in

Aparanta (cf. Kanheri, Arch. Sure. W. Ind., V, p. 86) and

in Kuntala {cf. BanavasI; /nd. Ant., 1885, p. 331) including

the north of Mysore [cf. Malavalli, Shimoga district, Ep.

Cam,, VII, p. 251) testify to the existence of a line of the

Satavahanas called the Cutukula which was in possession

of South-Western Deccan before the conquest of Banavasi

by the Kadambas. The relation of the Cutu-Satakarnis with

the Satakarnis of the main line is quite uncertain. But

Eapson thinks that, as the Cutus were intimately connected

with the Maharathis and Mahabhojas, it is probable that

the branch of Kuntala wais originally subordinate to

the main line of the Satavahanas and that it shook off the

yoke when the power of the imperial line began to decline

after the death of Yajua Siitakarni (op. cit., pp. xxi-ii,

xlii).

A doubtful passage of the Devagiri grant (Ind. Ant.,

VH, p. 35), which seems to imply a connection of the

Kadambas with the Nagas possibly suggests that the Kuntala

country was originally ruled by the Nagas. These Nagas

however may be identical with the Cutu-:5atakarnis who

according to many scholars belonged to the Naga dynasty.

That the Cutu family had Naga connections is clear from

the Kanheri inscription which mentions Nagamulanika^
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mother of Skandanaga Sataka and daughter of Visnukada

Cutu-kulananda Satakarni (Rapson, op, cit., p. liii).

The following records of the Cutu-Satakarnis are said to

have so far been discovered :
—

I. Kanheri inscription of Haritlputra Visnukada Cutu-

kulananda Satakarni (Rapson, loc. cit.). As the name of

the king could not be read, this record was formerly attri-

buted to the reign of Vasistbiputra Pulumavi. The donor

mentioned in this inscription is Nagamulanika who was the

wife of a Maharathi, the daughter of a Mahabhoji and of the

great king, and the mother of Skandanaga-Sataka. Rapson

has no doubt that she is to be identified with the donor of

the Banavasi inscription in which she is said to have been

the daughter of king Haritlputra Visnukada Cutu-kulananda

Satakarni whose name must have originally stood also in

the Kanheri inscription.

II. Banavasi inscription of the twelfth year of Hariti-

putra Visnukada Cutu-kulananda Satakarni (Rapson, op.

cit, pp. liii-iv). According to Biihler’s interpretation of the

record (Ind. Ant., XIV, p. 334) the king bad a daughter

named Sivaskandanagasri who made the grant of a naga,^ a

tank and a vihdra (monastery) oh the first lunar day of the

seventh fortnight of Hemanta. With respect to these gifts

amaco {amdtya, i.e., minister) Kfaada Sati (Skanda Sati) was

the Superintendent of work (kamamtika)

.

The Naga was
made by Nataka (Nartaka), the pupil of dcarya Idamoraka
(Indramayuia) of Samjayanti. According to the Maha-
bhdrata (II, 31, 70) Samjayanti was situated near Karahata
which may be the same as modem Karhad. Samjayanti

* In Southern India, carved stone-images of the Naga are set np to this day,
often at the entrance of a town or village, for public adoration, and ceremonial
offerings are naade to the living cobra. Groups of Naga-kaU (snake-stones) are to be
found in almost every village, heaped op in a corner of the court-yard of a Siva temple
or placed under the shade of a venerable Pipal (Ficus Religioea) or a Margoea (Melia
Azadiracha) tree ” {An. Rep. S. Ini. Ep., 1918-19, p. 25 and plates).
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may possibly be identified with Vaijayantl or BanavasI

which was also called Jayautl. The Mahabhutata mentions

the city of SamjayantI in connection with Sahadeva’s

digvijaya in the south, along with the Pandyas, Keralas and

Dravidas.

Rapson, on the other hand, thinks that the proper

name of the donor is not mentioned in the inscription,

but she is said to have been the daughter of the great

king and to have been associated in the donation with

Prince SivaskandanagasrI. He further suggests that the

donor is styled Mahabhoji or, it is possible, that the

passage mahdbhuvlya mahdrdja-bdlikdya may be taken to

mean “of the daughter of the Mahabhoji and of the great

king.’’ If the latter interpretation be accepted, the

epithets—except mahdrathinl—would be the same as in the

Kanheri inscription. Eapson has little doubt that the

prince SivaskandanagasrI of this inscription is identical with

Skandanaga-Sataka of the other inscription. Thus, accord-

ing to him the donors mentioned in the Kanheri and Bana-

vasi inscriptions must be one and the same person, viz., the

daughter of king Visnukada Cutu-kulananda Satakarni. He

further identifies this SivaskandanagasrI = Skandanaga-Sataka

with king Sivaskandavarman mentioned in the Malavalli

record (Bp. Cam., VII, p. 252) of an early unknown

Kadamba king, and says that the prince subsequently came

to the throne of Vaijayanil as the heir of his maternal grand-

father and was possibly the last reigning member of the

Cutu dynasty. The identification of the slightly similar

names, viz., SivaskandanagasrI, Skandanaga-Sataka and

Sivaskandavarman, however, cannot be accepted as certain,

III. The Malavalli inscription of the first regnal year

of Manavya-sagotra Haritiputra Visnukadda Cutukulananda

Satakarni (Bp. Corn., VII, p. 251). The inscription

records the grant of a village. The king is here called raja

of the city of Vaijayantl. The inscription is followed on
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the same pillar by an early Kadamba record which menlions

Munavya-sagotra Haritiputra Vaijayantl-pati Sivaskanda-

varioan as a previous ruler of the locality. If judged by

the standard of palaeography, the second record, according

to Biihler (Jnd. Ant., XXV, p. 28), cannot be much later

than the first. In this connection, it is also noticed that

the famous Talgunda inscription of the Kadamba king

8antivarman refers to Satakarni (very probably a king of

the Cutu family) and other kings having worshipped in a

Siva temple at Sthanakundura (Talgunda). It has there-

fore been suggested that the Kuntala country passed into the

possession of the Kadambas directly from the hands of the

Cutu Satakarnis (Rapson, op. cil., p. Iv), and the following

genealogy of the Cutu dynasty has been drawn from the

above records:

—

(1) Vaijayantipura-raja Manavya-sagotra Haritiputra

Cutukulananda 8atakarni (Kanheri, Banavasi and Malavalli

records) + Mahabhoji

Maharathi -HNagamulanika.

(•2) Vaijayautl-pati Manavya-sagotra Haritiputra Siva-

skandavarman (]\Ialavalli record).

We have already said that the identification Sivaskanda-

nagasri = Skandanaga-8ataka = 8ivaskandavarman is not

quite happy. It has moreover been pointed out (see above,

p. 168, note 2) that, on linguistic consideration, the

Mallavalli record of year 1 appears to be later than the

Banavasi record of year 12. The language of the Banavasi

inscription resembles that of the records of the Satavahanas

and Ik.svakus ; the language of the Malavalli inscription is,

on the other hand, very similar to that of the grants of

Pallava Bivaskandavarman. I therefore think that the

Banavasi and IMalavalli records belong to two different
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Yisnukada Cutukulananda gatakarnis. This suggestion is

also supported by the palaeographical standard of the

Banavasi inscription. According to Bnhlev {Ind. Ant., Xl\'

,

p. 331 ff.), the record is to be placed about the end of the

first or the beginning of the second century.

From the fact that, according to the evidence of tlie

Talgunda record, Mayurasarman, the first king of tl)e

Kadamba family, received the pattabandha-satnpuja along

with the country from the Prehara (river?) up to the

western (Arabian) sea from the Pallava kings of Kand, it

appears that for a time the Kuntala country passed into the

possession of the Pallavas. This may have taken place

about the time of the great givaskandavarman and his

father whose direct rule is known to have extended as far

as the Andhrapatha {i.e,, the Andhra country with its capital

at Dhainnakada==Dhanyakataka) in the north and the

Satahanirattha (i.e., the Bellary district) in the noith-

west. We have also shown (see above, pp. 168, 184)

that a comparison of the language of the Malavalli record

with that of the Mayidavolu and Hirahadagalli grants

would place the rule of Mayurasarman, the progenitor

of the Kadambas, not long after the accession of givas-

kandavarraan about the beginning of the fourth century.

Since the language of the Malavalli record of Visnukadda

Cutukulananda gatakarni who, as we have suggested, appears

to have been different from the earlier Yisnukada Cutukula-

nanda gatakarni of the Banavasi inscription, closely

resembles the language of the Chandravalli record of

Mayurasarman and the Malavalli grant which seems to

belong either to the same king or to his immediate successor,

and does not appear to be earlier than the grants of

givaskandavarman, I think it not impossible that the

later members of the Cutu dynasty of Kuntala

acknowledged the suzerainty of the powerful early Pallava

rulers of Kancl.
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No coins have as yet been attributed to any of the Cutu

kings known from inscriptions. Some large lead coins

from Karwar bearing the title cutu-kul-anamda in the legend

are doubtfully assigned to an earlier feudatory member of

tbe Cutu family (Rapson, op. cit., p. xliii). The reading

hdriti as a portion of the legend on some lead coins found

in the Anantapur and Cuddapah districts (loc. cit.) is not

quite certain and therefore does not justify in the present

state of our knowledge the attribution of those coins to any

of the Cutu kings.

Besides the coins bearing the legend ratio cutu-kul-

anamdasa, there are other coins discovered from the Karwar
district with the legend raho mud-anamdasa

.

The express-

ions cutu-kul-dnanda and mnd-dnanda have been thought to

signify respectively
“
Joy of the family ^ of the Cutus ” and

“ Joy of the Mundas.” These titles resemble in character

that of the Maharathi Aiigika-kula-vardhana, “ the cherisher

of the race of Aiiga.” They have been taken to be dynastic.

According to Rapson, these may be designations attached to

particular localities or titles derived from the home or

race of the rulers. Cutu evidently signifies the Cutu-
Satakarni family. The Mundas are frequently mentioned in

Sanskrit literature. The Vimu-Purdna (IV, 24, 14) speaks
of thirteen Munda kings who ruled after the Andhras, (i.e.,

Satavahanas). “It is perhaps, more probable that the
kings bearing these titles were members of two families of

feudatories in the early period of tbe dynasty, and that,

at a later period, on the decline of the empire, one of these
families gained the sovereign power in the western and
southern provinces, while the eastern provinces remained in
the possession of the Satavahana family ’’ (Rapson, op. cit.,

p. xxiii).

1 place of kula of the inscriptions. Rapson reads on the coins and
translates the term as “ city ” (op. cit., p. Ixxxiv).
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Origin of the Kadambas ^

In almost all Kadamba inscriptions the Kadambas
claim to have belonged to the Manavya gotra and call them-

selves Haritiputra The designation Manavyagotra-Haritl-

putra was evidently borrowed from the Cutu Satakarnis who
ruled over Kuntala before the rise of the Kadambas. From
the Banavasi grant of the eighth year of Mrgesavarman’s

reign (Ind. Ant., VII, pp. 35-36) the Kadambas seem to have

actually belonged to the Ahgirasa gotra.® This suggestion

is possibly supported by the fact that they are called try-drsa-

vartma (see verse 3 of the Talgunda inscription
; Ep. Ind.,

VIII, p. 31 ff.) which seems to refer to the three pravaras

of the Ahgirasa gotra, viz., Ahgirasa, Vasistha and Barhas-

patya {Sahdakalpadruma, s.v. pravara).

According to a very late inscription belonging to the

Kadambas of Hangal {Ep. Cam., VII, Sk. 117), the

Kadamba family originated from the three-eyed and four-

armed Kadamba. This Kadamba is said to have sprung

into being under a Kadamba tree from a drop of sweat that

fell on the ground from the forehead of Siva. Kadamba’s

son was Mayuravarman who conquered the earth by the

power of his sword and invincible armour. Another ins-

cription (ibid, XI, Dg. 35) says that Mayuravarman him-

self was bora under an auspicious Kadama tree, with an eye

- This paper was origioaliy published in Ind. Cull., IV, p. 118 ff.

* As sons of Manu, all men may claim the Manavya gotra. A Calukya grant says,

“ Svayambhuva Mann’s son was Manavya from whom came all those who belonged

to the Manavya gotra (Bomb. Ga^;., I, ii, p. 339). Manavya’s son was Harita
; his son

was Pafica^ikhi-Hariti.

* Did the Kadambas claim connection with the Angirasa Haritas who are said

to have descended, through Iksvaku, from Menu? (See Bomb. Gaz., I, ii, p. 217, note).

29
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on his forehead. He is there described as the son of Rudra

and the earth. His family became famous as Kadamba owing

to the fact that he grew up in the shade of a Kadamba

tree. An inscription of A.D. 1077 (ibid, VIH, Sb. 262)

gives still more interesting details. There Mayuravarman

seems to have been described as the son of the famous

Ananda-jina-vratindra’s sister ^ and as born under the

famous Kadamba tree, and to have had the other name

Trilocana. A kingdom having been procured for him from

the fiasanadevi and a forest being cleared and formed into

a country for that prince, a crown composed of peacock’s

feathers was placed on his head. From this crown, the

prince obtained the name Mayuravarman.

These mythical accounts do not differ materially from

those recorded in the inscriptions of the Later Kadambas

of Goa. Some of the Halsi and Degamve grants (c.g., ibid,

^ H, Sk. 236) attribute the origin of the Kadamba family

to the threc-eyed and four-armed Jayanta otherwise named

Trilocona-Kadamba. This Jayanta is said to have sprung

from a drop of sweat that fell on the ground near the roots

of a Kadamba tree, from the forehead of Siva when the

god killed Tripura after a hard fight.

An inscription of the same period belonging to the

Later Kadambas of Nagarakhanda (J.B.B.B .A.S., IX, pp.

24.5, 272, 285) gives a slightly different story. It says that

king Nanda w'orshipped Siva for many days with the desire

of getting a son. One day some Kadamba flowers suddenly fell

down from the sky and a heavenly voice assured him of his

getting two brilliant sons in the near future. Thus according

to this tradition, tiie Kadambas claimed relation with the

famous Xanda kings of Pataliputra. Some other late

Kadamba grants also attribute a northern origin to the

' Here possibly a reference to the cHim of having been related with the
Amnia kin-s of Kaniarapiira For the Auandas, see aboce, p. JO ff ; also my note in
J. R. A. S.j October, 1934, p. 737 fT.
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Kadambas. The Kargudari record of the Hangal Kadambas

asserts that Mayuravarman came from the Himalayan regions

and brought from Ahicchatra eighteen Brahmanas whom he

established in Kuntala (Bomb. Gaz., I, ii, pp. 560-50* )*

According to another record {Ep. Ind., XVI, pp. 354, 360)

Mayuravarman is said to have established his power on

the summits of the Himavat mountain.

All these traditions are of little historical value. All

they may indicate is that the progenitor of the Kadamba

family was named Mayura and that the family-name had

an accidental connection with the Kadamba tree. In con-

nection with the tradition regarding the three-eyed Trilocana-

Kadamba, it is interesting to note that there are similar

accounts of a mythical Trilocana-Pallava in later Pallava

inscriptions. This three-eyed Pallava is said to have brought

some Brahmanas from Ahicchatra and to have settled them

to the east of Sriparvata where he made seventy agraharas

(An. Rep. S. Ind. Ep., 1908, pp. 82-38). Later Kadamba

inscriptions, as we have noticed, attribute this Brahmana

emigration to Mayuravarman. These facts seem to show that

the mythical traditions about the two Pallava and Kadamba

Trilocanas bad a common origin, though they possibly

depended on the development of each other (Moraes,

Kadambakula, p. 8 note). As has already been suggested,

the evidence of the Mysore records of the twelfth century

stating that the Nanda king ruled over Kuntala (Rice,

Mysore and Goorg, p. 3), the reference to the wealth

of the Nandas in a Tamil poem and the existence of a city

called Nau Nand-Dehra in the South may suggest that the

Nanda dominions embraced considerable portions of

Southern India, In the present state of our knowdedge

however it is not possible to prove a genealogical connection

1 Another record Saya (Bowii. Gaz., p, i561j that Mnkanna-Kadamba (the three-

eyed Kadambaa) brought 12,000 Brahmanas of 33 gotraa from Ahicchatra and establish-

ed them at the Stbanugudhapura ;i.e., Talgnnda).
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between the Nandas and the Kadambas. Moreover, the

Ivadambas, as we shall presently see, were originally

Brahmanas, while the Nandas are known from the Piirams

to have been Ksatriyas with an admixture of Sudra blood.

It is clear that all the later traditions connected with

the origin of the name Kadamba developed on a reference

in a much earlier Kadamba record. It is the Talgunda

inscription of king Santivarman who ruled about the

middle of the fifth century, that is to say, about a century

after the establishment of the Kadamba power in Kuntala by

Mayura about the middle of the fourth century A.D. This

inscription records (Ep. Ind., VIII, p. 31) that the

Kadambas were so named owing to their tending a Kadamba
tree that grew near their house {cf grha-samipa-

samrudha-vikasaUkadamb-aiTia-padapam, tad-upacaravat=
tad=>dsiia taroh sdndmya-sadharniyam = asya tat prdvavrte

satirthya-viprandm prdcuryatas^tad^tUesanam), and that

they belonged to the dvija-kida (Brahmana family). In this

Kadamba-kida was born a person named Mayurasarman,
the best of the Brahmanas (cf. evam = agate kadamba kule

snmdn= habhuva dcijnttamah ndmato mayuraSarm = eti)

.

There seems to be nothing very strange and unbelievable in

this simple account. The statement that the Kadambas were
Biahmanas is also supported by the evidence of the earliest

Kadamba record, the Chandravalli inscription of Mayura
(Mys. Arch. Surv., A.E., 1929, p. 50). In this ins-

cription, the name of the Kadamba king has been
given as Mayura-sar/nan, and not as Mayura-aarman
which form we find only in the inscriptions of the
Later Kadambas. Since hrman was used with the names
of Brahmanas and varman with that of Ksatriyas (cf.

sarma-md-brdhmanasya sydt, Manu, II, 32 ; sarmd
devas-ca viprasya varmd trdtd ca bhu-bhujah, etc.,
Yama quoted in 3abdakalpadriima, s.v. sarmd), the pro-
genitor of the Kadamba family was a Brahmana according
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to the earliest known Kadamba record, and there is no

reason to doubt the truth of the statement. It is not

impossible that the Kadambas were originally Brahmanas

who migrated from Northern India like many other South

Indian royal families, took service under the Satavahanas

and eventually carved out a principality in the Kuntala

country.^ That they later gave themselves as Ksatriya is

proved by the fact that not only the names of the succeeding

kings ended in varman, but Mayurasarman was himself

made Mayuravarman in aii later records of the family. Their

case may be compared with that of the Sena kings of Bengal

who styled themselves as Brahma-Ksatriya which possibly

means “Brahmana first and Ksatriya afterwards,” that is

to say, “ Brahmana by birth and Ksatriya by profession.”

It is interesting in this connection to note that, like

the Kadambas, there were and still are many tribes and

families in India, named after particular trees. The Sakyas

were a branch of the Iksvaku family and were so called

owing to their connection with the Saka tree (c/. 6aka-

vrksa-praticchannarn vasam yasmac = ca cakrire, tasmad —
iksvdku-vamsyds = te bhuvi sdkydh praktrtitdh

;
Saundaranan-

dakavya, 1, 24). Coins of a tribe or family called Odumbara

have been discovered in the Pathankot region (Kangra and

Hosyarpur districts according to Smith, Catalogue, pp.

160-61) and have been assigned to circa 100 B.C. (Eapson,

Indian Coins, p. 11). Odumbara (Sanskrit Audumhara)

appears to be connected with the Udumbara or fig tree.

A tribe named Arjunayana has been mentioned Varaha-

mihira’s Brhatsarnhitd (XIY, 25) and the Allahabad piller

1 Had the Kadambas some sort of relation with the Nipa (
= Kadamba) family

which ruled, according to a tradition recorded by Kalidasa (Raghu, VI, verses iS-Sl),

over the district round Mathura? G. M. Moraes says {Kadambakula, p. 10).

“The very name of the family suggests that they (i.e., the Kadambas) were the natives

of the South. For the Kadamba tree is common only in the Deccan.” It is

however a misrepresentation. The Kadamba tree is largely found also in other parli

of India.
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pillar inscription of Samudragupta {circa 350 A.D.)-

Many coins belonging to this tribe have also been discovered

{Indian Coins, p. 11). These Arjunayanas seem to have

been called after the Arjuna tree. The name of the Sibi

tribe may also be connected with Sivi or the birch tree.

Some coins bearing the legend vatasvaka are assigned to

about B.C. 2(j0 {ibid, p. 14). Buhler has explained the

legend as denoting the Vata (fig. tree) branch of the

Asvaka tribe {Ind. Stud., Ilf, p. 46). It is interesting

in this connection to notice that even at the present time

the Lari Goalas of Chhota-Nagpur, the Goraits, Kharias,

Kharwars, the Kumhars of Lohardaga, Mundas, Nagesars,

Oraons, Pans and many other tribes have septs or sections

amongst them named after the famous Indian tree Vata

(Ficus Indica). (See H. H. Risley, Tribes and Castes of

Bengal, II, 1892, pp. 51, 55, 77, 78, 86, 103, 111, 113,

115, etc.) A consideration of modern tribal names seems

to suggest that the above tree-names had originally some

sort of toteraistic significance.

We have already mentioned several Indian tribes and

castes bearing the name Vata. There are many such tribes

and castes in India, which go by the names of particular

trees. Tribal .septs are named after the Dumur (fig. tree),

bamboo. Palm tree, Jari tree, Mahua tree, Baherwar tree,

Kussum tree. Karma tree and many other trees (Riseley,

op. cit., pp. 61, 78, 87, 96, 97, 103, 105, etc.). Some

of these are actually totems, while others appear to have lost

their original totemistic significance.'

* Totemistic ideas appear to be gradaallj changed with time. Among the

present day Santals, only traces of their prioiitive totemism are to be found. “None
of these appear to be associated with the idea of culture-heroes as amongst the

Amer-indians. The folklore shows indeed some stories centering round the plants

(betel-palm, Panjaumtree, Sabai grass) and animals ftiger, jackal, leopard, crab).

Besides these, some of the clans’ names centre round industrial objeot^ and articles

of usefulness, such as chain, earthen vessel, etc. These would be more in line with

a belief in objects possessing mana and venerated as such and gradually getting
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It however cannot be proved in the present state of our

knowledge whether the Kadambas and the other tribes

and families with tree-names were totemistic in the true

sense of the term. In this connection it is interesting to

note what has been said about the totemism prevalent

among the present-day Santals who must originally have

been a totemistic people. “Totemism in the truest form

is not present amongst the Santals. The Santals of our

days do not believe in the actual descent of a clan from

its totem, and the few legends of the Santals about the

origin of some of their clans do not point to any belief in

the descent of men from their totems. All that they

indicate is that the totem animal and plant bad some

accidental connection with the birth of the ancestor of the

clan. As for example, the sept Pa uri a is called after the

pigeon and Chore after the lizard ; and the story is tliat on

the occasion of a famous tribal hunting party the members

of these two septs failed to kill anything but pigeons and

lizards
;
so they were called by the names of these animals.’’*

It is interesting also to note that according to the Talgunda

inscription and many other later Kadamba records tbe

Kadamba tree “ had some accidental connection with the

birth ’’ of the family of Mayurasarman, the ancestor of the

Kadambas, exactly as the pigeon and lizard in the family

traditions of the two Santal septs called Pauria (pigeon) and

Chore (lizard).

associated with exogamous sub-divisions which might have had a hand in the invention

or diffusion of those useful objects. There is no seasonal recurring ceremonid round

these objects meant for the preservation or propagation of animals or plants venerated

as ancestors as in Australia. There is indeed some taboo to the use by the particular

subclan of the plant and animal venerated as its ancestor. The animal and plant

thus venerated are taboo to the clans ; itone can hunt it, nor can they partake of its

flesh. But for the observation of this taboo, the Santals are in no sense plant and

animal worshippers’’ (P. C. Biswas, Primitive Religion, etc., of the Santals; Journ.

Dept. Let., XXVI, p. 6).

f Ibid, pp. 57-58.
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Genealogy and Chronology of the Early Kadambas

OF MAYORASARArAN’S LiNE

The following genealogy of the Early Kadambas is

established by the Talgunda inscription of Santivarman and

the numerous records of his son, grandson and great-grand-

son (see Ind. Ant., VI, p. 22) :

—

Mayurasarman

Kahgavarman

1

Bbagiratha

Kakustha or Kakustbavarman

Santivarman or Santivara-

varman

Mrgesa, Mrgesvara, Mrgesa-

varman or Mrgesavaravarman

Kavi or Ravivarman i^ivaratha Bhanuvarman

I

Harivarman

In connection with the discussion on the date of

Pallava Sivaskandavarman {above, pp. 161-68 ; also

Journ. Ind. Hist., XII, p. 297 If.), I have tried to

prove that Sivaskandavarman ruled in the first quarter

of the fourth century A.D. I have also suggested that

a comparison of the language of the Chandravalli record

Raghu
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(Mys. Arch. Sure., A.R., 1929, p, 50) with that of the Mayi-

davofu aud H'rahadagalli grants would place the reign of

Kadamba Mayurasarman only a little later than the accession

of Sivaskandavartnan. The use of s (1.1) and the numerous

double-consonants like mma (1.1), tr, II (1.2), sth, nd (i.3),

etc., appear to prove that the Chandravalli record was en-

graved after, but not long after, the execution of the grants

of i^ivaskandavarman. I therefore think that scholars (see

Anc. Hist. Dec., p. 95 f.; Kadambakula, chart opp. p. 15) are

justified in placing Mayurasarman about the middle of the

fourth century A.D. We may not therefore be far from the

mark if we suppose that the date of Mayura’s accession lies

somewhere between A.D. 320 and 350.'

According to the evidence of the Talgunda inscription

(Ep. Ind., Vni, p. 31 ff.) of the Kadamba king named

Santivarman, this Mayurasarman was followed on the

Kadamba throne by his son Kaiigavarman, grandson Bhagi-

ratha and great-grandson Raghu ; Raghu was succeeded by

his brother whose name was Kakusthavarman. Supposing

that Mayurasarman’s reign began about the middle of the

fourth century and that the reign-periods of the four prede-

cessors of Kakusthavarman {riz., Mayurasarman, Kahgavar-

man, Bhagiratha and Raghu) together covered about a

century, we arrive at about the middle of the fifth century

for the period of Kakustha.

The Halsi grant {Ind. Ant., VI, p. 23) of Kakustha-

varman, the Yuvardja (crown-prince) of the Kadambas,

was issued in tbe eightieth year.- Fleet says (Bomb. Gaz.,

1 Accorcinig to the Taigaorla inseription, M.iyurasirmai received the pattabandha-

sampiqd as well as the land between the Western sea ant the Prehara fro.'n the Pallava

kings of Kifiel. We have already suggested that this may have taken place ahoat the

time of the great Sivaskandavarmau and bis father who were possibW sazeraios of the

whole land bounded by the Arabian sea in the west. See aboL-e. p. 184 n.

> III Ind. .inf., XIV, p. 11, it has been suggested to be the eightieth year from

the conquest of the Nagis by Krsnavarinau (1), who however cannot be 80 years

earlier than Kakusthavarman.

30
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I, ii, p. ’291), “ The year purports by strict translation to

be his own eightieth year. But it cannot be the eightieth

year of his Yuvardja-ship ;and, even if such a style of dating

were usual, it can hardly be even the eightieth year of his

life. It must therefore be the eightieth year from the

Pattahandha of his ancestor Mayurasarman, which is

mentioned in the Talgunda inscription.” The beginning

of Kakiistha’s reign thus falls more than eighty years

after Mayurasarman’s accession (somewhere between circa

320 and 350 A.D.). The record issued when Kakustha-

varman was a Yuvaraja thus seems to have been inscribed

some time between circa 400 and 430 A.D.^

Ivakusthavarnian was succeeded by his son Santi-

varman during whose reign the Talgunda record was

engraved. Mrgesavarman was the son and successor of

Santivarmin. Thus the two reigns of Kakusthavarman and

of Santivarman intervened between the date of the Halsi

grant when Kakustlia was a Yuvaraja (some time between

A.D. 400 and 430) atid the date of Mrgesavarman’s

acees'io!]. But since we do not know the precise date of

Mayuras irmaii's accession and the exact reign-periods of

Klkusthavarman and Santivarman, it is difi&cult to

conjecture any definite date for the accession of Mrgesa-

varman. It is however almost certain that Mrgesa’s rule

did not begin earlier than A.D. 415.

Mi’gesavarman’s last known date is year 8. He was

succeeded by his son Ravivarman whose last known ins-

criptional date is year 35. Ravivarman’s son and successor

was Harivarman whose Sangoli grant {Ep. Ind., XIV,

p. 1()5 ff.) was dated in the eighth year of his reign. The

date of this record is calculated to be either Tuesday, the

’ Prof. liaychaudburi suggests to me that, since this is the only instance of an era

being used in the Kadamba records and since Kiknstha, is known to have had relations

with the Guptas, the year 80 may possibly be referred to the Gupta era. The sugges-

tion suits our chronology, as the date then falls jn 400 A.D.
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22nd September, 526, or Thursday, the 21st September,

545 A.D. So Harivarman ascended the Ivadamba throne

either in 519-520 or in 538-539.^ Since Kavivarman’s

reign of about 35 years intervened between the end

of Mrgesavarman’s rule and the beginning of Harivarman’s

reign, Mrgesavarman does not appear to have ended his

rule before (538 — 35 = ) 503 A.D. Thus we see that the

reign of Mrgesavarman fell in the period between A.D. 415

and 503.

Now, the Banavasi grant (Ind. 4nf., YII, pp. 35-36) of

Mrgesavarman gives a verifiable date. This record is said

to have been dated in rdjyasya trtJye carse pause sninvatsare

kdrttikanidsa-bahula-pakse dasamydn=tithau uifara-bhddra-

pada-naksatre. The date is therefore Pausa year ;
month of

Karttika ; Bahula or the dark fortnight
;
tenth lunar day

;

and Uttara-bhadrapada naksatra. This date fell in the

third regnal year of Mrgesavarman. It must first be

observed that Bahula is here apparently a mistake for Sukla.

The lunar mansion called Uttara-bhadrapada may have

chance to occur on the tenth lunar day only of the bright

half, and not of the dark half, of the month of Karttika.

We are therefore to find out a Pausa year in the period

between A.D. 415 and 503, in which the lunar mansion

Uttara-bhridrapada occurred on the tenth tithi of the bright

half of Karttika.

Between A.D. 415 and 503, Pausa years, counted

according to the twelve-year cycle of Jupiter, occurred in

A.D. 425, 437, 443, 460, 472, 484 and 496; but calculations

show that the lunar mansion Uttara-bhadrapada occurred in

Karttika-sukla-dasamI only in A.D. 437 and in 472. On

October 24, A.D. 437, Sukla-dasaml continued till 2-5 a.m.

in the night; and Uttara-bhadrapada naksatra began about

1 Mr. K. N. Dikshit who hss edited the Sangoli grant (Ep. Ind., XIV,

p. 105 f.) rightly prefers the second date, e/r., A.D. 538.
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12-15 p.M. in the day. On October 27, A.D. 472, Sukla-

dasaml continued till 8-57 p.m. in the night and Uttara-

bhadrapada began about 2-31 p.m. in the day. It therefore

appears that Mrgesavarman ascended the Kadamba throne

either in A.D. 434-435 or 469-470.^

Scholars (see Anc. Hist. Dec., pp. 95-96; Kadamhahda,

chart opp. p. 15) generally place Mrgesavarman’s accession

in circa 475 A.D. We would therefore prefer the second

alternative, viz., 409-70 A.D.

In this connection we should also note that a Halsi grant

{Ind. Ant., I, p. 24) of king Mrgesavarman is dated on the

full-moon day of Karttika in his eighth regnal year which was

a Vaisakha samvatsara. We have already seen that the

tenth tithi of the bright half of Karttika of his third year

fell in the Pausa samvatsara. This fact seems to show that

the same lunar day of Karttika in the next Vaisakha sainvat-

sara fell in his seventh regnal year. Are we to suppose that

the eighth year of Mrgesavarman’s reign began in between

the Sukla-dasami and the full-moon day of Karttika ?

Mrgesavarman would then appear to have ascended the

throne on a day between these two tithis.

There were several branches “ of the Early Kadambas,

the most important of them—besides the direct line of

^ I am indebted for some calrulations to Mr. D. N. Mukberji, B.Sc
,

of the

Danlatpur College (Khulna distiict, Ben<;al). The calculations are on the heliacal

rising system as followed by Djksbit in Fleet’d C,upta Inscriptions [Corp. Ins.

Ind., iri). After the publication of my paper on this subject [Journ. Ind. Hist.,

XIV, p, 3H), I have noticed that in a foot-note at page 353 of his List, the

late Mr. Sewell said, “ Mrgesavarixmn may have come to the throne in A.D. 471.

For an inscription of his third year bears a date io A.D. 473, given as in the

year Pau^a, wliich, in the twelve year cycle ^Kilaka.” Sewell appears to have

calculated the Pausa years according to the mean motions of Jupiter.

^ It will be seen that the lines of Mayura'^arman and Krsnivarman I and a few

other lines one of them being that to which king Mandbatrvarman belonged, ruled

more or less simultaneously over different pa’^ts of the K idamba country. The refer-

ence to Calnkya Kirtivarman’s victory over the kadamba-kadamha-kadamhnka (com-

bined army of a confederacy of Kadamba princes ?) is interesting to note in this

connection. Buidbadatta, the celebrated author of the Vinayacinicchaya, is said to

have flourished at Uragapura (modern Uraijur near Tanjore) about the 6ftb century
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Mayurasarman—being the line of Krsnavarman I. Since

the exact relation of these branch lines with the main line,

that is to say, with the line of Mayurasarman, is not as yet

definitely and unquestionably settled, I think it wiser to

deal with them separately.

A.D. ! the of (hat work, he says that he resided io the rihn ra of Venhu-

dasa at Bhutamahgala-on-Kaveri in the Colarattha and composed the book when

the country was being ruled by Accutaccutavikkanta who was a laiamba-kula naiidana.

The tlka says that the Cola-raja Accutavikkama who was kalamha-kula-ramsa-jata was

ruling the Coja-rattha. It has been suggested that king Acyutavikrama belonged to

the Kadamba family (see Inil. Cult., I, pp. 71-74). Some scholars think that he was

a Ealabhra. The suggestion that the Cola country was ruled by a Kadamba

or Kalabhra king about the fifth century however cannot be accepted without

further evidence. Ktiiutubu-kulci itondtJiio, i.e., delight of the KaIamba = Kadamba

(Bomb. Gaz.., I, ii, p. 55-^, note 2) or Kadamba family, may suggest that

Acyntavikrama’s mother was a Kadamba princess. In this connection it is

interesting to note that a Pallava king (Pallava-raja) named Gopaladeva

has been described in the Haidipur grant (Kp. Ind., XXI, p. 173 If.) as

kaiketia-vams-odbhava which has been taken to indicate that Gopaladeva was

connected with the Kaikeyas on his mother’s side. Calukya Jayasimha III is described

in the records of the family as being born in the Pallava lineage iBonih. Gar.,!, ii,

p. 333), and Fleet sugsrests that his mother was a Pallava princess. Fleet also

suggesteii u'hid, p. 3l9] that Satyasraya-Dbruvaraja-Indrai arman, “ an ornament

of the Adi-maha-Bappura-vamsa," was a son of Calukya Mangalesa and was connected

with the Bappura Of Batpura family on his mother’s side. It is also not impossible

that the Kamboja-ranUa tilaka Rajyapala of the Irda grant is the same asking

Eaiyapiila of the Pala dynasty, whose mother was a Kaniboja princess. Pee my note in

Journ. .Andhra Hist. Res. Soc., X, p. 227 f.



MayuraI^rman

We have seen that according to the Talgunda inscription

the Kadambas belonged to a Brahma na family devoted to

the study of the Vedas. There the family has been described

as tryarsa-cartma, haritl-putra and manavya-gotra. In this

family of dvijas was born an illustrious and learned

Brahmana named Mayurasarman who went with his pre-

ceptor Virasirnha to Kahcipura, the Pallava capital, in

order to prosecute his Vedic studies. There Mayurasarman

was drawn in a quarrel with the Pallavas, ’ and considering

the illtreatment he received a dishonour to the Brahmanas,

“he unseathed a flaming sword eager to conquer the

world.” He then easily defeated the frontier guards of the

Pallava kings (antah-pdldn pallac-endrandm) ' and esta-

blished himself in a dense forest near Srlparvata. His

power gradually increased, and he levied tributes from the

Brhad-Banas ^ and other kings. At length a compromise

' Kielhorn thinks that avivj'jamsf/ia is the same as airaroha," a horseman” (Ep.

Ind., VIII, p 26). May the passage aha-simathena kalahena suggest that the quarrel

of Mayurasarman was in connection with a horse sacrifice (see abore, p. ISI,

note). Among th? Early Pallavas Sivaskandavarman and Kumaravispu of

the Omgodu (no. 1) grant are the only kings known to have performed the ASvaraedba.

This fact also appears to sugesst that MayuraSarm in lived about the time of the

great Sivaskandavarman who is known to have held sway over the greater portion

of Lower Deccan. Kumaravisnu seems to have ruled about the end of the fourth

century.

2 The plural number in panarendrSnarri, etc., anggesta that the quarrel of

Mayurasarman was not limited within the reign-period of a single Pallava king of

KaucI, but continued in the succeeding reigns. Anlah pdJa (Warden of the Marches)

is mentioned in Kantilya’s Arfba.«us/ro (Samasastry's ed., pp. 20, 247). The salary

of an Aniah-pdla was equal to that of a Eumara, Paura-vyavaharika
,
Rastrapala

and of a member of the Maiitruparisat.

^ Brhad-Bana appears to mean the great Bana or the greater house of the

Ba^as. Cf. Perumbapappadi in Tamil.
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was brought in, and Mayurasarman accepted service under

the Pallava kings of KaiicI, from whom he received the

pattabandha-sampuja, that is to say, the status of a subordi-

nate ruler, as well as the territory extending from the

Apararnava (Western or Arabian Sea) and the PreLara

(river ?) with a specification that no other chief would enter

into it. The eightieth year of an unknown era by w'hich the

Halsi grant of Kakusthavarman (Ind. Ant., VI, p. 23) is dated,

is supposed by some scholars to have begun from this time.

Mayurasarman is said in the Talgunda inscription (v. 20)

to have entered into the service of the Pallava kings and to

have pleased them by acts of bravery in battles. He seems to

have become a dandanaijaka (field-marshal) of the Pallava king

of Kancl. This view is further supported by verse 3 of the

same inscription in which the Kadamba family is called the

great lineage of leaders of armies {kadamba-sendnl^-hrbad-

anoaija), as well as by verse 22 in which Mayurasarman is

said to have been favoured^ and anointed Sendpati (general)

by Sadanana and the Mothers {sadananah yam = ahhisikta-

* The word senajiJ means “ leader of an army” (see GUa, X, 21; Kumara.,

II, 51). It is also a mame of Karttikeya, the divine general (Raghu, II, 37). It may

also be suggested that Mayurasarman was famous as Senani or Senopnti lihe Pusya-

mitra Suhga {Malarikagnimitra, Act V).

7 The word anudhyata is generally taken to be in the active use to mean ” medi-

tating on..” In the passage in question the verb anu-dhyai-ia evidently used in the

passive to mean “ to favour,” ‘‘to bless.” That the word anad/ipdio should be taken in

the passive to mean ‘‘ favoured ’’is also proved by passages like mahasena-matrgan-

anudhydt-abhmkta io which the other word abhisikta is used in the passive. Note also

a similar passage of the Calukya grants which says that the family ” acquired an un-

interrupted continuity of prosperity through the favour and protection of Karttikeya”

{Bomb. Gaz., I, ii, p. 337). The common phrase bappa-bhaltdraka-pad anudhyata means

" favoured (or, blessed' by the feet of the lor, the noble) lord, the father.”

3 The Calniryas are described in their grants as “ who have been nourished by

the seven Mothers who are the seven mothers of mankind.” The Mothers are

personified energies of the principal deities. They are generally seven (sometimes eight

or sixteen) in number, eg., Brahml (or Brahmam). Mahesvarl, Kaumari, Vaisoavl,

Varahl (sometimes Narasirnhi). Indrani (Aiodr; or Mahendri), and Camnpda. who

attend on Siva but usually on his son Skanda (Mahasena or Sadanana). The list of

eight Mothers omits Mahendri but includes Candi and Carcika. They were probably

connected with the six Krttikas (Pleiades) who are said to become mothers to Skanda
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can=anudhijdija sendpcitiin mdtrhhih saha)} In this connec-

tion it is interesting to note that in almost all the Kadamba

records the family has been desciabed as ajiwihijdii (tavoureJ)

by Sv'ami-Malilsena (Sx lanana) an l the Alothers. It mast

also be noticed in this connection that the Sirsi grant {Ep.

Ind., XVI, p. 264) of Ravivarmm describes the king as

Kadainba-mahdsendpati-pratini'i.-

A very late inscription found at Talgunda {Ep. Cam.,

VII, Sk. 173) says that Alayurasarman (or ATayuravarman as

thei'e written) performed no less than eighteen horse-sacri-

fices. (r. A'l. Aloraes says, “It may safely be maintained

that he really performed one or perhaps a few more which

thus formed a historical foundation for the exaggerated

version of the later reords.” The suggestion is however

untenable in view of the fact that Alaydrasarman is never

credited with the performance of any sacrifice not only in

his own ChandiMvalli reord but also in the inscriptions of

Ills immediate successors. The Kadamba family is said to

have b.^en rxnlei'ed pure by the bath of the Asvarnedha only

after the time of Krsnavarraan I who is the only Kadamba

ruler known to have performed the horse-sacrifice.

The Chaudravalli inscription of Mayurasarman {Mys.

.\rcb. Sure., A. R., 1929, p, 50) records the construction

of a tank by the king who belonged to the Kadamba family

andonquerel the Trektita, Ablhra, Pallava, Pariyatrika,

iSakastliana, Sayindaka, Punata and Mokari. This record

by mirsiQg hitn who formal six mouths to suckle thorn simiilten^usly (cf. Skan^ia’a

n.ime.-}. Karttikpya, Sdtlanana, Sirtniaturd, etc.). See Bomb I, ii, p. 337 and

note.

^ The pissagre has been tak< n by some to mean that Mayurasarman was anointed

by S.nlinjDo after he meditated on the Senapati (i.e., Sadanana?). This interprta-

ti' n is cerfaioly unten»b!e. Tne verb in anudhydya (after favouring)
,
which has

here its .sub;ect in ^adananah and its object in yam, is the same as in anudhydta

ffavjiireJ) in passages like mahdsena’indtryan-dnudhydt-dbhisikdta (favoured and

anointed by Mahasena and the Mothers) occurring in many Kadamba records.

2 MahCisenapati evideDtly ^ignihes Skaoda; cf. his names Mahasena and Senapafcj.
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is engraved on a boulder at the entrance of the Bhairaves-

vara temple at Chaudravalli in the Chitaldrug district of

Mysore^ and is so obliterated that it is difficult to be definite

as regards the reading of some of the names mentioned in

connection with Mayurasarman’s conquests.

I. Trekuta appears to signify the Traikutakas who

probably received their name from the Trikuta mountain in

Aparanta, mentioned by Kalidasa {Raghii, IV, verses 58-59).

An inscription {Arch. Sure. \V. Ind., p. 124f) of the

Vakataka king Harisena {circa 500-520) refers to the king-

dom of Trikuta. The copper- plate grants of the Traikutaka

kings are all discovered in the neighbourhood of Surat and

Kanheri (Bhandarkar, List, Nos. 1199, 1200, 1202, etc.).

The Kanheri grant of the year 215 (A.D. 193-94)

of the augmenting sovereignty of the Traikutakas refers

to a monastery at Krsnagiri (Kanheri) itself. The Pardi

inscription of Dahrasena is dated in year 207 (A.D, 455-

56). The date of the Surat inscription of Yyaghrasena

is the Traikutaka year 232 (A.D. 479-80). The

evidence of the Traikutaka inscriptions thus shows that

the family ruled in Southern Gujarat and the Koiikan about

the second half of the fifth century. It is possible that the

Traikutakas ruled in the same place also about the time of

MayuraAarman. The era used in the Traikutaka inscriptions

is said to be the same as the Kalacuri or Cedi era which

begins from A.D. 248-49 (Kapson, op. cit.j pp. clx-xlxi;

Bomb. Gaz., I. ii, p. 294.)

Traikutaka coins have been discovered not only in Sou-

thern Gujarat and the Koiikan, but also in the Maratha

country on the other side of the Ghats. Bhagwanlal

Indraji noticed a Traikutaka coin mentioning the Parama-

vaisnava Maharaja Kudragaiia (“sena), son of Maharaja

Indradatta {Bovib. Gaz., I. ii, p. 295 n.). The fact that

the Traikutaka coin-types are very closely imitated from the

Western Ksatrapa coins shows that they were intended for

31
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circulation in districts where the Western Ksatrapa coins

had become familiar to the people. ‘‘Local conservatism

in regard to coin-types is a marked characteristic of Indian

numismatics” (Rapson, loc. cit.). It is therefore clear

that the country of the Traikutakas was originally a part

of the dominions of the Saka king.s of Ujjain. According

tothe Ajanta inscription {Arch. Sure. W. Ind., IV, p.l38 ff.)

the Trikuta countio- was conquered hy the V-akataka king

Harisena w'ho appears to have ruled about the beginning of

the sixth century A. I).

II. The earliest mention of tlie Ablhras seems to be

that in Patahjali’s Mahdbluisya, I, 252 {Ind. Anl., XLVII,

p. 36). There they are associated with the Sudras. Accor-

ding to a verse of the Mnhabhdrata, these two tribes lived

near the place where the Sarasvati lost itself into the sands

{cf. IX, 37, 1 : sudr-dbhirdn prati dresdd = yatra nastd

sarasvati ). In anotlicr place however tlie epic places the

Ahluras in Aparanta (II, 51). Tlie country of the

Ahbiras has lieeii mentioned as Ahiria in the Pcriplas and as

Aheria in the Geography of Ptolemy. According to the

Greek geograplier {Gauj., VII, i, § 55), the land aliout the

moutii of the Indus was generally called Jndo-.Scythia which

consisted of three countries, viz., Patalenc (Indus delta),

Aheria (Ahhira country) and Sura>trene (Kathiawar).

The Purdnas {e.g., Vayii, 99, v. 359) mention the

Ablhras who ruled after the Andhra.s (Satavahanas). An
Abhira chief named Rudrabhuti is known to have served as

general of a Saka king of Ujjain. The Gunda inscription

of Saka 103 (A.D. 181), belonging to the reign of Eudra-
simha I, records the digging of a tank by the Abhira general

Rudrabhuti. It is also known that for a time the Saka
Satraps of Western India were shadowed bv an Abhira kiim
named lladharlputra Isvara.sena, son of Sivadatta. The
Nasik iii'^cription {Pp. Ind., A III, p. 88) of this king re-

cords the investment of 1,500 hdr.plpnms in the trade-guilds
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of Govardliana (Yasik)for the purpose of providing medicines

to the monks dwelling in tlie monastery on the Trirasmi

mountain/ Coins of a Mahaksatrapa named Isvaradatta

have been found in Kathianar. These are silver coins of

^he same style and t3’pe as the coins of the i5aka Ksatrapas.

Isvaradatta dates his coins in the regnal year and not in the

Saka era like the Western Ksatrapas. According to Bhag-
wanlal Inclraji, Isvaradatta was proliably an Abhlra connect-

ed with the dynasty of Isvarasena of the Nasik inscription,

and it was Isvaradatta who founded the Traiktitaka era

of A.D. 248-49. Rapson however has no doul)t that

Isvaradatta reigned between A.D. 23G and 239," that is to
say, about ten years before the establishment of the

Traikutaka era. It is not possible to determine whether

the Abhiras and the Traikutakas belonged to the same

dynasty or race. It may however be said that the two

groups of kings ruled over substantially the same territory

and had a similar formation of names, which facts possibly

suggest some sort of relation that may have existed between

the Abhiras and the Traikutakas (Rapson, loc. cit.).

III. We have already discussed the question of Alayura-

sarman’s quarrel with the Pallavas of Kahci. About the

beginning of the fourth century, the Pallavas appear to have

held sway not only over Andhrapatha and Satahanirattha

(Bellary district) in the north and the north-west, but

possibly also over the Kuntala country in the west.

IV. Pariyatrika seems to signify the people dwelling on

the Pariyatra mountain, wdiich may be identified with the

Aravelly Range and the Western Vindhyas. According to

1 The Nasik district “ may have passed immediately into the power of these

.ibhiras, either during the reign or after the reign of SrI-Yajfia, or it may have first been

held by the Cutu family of the Satakarnis, the ‘ other .^ndbras ’ or ‘ Andhra-bhrtyas ’

(' servants of the Andhras ’) of the Puranas, who undoubtedly were in possession of the

neighbouring maritime province of Aparanfa ” (Rapson, op. ett
, p. csxxiv).

2 Bhandarkar places the rule of Mahaksatrapa Isvaradatta between 188 and

lao A.D.
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thePuranas (Vayu, 45, 97-98 : Markandeya, 57, 19-20), rivers

like the Main, Carmanvatl (Chambal), Barnasa (Banas), Sipra

and A' etravatl have their origin in the Pariyatra orParipatra.

V. Sakasthana is the country of the Sakas. It has

been mentioned by the author of the Peripliis (§ 38) as

Scythia whicli was situated in the Lower Indus valley

and was under the rule of Parthian chiefs, engaged in un-

ceasing internecine strife. As lia.s already been noticed, the

Indian 8aka country is described in the Geography (VII, i,

§ 55) orf Ptolemy as Indo-Scythia which included Patalene,

Aberia and Surastrene. At the time of Mayurasarraan

(middle of the fourth century A.D.), 8akasthana seems to

have signified the kingdom of the 8aka kings of Ujjain. The

line of the Sakas of Ujjain w\as founded by Castana (a

contemporary of the Greek geographer Ptolemy) in the first

half of the second century. The Sakas continued their rule

in that locality up to the beginning of the fifth century when
Chandragupta II of the Imperial Gupta dynasty of Magadha
conquered Alalwa from Saka Rudrasimha III (Rapson,

Catalogue, p. cxli.x ff.
; Allan, Catalogue, p. xxxviii f.),

AG. Sayindaka has been suggested to be the same as the

country of the Sendrakas. The Sendrakas are known to be

of Nilga origin and their country is generally identified with

the Xayarkhaiida or Xagarakhanda division of the Banavasi

province, which possibly formed a part of the present

Shimoga district of Alysore. The Sendraka-visaya is known
to have been included in the dominions of the Kadamba
king Krsnavarman II. The Beunur grant (Ep. Carn.,Y,
p. 594) of Kr.snavarmanll records the gift of a village called

Palmadi which was in the Sendraka-visaya. A Sendraka
chief named Bhanirsakti seems to have been a feudatory
of the Kadamba king Harivarman (see the Halsi grant of the
eighth year of Harivarman’s reign ; Ind. Ant., AG, p. 31).
Aftei the fall of the Kadamhas the Sendrakas transferred
their allegiance to the Calukyas of Badami, who succeeded
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the Kadambas in the rule of the Kuntala region. A record

ofPulakesin I {Ind. Ant., VII, p. 211 ff.), who was the first

great emperor of the Calukya dynasty, mentions the Sendraka

rdjd Eundranlla Gonda, his son Sivara and grandson Sami-

yara who ruled the Kuhundl-visaya (Belgaum district)

with its headquarters at Alaktaka-nagarl.' The Chiplun

grant {Ep. Ind., Ill, p. 50 ff.) says that the Sendraka prince

SrI-vallabha Senananda-raja was the maternal uncle of Pula-

kesin II. An inscription (J.B.B.R.A.S., XVI, pp. 228-29) of

the tenth year of Vikramaditya 1 mentions the Sendraka

chief Devasakti who appears to have been his feudatory.

According to the evidence of the Balagami record {Ind. Ant.,

XIX, p. 142; Ep. Cam., VIII, Sk. 154), the Sendraka

Maharaja Pogilli, a feudatory of Calukya Vinayaditya I,

ruled over the Nayarkhanda division which had a village

called Jedugur, identified by Fleet with Jedda in the Sorab

taluka of the Shimoga district. The crest of the family of

Pogilli was the elephant {Bomb. Gaz., I, ii, p. 192). In connec-

tion with a certain Satyasraya (Pulakesin II?) aLakshmesvar

inscription mentions the Sendra (i.c., Sendraka) king Durga-

sakti, son of Kumarasakti and grandson of Vijayasakti.

VII. Punata has been taken to be the same as modern

Punnadu in the southern part of Mysore. Ptolemy seems to

have mentioned it (Geog., VII, i, § 86) as Pounnata where

beryls were found. The country or district of Punnfita was

adorned by the rivers Kaverl and Kapinl. The capital of

this ancient kingdom was Kirtipura (Kittur) on the Kapini

(KabbanI) river in the Heggadedevanakbte taluka. The Ko-

maralingam andMarnballi plates (/ud. Ant., XII, p. 13; Mys.

Arch. Surv., A.R., 1917, pp. 40-41) belonging to early

1 Eecords like the Bagumra (Nausari district) grant (Ind. .Int., XVITT,

pp. 266-67) of the Sendraka prince Prthivivallabha-Nikumbhallasakti, son of Aditya-

iakti and grandson of Bhanusakti, dated in the year 406 (Cedi era? = 655 A.l).),

show that the Sendrakaa were granted jagirs in Southern Onjarat after the country

was conquered by the Calukyaa. Alaktakan8gari=Lattalur of Easpakuta records ?
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Puunata rulers speak of the kings named Yisnudasa, Rastra-

varman, Xagadatta, Bhiijaga (son-in-law of Gahga Madhava-

Simhavarmau ?), Skandavarmanand Eavidatta, who belonged

to the Tamrakasyapa l iiJa. According to the Gahga records,

Gahga Aviuita, father of Durvinlla, married the daughter of

Skanclavarmau, king of Punnata. Gahga Durvinita is known

to have had a very long reign which covered more than forty

years and, as we shall see, the Gahga king probably helped

his daughter’s son, Caliikya Vikramaditya I, in securing the

throne of Badami about 654 A.D. The Punnata king Skanda-

varman, Durvinlta’s mother’s father, must therefore have

reigned in the second half of the sixth century. Some of the

Gahga recouls a.?sert that the Punnata country formed a part

of Durvinlta’s kingdom. The country may have passed to

Durvinita as the heir of his matern.il grandfather.^

VIII. Mokari has been taken to signify the Maukharis

of Eastern and Xortliern India. Inscriptions of the Maukha-.

ri kings have been discovered in the Ja unpur and Bara-

Bauki districts of U. P. and in the Gaya district of Bihar

(Bhandarkar, op. cit., Xos. 10, 1G01-1G05
;

Corp. Ins.

Ind., Ill, Intro, p. 11). The Haraha inscription {Ep.

Ind., XR’, p. 115) of Maukhari I.sanavarman is dated in

Vikrama Gil (A.D. 511). About the sixth century a line

of the Alaukharis is known to have established themselves in

the Kanauj region. Maukhari Grahavarman of this line

married the sister of the illustrious Harsavardhana (A.D.

606-617) of the Pusyabhfiti family of Thaneswar. The

Chandravalli record however seems to refer to the Maukharis

of Eajputana. Three inscribed yilpas (Krta year 295=A.D.
238) of a feudatory Maukhari family have been found at

Badva in the Kotah state {Ep. Ind., XXIII, p. 42 ff,).

1 Dr. B. A. Pakte-re 1)33 written a paper on the kingdom of Punnata in Ind. Cult.,

in (.October, 1936), p. 30'2 S. His chronology is however based on the theories that

Mayurasarman ruled about the middle of the third century, and that Gahga Durvinita

reigned in the last quarter of the fifth century, which 1 consider to be inadmissible.

Dubrenil's chronology is more reasonable (.4nc. Hist. Dec., pp. 107-9).
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It is interesting in this connection to note that the

tentative reading of the Chandravalli record does not speak

of the Banas who are, according to the evidence of the

Talgunda record of Santivarman, known to have been

harassed by Mayurasarman. The Banas were a very ancient

ruling family in the Chittoor and North Arcot districts.

According to Hultzsch (S. hid. Ins., Ill, p. 80) the capital

of the Bana dynasty seems to have been Tirnvallara which

had the other name Vanapuram and belonged to the

district of Perumbanappadi (the country of the Great Bana).

Tiruvallam is 40 miles west by north of Conjeeveram.

On the evidence of the Penukonda Plates (Ep. hid.,

XIV, p. 331), it may be suggested that about the

middle of the fifth century A.D., the Pallava kings Simha-

varman and Skandavarman installed the Gaiiga feudatories

Ayyavarman and his son Madhava-Siinliavarman for the

purpose of crushing the Banas who had possibly become

unruly. The early history of the Banas is wrapped up in

obscurity. The earliest rulers of the family, whose time is

known, are Vikramaditya-Bali-Indra who was a vassal of

Calukya Vijayaditya (A.D. ()9()-733), and Vikramaditya

who governed the country, “ West of the Tolugu Eoad,^’ as

a vassal of Pallava Nandivarma.n II (A.D. 717-79). See

Hultzch, Ep. hid., XVII, p. 3 II., Sewell, List, p. 3-28.

According to Dr. i\I. H. Krishna {Mijs. Arch. Sure.,

A.E., 1929, p. 56), the Chandravalli inscription is to be

assigned to circa 258 A.D. He suggests that the rise of

Maylira is to be placed between A.D. 2-50 and 260. All

his arguments are however based on an untenable view

regarding the date of Pallava f5ivaskandavarman whom he

places about the end of the fir^t half of the third century

A.D. It appears that Dr. Krishna too is inclined to place

Mayurasarman only a little later than Sivaskandavarman.

Pallava Sivaskandavarman, as I have already shown, ruled

in the first quarter of the fourth century. Mayurasarman,
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the language of whose Chandravalli record is a little

more developed than that of the grants of Sivaskanda-

varman, should therefore be placed not earlier than the

first quarter of the fourth century A.D.

The Malavalli inscription {Ep. Cam., VII, Sk. 264)

possibly also belongs to king Ma3Tirasarman. Here however

the issuer of the grant is simply said to have been kadam-

hdnain rdjd (king of the Ivadamhas) and vaijayanti-dhamma-

mahdrdjddhirdjfi (Dharma-Maharajadhiraja ^ of Yaijayanti

or Banavasi) ; but the name of the king is not mentioned.

Nevertheless, as the Prakrit language of the record is

later than that of the grants of Sivaskandavarman,

the issuer of the Malavalli grant must have been either

Mayurasarman himself or his immediate successor.

The grant was executed in the fourth year of the king’s

reign, on the second lunar day of the first fortnight of autumn,

under the first asterism Eohinl. The grant was in the form

of a Bahma-dijja (Brahma-deya) which was meant for the

enjoyment (dcca-hiioya) of the god Ma]apa]ideva. It consist-

ed of a number of villages which are said to have been

previously granted by king Manavj-agotra Haritiputra Siva-

' Titles like MalidrCijudlnraja were derived from Rajatiraja, etc , of the Scytho-

Kusanis, They wore first used in Northern India by the Guptas who were the

political sjccesjors of the Kusanis in the sovereignty of Aryavarta. In Southern

InJia, the title Dharma-Maharajd'lhirdja first appears in the Hirahadagalli grant of

Pallava Sivaskiadavariuin. No other early Paliava king is known to have used the

title. Sivaskandavarniin himself has been called Yuva-maharaja in the ilayidavolu

grant. The early Gangs kings cal! themselves Dftarma-.IIakddliiru/a. Since no early

Kadamba king is known to havs been called Dhanm-Mahatajadhiraja, may it be

supposed that this title of the Kadamba king of the llalavalli record was an imitation

of the title of Paliava Sivaskaudavarman who, as we have suggested, was possibly

suzerain of the Kuntala region in the first quarter of the fourth century ? May it bo

further .suggested that the name of Manavyasagotra Haritiputra Vaijayantl-pati

Sivaskandavarman who seem to have been the immediate predecessor of Mayurasarman

was after that of Paliava i?ivaskandavarman, just like the name of the Ganga king

Madhava-Sirnhavarman was imitated from that of his father’s overlord, king Siqpha-

yaiman (A.I). 436-458) of KaucI ?
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skandavarmaQ, lord o[ Vaijayaatld The Brahmadeya
was granted for a second time, with all the parihdras includ-

ing ahhata-pravesa, to a Brahmana named Kausiklputra

Nfigadatta of the Konninya (Kanndinya) gotra, who is said

to iiave been an ornament of the Kondamana-kula. The
necessity of granting for a second time is said to have been

the fact that the ownership of the estate was abandoned.

The villages granted were Soma pa tti, Kohgiiiagara, Mariyasa,

Karpendula, Para-Muccundl, Kiinda-Muccundi, Kappennala,

Kunda-Tapuka, A'elaki, Yegiira, Kona-Tapuka, Ekkattlia-

hara and Sahalil. The king's oral order seems to have

been written down by A'isvakarman and engiaved on the

stone-column by Niigadatta who is possibly not the same
as the donee.

The grant begins with an adoration to Malapalideva

and ends with the mahgala
: jayati lokanatha[h} rianda>Titu

go-hrdhmand[h']
;

siddliir=astu ; hJr—astu. This Sanskrit

mahgala at the end of a Prakrit grant reminds us of a

similar mahgala at the end of the Hirahadagalii Prakrit

grant of Sivaskandavarman. Many of the Sanskrit grants of

Mayurasarman’s successors also end with similar mahgalas.

The above inscription is engraved on a pillar in front

of the Kallesvara temple at Malavalli in the Shikarpur

taluka as a continuation of, as has already been noticed, an

inscription dated in the first year of Manavyagotra Hari-

tlputra Vinhukadda Cutukulananda yfitakarni, king of Ahja-

* It has been suggested {e.g., in Luders. Liit, No. 1196 ; Joum Ind. Hist.,

XIT, p. 361) that Sivaskanda-varman was the name of the Kadamba king who
issuid the Malavalli grant. Tlie composition cf the record however clearlv shows

that the theory is untenable ; cf. Tmjayanti-dliarma-mahdrujddhirdja patikata-

sanijhdyicaccdpaw kadamhdnain rdji snakhadarac land maiiai yasagottena hdntiputtena

raijayanttpatina pnrvadatt^eli, etc. It must be noticed that the word [kadambanam]

ruja with all the epithets preceding it is in the first case-ending, while sivalitadn-

ravvand and ail its epithets following it are in the third case-ending. Moreo er,

the epithet vaijayanti-dharma-mahdrdjddhirdja applied to ladamhdnam rdjd and

vaijayanti-patind apjllied to suakhadaractand show beyond doubt that these two

identical epithets refer to two different kings.

32
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yanti (Banava&l). This grant also begins with an adoration

to the god Majapalideva for wliose enjoynaent a Devabhoga

was granted in the king’s first regnal year on the first lunar

day of the second fortnight of summer. The Decahhoga

was in the form of a Bahmadijja (Brahmadeya) of the

gramahdm (group of villages ?) of Sahalatavi which was

granted to Takihciputra Kondamana who has been called

HaritTputra and is said to have belonged to the Kaundinya

gotra, with all the parihdras like ahhataprarrsa and others.

It must be noticed that the Malavalli record of the

Kadamba king also mentions Safiala (cf. the grdmahdra of

SahalatavT of the present grant) and there the donee is one

who belonged to the family of this Kondamana (Ixoncjamana-

kiila-tUala)

.

Since thelinguistic andpalaeographical standards

of the two Malavalli records agree in placing them very near

each other in time, T think it possible that the Kondamdna-

kida-tilaka Kausikiputra Nagadalta of the Kaundinya

gotra (donee of the Kadamba grant) was the son of

Takinciputra-Haritiputra Kondamana of the Kaundinya gotra

(donee of the Cutu Satakarni grant)d We should however

notice the facts that in the Kadamba record the twelve

villages including Sahala are said to have been previously

granted by a \ aijayantl-pati named Hivaskandavarman

and that the ownership of the estate is said to have been

abandoned. It may I|p supposed that Sahala was granted

by Vinhukadda Cutukulananda Satakaini, while the eleven

other villages were granted by Sivaskandavarman wlio was
possibly the former’s immediate successor. It is however
possih- to suggest that the gramahan of SahalatavT consisted

of the twelve villages mentionrd. In the terminology
of later inscriptions it would belike

*'•'

the Sahala Twelve” or

‘‘ the Sahala-mahagrama.” The cause of abandoning the

1 See, e.g , Xaisa lHi,, a, V. verse ISt, in which Nala, son
described as virasena-hula-dlpa.

of Vrrasena, has been
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ownership of the estate by the heir of Kondamana seems to

have been the political troubles caused by the rise of Mayura-

sarman. The case appears to be the same as that suggested

in connection with Sivasarman who received the village of

Polamuru from Madhavavarman I Visnukuudin, and with

his son Eudrasarrhau who fled to Asanapura during the

Calukya invasions and received back his father's agrahCira

from Jayasiriiha I Eastern Calukya when the latter was

established in the Guddavadi visaya (see above, p. 107 ff.)

The order of king Vinhukadda Cutukulananda Satakarni

for the execution of the Malavalli grant is said to have been

given to a Rajjuha whose name was possibly Mahabhava.

Rajjuha (from rajjti) has been taken to be the same as a

class of officials described by Megasthenes(McCrindle,incfeMf

India, pp. 53-54). These officials are said to have measured

the land, collected taxes, superintended rivers and the

occupations connected with land, enjoyed the power of

rewarding and punishing, inspected sluices, constructed roads

and carried out other works of public utility. Some of

these have been described as the functions of the Rajjuka or

Rajju-gahaka-amacca in the Kuriidhamma-Jdtala. From the

inscriptions of Asoka we know that the Rajilkas {i.e., Rajjahas)

were appointed over many hundred thousands of men and were

placed in direct charge of the janapada jana
; they therefore

seem to have been the highest district officers (see Bhandar-

kar, Asoka, 2nd ed., pp. 59-60). The Rajjukas were

possibly employed in this region when Kuntala formed a

part of the IMaurya empire. The existence of such an offi-

cial in South-Western Deccan about the beginning of the

fourth century shows that the official machinery of the

Maurva age was stilt functioning in Southern India (see

Baycitaudhuri, op. cit., p. 321).
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KanciAVArman, BhagIratha and Kaghu

According to the Talgunda inscription, MayuraAarman

was succeeded by his son Karigavarman. In the Satara

treasure trove four Kadamba coins have been found to bear

the legend skandha which Moraes takes to be a mistake for

kahga (op. cit., p. 382). The suggestion however is

doubtful. Another writer suggests (sec Journ. ImL Hist.,

XII, p. 361) that Skanda was the real name of the son

of May Lirasarman and that he was the same as 8ivaskanda-

varman of the Malavalli record. We have already shown

(above, pp. 166-07) that the identification of the names

Sivaskanda and Skanda is not quite happy. It has also

been proved that Sivaskandavarman of the iMalavalli record

did not belong to the Kadamba family, but was possibly

a scion of the Cutu Satakarni dynasty of Kuntala.

The same Talgunda inscription says that Kangavarman

was succeeded on the Kadamba throne by his son BhagI-

ratha. The coins in the cabinet of the Indian Historical

Eesearch Institute (St. Xavier’s College, Bombay) with the

repiesentation of lions and the word srl and with the legend

hhmjj in Ha^e-Kannada characters have been taken to be the

issues of thi.s king (KadamhakuJa, p. 382). But the

Kadamba coins (even if the Early Kadambas issued coins)

have not yet been studied, and we are not definite if these

coin^ can be assigned to the Kadambas.

Rev. Hera- has pointed out (J.B.O.R.S., XII, p. 458 If.)

that the storv of Krdidasa being sent as an embassy of

Vikramaditya (possibly Caudragupta II of the Gupta
dynasty) to the court of the king of Kuntala is referred to in
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the ^rhgdraprahdsa of Bhoja and possibly also in the Aucityn-

vicdracarcd of Ksemendra (not of Hemacandra
; see Ind.

Hist. Quart., IX, p. 200). He suggests that this Ivuntala

king was Bhaglratha and that Kalidasa was sent in order to

contract a matritnonial alliance that has been referred to in

a passage of the Taigiuida inscription which says that

Kakusthavarman, son of Bhaglratha, married his daughters

in the families of the Guptas and other kings. The theory of

Rev. Heras however seems to me to be based on a tissue of

assumptions. As has already been pointed out by X. Lakshmi-

narayana Rao (Ind. Hist. Quart., IX, p. 199), in the passage

of the Talgunda record, king Kakusthavarman, and not his

father Bhaglratha, has been credited with the family alliance.

We have already suggested that Kakusthavarman appears to

have ruled in the first half of the fifth century A.D. He
was therefore contemporary of the Gupta king Kumaragupta I

(circa 415-455 A.D.), the successor of Candragupta H (circa

375-415 A.D). It is possible that a son or a giandson of

any of the'^e Gupta kings was the son-in-law of Kadamba

Kakusthavarman.^

* Dr. S. K. .Viyangar {The ^Vakdtaka? and their idace in Indian Histonj,

p. 41 fT.) and, apparently following him, Mr. \. Lakshrainarayana Eao {Ind.

Hist. Quart., IX, p. ’d'l'l) think that the king of Kuntala to whom Candra-

gupta II is supposed to have sent an embassy was a kin" of the Vakataka

dynasty. It is pointed out that the Bharatacarita ( In Bhand. Or. Res. Inst.,

V, p. 40) mentions the author of the well known Prakrit poem Setubandha as a,

Kuntalesa, while Bana in the Harsacanta (Intro., verse 14) tells us that the poem was

composed by Pravarasen i, who has been identified with Pravarasena II of the Vakataka

dynasty. According to them, the Viikatikas were also known as “ Lords of Kuntala.”

The theory is however nntenable in view of the fact that the country of Kuntala has

been described as a separate political unit m the records of the Vakatakas themselves.

According to the B.il.ighat plates {Ep. Ind., IX, p. d'iilff), Narendrasena, son of

Pravarasena II, was married to Ajih.ta-Bhattarika who w.is the daughter of the lord of

Kuntala. The Ajanta inscription f.trc/i. Snrr. \V. Ind., IV, p. Ids ff.) says that the

VakStaka king Prthiwsena. f.atber t
? gran.lfather) of Pravars-na If, conquered the

lord of Kuntala. That the Kuntal i co mtry did not form a part of the Vakataka

iloniinions is also proved by the fact t lat acco'.ling to the sime inscription, Harisana

who was the last great king of the V.ikStaka dynasty claims to have conquered

Kuntala once again. Of course, the Kadainhas of Kuntala may, for some time, have
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Bbaffiratha was succeeded by his son, king Eaghu.

Nothing important is known about his reign except the fact

that his younger brother Kakusthavarman was a Yuvaraja

during his reign and was possibly in charge of the district

round Palasika (modern Halsi).

acknowledged the auzerainty of Uie V’akatakas; but that would hardly juatify Pravara-

sena TI beins: called kuntal-esa. Moreover, the Putuhis leg., Vayii, 99, 3Go-G6)

describe tlie Vakatakas as rai'Iiiaha (belonging to Vidisa), and the Vakataka grants

show that the Vakatakas ruled from the Vidarbha region in northern Deccan (see

Bhandarkar, List.jNos. 1703-13).

The mention of a Vakataka king as " Lord of Knntala ” in the Bharaiacarwa

only shows that its author lived in (or referred to) a period when the name Knntala

eNteiif’ed over the greater part of Western and Southern India, e.3 ., in the age of the

Calukyas who have been described as Kimtalar, “ Lords of Kuiitala,” in the

KaJihijnttuparani (sea above, p. 215. note 3). The Early Caliikyas may be supposed

to have been political successors of the Vakatakas in the Deeean,
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KaKUSTHAVAKMAN and SaNTIVABMAN

Raghu was succeeded by his younger brother Kakustlia-

varman ^ who was possibly ruling the Palasika division of

the Kadamba kingdom as a governor during his elder

brother’s reign. Only one inscription of Kakusthavarman

Las so far been discovered.

The grant of Kakusthavarman (Ind. Ant., VI, p. 23)

begins with the word namah, and a verse ^ which says,

“Victorious is the holy Jinendra who abounds in good

qualities and is renowned as being extremely compassionate,

and the banner of whose tenderness which comforts the

three worlds is lifted up on high.’’ Some of the grants of

Mrgesavarman and Eavivarman begin with the same verse.

The grant was issued from Palasika (modern Halsi on

the road to Nandigarh in the Bidi taluka of the Belgaum
district) in the eightieth year of Kakusthavarman, the

Yuvaraja of the Kadambas, who claimed to have enjoyed

the general good wish of the subjects. We have already

seen that the date of Kakusthavarman’s grant is supposed

to “be the eightieth year from the paUabandha of his

ancestor Mayurasarman, w^hich is mentioned in the Talgunda

inscription.’’ But since there is no proof that the

Kadambas had any era like that, it may not be unreason-

able that the date should be referred to the era of the

Gupta with whom Kakiistha was matrimonially related.

1 Tlie correct form of the n inie would be Kakutsthararman (literally, one whose

shield, i.e., protector, is Kakutstha, i e., Itamacaodra). In the Kadamba grants however

the name of the king is invariibly spelt KakusthacaTman.

» Jayatt bhagacan jinendw guiiantndrah prathita-parama-kdrunikah, Trailoky-

dsvdtakan dayd-paldk^otchritd yasya.
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By this grant a field called Badovara-ksetra in the village

called Kheta-grama, which belonged to the holy Arhats who

are taid to be the refuge of the created beings and the saviours

of the three worlds, was given to the general J^rutakirti as a

reward for saving the prince. It is said that the confiscators

of the field, belonging to the king’s own family or of any

other dynasty, would be guilty of the parica-mahapatal'a.

Accorddng to the -Tains, the five great sins are destruction of

file, l}ing, stealing, unebastity and immoderate desire. The

grant ends with the usual imprecatory ver.-es and the adora-

tion : n'Diio ;
rsahJiuijti namah. Rsabha is the first

Arhat and the first of the twenty-four -Jain tlrtlianliaras

(sanctified teachers) of the present age.

As we have ali'eady seen, the Talgunda inscription says

that king Krikusthavarman “by means of his rays w'hich

weie his daughtcr.s caused to expand the splendid lotus-

groups which were the royal families of the Guptas and

others.” In this connection it is interesting to note that,

in the Balaghat plates (Ep. Ind., IX, p. 270 f.), the Vakataka

king PrthivTsena II is said to have been the son of Narendra-

sena by the iMaiiadevI Ajjhitabhattarika who was the

daughter of the lord of Kuntala. The Vakataka prince

Xarendrasena was grandson of BiabhavatJgupfa, daughter

of Candragupta II. Dubreuil thinks (iur. Hist. Dec.,

p. 100) that Vakataka A'arendrasena, great-grandson of

Candragupta 11, was the son-in-law of Krikiisthavarman

and that the Talgunda record refers to this indirect relation

of the Kadarnbas with the Guptas. If this suggestion is

to be believed Ajjhitabhaltarika was a daughter of Kakustha-

variiian. It is however aKo possible that another daughter

of Kakustha u'as actually given in marriage to a Gupta
prince of I'atalipiura, who W'as possibly a son or grandson of

Candragupta II or Kumaragnpta I.

There is a lithic record in box-headed characters {Mys.
Arch. Sun., A, R. 1911, pp. ,3-3, 35) on the right jamb
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of the doorway of the Pranavesvara temple at Talgunda,

which speaks of a certain Kakustha of the Bhatari dynasty ‘

and of his mother LaksmI wlio is said to have been born

in the Kadamba family. Since Kakusthavarman is known

to have had several daughters and since grandsons are some-

times seen to bear the names of the maternal grand-fathers

(c/. E. Calukya names Rajardja and Rdjenclra), it is possible

that LaksmI, the mother of the Bhatari chief Kakustha,

was another daughter of the Kadamba king Kakusthavarman.

Thus Kakusthavarman appears to have been matrimonially

related to the Guptas, Vakatakas and the Bhataris.

The son of Kakusthavarman was king Santivarman.

The famous Talgunda inscription was engraved at the time

of this ruler. The Talgunda inscription begins with an adora-

tion to Siva and a verse eulogising the god.^ It records the

construction of a tank in the premises of a sidcUuilaya (temple)

of lord Bhava (i.e., Siva) by Kakusthavarman. It is also

said that the slddhalaya was formerly abhyarciia (worshipped

at) by Satakarni (possibly a king of the Cutu family) and

others. The record ends with the following mahgala :

nandatu sari-a-samant-d(jato=' ijam=adhivdsah
;

scasti prajci-

bliyah. It is sometimes supposed that the Talgunda record

was engraved by Santivarraan when he was a governor

of Sthanakundura (Talgunda) during the reign of his father.

But passages like grhesu yasya laksmy-uhgand dhrtimati

sucirdm ca rente, yam sumanta-cfidd-manayah pranemuh,

etc., show that king Kakusthavarman was dead at the

* The epithet bhatari vai/t^a-iilaka, applied to the chief named Kakustha, may

also augerest that the name of the chief’s father was Bhatari. See above, p. 260

and note. The record apeaks of one Pasjpati devoted to lord Pasupati, t.e
, Siva.

Kakustha is said to have been chief among the ten Mandalikas and had the control of

sul/ca He ia also said to have pleased his master, the kstbpa. The record also refers

to the residents of Sthanakuniapura-tlrtha which may be the same as Sthana-

kundura or Talgunda. The record has been assigned palaeographically to about the

middle of the fifth century.

2 Jayati vi^vadeva-sanighata-nieit-aika-murtih sandtanah Sfhdnur^ indu-Ta.4mi~

vicchuTita-dyuiimaj-jatd-bhdra-maridanah.

33
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time when the Talgunda inscription was engraved. The

record moreover speaks of the rule (sasana) of king

(nrpati) Santivarman who has been described as patta-tray-

arpana-mrajita-caru-marti which means to say that the

king wore three diadems or crowns {patta ; see Raghu,

XTIII, V, 44), that is to say, had three kingdoms in his

possession. It is not clear whether he received the

three pattas from his father or from a Pallava over-lord

(Pallavendra Santivara of the Hebbata grant ?) like his

ancestor Mayurasarman.

It is interesting in this connection to note that the

Birur grant (Ep. Cam., VI, p. 91) records the gift of a

village in the Sindhuthaya-rastra, made by the Kadamba

Dharma-Maharaja Visnuvarman with the permission of

ianujnapija'; his jye.sthapita Santivarma-dharmamabaraja

who has been described as vaijaijanti-tilakasamagra-karn^a-

hhfivarga-bharta. If this Santivarman is to be identified

with the son of Kakusthavarman, one of the latter’s three

paRas seems to refer to the kingdom of his feudatory

Msnuvarman. Another paUa possibly refers to the

Vaijayanti (BanavasI) division of the Karnata country,

which appears to have been under the direct rule of

Santivarman.

If the above identification is to be accepted (see infra),

v.e see that the Kadamba king Krsnavarman I (father

of Msnuvarman) who celebrated the A^vamedha, and

was a very powerful ruler and possibly had the

whole of Karnata (consisting of three kingdoms ?) under

him, was a son of Kakusthavarman and a younger

brother of Santivarman who was the jyestha-pitd ^

(father’s elder brother) of Visnuvarman. We also see that

Kr.spavarman I who w\as presumably dead when his son

I The -wor J jijeHha pita is synonymous with jyestha-tdta and pitrjyestha, ‘ a father’s

eldest broth. r ’ See the Miraj grant cf Jayasimha II (/rid. Atit., VIIT, p. 17a, I. 4).

and Ep Inil., VllI, p. 30 a
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\ isnuvarman was Dharma-Mabaraja under his jyestha-pitd

ruled before his elder brother Santivarman. It will be

seen below that the great Krsnavarman was defeated

and probably killed in a battle with the Pallavas.

May this fact suggest that, after the death of Krsnavarman

who usurped the throne, the rightful heir of Kakustha-

varraan got the possession of the entire Karnata country

with the help of the Pallavas who defeated the usurper ?
'

It is also to be noted that according to the Hebbata grant

Visnuvarman himself is also known to have been anointed

by a Pallava king.

An inscription in front of the Durgi temple at Jambe-

halli in the Sorab taluka (Ep. Cam., VIII, Sb. 44) has been

attributed by Moraes to the Kadamba king Santivarman,

son of Kakusthavarman. This record was written by

Kannaya, the minister for peace and war. According to it,

when Santivarna-arasa was ruling the [Banavasi] Twelve

Thousand, Kannaya built two temples and made a tank
;

having come and seen them, the king granted a mattal

of riceland to the priest of the temples. The inscription

however is in the Kannada language and bears the date

Saka 894 (A.D. 972). There is therefore no reason to

believe that it belongs to the Kadamba king Santivarman

who ruled about the middle of the fifth century. Santi-

varm-arasa of the Jambehalli record obviously belonged to

a vice-regal family that ruled BatiavasI under the Eastra-

kutas.^ The fact that the date of the inscription falls about

the decline of the Kastrakuta power in A.D. 973, possibly

explains why the name of the overlord is not mentioned in

the record.

* It may be also suggested that Kakuatha was a feudatory of Pallava Santivara

and named bis son after his overlord. The asvamedhin Krsnavarman became independ-

ent. He was succeeded by his elder brother, but the Pallavas supported his son.

These suggestions are however only speculative.

’ Was he identical with Santivarman of the Batta family of Sanndatti, who

ruled in Northern Kuntala in 980 ?
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MRgesavarman

Santivarman appears to have been succeeded by his son

Mrgesavarman whose last known date is year eight of his

reign. The king was matrimonially connected with the

Kekayas whose dominions appear to have comprised the

present Chitaldriig district in north-eastern Mysore. An

inscription (Mys. Arch. Rep., 1911, pp. 33, 35) on the left

jamb of the doorway of the Pranavesvara temple at Talgunda

describes queen Prabhavati, dear wife of Mrgesavarma-

Dharmamabaraja and mother of Ravivarma-Dharmamaha-

raja, as kniheya-mahakula-prasrild. The inscription obvious-

ly recorded a grant made by Prabhavati ; but only the

beginning of the record survives.

The following inscriptions of Mrgesavarman’s time have

been discovered ;

—

T. The Banavasi grant (Ind. Ant., VII, pp. 35-36)

begins with practically the same verse * as is found at the

end of the Devagi ri plates of Yuvarsja Devavarman, son of

Krsnavarman I. It is in adoration of the Arhat, the lord

of the three worlds.

The grant was issued under the asterism Uttarabhadra-

pada on the tenth lunar day of the Bahnla (sic. Sukla)-

paksa of Karttika in Mrgesavarman’s third regnal year which

was a Pausa sarnvatsara, when the king was at Vaijayanti.

We have already tried to show that the date corresponds

to October 24, A.D. 437, and to October 27, A.D. 472,

of which the latter appears to be the actual date of Mrgesa-

varraan’s grant.

In this record Mrgesavarman is called the son of Santi-

varman and born in the family of Kakustha. Another

' 3ayaiy = arhanis = tnlol;e.\ah sarta-hhuta-hite raiah,

Rdg-a(ly-an-haro = ’naiil«= ’nanta-jilana-drg = isiarah.
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important point is that it describes the Kadambas not

only as Manavya-sagotra but also as Angirasa which

appears to show that the family actually belonged to the

Angirasa gotra.

The grant records the gift of some black-soil lands

{krsnabhumi-ksetra), forty nivartanas by the royal measure,

in the village called Brliat-Paralura to the devine supreme

Arhat whose feet are rubbed by the tiara of the lord of gods,

for the purpose of the glory of sweeping out the temple,

anointing the idol with ghee, performing worship and

repairing anything that may be broken {sanunarjan-opalepan-

ahhyarcana-bhagnasamskara-mahhna). These forty nivar-

tanas of land lay within the western boundary of the

village. A field, four nivartanas by the ordinary measure

(ksetra-nivartana)

,

was also granted along with one nivar-

tana outside the Caityalaya for the purpose of decorating the

idol with flowers, and one nivartana that was the measure of

the ahgana (court-yard) of the devakula.

The grant quotes the usual imprecatory verses and

refers to the unresumable character of lands that have been

given with libations of water, enjoyed by three generations

and have been preserved by good people.

The pattika (grant) is said to have been written by

Damakirti-Bhojaka.

II. Another Banavasi grant {hid. Ant., VII, pp.

37-38) of srl-vijaya-siva-Mrgesawarman
^ was issued on the

full-moon day of the eighth fortnight of Varsa (rainy season)

in the fourth year of the king who was residing at Vaija-

yantl. The form of dating refers to a primitive division of

the year into three seasons of eight fortnights each. Traces

of this primitive division are to be found in the ancient

1 K. B Bithak on the strength of this form of the name identified {Iml Ant.,

XIV, p. 15), Mrgesavarman with Maharaja Sivaknmara who is mentioned by Bala-

chandra in his introductory remarks on the PraJ.rtasara, as having for his p'eceptor

t he weliknown acdrya Padmanandi-Kundakunda. The identification is fantastic.
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Indian custom of performing cdturmUsya (four-monthly)

sacrifices at the beginning of each season on the full-

moon days of the months of Phalguna, Asadha and

Karttika. In connection with the above date of Mrgesa-

varman’s record it is interesting to note that an inscription

of his son Ravivarman is dated on the tenth lunar day

of the sixtli fortnight of Hemanta (winter). It is also

to be noted that both of these grants record some gifts

made in favour of Jain asetics. It is therefore almost certain;

that the ancient form of dating in these cases was due otJain

influence. To the ascetics of ancient times the year seems

to have been divided into three seasons, viz., (jn^ma, varsd

and hemanta, each of which was subdivided into eight

fortnights.

In this record the vamsas of the king’s father and

motlier are said to have been pure. Mrgesa himself is

described as learned in various Sdstras and skilled in exer-

cises like riding. He is also said to have fought in many

battles and acquired much wealth by the power of his arms.

He was a giver of cows, lands, gold, clothes, food and many
other things.

By this grant, sri-i-j;a{/a-5ira-MrgesavarD3an, the Dharma-

maharaja of the Kadambas, made a gift of the village called

Kalavaiiga. The village was divided into three equal

portions, the first of wliich was given to the holy Arhat and

great Jinendra residing in the Purva-mahac-chala
; the

second portion vvas granted for the enjoyment of a sajngha

(sect) of the i^vetapata' (i.e., Svetambara Jain) Mahasraraanas,

and the third for the enjoyment of a sanigha of the

Nirgrantha {i.e., Digambara Jain) Mahasramanas. Future

kings are requested to protect the grant according to the

derabhoga-sa'maya in order to provide money for deva-bhdga,

dhdnya, deva-puja, call, cam, deoa-karma-kara and hhagna-

kriyd-praca liana. The record ends with the usual verses.

' See Bhandarkar’s I/ist, No. 2085 and note.
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The charter was written by a senapati named Naravara.

The seal attached to the plates is indistinct, but seems to

bear the device of the sitting or standing figure of a god

or man. According to Fleet, the figure may be meant for

a Jinendra. This suggestion however cannot be accepted

until it is definitely proved that Mrgesavarman was a Jain.

III. In the Hire-Sakuna grant (Ep. Cam., VIII, p.

12) the king has been called Mrgesvaravarman and the son

of Kakustha’s dear son. It was issued on the full-moon

day of Vaisakha in the eighth regnal year of the king when

he was residing at Vaijayanti.

The grant records the gift of a village called Kada.la-

kaiani and some vastuJca-ksetra (house-site) along with

Perddala to a Brahmana named Kratusomasarman who
seems to have belonged to the Gautama gotra. In connec-

tion with the boundary of the lands are mentioned Viraja

which seems to have been a river, a field called Karvvelli, a

river called Venna, Falavakkeni, Kadailkiira, Kaclakorasa

and a confluence of rivers (Viraja and Venna ?). The
hhojahas or free-holders of the locality were informed of

the king’s grant {desa-grama-gramahhojakanavi srdvita-

sravanam krtvd). The village was granted all the pariharas

and W’as made a-hhata-pravesa. The record ends with

the usual verses.

The legend on the seal attached to the Hire-Sakuna

plates reads sn-mrgeSvaravarmanah.

IV. The adoration wdth which the Halsi grant {Ind.

Ant., VI, p. 24) of Mrgesavarman’ s eighth regnal year

begins is the same as that at the beginnig of Kakusthavar-

man’s grant. In this record the king has been called a

dharma-vijayl and has been described as the dear eldest son

of Santivaravarman and the grandson of Kakusthavarman.

He is also called the uprooter of the Gangas {tuhga-ganga-

kiil-otsadi) and the very fire of destruction to the Pallavas
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Indian custom of performing catimmsya (four-monthly)

sacrifices at the beginning of each season on the full-

moon days of the months of Phalguna, Asadha and

Karttika. In connection with the above date of Mrgesa-

varman’s record it is interesting to note that an inscription

of his son Ravivarman is dated on the tenth lunar day

of the sixtli fortnight of Hemanta (winter). It is also

to be noted that both of these grants record some gifts

made in favour of Jain asetics. It is therefore almost certain

that the ancient form of dating in these cases was due ot Jain

influence. To the ascetics of ancient times the year seems

to have been divided into three seasons, viz., gri^ma, varsd

and hemanta, each of which was subdivided into eight

fortnights.

Tn this record the vamsas of the king’s father and

mother are said to have been pure. Mrgesa himself is

described as learned in various Mstras and skilled in exer-

cises like riding. He is also said to have fought in many

battles and acquired much wealth by the power of his arms.

He was a giver of cows, lands, gold, clothes, food and many

other things.

By this grant, sri-rt;a(/a-sira-Mrgesavarman, the Dharma-

maharaja of the Kadambas, made a gift of the village called

Kalavanga. The village was divided into three equal

portions, the first of which was given to the holy Arbat and

great Jinendra residing in the Purva-mahac-chala ; the

second portion was granted for the enjoyment of a samgha

(sect) of the SvetapafiT (i.e., l5vetrimbara Jain) Mahasramanas,

and the third for the enjoyment of a samgha of the

Nirgrantha (i.c., Digambara Jain) Mahasramanas. Future

kings are requested to protect the grant according to the

devabhoga-sa'maya in order to provide money for deva-bhdga,

dhanya, deta-puja, rali, cam, deva-karma-kara and hhagna-

kriija-pravartana. The record ends with the usual verses.

' See Bhandarkar's List, No. 2085 and note.
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The charter was written by a senapaii named Naravara.

The seal attached to the plates is indistinct, but seems to

bear the device of the sitting or standing figure of a god

or man. According to Fleet, the figure may be meant for

a Jinendra. This suggestion however cannot be accepted

until it is definitely proved that Mrgesavarman was a Jain.

III. In the Hire-Sakuna grant (Ep. Cam., VIII, p.

1‘2) the king has been called Mrgesvaravarman and the son

of Kakustha’s dear son. It was issued on the full-moon

day of Vaisakha in the eighth regnal year of the king when

he was residing at Vaijayanti.

The grant records the gift of a village called Kadaj[a-

kalani and some vastuka-ksetra (house-site) along with

Perddala to a Brahmana named Kratusomasarman who
seems to have belonged to the Gautama gotra. In connec-

tion with the boundary of the lands are mentioned Viraja

which seems to have been a river, a field called Karvvelli, a

river called Venna, Palavakkeni, Kadailkura, Kadakorasa

and a confluence of rivers (Viraja and Venna ?). The
hhojakas or free-hoiders of the locality were informed of

the king’s grant {desa-grama-gramahhojakanam srdvita-

srdvanam krtvd). The village was granted all the pariharas

and was made a-hhata-pracesa. The record ends with

the usual verses.

The legend on the seal attached to the Hire-Sakuna

plates reads sn-virgeivaravarmanah.

IV. The adoration with which the Halsi grant (Ind.

.int., VI, p. 24) of Mrgesavarman ’s eighth regnal year

begins is the same as that at the beginnig of Kakusthavar-

man’s grant. In this record the king has been called a

dharma-vijayt and has been described as the dear eldest son

of Santivaravarman and the grandson of Kakusthavarman.

He is also called the uprooter of the Gangas {tuhga-ganga-

kuJ-otsddl) and the very fire of destruction to the Pallavas
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ipaJlava-pralay-anala)

.

We have seen that Mrgesa possibly

began to rule in A.D. 470. His Ganga contemporary

therefore seems to have been either Ay^avarman who was

installed by the Pallava king Simhavarman (43G-37 to circa

458 A.D.) of KancI or probably Ayyavarman’s son Madhava-

Simhavarman whose Penukonda plates have been assigned

by Fleet to circa 475 A.D. Mrgesa s Pallava contemporary

was probably king Skandavarman, the son of Simhavarman

and the overlord of the Gaiiga king Madhava-Sirnhavarman

(see aboce, p. 176).* The reference to the Pallava overlords

together with their Ganga feudatories appears to prove that

Mrgesavarman had to fight hard with his eastern neighbours.

While residing at the city of VaijayautI, the king,

through devotion for his father who was dead, caused to

be built a jindlaija at the city of Palasika and gave to the

holy .A.rhats thirty-three nioartams of land between the

river iNIatrsarit and the sacred confluence of rivers (Matrsarit

and Inginl ’?) called the Ihgini-.samgama. The grant was

made for the benefit of the Yapaniyas, Nirgranthas and

the Kurcakas who were apparently sects of Jain ascetics.

Xirgrantha is tlie same as the Digambara sect. The word

ijdpanlija seems to signify “ tho.se who go away,” i.e., the

mendicants who are going away and not staying.

The date of the grant is given as the full-moon day of

the month of Kfirttika in the king’s eighth regnal year which
was a Vaisakha samvatsara. We have already seen that

the tenth tithi of the bright half of Karttika of his third

year fell in tlie Pansa sarrivatsara. This fact seems to show

> Mr. M.iraessiig^vsls (,.p cif., pp. 32-3:1) tli.it YuviimaLaiaja Vi'migopa was
po=3il)ly Uie I dilava contemporary of MrgeMvarman. He takes tlie title Yuvamahardja
aa signifying Vianugopa's subordinate position to the Kadamba king. Yuvamaha-
ra:a however moans a crown-prince and never signifies a feudatory ruler. Pallava
\ irnugopa could not have been the crown prince, le., heir, of Kadamba Mpeesavar-
mao.
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that the same lunar day of the next Vai^aka samvatsara

fell in his seventh regnal year. We are possibly to suppose

that the eignth year of iMrgesa’s reign began in between the

hikla-dahml and the full-moon day of Karttika. The king

then would appear to have ascended the throne on a day

between those two tithis.

The executor [djnapti) of the grant was a Bhojaka

named Damakirti; all other functions were performed by the

Ayuktaka Jiyanta. According to Fleet, Bhojaka is the

name of a class of officiating priests in Jain temples. It is

however generally taken in the sense of free-holder {indm-

dcir) which seems to be better. It may be noticed that a

person named Srutakirti who has been called a sendpati

(general) in the grant of Kakusthavarmau has been mentioned

as Bhoja i^rutaklrti in an undated Halsi grant of Ravivar-

man. Ayuktaka generally means the governor of a district.

Jiyanta who has been called sarcasy=^dnusthdtd was pro-

bably entrusted with the construction of the Jinalaya.

The grant ends with tlie usual imprecatory verses and

ihe mahgala : siddhir- astu.

V. The Hitnahebbagilu grant {Ep. Gam., IV, p. 130;

Hs. 18) of sr7-rj//^a-6'h-a-JIrgesavarman begins not with the

usual adoration to Jinendra, but with a verse adoring lord

Brahman.^ It must be noted in this connection that this

grant was made in favour not of any Jain institution but of

a Brahmana, described as an Citharvanika and veda-vedahga-

vit. Are we to suppose that KTrtivara, the writer of the

present record, was a Brahraanical Hindu worshipper of

Brahman, while the grants showing considerable Jain

inlluence were written by devout Jain officials of the

king? It is known that Mrgesavarman and Ravivarman

1 Jaynii sur-dsura-makuta-'pranihiia'

man i-kiraiia-khactta-carana-yugab
;

danda-kamandahi-liastah

padma-prarnr-asano Irahmd.

34
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favoured Jainism ; but it is not definitely known whether

they were Jains themselves. While in this record the

king is called dharmajna like Yudhisthira, satyavadi like

Pratardana and hrahmanya like Visnu, his Banavasi grant,

as we have already seen, describes the supreme Arhat as

having his feet rubbed by the tiara of Indra. It is thus

difficult in the present state of our knowledge to form a

definite idea about the religion of Mrgesavarman.

The Hitnahebbagilu grant was issued on the tenth

lunar day of the bright half of Margasiraswhen the king was

residing at Yaijayantl. Mrgesavarman is described as a

giver of cows, lands, villages, gold and other things {go-

sahasra-naca-ksetrahala-dhami^-gmma-hiramj-'idi).

The grant records the gift of a village called Iviliml-

rilli to a Brabmana named Sarvasvamiu, son of Pingala-

svamin who belonged to the Aupagaliani gotra. It was made

in accordance with the law of tlie Brahmadeyas, with liba-

tions of water and dakmna. The village was granted the

yariharas called rihhnta-pracesa and antahkara-vistika which

we find referred to in the Kudgere grant of Mandhatrvar-

mau {Ep. Ind., VI, p. 1-2). It is also said to have been

exempted from pahgntkota the meaning of which is not

quite clear.

Some verses quoted at the end of the record are said to

be the words of Bhisma and Rama. The pattikd waas written

by Kir tivara.
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Eavivarman

Mrgesavarmaii was succeeded by his son Eavivarman

who ruled at least up to the thirty-fifth year of his reign.

This king is known to have annexed the Palasika division

of the Karnata country to his dominions which probably

comprised the Vaijayanti and Uccasrhgi divisions only. A
Halsi garnt of his son's fourth regnal year {Ind. Ant.,

VI, pp. 30-31) suggests that the Uccasrhgi division was

governed by Eavi’s younger (?) brother Sivaratha. Another

Halsi grant of Eavivarman describes how the king killed

Visnuvarman (son of the usurper Ivrsnavarman I), defeated

the latter’s Pallava allies and established himself at Palasika.

A damaged stone inscription {Ep. Cam., VIII, p. 167)

discovered at Kavadi in the Sorab taluka mentions a queen

along with the name of Eavivarman, son of Mrgesa. The

record is written in four lines of verse; the first few letters

of the lines however could not be deciphered. The epigraph

has been taken to imply that at the death of Eavivarman

one of his queens burnt herself with him as a salt. The

following records of Eavivarman’s time have so far been

discovered.

I. The Nilambur grant (Ep. Ind., VIII, p. 146 ff.)

of Eavivarma-Dharmamaharaja was issued when the king

was at Vaijayanti. In this record the Kadamba family has

been described as purified by the amhhrtha-snana of the

Asvamedha sacrifice. As we shall see, the only performer

of the Asvamedha among the Early Kadambas was Krsna-

varman I whose descendants generally refer to the celebra-

tion of the sacrifice in their grants. The Nilambur grant
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bears the only instance in which the Asvamedha of the usur-

per is referred to in a record of a king of the main line.

By this record the king granted on the full-moon day

of Karttika, for the increase of his own religious merit, a

palli called Midtagi which was to the east of a grama called

Kirilpasani in the visaija of Mogalur. The grant was

made in favour of a Yajurvedlya Brahmana named Govinda-

svamin who belonged to the Kasyapa gotra. Another place

called Malkavu was also given along with Multagi. Multagi

is mentioned in the Mcrkera plates of the Gahga king

Kongani-Mahadhiraja as the eastern boundary of a village

called Badaneguppe wBich was granted to the Jinalaya of

Talavananagara. Talavanapura and Talavananagara were

the Sanskrit forms of Talekkad or Talakad, the Gahga

capital, which still exists under the name of Tajakad, on the

left bank of the river Kaverl about ’28 miles to the south-

east of Mysore \Bomh. Gar., I, ii, p. 209). Badaneguppe

is five or six miles south of Tajakad on the other side of the

river. Mogalur is supposed to be the same as Mugur or

MuUur which is also near Tajakad. The grant of two

villages so near the Gahga capital proves the success of

Bavivarman against the Gaiigas. We have already seen

that according to the evidence of a Halsi grant the Gahgas

were ‘uprooted’ by the father of Eavivarman before the

eighth year of his reign. It is interesting in this connec-

tion to note that the Gahgas were friendly tow'ards the

junior line of Ivrsnavarman 1. The Gahga king Madhava-
Mahadhiraja is known to have married a granddaughter of

Visnuvarman who, as we shall see, was killed by Eavivar-

man before the eleventh year of Eavi's reign. Gahga Avinita-

Kohkani, son of Madhava, has been described in the Gahga
records as the beloved sister’s son of Krsnavarman, evidently

ivrsnavarman II, grandson of Visnuvarman (see infra).

The grant is said to have been made with gold and
with libations of water. All the pariharas w'ere granted.
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Those who might confiscate the lands are said to be com-

mitting the pahca-mahapCttaka, while those who would

protect the grant are said to be acquiring religious merit.

The record ends with the imprecatory verses and with the

mahgala : svasty=astu go-hrahmanehlnjali
,
prajdhhyo man-

galam.

II. The Halsi grant {Ind. Ant, \1, p. 28) of Eaja

Bhanuvarman is dated on the tenth lunar day of the sixth

fortnight of Hemanta in the eleventh year of the reign of

his elder brother Eavivarma-Dharmamaharaja. The record

begins with the usual adoration to Jinendra-gunarundra and

traces the royal genealogy from Kakusthavarman.

By this grant a piece of land, fifteen nivartanas by the

royal measure, in the field called Kardamapatl in Palasika

was assigned in a copper charter and was given to the

Jinas by the Bhojaka Pandara who was a worshipper of the

supreme Arbat. Pandara is said to have acquired the

favour of Eaja Bhanuvarman, younger brother of Maharaja

Eavivarman. The patt seems to be the same as patti or

pattikd which as we have seen (above, p. 198) probably

means a piece of land.

The lands were given free from the gleaning tax and all

other burdens (uncha-kara-hhar-ddi-vivarjita) in order that

the ceremony of ablution might always be performed with-

out fail on days of the full-moon.

Fleet suggested (Ind. Ant., VI, p. ’iOn) that Bhanuvar-

man may have ruled conjointly with his elder brother Eavi.

The fact that the prince is simply styled Bhanuvarma-raja

while his elder brother has been called Dharma-maharaja

renders this theory untenable. Bhanuvarman seems to

have been the governor of Palasika under king Eavivarman.

The grant ends with the usual impecatory verses. The

seal attached to the plates is indistinct.

III. The Sirsi grant (Ep. Ind., XVI, p. 264) of Eavi-

varman’ s thirty-fifth year was issued when the king was at
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VaijayautL Ravivarman, the Dharma-inaharaja of the

Kadamhas, is said to have been kadamha-maJiasendpati-

pratima ^ and atyanta-pitr-bhakta. The grant records the

gift of four nkartams of Jand at Saregrama to the temple

of Mahadeva {makadei-Cnjatana) that belonged to the desd-

mdtija named Nilakantha who was the king' s priya-vaidya

(favourite physician). The grant was made on the fifth

lunar day of the bright half of Karttika in the thirty-fifth year

of Ravivarman’s reign. The land is said to have been in

a field called Banidupukropi which lay between two tanks

called JiaipbSre-tadaga and Dasa-tadaga. The record

mentions a Brahmaiia named Bharadvajarya who belonged

to the Kasyapa gotra and was possibly also called Svami-

pasupata. He seems to have been the chief priest of the temple

of Mahadeva.

IV. The undated Halsi grant (Ind. Ant., VI, pp.

25-2(i) which begins with the usual adoration to Jinendra-

gunarundra records an interesting history of a family that

was favoured by Kakusthavarman and his descendants. It

says that in former time the Bhoja named Srutakirti who
acquired great favour of the Kadamba king Kakusthavarman

enjoyed the village of Kheta. We have seen that Kakustha-

varman granted a field called Badovara in the village of

Kheta to the sendpiti Srutakirti for saving him. When
Srutakirti died, Kakustha’s son Santivarman was ruling the

country. Then the village was again granted to the mother

of Damakirti (son of Srutakirti?) by Santivarman’s son

Mrgesavarman for the sake of piety and in accordance with

the direction of his father. The eldest son of Damakirti was
the pratihdra (door-keeper) Jayakirti whose family is said to

have been established in the w’orld by an dedrya (or thedednyas)

called Bandhusena. In order to increase his good fortune,

fame and family and for the sake of religious merit, Jayakirti^

’ See above, p. 210n.
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through the favour of king Ravi, gave the village of Puru-

Khetaka {i.e., larger Kheta or Khetaka) to the mother of his

own father.

The grant further records that the lord Ravi established

his ordinance at the great city of Palasika that Jinendra’s

glory, the festival of which used to last for eight days,

should be celebrated regularly every year on the full-moon

day of Karttika from the revenues of that village; that the

learned men who were ascetics of the Yapaniya sect and the

chief amongst whom was Kumaradatta should, according to

justice, enjoy all the material substance of that greatness

during the four months of the rainy season
;
and that the

worship of Jineudra should be perpetually performed by

the pious countrymen and citizens.

The record says, “ That (land, etc.)—which has been

conveyed by copper-charters under some ordinances accepted

by previous kings—should be preserved by the king not

inattentive to religion, leaving pondered over the misfortunes

of being born again and again,” and quotes the usual impreca-

tory verses. It also says that the grant which is bestow'ed

with libations of water, is enjoyed by three generations,

is preserved by good people and the grants which have

been made by former kings are not resumed.

The record ends with the adoration na/no = namaA and

says, “ Wheresoever the worship of Jinendra is kept up there

is increase of the country; and the cities are free from fear;

and the lords of those countries acquire strength.”

V. Another undated Halsi grant {Ind. Ant., VI, pp.

29-30) of Ravivarman records that the king granted four

nivartanas of land to Jinendra. The actual donor of the

land seems to have been Srikirti, brother of Damakirti; the

object of the grant was the increase of the religious merit of

Damakirti ’s mother. There are the usual imprecatory

verses at the end of the record.
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The most interesting point in the record is that it des-

cribes Ravivarman as established at Palasika after con-

quering the whole world, killing Visnuvarman and other

kings and uprooting Candadanda, the lord of Kahci.^ The

descendants of the usurper were hostile to the kings of the

main line. Visnuvarman however seems to have had to

accept for some time the suzerainty of Santivarman. We
have seen that, according to the Halsi grant of the eighth

year of AIrgesavarman, the king while residing at A^aijayanti

built a Jinalaya ah the city of Palasika and gave to the holy

Arhat thirty-three nuartanas of land between the Matrsarit

and the Iiiginl confluence. It possibly shows that Visnu-

varman ruled at Palasika as a vassal of the VaijayantI kings

at least up to the eighth year of Mrgesavarman’s reign,

^

The reference to his fight with Ravivarman shows that,

possibly after the death of Mrgesa, A'’isnuvarman rebelled

against the authority of the main line. The mention of the

defeat and death of A^isnuvarman in connection with the

estabh-hment of Ravivarman at Palasika seems to suggest

that the former was a king of tlie Palasika division of the

Karnata country. We have already seen that Ravi’s

* irt-vimuiarma-prahlirrm narendrun

nihnlt/n jilra prlhiehn samastdm ;

Vtiiidya Idiic-iii-nra-candadandayn

pald^ihnyiim s,i>narasthitas=sali.

M. G.)Tind r.ii says ijoum. Ind. Hist., XIII, pp. 29-30) :
“ when after the

death of Krsnavariuan I lli^ s^n Vi^nuyarman ascended the Kadarnba throne, hia

cousin-brother ( ? ) Ea\ivarman of the senior I'ranch fonplit with him and defeated him
anil his Paiiavi ally C in ja iind i, seized the Kadatnba crown and entlironed himself as

kino, As a consequence, Visnuoarium was obliged to remove his court to a place

called Kuia.ur tuheiue lie issucj his Uebbata grant) ” The verse however clearly

says that \ ifnusarman was killed and could not therefore have removed to Kuilalur

after the battle. As has already been pointed out, Visnuvarman was possibly the king
of the Palasika disision and not of the who'e Kadamba country,

^ It may also be suggested that Visnuvarman originally ruled at the city of

Kuilalur whence his Hebbata grant was issued and that he occupied Palasika when
he rebelled against bis overlords of the VaijayantI house.
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younger brother Bhaniuvarman was ruling at Palasika in the

eleventh year of his elder brother’s reign. The death of

Visnuvarman therefore seems to have occurred before the

eleventh year of Ravi. Since Ravi appears to have ascended

the throne earlier than A.D. 503, the date of Visnuvarman’s

death appears to have fallen in the ninth or tenth decade of

the fifth century.

As we have already suggested (above, p. 182) Candadanda,

described as the lord of KancI, may have been a hiruda

of Pallava Nandivarman (issuer of the Udayendiram grant)

or of one of his successors. Since the twenty-second

year of Nandivarman’s grandfather Sirnhavarman is known

from the Lokavibhdga to have fallen in A.D. 458, the above

suggestion does not appear improbable.

The seal attached to the plates is said to have the device

of a dog.

35



IX

Harivarmax

Kavivarman was succeeded by his son Harivarman who

is the last known king of the main line. According to a

late record (Ep. Cam., VIII, Nr. 3-5, p. 134) an early San-

tara chief, named Tyagi-Santara, married the daughter of a

Kadamba king, named Harivarman. This Kadamba Hari-

varman seems to be no other than the son of Kavivarman.

Harivarman possibly began to reign in A.D. 538. About

this time the Calukyas under Pulakesin I became the great-

est political power in Western Deccan and the Kadam-

bas of Kuntaia began to decline. It is not known whether

Harivarman was a contemporary of Pulakesin I. The

Calukya king however seems to have come into conflict with

the Kadambas in connection with the Asvamedha which he

performed.' Calukya Kirtivarman I, son and successor of

Pulakesin I, has actually been said to have defeated the

king of VaijayantT in the Mahakuta pillar inscription

of Maiigalesa {Ind. Ant., XIX, p. IG ff.). In the Aihole

inscription (Ep. Ind., VI, p. 4 ff.) of Pulakesin II,

Kirtivarman I has been described as the very night of des-

truction to the Nalas, Mauryas and Kadambas. A reference

’ AccfirJjng to Bilhiin.i {Vil;rnmahl.nilerncantn, '2, Cl), the Calukya conquest

in tlie southern region at first extended ii3 far as Nagarakhanda which 13 known to

have formed a part of the Kad.iiiiba country. The Calukyas are generally believed to

have been a foreign tribe who entered India alonir with the Hunas. The diHereiit

feriiis of the name of the fauidy are Calkya, Calikya, Calukya, C.iiilukya, Culukki,

C.diikika and Caluk).!. The Caluky.i family of Anhilwiiila is commonly known as

Solaki or Solauki. Prof, Raychau lbiiri tr.p. cit.. p, .170 f.) is inc'ined to connect

them with ihe Sulikas (evidently the same as the Sulkfka family of Orissaj of the.

Har.ih.i inscription. Dr. P. C. Bagclii connects the Caluky as with the Sogdians who,

according to him, are mentioned as Su ika or Culika in the Purapas and who spoke

the Cfi'.ika P.iibiicl. See his excellent article on Sulika, Culika and Culika PaisacI in

Jviirn. Dept, Let., XXI, In thatcase however we have to explain the Kanarese-looking

original of the name Pulakesin and the celebration of Asvamedha by the first great king

of the family. Possibly they entered India centuries before the time of Pulakesin I,
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to Jcadamha-Jiadamha-kadarnhaka in the Aibole record appears

to suggest that Kirtivarman I had to fight with the com-

bined army of a confederacy of Ivadamba kings. It will be

seen below that in the sixth century there were other ruling

branches of the Kadamba family than the lines of Santivar-

man and Krsnavarman I. In several grants, Kirtivarman I

is described as “ establishing the banner of his pure fame

in the territories of the hostile kings of Vanavasi and other

(cities) that had been invaded by his prowess ” (Bomb.

Gaz., I, ii, p. 346). After the death of Maiigalesa, there

was a general renunciation of allegiance by the subordinate

peoples, and Pulakesin II had to reduce BanavasI once

again (ibid, p. 350). In the Lakshmeswar inscription

(Ind. Ant.^ VII, p. Ill), Calukya Vikramaditya I is said to

have defeated the Kadambas. The Bennur grant (Ep. Cam.,

V, p. 594) of Kr.snavarman II, grandson of the ill-fated

Visouvarman who was defeated and killed by Ravivarman

before the eleventh year of his reign, describes Krsnavar-

man II as set out on an expedition against VaijayantI

(vaijayantl-vijaya-ijdtrani =abhiprasthita). In the nineteenth

year of Krsnavarman (Ill’s reign however we find the king

stationed at VaijayantI (c/. Sirsi grant ; Ep. hid., XAT,

p. 268). It is not impossible that Krsnavarman II defeated

Harivarman and occupied the throne of VaijayantI before

the nineteenth year of his reign.

The following grants of king Harivarman have so far

been discovered :
—

1. The Halsi grant (Ind. Ant., VI, pp. 30-31) of

Harivarman was issued in the fourth year of his reign on

the thirteenth lunar day of the bright half of Phalguna. It

says that, at Uccasnigl, the king, at the advice of his father’s

brother (pitrnja), named Sivaratha, gave such a promise as

gladdened the heart of all people. In accordance with that

promise, he made Candraksanta the principal donee and
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gave to the possession of the samgha (sect) of Yarisenacarya

of the Kurcakas the village of Yasuntavataka in the visaya,

called Suddikundiira/ with all the parihdras. The grant was

made for the purpose of providing annually, at the great

eight days’ sacrifice, the perpetual anointing with clarified

butter {car-iipalcpana-hriy-drtham) for the temple of the

Arhat ;
whatever might remain over after that was to be

devoted to the purpose of feeding the whole sect (or all

sects ; cf. sarva-sa-rngha-bhojandya)

.

The temple of the

Arhat is said to have been built at Palasika by Mrgesa,^ son

of the general Siiiha who belonged to the Bharadvaja gotra.

The grant quotes the usual imprecatory verses and ends

with a verse saying, “May the practice of sitting in abstract

meditation which is the doctrine of the Arhat Yardhamana

and by which is effected even in the present age the destruc-

tion of the sins of worldly existence, flourish.” It further

adds an adoration to Yardhamana, the last and the most

celebrated of the Arhats of this age.

The seal attached to the plates is said to bear the legend

sn-harivarmd.

II. The grants of the early Kadambas generally begin

with the word svasti or aiddham. The Halsi grants of king

Harivarman {Ind. Ant., YI, pp. 31-32
;

also pp. 30-31)

however have both of these words at the beginning. The

present grant was issued in the fifth year of Harivarman’s

reign when the king seems to have been residing at the

adhnthdna of Palasika. The word adhisthdna generally

means a city ; sometimes it also signifies the capital of a

king. Palasika was possibly a secondary capital of the kings

• In Journ. Ind. Hist., XTT, p. .358, it has been anggested that Suddiknndura ia to

be identified with Siddhakedara in Triparvata, mentioned in the Devagiri grant of

Yuvaraja Deva\arman. Since however Siddhakedara was presumably the name of a

field (or village; heddra means ‘ field ’) and Snddiknndura was that of a riyajlfl, the

identification is doubtful,

2 Sinba may have been tbe general of Mrgesavarman and named his son

after his master
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of VaijayantI from the time of Visnuvarman’s death and

the annexation of the Palasika division by Eavivarman.

The grant records the gift of a village, called Marade, for

the use of the holy people (sadhti-jan-opayog-artham) and

for the purpose of ptija-samxl^dra of a Caityalaya. The

Caityalaya is said to have been the property of a sect of

Sramanas, called Aharisti {aharistlsamdlivaya-samgh-dnvaya-

vastu). The Head of the Caityalaya was possibly the dcdrya

Dharmanandin. The word sramana signifies a Buddhist or

a Jain religious mendicant or ascetic. The favour shown

by Harivarman and his forefathers to the Jains suggests

that this Caityalaya was a Jain temple. Jain adorations

and mahyalas are however absent in this record. Was it

written by a non-Jain ?

The grant is said to have been made at the request of a

Raja, named Bhanusakti, who belonged to the Sendraka

family. The Sendraka chief Bhanus'akti who appears to

have been the ruler of the Palasika division was evidently a

feudatory of Harivarman.

Like other grants of the family, the record ends with

some imprecatory verse. The seal attached to the plates

bears the legend srl-harivarmam which is preceded and

followed by scastika.

nr. The Sangoli grant {Ep.- Ind., XIV, p. 105) of

Harivarman begins with a verse * adoring lord Sambhu, and

the king is expressly said to have been a pnrama-mdhehara

(devout worshipper of Mahesvara). We have seen that, like

many of the grants of Kakusthavarman, Mrgesavarman and

Eavivarman, the composition of the Halsi grant (No. 1) of

Harivarman exhibits remarkable influence of Jainism. That

Kakusthavarman and Santivarman were also favourable to

Saivism as they were to Jainism is proved by the Talgunda

* Jayati dhmra-bal endu jatri-miikuta-maridanah,

Asddhya-nidhmas = samhhuT= mhe»aii = iagatarn patih.
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inscription. If it is not supposed that Harivarman became

a parama-mahesvara after the date of his Halsi records, it

may possibly be suggested that the early Kadambas of the

main line were Saivas who were exceptionally tolerant

towards Jainism.* It is clear that many officials of the

Kadamba kings were Jains ; it is also known that a general,

named f?rntaklrti, who was evidently a Jain, once saved the

life of Kakusthavarman.

The grant was issued when the king was at Vaijayantl.

The date of the record is given as the Vi.supa or Visuva day

on the Amavasya of Asvayuja in the eighth year of Hari-

varman’ s reign. It has been found to correspond with Tues-

day, September 22, A D. 526 and with Thursday, September

21, A.D. 545. Mr. K. N. Dikshit w'ho edited the Sangoli

grant rightly prefers the second date. Kadamba Harivarman

thus appears to have ascended the throne about A.D. 538.

The grant records the gift of a village, called Tedava,

with the pravihhacjas (literally, divisions ; sic. pan'hdras?),

dahsma and libations of water. The recipients were

Sivasarman, Prajapatisarman, Dhatrsarman, Nandi^arman

and Dbarmasarman of the Kaimbala gotra; Vaikuntha-

sarman, Vasusarraan, Nagasarman and Mandanasarman of

the Kalasa gotra; Visnusarman, Prajapatisarman and

Pitrsarman of the Garga gotra; Kumarasarman, Tvastr-

sarman, Skandasarman and Varunasarman of the Kotsa

gotra; Yasosarman, Aryasarman, Pasupatisarman and

Mitrasarman of the Srivistha gotra ; Vanasarman of the

Cauliya gotra; Prajapatisarman of the Y’alandata gotra ; and

Kumarasarman of the Kasyapa gotra.

The grant ends with the usual verses and the mangala :

siddhir= astu; namo hari-hara-hiranyagarbhebhyah; svasti

• The late tradition saying that Mayuravarman (i.c., Mayurasarman) was born of a

drop of sweat that fell on the ground from the forehead of Siva ia to be noticed in

this connection.
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prajahhyah. The adoration to the Hindu Trinity {viz.,

Hari, Kara, and Hiranyagarbha, i.e., Brahman) in a

record wherein the king has been described as a devotee

of Mahesvara seems to suggest that Harivarman was a

Brahmanical Hindu with sense of exceptional religious

toleration.



CHAPTEE IT*

EAELY KADAMBAS : KRSNAVAEMAN’S LINE

I

Krsnavatjman I

The Bcnmir grant (Ep. Cam., V, p. 594) was issued by

a Kadamba Dharmamaharaja, named Krsnavarnian II, who

claims to have been the son of Simhavarninn, grandson of

Visnndasa and great-grandson of Rajaraja Krsnavarman I.

Kisnavarman II lias been described in this record as belong-

ing to the Kadamba family which was rendered pure by the

araJthrtha hath taken during at the end of an Asvamedha sacri-

tice. Vismidasa, grandfather of Krsnavarman II, calls himself

Visnuvarma-Dhanna-maharaja and the son of the asvamedha-

ijCtjin ([lerformer of the Horse-sacrifice) Dharmamaharaja

Krsnavarman I in his own Birur grant {ibid, VI, p. 91).

According to the Devagiri grant {Iml. /In/., VII, p. 33),

Yu vara ja Devavarman, dear son {prhja-tanaya) of the

asvamedha-ijujin Dharmamaharaja Krsnavarman I, appears

to have been in charge of the Triparvata division of the

Kadamba kingdom. From the Tagare plates {Mys. Ach.

SuriT., A. R., 1913, p. 155) of the Kadamba Maharaja Bhogi-

varrnan, which describes the Kadamba family as sanctified

by the celebration of Asvamedha, we get the names

of the following descendants of Krsnavarman II— his son

Ajavarman, grandson Alaharaja Bhogivarman and great-

grandson Visnuvarman (II). From the evidence of the

above inscriptions therefore the following genealogy of the

* This chapter was ori'^inally published in Joiirn. Ind. Hist., XV, pp. 301-19.
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Early Kadambas is drawn :
—

Krsnavarman I,

performer of Asvamedha

Visniidasa or Visnuvarman I Devavarman

I

Simhavarman

I

Ivrsuavarman II

Ajavarman

J

Bhogivarman

Visnuvarman II

The exact relation of this line of kings with the line of

Mayurasarraan is not yet established beyond doul)t. We
have seen that, according to the Birur grant, the Kadnmba

Dharmamahriraja Visnuvarman I, son of Krsnavarman I, is

said to have granted a village, called Katattaka, in the Sindhu-

thaya-rastra, with the permission of {anuji'iapya) his jijestha-

pitd (father’s elder brother) Santivarma-Dbarmamahanija/

Santivarman has been described as rana-rabhasa-pravarttad-

astadasa-mandapika-mandita-caijauantl-t il ali-a - s aynagra-

karndta-hhiicarga-hhartd. We have also seen that, according

to a Halsi grant of Bavivarman, that king is known to have

killed king Visnuvarman, extirpated the latter’s Pallava ally

Gandad uida and established himself at Palasika which was

* From the cases of Bbanuvarman and Bhanusakti we have seen that the governors

of divisions of the Kadamba kingdom were called Raja. In the Birur grant how-

ever both Santivarman and Visjauvarman are called Dba-ma-maharaja. There may

have been a difference in the position of Visnuvarman with that of governors like

Bbanuvarman and Bhanusakti. He was possibly a subordinate king. In this con-

nection, it is interesting to note that, in the Fenukonda plates {Ep. Ind., XIV,

p 331 ff.) of circa 475 A. D., the Pallava overlord has been mentioned as Skanda-

yannsk-Mahdrdja, while his Gahga feudatory has been called Madhava-I/a/iddhira/a.

36
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possibly the headquarters of Visnuvarman’s kingdom. Since

Visnuvarman was killed in the early years of Eavivarman’s

reign, it is not unnatural to suppose that the former’s

jyestha-pitd Santivarmau, mentioned in the Birur grant of

the third regnal year, is no other than Kavivarman’s grand-

father Santivarman, son of Kakusthavarman.

The above identification has, however, been challenged hy

a recent writer on the subject, who points out that Visnu-

varman has been called sdntivara-mahardja-pallavendr-

dbhisikta (installed by the Pallava king Santivara-maharaja)

in the Hebbata grant and suggests that Santivarman,

jyestha-pitd of Visnuvarman, is to be identified with this

Pallava king, named Santivara (i.e., Santivarman). See

M. Govind Pai, Joiirn. Ind. Hist., XIII, p. 21.

The suggestion is ingenious; but there are difficulties in

the way of accepting it as true without further evidence.

Santivarman has been called the jyestha-pitd (father’s

elder brother) of Visnuvarman. Though terms of relation

were possibly rather loosely used in ancient time as they are

now, this epithet would ordinarily suggest that Santi-

varman belonged to the Kadaraba family. The suggestion

that “ not only one’s father’s elder brother is called

as jyestha-pit r, but the husband of one’s mother’s elder

sister is also called as such” can hardly be accepted

without definite proof. Moreover, the jyestha-pitd of Visnu-

varman is described as “ lord of the lands of the entire Kar-

nata country adorned with (the capital) Vaijayantl.” This

is hardly applicable to a Pallava king who presumably

had his own kingdom outside the Karnfita-desa. It is not

impossible that the Kadamba kings prior to Krsnavarman I

were feudatories to the Pallavas
; hut the above passage

seems to suggest something more than mere suzerainty,

and a theory that the whole of Karnata, i. e., the

entire Kadamba country, was, about the middle of

the fifth century A. D., ruled by a Pallava king, named
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Santivara, cannot be accepted as certain without con-

clusive evidence. It must also be noticed that no king,

named Santivara, is as yet known to have belonged to

the povAcrful Pallava houses of KancI and of the Nellore-

Guntur region. In the present state of our knowledge,

therefore, it is better to take the Dharmamaharaja Santi-

varman, jyesiha-pitd of Visnuvarman I, to be the same

as the son of Kakusthavarman and grandfather of Yisnu-

varman’s later contemporary Ravivarman. Krsnavarman I,

father of Visnuvarman I, would thus appear to have b' en a

son of Kakusthavarman and a younger brother of Santi-

varman. Since Krsnavarman I seems to have been dead at

the 'time when bis son w'as ruling as a feudatory Dhnrma-

maharaja under his elder brother Santivarman, he possibly

usurped the throne of Kakusthavarman and ruled before

Santivarman. The fact that Santivarman, elder brother of

Krsnavarman I, has been described not as the eldest son,^

but as a priya-tanaya (favourite son) or priya-hita-tanaya

(favourite and beloved son) of Kakusthavarman (see Ind.,

Ant., VI, pp. 24, 28) suggests that the eldest brother of

Santivarman and Krsnavarman I, died and that his death

was the cause of a struggle for the throne among the younger

brothers of whom Krsnavarman I came out eventually vic-

torious.

We have seen that Visnuvarman I, son of Krsnavarman

I, was installed on the throne by a Pallava king, named

Santivara. The cause of this seems to be the fact that though

Visnuvarman was the eldest son and the rightful heir to the

> Eldest sons are geceraliy specified in the Kadamba grants. A Halsi grant (Ind.

.4nt., VI, p. 24) of MrgesaTarnian says, sri hakustha-narendrasya sunur=bhdnur=iv =

aparah, sn-santivaravam^eti raja rajira-hcanah ; . ... tat-priya-jyestha-tanayak sri-

mrgesa-varadhipah. Another Halsi grant (ibid, p. 28) of Ravivarman says, srimat-

kdkustha-rdja-priya-hita-tanayah sdrtlnarm-dtan-tsah, tasy — aira ca jyaislha-sunuh

pralhita prlhu-yasah hi-mrgeso nar esah. It will be seen that while Mrgesavarman is

described as the eldest son of Santivarraan, the latter is described as a favourite son

only.
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throne of Krsnavarman I, he was a neglected son of his father.

According to tlie Devagiri grant, Devavarman, who was the

priya-tanaija (favourite son) of Ivrsnavarmau I, was made
the Auvaraja (crown-prince, i.e., heir) in preference to his

eldest brother Yisnuvarman. It may be conjectured that

\ isnuvarraan, after receiving this ill-treatment from his

father, removed to the court of the Pallava king Santivara

in despair. We have seen that Yisnuvarman probably ruled

at Palasika when he was killed by Ravivarman. It is pos-

sible that he received that territory with the help of the

Pallavas who, as we shall see, defeated and probably killed

his father Krsnavarman I. He appears, however, to have

transferred his allegiance to his jycstha-pitd l5autivarman,

son of Kakusthavarman, who possibly became the king of

\ aijayanti after the defeat and death of his younger brother

Krsnavarman I.^

Mr. G. M. Moraes says (op. cit., p. 29) that during the

reign ol Santivarman, his younger brother Krsnavarman I,

had been ruling in the capacity of viceroy overthe southern

provinces of the empire. For the Birur plates of Yishnu-
varma, while describing Santivarma, the grand-uncle (?

father s elder brother) of Yishnuvarnaa, as ‘the master of the

entire Karnata region of the earth,’ clearly specify that his

younger brother Krishnavarma ‘ was sovereign of the
southern region.’ Now the same plates record a grant made
by Yishnuvarma during his father Krishnavarma’ s life.

This grant was nevertheless made ‘ with the permission of

Santivarma-Dharmamaharaja.’ This evidently shows that
the donor as well as Krishnavarma, the father of the

It .nay be fOnjectured that Krsnav.irman I was a kinn of the Triparvata division
ofll.e Ka’nata rnuntry, while Visnuvarn.an. hostile to his father, was a kitvg of Pala-
^.ka under the Kadamba house of Vai;..yantl. If such was the case, the celebration of

ame a by Kjrnavarinan I, described as the daksinapalha-vasumati-vasu-pati.
Leccoes quite meaningless. Moreover, that conjecture does not explain how Ersna-
Tarruan I cv.uld be a viceroy of Santlvarman.
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donor, occupied a subordinate position under Santivarma.”

Moraes further thinks that, after the death of Santivarman,

Krsnavarman I broke up relations with his nephew

Mrgesavarman and became the founder of a southern

branch of the Kadamba family, which ruled from Tri-

parvata {ibid, pp. 30-31). None of the above statements

however stands to reason.

The evidence of the Birur grant has been taken to

prove that Krsnavarman I was a viceroy of the southern

districts of the Kadamba empire under Siintivarman.

Three points are however to be noticed in this connection.

Firstly, in the same grant Krsnavarman I has been called

ttsvamedha-yajin (performer of the Horse-sacrifice). I

have shown (see above, pp. 17 f.; 124 ff.; also Appendix

beloic) from the evidence of the sastras and inscrip-

tions that “ a subordinate king could never perform the

Asvamedha sacrifice.” Krsnavarman I therefore could

not be a feudatory or a viceroy of Santivarman, but was

certainly an independent king himself. Secondly, the

same grant calls him dahsind'patha-vasxmxati-vasn-'pati (lord

of the riches of the land of Daksinapatha) which clearly

shows that Krsnavarman I claimed a sort of suzerainty

over the whole of the Deccan. The word daksinapatha

of the grant cannot be taken to mean the southern part of

the Kadamba kingdom. ‘‘Lord of Daksinapatha ” seems

to have been the hereditary title of the great Satavahana

kings. As we have already noticed, Satakarni, husband

of Naganika, is called daksinapathapati, Vasisthlputra

Pulumavi has been called Daksina-path-esvara, and the

Satavahana, contemporary of the Saka Satrap Eudra-

daman, is called Daksinapatha-pati Satakarni. The

significance of the claim of Kadamba Krsnavarman I

to have been “ lord of the riches of the land of Daksina-

patha ” is possibly to be found in his performance

of the Asvamedha which cannot be celebrated without
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digi'ijaya (loc. cit.). In this connection, we should also

notice tliat in the Devagiri grant Krsnavarman I has been

cnUed ek-dtapatm (possessor of tie sole umbrella), which,

as Mr. Moraes himself suggests {op. cit., p. 39 note), “ is

indicative of the universal sovereignty.” This epithet at

least shows that he was an independent ruler of some

importance. It is also to be noticed that he has been

called Rajaraja in the Bennur grant of bis great-grandson

Krsnavarman II. The third important point in this con-

nection is that the grant recorded in the Birur plates

could hardly be “ made by Vishnuvarma during his

father Krishnavarma’s life,” as Mr. Moraes would let us

believe. The donor of the Birur grant was srl-Visnuvarma-

Dharmaraaharaja, eldest son of Krsnavarma-Dharmamaha-

raja. Since Vi.snuvarman has been called Dharmamaha-

raja, lie was obviously a crowned king at the time of issuing

the Birur grant. Krsnavarman I could not have been

reigning then as the overlord of his son, because Visnu*

varman is reported to have granted lands with the permission

of his jyestJia-pitd i5antivarman. It therefore appears

that Krsnavarman I died before tbe end of Santivarman’s

rule and could not therefore have been the founder of a

southern branch of the Kadamba family after the death of

Santivarman. It is most likely, as has been suggested

above, that he died before the beginning of Santivarman’s

rule. There is nothing in the Birur grant to prove that

Krsnavarman I was a viceroy of i5antivarman ; it is, on

the other hand, certain that he was a great and indepen-

dent king who performed the Asvamedha sacrifice.

Mr. Moraes thinks that the Devagiri grant was issued

when Krsnavarman I ‘‘ set up as an independent sovereign;”

and that the Birur grant w’as issued some time earlier when
he was still a viceroy of Santivarman {op. cit., pp. 30-31).

This view too is untenable. The Devagiri grant {Ind. Ant.,

\U, p. 34) was issued by Devavarma-Yuvaraja, dear son
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of Dharmamaharaja Krsnavarnian I. It is clear that this

grant was issued during the reign of Krsnavarman I him-

self. The Birur grant {Ep. Cam., Yl, p. 91) was issued,

as we have seen, by the Kadamba Dharmamaharaja Yisnu-

varman, who presumably ruled after his father Krsna-

varma-Dharmamahara
j
a

.

Only one record of the time of Krsnavarman I has so

far been discovered. It is the grant of Yuvaraja Devavar-

man found at Devagiri in the Karajgi taluka of the Dharwar

district. Krsnavarman I appears to have appointed the

crown-prince governor of the Triparvata division of the

Kadamba kingdom, which probably comprised parts of the

present district of Darwar in the Bombay Presidency.

The Triparvata division seems to have formed the northern

part of the Karnata country.

The Devagiri grant was issued by Yuvaraja Devavar-

man, dear son of Krsnavarman I Dharmamaharaja who

celebrated the Asvamedha sacrifice, probably when the

Yuvaraja was at the city of hi-vijaya-Tripaixaia,. By this

record, a piece of land called Siddhakedara ' in the Triparvata

division was granted (o the Yapaniya samgha {orjarnghas)

for the purpose of the glory of repairing anything that

may be broken {hhagna-samslan) in and of the perfor-

mance of worship at the Caityalaya of the holy Arhat.

It is also recorded that Devavarman granted the lands to

the Arhat Jaina. The record ends with the benediction,

“ Yictorious is the Arhat, the lord of the three worlds, the

maker of the good of all people, the destroyer of passion

and other enemies, the eternal one, the lord having eternal

knowledge.”

1 A recent writer thinke that Siddhakedara (in Triparvata) is the same as Suddiknn-

dura mentioned in the Halsi grant of the fourth year of Earn rrnan. Since

Suddikiindura was the name of a ci^aya, the identification is doubtful.

3 Jayaty = arhams = f nioheiah smTa-hhiitii-hHahharuh

Jiag-a(\y-an-hnTO= 'nanto= ’nantii-jnann-ilrg =Uiarah

.
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In this record Krsnavarnian I, father of the Yuvaraja,

has been called saniar-drjita-vipiil-aiscarya and rdja-visesa-

ratna. The epithet ek-dtapatra shows that Krsnavarman

I claimed to have been a paranaount sovereign. The king

is also called ndgajdn =dkramya day-dnuhhuta which has

been explained as “ who enjoyed a heritage that was not

to be attained by persons of Naga descent,” or as “ who

enjoyed his heritage after attacking some chieftains of Naga

descent.” The reading of the passage is however doubtful

and the interpretation cannot therefore be taken as per-

fectly established. The former interpretation would suggest

the Nagas to have been the Cutu-Satakarnis, but the latter

would possibly suggest the Sendrakas ‘ of Nagarakhanda.

There is an oval and worn out seal attached to the

plates. It has the devise of some animal standing towards

the proper right but with its bead turned round to the left.

There is also the figure of a god or a man leaning against

it or sitting on it. The animal may be meant for a horse

or bullock, but Fleet suggests tliat it may also be a deer

with horns.

According to the evidence of the Bannahalli plates

{Ep. Ind., AT, p. 10) of Krsnavarman II, Krsnavarman I

married a girl of the Kekaya family wTich, as we have seen,

probably ruled in the modern Chitaldrug district of Mysore.

His eldest son Visniivarman was born of this Kekaya

princess.'^

' For the connection of tlie Cutu-Satakarnis, see a/.ore, 158 n. In the

Lidkyhoie^war inscription [Ifid. \uf., \ TT, j>. Ilni, the SemJriikas are described as

h''lf'n;:^ing to the Biiujagcndra lineage

® Govinda Pai tliinks hid XTT, p. 3Gl (I ) that De\a\tirrii:in was the

son of KrPna\artiian TT He wrongiv fakes Devavanuan to be the elJt st son of hia

father simply because he was the Yuvaraja. There are however numerous instances in

histoiy to show that a favourite younger son was sometimes made heir to the throne in

preference to the neglected eldest son. The suggestion moreover is untenable in view
of the fact that the Devagiri grant descnlies the father of Hevavarman as the perform-
er of t he Asvamedha which undoubtedly refers to Krsnavarman I Krsnavarman U
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A stone-inscription of a Kekaya chief, named Sivananda-

varman, has been discovered at Anaji in theDavanegere taluka

of the Chitaldrug district. According to this record, Siva-

nandavarman, after the loss of his country and the defeat of

Krsnaraja’s army in the tumultuous battle that took place

between Nanakkasa (?) Pallava-raja and Krsnavarma-raja,

with a tranquillized heart, lay on a bed of darbha and became

desirous of going to heaven. Possibly he burnt himself to

death. We have seen that Kadamba Krsnavarman I was

matrimonially connected with the Kckayas. This fact and

the palaeographical standard of the Anaji record support the

identification of this Krsnaraja or Krsnavarma-raja with

Kadamba Krsnavarman I. Some scholars think that Siva-

nandavarman was a son of Krsnavarman I and was possibly

identical with Devavarman. The suggestion, however, is

untenable in view of the fact that Sivanandavarman is des-

cribed as belonging to the Atreya gotra and to the Kekaya

family which was a Soma-vatnsa. The Kadamba family, on

the other hand, was of the Manavya or Ahgira?a gotra and

was never connected with the lunar race.

Sivanandavarman may have been a relative and feudatory

of Krsnavarman I. The relation of the ksaijn (loss, ruin)

of his own country with the defeat of Krsnaraja’s army and

of his becoming prasamila-hrdaija and desirous of going to

heaven, however, is not quite clear. Ptasamila-hrdaya

(having one’s heart tranquillized) has been wrongly taken

by previous writers in the sense that the defeat of Krsnavar-

man broke the heart of Sivanandavarman (^ee injr i). Krsna-

varman I possibly died in this encounter with the Pallavas

or was dethroned as a result of this defeat.

never perfor.-npa nny FTcHP.sa.’r.riPf Tlie S.r-i -rant hul.. XVf, p. 2fiS) of

Krsnavar.niin II, wli cU les, rUies him i.d'onjing to the Kniimb.i family that was

aivamedh-abhi^iUa (luiu-ti taken the hath, i e., lemiere i pure, by the arahhriha bath

at the end of a Horse-saci ifiee) ne-.or a.,g,,vst3 tint Kr.n nann in II was installed during

an Asvamedlia.

37
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Visnuvarman was the son of king Krsnavarman I by a

princess of the Kekaya family. He has been described as

kaikeya-sutriyam = iitpanna in the Bannahalli grant of his

grandson Krsnavarman II. We have seen that though he

was the eldest son of his father, one of his younger brothers,

by name Devavarraan who was the favourite son of Krsna-

varman I, was made Yuvaraja in preference to him. As a

consequence, he appears to have left his father’s kingdom

and taken shelter in the court of a Pallava king, named

Silntivara. .According to the Hebbata grant of Visnuvarman

he was anointed by the Pallava king t^anlivara-maharfija. If

the identification of his jycstha-pitcl iSantivarmau, mentioned

in the Birur grant, with the son of Kakusthavarrnan is to be

believed, he seems to have transferred his allegiance to the

kings of Vaijayantl. Before the eleventh year of Ravivar-

man however he appears to have rebelled against the autho-

rity of his overlords and, as a result, was killed by Ravivar-

man, grandson of Santivarman. The Palasika division,

over which he seems to have ruled, was annexed by the

victor and the victor’s brother Bhanuvarman was made the

governor of that division.

Only two mants of tl)e time of \’isnuvarman have so far

been di.scovered.

The Birur grant (Ep. Cam., VI, p. 01) of \' isniivarman

begins with a ver.<e in adoration to the Plindu trinity —Hara,
Jvaraynna, and Brahman.' The Kadasnba Dliarmamaharaja

Visnuvarman is here called the eldest son of Dharmamaha-

^ Harii-}iaray'jna-brahfnQ‘tri!aydya-}i(imns = soda

^ula-cakr-dksasiitr-odgha-hhata hhdsita-pdnine.
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raja Krsnavarman I who has been described as
“

lord of the

riches of the land of Daksinapatha ” and as “ performer of

the Horse-sacrifice.” As we have already suggested Krsna-

varman I seems to have claimed a sort of suzerainty over the

whole of the Deccan. Such a vague claim may have origi-

nated from his performance of the Asvamedha which could

not be celebrated without dig-vijaya. The epithet vikasita-

sac-chatr-doatamsa applied to him in this record possibly

means the same thing as his epithet sasi-sadrs-aik-dtapatra in

the Devagiri grant of his favourite younger son Devavar-

man. He is also described as parama-brahmanya-^aranya

and is said to have acquired fame in battles.

The grant was made oci! the fifth lunar day of the bright

half of Phalguna in the third year of the king’s reign. By

it the king made, with libations of water and daksim, a gift

of a village, called Ivatattaka, in the Sindhuthaya-rastra,

along with the boundary of the road to Nandapada, the

bridge on the river called Karnnesaka, the Cesapali (lands?)

and a field measuring two hundred nivartas {i. e
. ,
nivartanas)

.

The recipients of the grant were eighty-five Brahmanas,

among whom were—Bhava, Kolana, Siva, Yajha and

Sarva of the Kurukutsa gotra ;
Merusarman and Somasar-

man of the Harlta gotra ;
Bbava, Hara and others of the

Kasyapa gotra
;
Deva of the Aireya gotra

;
Yuvu and Ukti

of the Vasistba gotra ;
Panda, Yajha, Naga and Bhrta of

the Vatsya gotra
;
Bhava and Soma of the Kausika gotra ;

Bhutisarman of the Kaundinya gotra ; Bhrta of the

Purukutsa gotra ;
and Bhutisarman of the Bharadvaja

gotra. The word drya is suffixed to the names excepting

those which end in the word sciTincin This fact shows that

Arya (the same as modern Ayyar) and Sarman became cog-

nomens in the South as early as the time of this record.

The tdnira-sdsana was endowed with the parihdras, called

attemara-vittika (sic. antahkara-vistika) and ahhida-pradesd

(sic. abhata-pravesa)

,

which have already been explained.
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The most important point in the record, however, is that

the grant is said to have been made after getting the per-

mission of {anujmpya) Visniivarman’s jijestka-pita Santi-

varman who was the lord of the entire Karnatades'a with its

capital at ^'aijayantl. It is generally held that this Santivar-

man is to be identified with theKadamba king of that name,

who "was the son of Kakusthavarman and father of Mrgesa-

varman. A recent writer on the subject however thinks

that this king is to be identified with the Pallava king Santi-

vara who, according to the Hebbata grant, installed Visnu-

varman. As we have already admitted, it is difficult, until

further evidence is forthcoming, to be definite as regards

the relation of the line of Krsnavarman I with the Early

Ivadambas of ^vlayurasarman’s line. We have also seen that

in the present state of our knowledge it is better to take

king Santivarman of the Hirur grant to be the same as the

Kadamba king who was the son of Kfikusthavarman. Krsna-

varman I was possibly a «on of Kfikusthavarman and a

younger brother of Santivarman.

Any one who would cause disturbances to the donees is

said to be committing the sins of brahma-stn-go-matr-pitr-

acdrya-hhrdtr-Ladlia, guru-ddia-gaviana and vaind-otsddana.

The grant also quotes the usual verses referring to paiica-

mahdpdtaka ,
etc.

The Hebbata grant {Mijs. Arch. Sun., A. R., 1925, p,

98) begins with the auspicious word srasti and a verse in the

anustuhh metre adoring Visnu and beginning with the words

jitam hhagaratd.' In this record, Vi.snuvarma-Mahrira]a has

been called a parcma-hrahniaHya and an expert in all the

Mstras and holds
;

cj. his epithets gdndharva-hastisiksa-

dhanurredesu vat.!,ardj-i ndr-drjtma-savtena sahd-drtha-nydya-

cidiisd in the Bannahalli giant of his grandson (infra).

1 Jitam bli:i(j,:nifa ‘tun ynsyn HAhcnst.

Sns-iiiiyniii hhuli detai^cu nahht jiudme ydCimuhah.
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He is also described as the jyestlia-priiia-tanaya of the

asvamedha-yajin Krsnavarma-Maharaja and as installed

hy Santivara-Maharaja-Pallavendra. We have seen that

Krsnavarman I made his younger son Devavarman the

Yuvaraja in preference to his eldest son Visnuvarman

who could not therefore have been a priya-tanaya of his

father. The mention of Visnuvarman as the “ dear son
”

of Krsnavarman 1 in the Hebbata grant of the fifth year

of the former may therefore be taken as an erroneous exag-

geration.^

The grant was issued on the full-moon day of Karttika

in the fifth regnal year of Visnuvarman when the king was

residing at the adJiisthana (city or capital) of Kudalur, We
do not definitely know whether he occupied Palasaka when

he rebelled against the house of Vaijayanti.

By this grant the king made an agralidra of the village

called Herbbata in the Sattipalli-Jaripata (division) of the

Mahisa-visaya and offered it with daksinu and libations of

water, in accordance with the hnihmadeya-nydya, to a Yajur-

vedlya Brahmana belonging to the Badira family (or clan)

and the Gautama gotra. The nauie of the Mahisa-visaya (c/.

Mahisika in the Puranic lists) is evidently the source from

which the present Mysore (
= Mahisur) has derived its

name. The agrahdra was made free from danda (fine),

visti (unpaid labour) and kara (tax).

The record ends with a reference to the five great sins,

but does not quote the imprecatory verses.

1 It may be C( njectered that Visnu^aiman became his father's faTourite son after

the death of Yuvara.’a Devavairaan. Put that does net esplain the celebration of

Aavamedba by Kfs^ayarman and the installation of Visnuvarman by a Pallavaking.
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The son of Visiuivarman I was Sirpbavarman who has

been described as Maiiarfija of the Kadambas (or a Maharaja

belonging to the Kadamba family) in the Bannahalli plates

of his son Krsnavarman 11. We do not know where Sirnha-

varnian became king after the death of his father and the

annexation of bis paternal kingdom, i.e., the Palasika

division, by Ravivarman. No record of his time has as

yet come to light.

Simbavarman’s son was Krsnavarman II w'ho w'as a

powerful king. We do not definitely know where he origin-

ally ruled. All inscription recording his gift of a village

in the Sendraka-visaya (the Xagarakhanda region forming

parts of the present Shimoga district of Mysore) appears to

suggest that his rule was at first limited in that part of the

Kadamba kingdom. He is known to have led a successful

expedition against A aijayantI and to have conquered the

VaijayantI division ultimately. It is not certain whether

he took Vaijayanti from Harivarraan oi- from a member of

another junior line of the Early Kadambas, which is known

to have occupied Vaijayanti temporarily.

Three records of the time of Krsnavarman II have so

far been discovered.

I. The Bennur (Belur hobli) copper-plate grant {Ep.

Cam., V, p. 591) of the Kadamba Dharma-maharaja Krsna-

varman II begins with the Vaisnavite adoration svaati jitam

bhagavatn which is in consonance with the verse speaking

of the glory of lord Hari at the beginning of the Bannahalli

grant of the same king.
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The adoration is followed by three verses which say that

king Krsnavarman II was the son of Sirnhavarman, grand-

son of Visnudasa and great-grandson of Eajaraja Krsnavar-

man I who, like king Yudhisthira of old, gave perpetually

food to thousands of Brahraanas. Krsnavarman II is said

to have made the Brahmottara {brahmatrd ?) again and

again {sahad-hrahmottaram kiirvan). In this record the

Kadamba family is described as “ rendered pure by the

avabhrtha bath of the Asvamedha.” This undoubtedly

refers to the Horse-sacrifice celebrated by the reigning king’s

great-grandfather Krsnavarman I.

The most important point in the Bennur record is that

the grant is said to have been made by the king when he

had already set out on a military expedition against Vaija-

yantl {vaijayanti-vijaya-ydtrdm^abhiprasthita)d This shows

beyond doubt that at the time when the Bennnr grant was

issued Krsnavarman II was not the ruler of that division of

the Kadamba kingdom which had its headquarters at Vaija-

yantl. We have seen that A’isnuvarman, grandfather of

Krsnavarman [I, was killed Iiy Kavivarman before the ele-

venth year of Rivi's reign. It is thus clear that the des-

cendants of Santivariuan and Krsnavarman I were rulin'^

simultaneously at different parts of the Kadamba country.

The grant records tlie gift of the raja-bJidga-dasabandha

(the tenth part of the king’s share or the tenth part which

was the king’s share’'?) and also a piece of land measuring

six nivartanas in a village called Balmadi in the Sendraka-

visaya. Mr. V. R. R. Dikshitar published a paper on the

' Some s;-l)olirs t ink lli it Ki -n ivarmeu II le.i an e\pedition from V.iijayantF.

The pasiafte raijaijann rijnya yatra clearly shows that this interpretation is un-

tenable.

2 Vasabnndhn ha^ been c lied the king’s shire in books on law ; see, e.g
, Mann,

VlII, verse 107. Kulluka in his irloss on this verse says, avycnihUah sakfi rna-ddn-

adi-vyapdreiu tn-paJc^a pary mtain yadi sdi.5jam n i rndet tada iad-thdd-aspadavt

sarvam = rnam = uttamarnasya dadyat, tasya ca rnasya daiamarn bhdgam rdji'io dandam

dadydt.
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term dasabandha in Journ. Ind. Hist., August, 1934,

pp. 174-80. Dikshitar however could not find out any refe-

rence to the term in such an early charter as the Bennur

grant of Krsnavarman II. Dasabandha (as also the term

paiica-bandha) is a legal expression found in the Arthasdstra

(III, chs. ii, xiii, etc.) and the Smrtis (e.g., Manu, VIII,

verse 107; Vijhanesvara on Yajnavalkya, II, 171) in connec-

tion with some offences punishable with fines. It refers to

the tenth part of the sum forming the subject-matter of the

suit. In South Indian inscriptions of the medieeval period

the term occurs in tlie sense of a tax or an allowance of

land or revenue as compensation for excavating a tank, well

or channel (Rangacharya, Ins. Mad. Pres., II, Nl. 368,797,

etc.). AccordinT to H. H. Wilson (A Glossarif of Judicial and

Revenue terms, etc., London, 1755, p. 127) the Telugu

word dasabandham means “ a deduction of Toth of the

revenue on account of compensation for some public work,

as the construction of a tank, etc.’’ At the present time,

ordinarily the enjoyers of the dasabandham rights are to

undertake due repairs of irrigational works.

The grant was made by srlmad-dharma-maharafa-vijaija-

.s'i'ra-Kr.snavarrnan II on the first lunar day called pralipad

in the bright fortnight of Tausa when the king was before

(a lihga or an idol of) Mahadeva in the great temple

of the village called Ihguua. It is interesting to note that,

though possibly a Vai.snava Krsnavarman II was praying to

Mahadeva (8iva) for succe.ss in his expedition against Vaija-

yantl. The present grant resembles in nature a grant of the

Visnukundin king Madhavavarman i who is known to have

made the gift of a village when he set out on an expedition

against the eastern countries (above, p. 131 ff.) The

recipient of the grant of Krsnavarman II was a Brahmana,

named Bhavasvamin, who belonged to the Harita gotra

and is described as a Paiiiga. He was skilled in the

performance of sacriflce.s and was well-versed in the
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Chandoga. Paing'a-Bhavasvaaiin seems to have been the

priest of the said temple of Mahadeva.

The gift of a village in the Sendraka-visaya (parts of the

present Shimoga district) suggests that the district formed

a part of the kingdom of Krsnavarman 11, We have seen

that the Sendraka raja ilhanusakti was a governor under

Harivarman. It this fact may be taken to suggest that the

country of the Sendrakas was a part of Harivarman’s king-

dom, it may be supposed that Kr.snavarman II took the Sen-

draka-visaya from, and led the VaijayantI expedition against

Harivarman.

The grant ends with the usual verses and the adoration

namo risnave.

II. The Bannahalli grant (Ep. Ind., VI, p. lb) of

king Krsnavarman II begins with the mahgala : om svasti

and a verse' in adoration to lordHari. The grant was issued

in the seventh year of the king’s reign on the fifth lunar day

of the waxing {i.e., bright) fortnight of Karttika-masa under

the asterism called .Tyestha. Maharaja Krsnavarman II is

called the sou of Maharaja Siinhavarman, grandson of Maha-

raja Visnuvarman and great-grandson of Dharma-maharaja

Krsnavarman I, Visnuvarman is here said to have been

born of a daughter of the Kekayas and to have been skilled

in gandharva (music), hasti-siksa (science of elephant-rearing)

and dhanur-vidija {archery) like Valsaiaja, Indra and Arjuna.

He is also called well-versed in hhda, artha - and nyaija.

Krsnavarman I has been credited with the performance

of Asvamedha and with victory in many battles. The

reigning king Krsnavarman II has been described as a

• Jayaty^^udnkta-daity-eiKlrii-lKilii-iinjii-L rni:riI‘:iU!h

Jagut-priiL rtti-siimliarii-srsli-inriijd tlhurii Inirili.

2 Sabdartha i3 sometimes suppose. I to -lomfy SahJa-vislra and arthii-.sd'-tra

;

it is however interesting to note that su.-h a phrase is generally applied to a person

having literary talent, e.tj., Kudrajaiuan and Saba-Vlrasena ; cf. the %ery

similar epithet pad(i-parZdrf/ia-ricara-s«(W/(a-/jH</d/it .ipplied to Poet Umapatidhara

in the Deopara grant of Vijayasena,

38
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parfma-hrnhm^nija and as “ one who acquired rajya-hl by

his own power, strength and valour.”

The grant records the gift of a village called Kolanallura

in the \ allavi-visaya, with libations of water and with all

pariharas, to a learned and pious Brahmana, named Visnu-

sarman. The grant was made at tlie request of Haridatta

150 sthin who belonged to the Tuvivalla gotra-pravara. The

Srestliin is described as rdja-pfijita (honoured by the king).

He was a performer of the Gosahasra mahadana.

The charter ends ith the verses referring to the usual

imprecation, the unresumable c-haracter of the grants and the

five great sins. The inaiigaJa at the end of the record reads

scastij = astii gn-hrdhmanehhyah

.

III. Another grant {Ep. Ivd., XVT, p. 268) of

Krsnavarman H was discovered at Sirsi (Sirsi taluka, North

Kanara district). It was i.s.eued when the king uas at

VaijayantI, which fact shows that the vaija yantl-v ijaya-yatra

that he undertook sometime before the date of this record

w'as completely successful.

The grant records the gift of Kam.ikapallf in the Giri-

gadagrania of the Karwannaiigain-visaya to a Somayajin

Bi-filimana, named Somasvamin, who belonged to the Varahi

gotra and was well-versed in the Rgr((la. Karwaniiringarn

has been supposed to be the modern Kitrur in Sirsi. The
village Girigada Ijas been identified with modern Girigadde
in the same taluka.

In the Sirsi grant Krsnavarman II has been described

as “obtainer of rd/Vi-ibl as a result of victory in many battles”

and as “ belonging to the Kadamba family which
took the sacred bath at the end of an Asvamedha sacrifice.”

It is .'trange that some recent writers ha\e taken the passage
<isi (HHcdh-fihJiisiktfinUyi kadanihfmrigi STl-hTstuii'CLTina-

mahCinljn to mean that Krsnavarman II was anointed
during a Horse-.-acrifice. The passage undoubtedly means
the same thing as (ist'cimedlia-snCina-jmcitrJkrt-dtmandm
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kadambanam (Bcnnur grant of Krsnavarman II) and other

similar expressions in the records of the successors of

Krsnavarman I. Tlie descendants of the Pallava

ascamedhin Kumaravisnu use a simil.ir expression, e.g.,

yaihdvad-dhrt-dsia}nedhd)uim pallacdndm. The Sirsi grant

of Krsnavarman II certainly refers, as his other grants

unquestionably do, to the Asvamedha performed by his

great-grandfather Krsnavarman I. There is absolutely no

proof to show that Krsnavarman II himself performed the

Horse-sacrifice. The idea of a king’s or prince’s rdjy-

dbhiscka during the Asvamedha is fantastic. If moreover

he performed any horsc-saeritice, why do thi' Bannahalli and

Bennur grants refer to the Asvamedha of his great-grand-

father and not of his own ? In ca.se an Asvamedha was

performed by Krsnavarman II before the time when the

Sirsi grant was issued, he himself must have been described

as ahamedha-yajin like his great-grandfather. No perfor-

mer of the Asvamedha is as yet known to have vaguely

claimed to belong simply to an Asvamedha-performing

family. It must also be noted that he is rot credited with

the performance of Asvamedha in the Tagare grant of his

grandson. That the passage asvamedh-dbhisikta (applied

to the Kadarnba family) does not mean Krsnavarman’s being

“ installed during Asvamedha ” is proved beyond doubt

by the Gaiiga records which refer to the Kadarnba family

as aincchinyi-dscamcdh-dvabhrih-dbhisikta {abkisikta by the

avahhrtha bath of a series of Asvamedhas).

It is interesting to note that in many of the early Gaiiga

records, AvinTta-Koiigani-Mahadhiraja, son of Madhava-

Mahadhiraja, has been called hrsmcarma-maJuldhirajasya

priya-bhdgincya (dear sister’s son of Krsnavarma-Mahadhi-

raja). This Ki-snavarma-Mahadhirfija has been described as

sn-mat-kaJamba-kida-gagana-gabhasti-imilin (sun in the

firmament of the illustrious Kadarnba family). There is

however difference of opinion as regards the identification
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of this Ivadaraba king, named Kr.snavaiiuan, mentioned

in the CCaiiga records. i\ir. K. N. Diksliit and some other

scholars (Ep. Ind., XIV, p. 360, n. 2; Inch Hist.

Quart., IX, p. 197) tliink that he is to he identified

with the asvamedlta-ijcijin ivrsnavarn)an I, while others

are of opinion that he should be identified with the

am'amedhin’s great-grandson Krsnavarinan 11. It is

believed that “ there are no clues in the records to enable

one to ascertain who this Krshnavarma was, whether he was

the first king of that name or his great-grandson
”

(Kadanihalada, p. 55). The Gahga records however clearly

show that Krsnavarma-ilahadhiraja, maternal uncle of the

Gahga king Avinlta-Kohgani-Mahadhiraja, was not Kadamba

Kispavarnian I who was a performer of Asvamedha, but

his great-grandson Krsnavarinan II who never celebrated

any Horse-sacrifice. The Kadamba relative of the Gahgas

is sometimes described in the Gahga records (see, e.g.,

the Merkera, Xagamangala, Javali and Kadagattur plates,

Ind. Ant., I, p. ;j( -2
; II, p. 155 ;

Ep. Cam., AT, p. 151

;

etc.) as srJ-mat-hadajnba-luIa-gagana-gabhasti-mriHn. In

some Gahga records (see, e.g., Mallohalli and Bangalore

Museum plates, Ind. Ant., Y, p. 133 ; Ep. Cam., IX,

p. 33 ; etc.), however, he is also described more fully as

avicchinn (or aiicul)-usrani<dli-firat)hrtli-ubhisilda-.srl-mat-

Irndamba-hula-gagana-gabtiasti-mulin (sun in the firmanent

of the illustrious Kadamba family w hich was wet owing to

its taking the sacred bath in continuous Horse-sacrifices).

The king has not been called a performer of Asvamedha,

but is said to have belonged to the Kadamba family

in which A.svamedha was celebrated. Since he is not

described as an ascunicdha-yujin, he cannot be the same as

Krsuavarman I who has that epithet in the Devagiri, Birur

and Banuahalli grants ot his descendants. The fact that

the epithet of the relative of the Gahgas saying that he

belonged to the Kadamba family which was asvamedh-
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ahhisilia is essentially the same as that of Krsnavarman If

in the Sirsi <fr,nit {cf. ah'amcdh-fihhisiklanrim

kadambanam sn krmai'arma-mahardja) and in the Benniir

grant (c/. asiamedh-avahhrtha-stiuna-pavitrlkrtafmanam

kadainbanftm d]irirma-inahdraja-Lijaya-siia-kmiavcn7na )

shows beyond doubt that he should be identified with

Kadamba Krsnavarman II and not with the latter’s great-

grandfather Krsnavarman I. It must also be noticed that

Krsnavarman I was the only performer of the Horse-sacrifice

among the early Kadarabas and that no Kadamba king is

known to have celebrated the sacrifice before his timed Only

a successor of this king therefore can properly be called

“ belonging to the Kadamba family in which the Asvamedha

was performed.” It may further be noticed that many of

the grants of the successors of i5antivarman refers to the

Kadamba family as svdmi-inahdsena-matr-gau-anndhydt-

dbhisikta. AVe do not know whether there is a covert allusion

to the avabhrtlia of an Asvamedha in this passage. The

corresponding passage in the Sirsi grant of Krsnavarman II,

which simply adds the w'ord asvamedha between the words

anudhydita and abhisikta. is practically the same.

The identification of the maternal uncle of Avinita-

Koiigani-Mahadhiraja with Kadamba Krsnavarinan II seems

to be supported also by the clironuiogy of the Early Gahgas.

Gaiiga DurvinTta, Kouganivrddha son ot Avinlta-Koiigani,

probably lived up to the middle of the seventh centtay. There

is a record (Ep. Cam., VIII, Nr. do.p. Id')) which speaks of

a matrimonial relation between the Gaiigas and the Caltiktas

' A V' ry late inscriplHin foiinii at TjI^iin.Ia [Eji
, MI. Sk. 178; says that

Mayura'armau (i-e., Ma) Cira4ariiian) performed n.r less than eighteen Asvamedhas.

We have alre vly seen that this late tradition is tv he din-.ird d as entirely unhistorical

{above, P. atO: Joiirii. Hi^t
,
XIII, p. 4i', note: .In. Bliand. Or. Res. Inst.,

XVT, p. Ifi.'i, notch The pluril.ty of Ahvi-ii? lim cla'.ne i f r the K idambas in the

passages of the Gnhga records is evidently an unhistorical t .xaggeration. In this

connection, it is interesting to note that the 'one” .4svauieiha performed by Sanmdra-

gupta IS referred to as ‘‘many” Asvaniedhas in the le.ords of his Vakataka relativts.
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of Bfidami. “ Seizing in the field of battle Kaduvetti

who was celebrated as a Ravana to the earth,” it says,

“and setting up his (own) daughter’s son, he became

formidable in the world in the heriditary kingdom of

Jayasinaha-vallabha,- what a terror was this might of arm

of Durvinita!” Kadiicciti is the Dravidian expression

for Pallava ' and ValJabhci was the title of the Calukya

kings of Badami. Jayasiuilia-vallabha is therefore the

same as the grandfather of Pulakesin I (circa 550-66)

and the first historical figure with which the Calukyas

begin their genealogy. Calukya Jayasimha has been called

Vallabhendra and Vallabha in the Mahakuta and Aihole

inscriptions respectively (Bomb. Gaz., I, ii, p. 342). It

has been suggested (Trivenl, I, pp. 112-20; Kadamhahula,

pp. 55-56) that the Gaiiga king Durvinita was the father-

in-law of Pulakesin II who was defeated and killed by

Pallava Narasiriihavarinau I about A.D. 642 and that it was

the Ganga king who restored his grandson Yikramaditya I,

third son of Pulakesin II, to the throne about 654. The

suggestion seems probable.

If however the above suggestion be accepted, Ganga

Durvinita who possibly had a very long reign appears

to have lived as late as A.D. 654.' As Durvinita’s

reign is thus known to have ended in the second

half of the seventh century, it is reasonable to suppose

that his father Avinlta-Koiigani could not have ruled

1 Iq the came iiisJcriptioD
,
there is reference to a Kaduvetti of the warlike Kanci

and his Pallava-umbrella.

2 Diibreuil pi ices Durvinita la 005-5D A.D. ( liic. Dec., p. 109). Durvi-

nlta s last known nncriptional date is j'ear 10 Pnnci)tcdn I of the AianfisiuKlankatJid

sdra set iii" to 'pc'J: of the P.ill.iva kui" Sinihiuisnu of Kan *1, \nrcn'!ni Visnuvardh.ina

of the .Xank icgion and D irNinit.i (possibly the Gahg'^ king son cf Avinlta) as coQ-

terii{).)' aric-s FaIIa\a Simhavisnu apprus to b- the same as Narasimhavarinan I Siqiha-

M-^riiCson of Mihendi a\ a rn.an Tj who rii'ed ab -ut the tccon i quarter of the sevcntlj

lenl.iry. ^firendrii \ iso-u ardhana rnav be the same as Kiibu-Vi.snijvardhana,

t rother of Pulakebia IT f()D9-i2 A.P who riuglit Iiave been a governor of tlie Xasik

region for some tin e before he was tstaulished at >’Ktapura.
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earlier than the second half of the sixth century. Krsna-

varman, the maternal uncle of Avinita-Kohgani (second half

of the sixth century), thus appears to have lived about the

middle of the sixth century and certainly not much earlier.

We have seen that Visnuvarman who saw the latest years

of Santivarman and the early years of Ravivarman was

killed before Eavi’s eleventh year about the ninth or tenth

decade of the fifth century. Since Santivarman ruled

before A.D. 170 which is possibly the date of his son

Mrgesa’s accession, Krsnavarman I must be placed about

the middle of the tilth century. As Visiiuvarman seems

to have ended his rule about the end of that century, his

grandson Krsnavarman II must reasonably be placed about

the middle of the next century.



IV

BHOfiIVAR:^rAN

The son of Ki-snavarinan If was Ajavarman. No record

of Ajavarinan's time lias as vet been discovered. We do not

know whetlier he ascendeil the throne at all. The Tagare

plates of his son Bhogivarnian {Mys. Arch. Surv., A. K.,

1918, p. 35) do not call him Maharaja. Maharaja Bhogi-

vannan's rule appeals to have fallen in the second half

of the sixth century. It was the time of Calukya ascen-

dancy in Maharastra and Kuntala. The relation of Bhogi-

varman with the powerful Early Calukyas of Badami

cannot be determined until further evidence is forthcoming.

Possibly the political existence of the dynasty of

Krsnavarman I ended with Bhogivarman. His son Visnu-

varraan II (who is not mentioned as a Yuvan'ija in the

Tagare record) does not appear to have ascended the

throne.

The Tagare grant of Maharaja Bhogivarman begins

with the word srasti and a verse ’ in adoration to lord

Visnu. In this record the Kadamba family is mentioned as

rendered pure by the arabhrtha bath taken at the end of the

Asvarnedha which evidently refers to the sacrifice performed

by the donor’s ancestor Kr>ii:i varman I. Bhogivarraa-[Ma]

haraja, dear son of Ajavarrnan and grandson of Krsnavarma-

[Alajharaja II (not tln‘ performer of Asvarnedha), is said to

have acquired a large kingdom by the power of his own arms.

He is also said to have defeated many enemies. The claim

may be an exaggerated one ; but it proves at least that

Bhogivarman had to fight with enemies.

* Jaynty = ninbiija-gehnyrih piitir= n^niis =sandtnnalj (?/

Varahn-rtipena Jharam ijo dadhara ymja Uxnye.
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The grant was made at the request of the king’s son,

named Visnuvarman. It is not dated. It records the gift

of a paJlI called Kiru-Kudalur to a pious Brahmana, named

Bhiitasarinan, who belonged to the Kasyapa gotra. Kiru-

Kiidaluf-pallT, which reminds us the name of the Kudalur-

a'lhisthana whence the Hebbata grant of Visnuvarman was

issued, is said to have been one of the twenty-four pallis of

the mahd-grdma called Tagare situated in the Tagare visaya.

Tagare has been found to be a place in the Belur taluka.

It is said that the protector of the grant would enjoy the

phala of ati Asvamedha sacrifice, but the confiscator would

be loaded with the five great sins. The record quotes two

verses {bahul)hir= vasiidlid datta, etc., and svam ddtuni

sumahac = chahjam

,

etc.) as spoken by Mami.

The grant ends with a few lines written in the Kannada

language, which say that the palli w-as granted with the

exemption from the thirty-two imports, and seems to

mention the additional grant of a house in the northern

street. “ The second and the fourth lines on the third

plate appear to be a subsequent addition by a later hand.

They tell us that Poriyadga] granted Kiitivur to Vinnar, as

also an equal share below the tank of Kiru-Kudalur” {ibid,

pp. 40-41).
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CHAPTEE III

EARLY KADAMBAS : MISCELLANEOUS LINES

I

Kumaravarman and Mandhata

Another line of the Early Kadambas, the exact relation

of which with the lines of Mayurasarman and Krsnavarman I

is not definitely settled, is known from inscriptions to have

ruled in the Kadamba country and for sometime even at

Vaijayantl. Only two inscriptions of this line have so far

been discovered. They belong to a Kadamba king, named

Mandhuta-raja (evidently a mistake for Mandhatrraja), or

Mandhatrvarman.’ In the Kudgere plates {Ep. Ind., VI,

p. 1'2) the king is called iTi-ai/aj/n-strn-Mandhatrvarrnan and

is said to have resided at Vaijayantl. In the Shimoga plates

{Mys. Arch. Sure., A. R., 1911, p. 32) of the same king

however the issuer’s name is given as Mandhata-raja and he

is called the son of Maharaja Kumaravarman. The explicit

• Mandliatrvannaa of the Kudgere grant has been thought to be different

from Mandhata-ra;a of the Shimoga grunt and the reign of the former had

been placed before that of Krsnuvarraan I on the grounds that the names of the

donors are not exactly tl e same, that the Kudgere grant begins with the word

siililhatn like the Malavalli and Talguoda records and that it does not mention the

Kadamba family as being rendered pure by the Asvamedha (of Krsnavarman I). See

Myi. Arch. Siirv , A. K., 1911, p. .3S ; Jmrn. Ind. Hist., XIII, p. ’itf. It must be

noticed that the Birur g'ant of Visnuvarn.an begins with -v/ddharri Both the Halsi

grants of Harivarman begin with the expression .sidd/iam srasfi. Are we to suppose

that these princes lived before Krs^nariiian I? Again, the performance cf the

Asvamedha by Krsnavarman I is not mentioned in any of the three grants of Hari-

varman. Does it prove that Harivarman lived before the reign of Krsnavarman I ?

Mandhata-Tdja is most probably a copyist’s mistake for Mandhatr-raja Cf. Krs?a-

varina raja and KrsQaraja in the Anaji record of Sivanandavarman ; Klrtivarman and

Kirtiraja of the Calukya records ; Vijayavarman and Vijayaraja of the Eaira grant, etc.

For palaeography, see abate, p. 57, n, 2.
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statement that the king belonged to the Kadamba family which

was sanctified by the Horse-sacrifice {cf. asvamedha-pavitrikrt-

dnvaydndm...kadambdndm) clearly shows that the Kadamba

king, named Mandhata or Mandhatrvarman, ruled after the

celebration of the Asvamedha by Krsnavarman I who was

the only performer of the Horse-sacrifice among the Early

Kadambas. We do not know where Maharaja Kumara-

varman ruled. His son MandhMrvarman however is known

to have reigned at Vaijayanti from where he issued the

Kudgere grant in the second year of his reign. In the

present state of our knowledge it is difficult to place

Mandhatrvarman’s reign in the period between the time of

Santivarman and that of Harivarman, It is possible that

Mandhata became the lord of Vaijayanti for some time in

the period when the Kadamba country was in a state of

chaos owing to the repeated attacks of the Early Calukyas

of Badarai. He may have conquered Vaijayanti from

Harivarman or from Krsnavarman II or one of the latter’s

successors.

A set of copper- plates {Ep. Ind., VI, p. 12) belonging to

the Kadamba king, named Mandhatrvarman, was discovered

at Kudgere in the Shimoga district. The grant was issued

on the full-moon day of Vaisakha in the second regnal year

of the king who has been called Sn-vijaya-Siva-Mandhatr-

varman. The king issued the charter when he was residing

at Vaijayanti.

Tlie grant records the gift of a keddra (field, land), twenty

nioartanas by the royal measure, of the hala (plough-land)

called Modekaranl within the border of Ko]ala-grama which

has been identified with modern Kolala in the Tiplur taluka

of the Tuinkur district of Mysore. It was made with

daksina and with libations of water, and was exempted from

the duty of providing cots, abode and boiled rice {a-khatvd-

vds-audana), from the ingress of soldiers, and from internal

taxes and unpaid labour {antahkara-vistika). The parihdra
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called a-Matvd-i'ds-aiidana has been discussed in connection

with the Mayidavolu and Hirahadagaili grants {above,

p. 187 f.). It is practically the same as a-kura-collaka-

cindsi-lihata-^samlvdsa mentioned in the grants of Pallava

Sivaskandavarman. In this connection, it is interesting

to note that according to Mann (VII, verse 119) “the

headman of the village should get all of what is daily

payable by the villagers to the king in the shape of anna

(food), pdna (drink), indhana (fuel) and other things.” In

connection with antah-kara (internal revenue), a reference

to puravuyam (external revenue) in an inscription [S. hid.

Ins., Ill, iSo. 61) is interesting to note.

The recipient of the grant was a taittiriya-sabrahmacdrin

,

named Devasarman, who belonged to the Kaundinya gotra.

The record ends with the usual verses and says that the

pattikd was written by the Rahasyadhikrta Damodaradatta.

The official designation rahasyadhikrta is found in other

early inscriptions like the Hirahadagaili grant of Sivaskanda-

varman and the Peddavegi grant of Salahkayana Nandi-

varraan 11.

The Shiraoga plates were issued on the tw'elfth lunar

day of the bright half of Karttika in the fifth regnal year of

Mandhata-raja when the king was residing at riya?/-Occhrhgi,

that is to .say, at the city of [Jccasriigl. Fccasyhgl has

been identified with Uchchangidiirga sitmtted about three

miles to the east of Molkalmuru in the Dodderi taluka of

the Chitaldrug district, Mysore {Mys. Arch. Surv., A. R.,

1910-11, p. 31 ; Bomb. Gaz., I, ii, p. ‘28.1 n). We
have seen that in the fourth year of king Harivarman’s

reign, his pitrnju (father’s, i.c., Ravivarman’.s, brother)

Sivaratha was probably in charge of the Uccasrhgl division

of the Kadamba country. It is however not known w'hether

the VaijayantI and Uccasrhgl divisions were both taken by
Mandbata directly from Harivarman. TJccangi was the

capital of the Xolambavadi 32,000 province (Bellary district
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and parts of Mysore) under the Pandyas and probably under

the Pallavas before them. The Pallavas acquired the

province when they conquered Badami and temporarily

overthrew the Calukyas. It w'as occupied by the Pandyas

about the beginning of the eleventh century A.D. Accord-

ing to a Harihar record of 1170-71, Kadamba Mahanianda-

lesvara Ketarasa had the hereditary title “ lord of Uc( ahgi-

giri ” {Bomh. Gaz., I, ii, p. 564).

The Shimoga grant {Mys. Arch. Sure., A. R., 1911,

p. 32) begins with the adoration : scasti
:
jitam hhagavatd.

The record speaks of the Kadrnaba family as rendered pure

by the sacred bath of the Horse-sacrifice which obviously

refers to the Asvamedha celebrated by Krsnavarman I.

Mandhataraja, son of Kumaravarma-Maharaja, has been

described as a successful warrior.

By this grant the Kadamba king made a gift of six

nivartanas of land along with some materials for building a

house igrha-vastii)
^
in the village of Kaggi as well as some

lands in the village, called PalgalinI, to a learned and pious

Brahmana, named Triyamabakasvamin, of the Atreya gotra.

The passage pdlgalinl-grdmasy = dfHafi — catuspat-hsetrani is

not quite clear. Kaggigrama has been identified with the

village of the same name, situated about ten miles to the

south of Channagiri in the taluka of the same name {ibid,

p. 35).

The grant ends with the usual imprecatory verses and

the benediction : siddhir— astu.

* The passage grha-raxtinia sarddhnm has heen explained as “ together with

a honse and necessaries” {Mys. Arch. Sure., A. K., 1911, p. 35).



II

Madhdvarman and Dimodara

Two other names of kings belonging to the Early

Kadaraba family are known from inscriptions. They are

Madhuvarman of the record found at Tadagani in the

Udagani hobli of the Shikarpur taluka {Ep. Cam., VII,

Sk. 66) and Damodara of the lithic record discovered at

Konnur in the Belgaum district (7nd. Ant., XXI, p. 96).

Their c.xact relation with the three lines of Early Kadamba

kings already discussed cannot be determined in the present

state of our knowledge.

The Tadagani inscription which according to Kice

belongs to circa 500 A. I), was issued by a Kadamba prince

whose name has been written as maducannma. Madxi-

rarnma is generally taken to be a mistake for Madhuvurma.

Mr. (lovind Pai points out {Jaiirn. Ind. Hint
,
XIII, pp.

‘25-2G) that the name Maduvarman or Madhuvarman bears

no good sense. He is therefore inclined to change the read-

ing hl-maduvarmma as srl-maddecarmu which he further

corrects as srl-mad-deracarmma

.

The word samgha written

in the Devagiri grant as nanga, and names like Madura for

Madhura, Attivarman for Hastivarman, etc., suggest that

the correction MadJiii carman is not impossible. It may also

be pointed out that many names in the early history of

India do not bear any good sense. The names Dattavarman

and Jalavarman of the Lakharaandal inscription (Bhandarkar,

List, No. 1790) and Jatavarman of the Belava grant

{ibid, No. 1714) may be cited as examples. Since the

Sanskrit word madhu means “ water,” the names Madhu-

varman and Jalavarman would mean the same thing.
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As has been suggested to me by Dr. Barnett, Madhuvarman

may moreover be an abbreviated form of names like

Madhuripuvarman. The correction Devavarman may not

be quite absurd, but it cannot be accepted without

further evidence. Palaeography moreover seems to go

against the suggestion of Govind Pai that this king ruled

before Krsnavarman I. He thinks that Madhuvarman,

whom he calls Devavarman, was the father of Krsnavarman I

simply on the ground that the Tadagani record does not

refer to the Asvamedha of Krsnavarman I. We have seen

that, excepting the Nilambur grant of Ravivarraan, none of

the records of Mrgesavarman, Ravivarman and Harivarman

refers to the Asvamedha of the usurper.

As the Tadagani epigraph is damaged, the inscription

could not be fully deciphered. It seems to record the gift

of some lands in the villages called fiatomahila-grama and

Ketakapada to a Brahrnana, named Narayanasarman, who

belonged to the Gautama gotra. The record ends with the

usual verses. At the top of the stone there is an unfinished

final verse along with the name of one Soma who seems to

have belonged to the Kfisyapa gotra. The connection of

this person with the grant of Madhuvarman is not known.

It is also unknown to us whether Madhuvarman was a Raja,

Maharaja or Yucaraja of the Kadambas. The letters between

the passages hadamhanam and sr'i-madurarmiiid could not

be deciphered. His position among the Early Kadamba

princes is therefore bound to remain uncertain until further

evidence is forthcoming.

The name of nrpa Damodara, born in the family of the

Kadambas, is found in a verse inscribed on a rock near

Konnur, at the falls of the Ghataprabha in the Belgaum

district. The inscription is in the so-called box-beaded

characters and is probably not later than the beginning of

the sixth century A.D. It has been noticed however that

above the verse the name sri-Ddmodara is twice inscribed
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on the same rock, once in the usual box-headed characters

and once in the characters used in the records of the Early

Calukyas. Does this fact suggest that Damodara lived in

the period when the northern part of tlie ancient Kadainba

kingdom was already occupied by the Calukyas? Ts it

possible that Dfimodara was a feudatory or viceroy of

a king of the Early Cainkya family which was established

about th(^ middle of tbc sixth century at Badami in the

Bijapur district of the Bomliay Presidency ? It is however

impossible to be definite on this point in the present state

of our knowledge. (lOvind Pai presumes (Journ. Ind. Hist.,

XIII, p. 82) that Damodara was the son of Hcrivarman.

The suggestion is absolutely without any ground.



CHAPTEK IV

THE KEKAYAS

I

Sivanandavarman ^

According to the Purdnas {Matsya, 48, 10-20
;

Vayu,

99, 12-23), the Kekayas, Madras and Usinaras were branches

of the family of Ann, son of YayMi. The Ann tribe is

frequently mentioned in the Byveda (I, 108, 8 ;
VII, 10, 5).

A hymn of the Rgveda (VIII, 74) seems to suggest that

the Anus lived in the central Punjab, not far from the

river ParusnI. It is interesting to note that the same

territory is afterwards found to be in the possession of the

Kekayas and the Madras (see Raychaudhuri, Pol. Hist.

Anc. Ind
,
2nd ed., pp. 36-37 ; Law, Ancient Indian Tribes,

II, p. 49 f.).

The Kekaya tribe is known from early literature to have

dwelt in the modern Punjab between the country of

Gandhara which lay on both sides of the Indus, and the river

Vipasa (Beas). According to the Ramayana (II, 68, 19-22;

VII, 113-14), the Kekaya territory lay beyond the Vipasa

and was adjacent to the Gandharva {i.e., Gandhara) visaya.

The name of the capital of the Kekaya country is not

mentioned in the Vedic texts ; the Ramayana (II, 67, 7 ;

68, 22) however tells us that the capital of the Kekayas was

at Rajagrha or Girivraja. This Rajagrha-Girivraja has

been identified with modern Girjak or Jalalpur on the

Jhelum. Another Rajagrha-Girivraja is known to have

been the ancient capital of Magadha. This city has been

identified with Rajgir situated in Bihar between Patna and

Gaya. In order to distinguish between the eastern and

1 My paper on the Southern Kekayas was published in Ind. Cult,1V, p. 516 ff

40
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western Eajagrha-Girivrajas, the eastern city was sometimes

called
“

Rujagrha of the Magadhas ” {S.B.E., XIII, p.

150). A third Eajagrha is mentioned by Yuan Chwang

(Beal, Si-yu-M, I, p. 44) as a city of Po-lo, i.e., Balkh.

Jain writers mention a Kekaya city called Setaviya and say

that one-half of the Kekaya kingdom was Aryan (Ind. Ant.,

1891, p. 375). See Eaychaiidhuri, loc. cit.

The Chandogya Upanisat (V, II, 5) tells a story about

Asvapati, king of Kekaya, who realised the supreme truth

and is r(‘ported to have once said, “ In my janapada, there

is no thief, no villain, no drunkard, no Brahmana who does

not maintain and consecrate sacred fire in his house, no

illiterate person, no adulterer and therefore no adultress.”

According to the 3atapatha-hrahmana (X, fi, 1,2) and

Chandogya Upanisat (loc. cit., et seq.), Asvapati, a con-

temporary of king Janaka of Videha, instructed a number

of Brahmanas. It is known from the Rdmdyana that

Dasaratha, the Iksvaku king of Ayodhya, married a Kekaya

princess by whom he got a son, named Bharata. It may
not be quite impossible that Asvapati was the name of a

family of Kekaya kings and not the name of any particular

ruler of Kekaya. A similar instance seems to be found in

the name of the ancient Brahmadattas of Kas'l. That
Brahmadatta was the name of a family and not that of a

particular king has already been proved (Bhandarkar,

Carmichael Lectures, 1918, p. 56 ; Raychaudhuri, op. cit.,

pp. 45-46). It is interesting to note that a traditional

king (father of the celebrated Savitri) of the Madras who
dwelt near the Kekaya country, on the western bank of the
river Iravatl (Mahdbha., VIII, 44, 17), was also named
Asvapati. We do not know whether he actually belonged
to the family of the Kekaya kings.

Inscriptions prove the existence of a ruling dynasty
called Kekaya or Kaikeya in the Chitaldrug district of
Mysore. It has been supposed that the Kekayas migrated
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to the south like the Iksvakus, Sibis and other north Indian

tribes or families. The southern Kekayas are known to

have belonged to the Atreya gotx'a and the Soma-vam^
(lunar race). We have seen that, according to the Purdnas,

the Kekayas belonged to the family of Anu, son of the

celebrated Yayati. According to the Mahdbhdrata (I, 95,

7), Yayati was a king of the lunar race. Yayati, son of

Nahusa, is mentioned in early texts like the Rgveda (I, 31,

17 ;
X, 63, 1). The Kekayas who belonged to the family

of Yayati-Nahusya’s son, therefore, could rightly claim to

have belonged to the Soma-vam4a. According to the

Purdnas {e.g., Vdyu, 26, 18-20), Soma {i.e., moon) was

born of Anasuya by Atri, one of the principal gotrakarins.

The pravaras of the Atreya gotra are Atri, Atreya and

Satatapa. The Kekayas who claimed to have belonged

to the family of Anu should properly belong either to the

Atri or to the Atreya gotra.

According to the Rdmdyanic tradition, the Kekayas of

Girivraja were matrimonially connected with the Iksvilkus

of Ayodhya. It is interesting to note that the family of

the southern Kekayas has also been described as iksvdkubhir

=api Tdjarsibhih krt-dvdha-vivdha} This fact goes to show

that the princes and princesses of the southern Kekaya

family were married in the house of the Iksvakus. This

Iksvaku family however seems to be the same as that to which

the great kings Camtamula I, his son Virapurisadata and

grandson EhuvuIaCamtamula II belonged. These kings ruled

in the Kistna-Guntur region of the Madras Presidency in the

second, third and fourth quarters ol the third century and

are known to have had matrimonial relations with the kings

of Uijayinl and of Banavasl. The reference to the Iksvaku

rdjarsis in a Kekaya record of about the middle of the fifth

1 Acalia means sou’s marriage, while vicaha means the ujarriage of a daughter.

These two terms occur in Rock Edict IX of A&ka. See Dighanikdya, I, 99; Jdtaka,

1,462, 2; IV, 316, 8 ; VI, 71, 32 ; also Cowell’s translation of Jataka, V, p. 145, note 1.
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century seems to suggest that the dynasty did not come to

an end with the conquest of Andhrapatha by the Pallavas of

KaficI about the end of the third century. For the Iksvakus,

see above, p. 9 ff.

Besides the Kekaya record discovered at Anaji in the

Davanegere taluka of the Chitaldrug district, there are other

inscriptions which prove the existence of the Kekayas in the

Mysore region about the middle of the fifth century and

possibly also in the eighth. In the Bannahalli grant (Fp. Ind.,

VI, p. 16) of Kadamba Krsnavarman II, the king’s grand-

father Visnuvarman, eldest son of Krsnavarman I, has been

described as kaikeya-sutaydm= Htpanna. As we have seen,

Krsnavarman I who married in the family of the Kekayas

possibly ruled about the middle of the fifth century. In

another Kadamba record (Mys. Arch. Stirv., 4. B., 1911,

pp c3, 35), Queen Prabhavati, wife of Mrgesavarma-Dharma-

maharaja and mother of Ravivarma-Dharmamaharaja, has

been described as kaikcya-mahakida-prasilta. We have seen

that Kadamba Mrgesavarman possibly began to rule in A. D.

470. The Kekajas are known to have had matrimonial rela-

tions not only with the Iksvakus and the Kadambas, but also

with the Pallavas. A Pallava chief designated Wkramaditya-

Satyasraya-Prthivlvallabha-Pallavaraja-Gopaladeva who was

the son of Candamabascna and the lord of Payvegundiqjura

has been described as kaikeya-vams-odhhac-oddhata-purusa

in the Haldipur plates (Ep. Ind., XXI, p. 173 ff.) which

have been palaeographically assigned to the eighth century

A. D. The passage kaikeya-cams-odbhava has been taken

to indicate that Pallava Gopaladeva was connected with the

Kekaya or Kaikeya family probably on his mother’s side.

The Anaji stone inscription (Ep. Cam., XI, p. 142)

belongs to a Kekaya chief, named Sivanandavarman, who is

described as belonging to the Kekaya family. Soma race

and Atreya gotra. He was a parama-mahe§vara and was

devoted to his parents, and his family was connected
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matrimonially with the saintly kings of the Iksvaku family.

The record refers to the loss of Sivanandavarman’s own
country and to a tumultuous battle fought between Nanak-

kasa (?) Pallavaraja and Krsnavarmaraja, and says that

after the defeat of Krsnaraja’s array, the Kekaya chief, with

a sense of relief in his heart, made up his mind, lay on a

bed of darhha grass and being unwilling to enjoy worldly

pleasures became desirous of going to heaven.^ Sivananda-

varman is then said to have approached that position which

is desired by all valiant men, and thereby spread the

prosperity of his own family to last as long as the moon

and the stars endure." Even after going near that position,

he performed some meritorious deeds with the idea th it a

man dwells in heaven so long as his glory is remembered

on the earth. ^ The stone appears to have been engi avcd

after the death of Sivanaudavarman.

The inscription has been differently interpreted. Some

scholars think (see Sewell, List, p. 352) that Sivananda-

varman was a son of Kadamba Krsnavarman I and

that be turned an ascetic. The first part of the theory

is impossible in view of the fact that Sivanandavar-

man has been described as belonging not to the Kadamba

family of the Manavya or Ahgirasa gotra, but to the Kekaya

damily which belonged to the Soma vamsa and the Atreya

gotra. The second part of the theory is also rendered

1 Sh-anandacarma sva-desasya ksaye nanakkasa (?) palhvaraja-krBnavarmmara-

jaijolt siiimre tumulini (?) pracrtte krmaraja sainye hhagne praiamila-hrdaya

sankalpita-sankalpah krta darhha-sayanah pavilram abhyavaharayamanah cira-kdl-

dva^lhayintm kirttim abJitlasan sruti smrti-cihita sila-guni-yananah (?) manusyn

hlioga-virakta-mands = svarg-di:dpii-kct-ekxanah mdraloka-siikhum akdmayatn. In placu

of the piBSdge kwye nanakkdsa, Qoviad Pai is inSined to read k^ayena nixLdsitnh.

It this suggestion is accepted, the name of the PalU?a antagonist of Kr3na\armaii I

is cot ytt known.

? .Icaipdm-tdrakam dtmano rarpsasya purama-hiam vitnnvan v'lrya saiirya-

tikrama pTatdpair=tasah imrya karma-parappard sldghd-rikBana-tiiesttah siira-

gandndm ablnmatani abhigatah.

3 Abhigamy = dpi sra-vamsa-sthdpaka-jana-punya-karmand yiikto idvad= yaso~

lake ricarati tdvantarri kalam purugah dtvi nivatati pramudita-hrdaya iti.
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untenable by the fact that be is said to have attained the

position which is desired by all valiant warriors, to have

prepared a bed of darhha and to have become desirous of

going to heaven. It seems to me that Sivanandavarman

became seriously wounded in the battle fought between the

Pallava king and king Krsnavarman and, apprehending

death, lay on a bed of darhha. It may be noticed that the

words avahara and avaharana {cf. the verb in abhyava-

harayamana) signify “ cessation of fight ” or “ removing

from the battle-field to the camp.” The desire of Siva-

nandavarraan to go to heaven and to attain eternal fame

may suggest that he burnt himself to death.

It has been suggested by previous writers that Sivanan-

davarman’s heart was broken at the defeat of Krsnaraja’s

army. The passage prasamita-hrdaya however seems to

suggest that the Kekaya chief’s mind was relieved of anxiety

at the disastrous defeat of Krsnaraja who has been identified

with the Kadamba king Krsnavarman I. This fact appears

to prove that, in the battle referred to, Sivanandavarman

fought against Krsaavarman I. We have seen that though

Visnuvarman I, born of the Kekaya princess, was the eldest

son of Krsnavarman I, his claim to the throne was laid

aside and one of his younger brothers, named Devavarman,

who was the favourite son of his father, was made Yuvaraja,

i.e., heir to the throne. The fact that Visnuvarman was

installed by a Pallava king possibly suggests that he left his

father’s court and removed to the court of a Pallava king.

It is interesting to note that the battle referred to in the

Anaji record was fought between Krsnavarman I and the

Pallavas. It is possible that Sivananda, the Kekaya

relative (maternal grandfather or uncle ?) of Visnuvarman,

loiiglit in the battle for the Pallava allies of Visnuvarman

and against Krsnavarman I. Otherwise Sivananda being

prasamita-hrdaya at the defeat of Krsnaraja’s army seems

to become meaningless.
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I

Yavana and PaRASIKA ^

In an interesting paper on the question of Zoroastrian

influence on early Buddhism in Dr. Modi Memorial Volume

(Bombay, 1930), Dr. E. J. Thomas has offered some sugges-

tions regarding the interpretation of the term Yavana in

Indian inscriptions and literature. It is generally believed

that Yavana originally signified the Greeks, but later it was

used to mean all foreigners. Dr. Thomas however thinks it

to be “an unnecessary assumption that the term must have

first meant ‘Greek’ to the Indians” (p. 282) and takes it to

be unlikely “that Indians could have distinguished the

Yavanas from the Persians as specially Greek.” “It is

more probable,” he says, “that they learnt the name from

the Yavana forces with whom they came in contact, and

that they applied the name to all foreigners whose military

power was represented by these \avanas, that is, to the

Persians generally” (pp. 282-83). As a sequel to these

views of his. Dr. Thomas has been constrained to think that

Amtiyoka (
= Antiokhus II Theos of Syria) has been called

Yona-rdja (i.c., Yavana king) in the second and thirteenth

Rock Edicts of Asoka, because he was “the chief ruler of

what remained of the ancient Persian empire” (p. 282).

Dr. Thomas thus seems to think that the word Yavana, from

the earliest times, meant “foreigner,” and not “Greek”

specially, and that the Indians never distinguished the

• This paper was originally published in Jotini. Ind. XIV, pp. 34-38.
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Yavanas from the Persians. There is however evidence to

show that neither of these two suggestions is justifiable.*

As regards the first point, we must note that the Persian

or any other foreign tribe is never known to have been

called Yavana in the early literature and records of India.® It

is, on the other hand, definitely known from a number of

instances that the term Yavana denoted the Greeks. Amti-

yoka’s being called Yona-rdja may be explained away, as he

was “the chief ruler of what remained of the ancient Persian

empire.’’ But that Yavana meant “Greek” is perfectly

established by the evidence furnished by the Mahdvamsa,

Mih’ndaparifio and the Besnagar pillar inscription of Helio-

dorus.

Some gathds of the Mahdvanisa (XXIX, verse 30 ff.)

give a list of countries and cities among which we get

Yonanagara-Alasanda (i.c., Alexandria, the city of the

Yavanas). Alasanda has been identified with Alexandria,

founded by Alexander the Great near Kabul (op. cit.,

Geiger’s ed., p. 194). Alasanda= Alexandria can hardly be a

Persian town. According to the Milindapanho, Milinda

who has been identified with the celebrated Indo-Greek king

Menander was born at Kalasigama in the dipa ® of Alasanda.

* Dr. D. R. Bhandarkar holds {Ind. CuU. I, pp, 10-17, 519ff.) that “ in early times

Yavana always denoted the Greeks, but from the second century A.D. onwards, it

seems to have been used to denote the Per.-iians.** As we shall see, this theory is

equally untenable. For the evidence ol the Ra<jhuvamsa and the Juuagadh inscription,

see below. The reference to the Yavanas in the seventh century work T/ar.ja-car/fa

in connection with Kakavarna, son of ^ib-inaga, proveci nothing.

* It may be argued th it s>nce Tusaspa, who W{*s A-soka’s governor in Surastra,

had a Persian narue, but has been called Yaiann^rdja in the Junagadh inscdption

of Rudradaman icirca A.D 130-50), the word Yavana in this case means a Persian.

Xatnes however can hardly be taken as proof of nationality. Vdsudevay the name
assumed by a great Kusa^i king about the end of the second century A.D. ,

is an

la ban name, but the Kusana king’s family was not certainly indigenous to India.

Many early Indian insoriptious, moreover, mention Yavanas bearing Hindu names, e.g.,

Yavana Contda ( = Cdndra) in LiiJers, Lisf^ No. 1156.

* Alasanda thus seems not to have been merely a city. Dipa (cf. Dwdb)
appears to mean a district between two rivers.
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This Milinda = Menander is said to have had bis capital at

Sagala, modern Sialkot in the Punjab (I, 9 : jamhudipe

sdgalanagare milindo ndmq rdjd ahosi). Again in another

passage, this Sagalanagara is said to have belonged to the

Yavanas (I, 2 : atthi Yonakdndm ndndpiitabhedanam sdga-

lan = ndma nagaram). Next we should note that the Besna-

gar pillar inscription mentions a Yona-duta {i.e., Yavana

envoy), named Heliodora (=Heliodorus), son of Diya

(
= Dion), w'ho was an inhabitant of Takhasila (

= Taksasi]a,

modern Taxila) and was sent by Maharaja Arntalikita

(
= Antialkidas) to the court of the Suhga king Kautsiputra

(probably Kosiputa, not Kdsipiita) Bhagabhadra (Kapson,

Ancient India, p. 157) who ruled about the middle of

the second century B.C. (Smith, E. Hist. Ind., 4th ed.,

p. 238, note). The Greek names of the Yona-duta and

his father as well as of the king who sent him leave

no doubt that the word Yona {^Yavana) was used to

mean the Greeks. Arntalikita of the inscription is evidently

the Indo-Greek king, named Antialkidas, whose coins

with both Greek and Indian legends, have been discovered in

the Punjab (Smith,* Catalogue, pp. 15-16). The possible

reference to Yavanardja Diinita and his identification with

Demetrius may also be noticed (Ep.Ind., XX, p. 84, n. 31).

There is moreover evidence to show that the term Yavana

was borrowed by the Indians directly from their Persian

neighbours. The Persians became acquainted with the

Greeks chiefly through the Ionian colonists whom they

called Yauna (= Ionian). This term occurs in the inscrip-

tions of Darius in a wider sen.se to signify the Greeks or

people of Greek origin generally. The Persian word Yauna

was borrowed by the Indians. The Mahdhhdrata (XII,

207, 43), for example, has :

Uttardpatha-janmdnah hirtayisydrni tdn =api,

Yauna-kdmboja-gandhdrdh kirdtd barbaraih saha.
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Yavam is only a Sanskritised form of Yaiina of which the

real Prakrit form is Yona. If the Indians learnt the use

of the word from the Persians, it is hardly reasonable to

suppose that they used it in an entirely different sense. It is

possible that from the time of the Persian occupation of

North-Western India (i.e.,from the sixth century B.C.) and

probably from still earlier times ’ the people of that part of

India had commercial relation ^ with Persia. It may there-

fore be suggested that Indian merchants who visited the

bazaars of Persia for purposes of merchandise came into

contact with Greek merchants and called them Yauna in

imitation of the people of that country.

As regards the second supposition of Dr. Thomas, it

may be said that, in early Indian literature and records, the

Yavanas are not only distinguished from other foreign tribes,

but are mentioned side by side also with the Parasikas, i.e.,

the Persians. The Nasik inscription of Vasisthfputra

Pulumavi’s nineteenth year mentions the Yavanas along

with the Sakas and the Palhavas who are said to have

been routed by the Satavahana king Gautaralputra

Satakarni {circa 107-31 A.D.). The Ramayana (I, 54, 21)

distinguishes the Yavanas from other foreign tribes in

passages like hkan = ijavana-niisritan {i. e., Sakas who had

the Yavanas with them). In the Puranas {e. g., Vayii,

46, 105-21, see also 88, 122), the following foreign

* Arrian says 'Chinncjck’s ed., p. 399) that “ tbe district west of the river Indus

as far as the river Cophen is inhabited by the Astacenians and the Assacenians,

Indian tribes. These were in ancient times subject to the Assyrians, afterwards

to the Medes, and finally they submitted to the Persians and paid tribute to Cyrus,

the .son of Cambyses, as ruler of their land.” Scholars like Ludwig, Hillebrandt

and Weber think that the Persians were known to the Indians as Parsava as early

as the time of the Rgveda. See Macdonell and Keith, Vedic Inilei, I, pp. 504-05

(pars'u) and pp. 621-22 {jiarfhava)

;

see also Camb. Hist. Ind., Vol. I, p. 322 and

notes.

2 There seems to have been political relations as well. Indian soldiers in the

Persian army are knonn to h.ave fought on Greek soil, while tbe Greeks too fought

for the Persians in India (Smith, E. Hut. Ind.^ 4th ed., p. 40).
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tribes are said to have belonged to the Udicya country :

(1) Yavana, (2) Saka, (3) Darada, (4) Tiisara and

(5) Palhava. According to the Mahahhdrata (V, 19), the

Kamboja king Sudaksina marshalled Yavana and Saka

forces at the great battle of Ivuriiksetra. In works like the

MaJidhhdrata (VI, 9), moreover, the Yavanas (Greeks) and

the Parasikas (Persians) are separately mentioned as peoples

living in the Udicya-desa. Cf.

yavanas= clna-kdmhojd daruna mlcccha-jdtayah,

sakrdgrahdh kulatthds = ca hundJi pdrasikaUi saha.

Rapson says (Ancient India, p. 86) that the word Yavana

denoted the Greeks “ ill the Indian literature and inscrip-

tions of the last three centuries before and the first two

centuries after the Christian era.’’ The latest extremity

however must be pushed at least up to the age of Kalidasa

who is generally supposed to have lived in the 4th century

A.D. and to that of Visakhadatta who lived still later.

It is generally believed that, while describing RaghiTs

victorious campaign in the western countries, Kalidasa

identifies the Yavanas with the Pilrasikas. This belief is

based on a wrong interpretation of verses 60-64 of Kalidasa’s

Raghuvamsa, Canto IV, where, as a matter of fact, the

poet clearly distinguishes the country of the Parasikas from

that of the Yavanas. In verse 60, Raghu is said to have

started from the Aparanta (Northern Konkan) and to have

gone by the stliala-vartma (land-route) to conquer the Para-

sikas. The king had a strong navy * and could have easily

sailed from the Aparanta coast to the Persian shore. Why,

then, did he go by the land-route ? The answer is to be

found in the next verse wherein we are told that Raghu w^as

jealous, as it were, of the merry-making of the Yavana

girls. The host of Raghu’s army is here very happily

1 Cf. verse 36, which describes Eaghu’s fight with the Vangas.
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compared with a-kala-jaJad-odaya. Verse 61 thus clearly

suggests that in going to Persia from the Northern Kohkan,
Raghu had to cross the country of the Yavanas with whom
he bad no mind to fight. ^ Just as clouds temporarily

prevent the lotuses from enjoying the sun, Eaghu with

his large army passed through the Yavana country frighten-

ing the Yavana girls and causing temporary cessation of

their merry-making.’ The case of the Yavana girls may
be compared with that of the Kerala women who
were running this way and that way in extreme fright

when, starting from the Pandya country, Eaghu was
marching through Kerala with a view to conquering the
Aparanta.

In the passage asfi tdcao — chaka-yavana-kirata-kdnihoja-

parasika-bdhlika-prabhrtih of the Mudrdraksasa, Act II,

t isakhadatta also distinguishes the Yavanas from the
Parasikas.^

C/. verses 38 and 64, which describe Eaghu'g march through Dtkala and Kerala
without fighting with the inhabitauts of those countries. Tt may be supposed
that these countries were ruled not by independent kings but by feudatory
rulers.

* 1 am indebted for tl.e suggestion to Prof. H. C. Baychaudhuri. Kaghn did
not fight with the Yavanas, but was going through their ountry to fight with
the Paraslkas who lived further west (c/. pascatyaih in verse 62). But the very
appearance of his large army in the Yavana country was sufficient ts cause terror in
the hearts of the inhabitants. The poet says that Baglm could have avoided this,
but as he wanted -ealously, as it were, to put a stop to the merry-making of the
Yavanis, he purposely preferred tl.e laud-route In interpreting verses 53-65 of the
Eaghuram,a, IV, V. Venkayya also separated the Yavanas from the Parasikas.
For his interpretation, see .Ire),. Surv. Ind., A. B., 1906-07, p. 218, note 1. See also
Bnhler, Indmn Inscription, and the AnUguity of Indian Artificial Poetry (p. 40) in
Ind. Ant., 1913.

3 I am indebted for this reference to Prof. Baychaudhuri. In the Brh atsamhila
V, 17-18), Varahatiiihira mentions the Parasavas along with the Sudras, Yavanas,

Ambasthaa, Eaipbojas and Sindhusauviras. It is not impossible that Para^ava here
•signifies the Persians. Vakpati (8th century A.D ), author of GoSda-ralio, mentions
the Paraslkas m the list of peoples conquered by his master and hero, Yasovarman of
Kanauj (Biihler, loc.
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Evidence thus shows that the Yavanas were generally

distinguished from the Persians and other foreign tribes by

the Indians in ancient times even as late as the sixth

century A.D, and that therefore the Persians and Yavanas

were not identical.



II

Alluru Inscription

In the year 1924, Mr. N. Lakshminarayana Eao dis-

covered at Alluru (Nandigrama taluka of the Kistna

district), five miles from A'errupalem, on the Bezwada-

Hyderabad Railway line, an old Brahml inscription and

the remains of an old Buddhist stupa, at about two furlongs

to the west of the village. A facsimile of the inscription

(No. 331 of 1924), along with a short note on it, was

published in the Annual Report on South Indian Epigraphy

for the year ending 31st March, 1924. The inscription was

afterwards edited by Dr. R. Shamasastry in the Calcutta

Revieic for July, 1925. According to the transcript published

in the Reekie the epigraph refers to jayadharma (line 2), and

caradharma (line 5), and to Sana, king of the Ayis (lines

lG-17), who is supposed to have been the grantor of some

gifts. The Report rightly says that the inscription may be

palmographically assigned to the 2nd century A.D. If,

then, Dr. Shamasastry’s reading and interpretation be

correct, a king called Sana ruled over some parts, at least,

of the Kistna district about that period, i.e., some time

before the age of Jayavarman Bfhatphalayana.

It will, however, he seen from the facsimile that the

transcript published in the Calcutta Rericir is faulty in many
places, and that the words read as jayadhama and edradhama

there, are clearly deyadhama (pious gift) and cd-ra-the-ma

respectively. Here, how'ever, we shall only examine the

passage where tlie name of the king has been read.

The Alluru inscription is very important from the

paUeographical point of viewn Though it is a fragment,

all the letters that have been preserved are perfectly legible ;

and an interesting point is that in lines 7 and 13 we
have a peculiar form—[•^]. This figure has been taken

to be sa in both the Report and the Reekie.
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According to the Report, the inscription records the gift

of “ a certain Mahatalavara accompanied by his wife, son

and daughter-in-law.” Evidently the Report reads in line

16 ; sahhariijasa saputakasa sanasakasa and finds in the last

word a Prakrit corruption of the Sanskrit word syiitsa

(daughter-in-law). * In the transcript of the Calcutta

Revieir, the last word of the passage has been read as

sanasa kata (made by Sana). The letter after ka is certain-

ly sa
; but the letter after suna is that interesting figure wc

have referred to above.

I have no doubt that the letter which has been read as

sa, is anything but that. The letter sa occurs many times

in the inscription and in all cases the right side of the letter

is prolonged upward to about the same height as that of the

left side— [ ^ ]. It is clear that this form of sa, with the

right side considerably raised upward, has been purposely

used by the scribe to avoid a confusion between this letter

and the sa-like form already referred to which occurs twice

in the inscription. There can hardly be any doubt that the

sa-like form is to be read as hi. It is certainly the original

form from which the forms (— etc., of later

inscriptions were developed. I, therefore, read line 16 of

the Alluru inscription as eta sahhariyasa saputakasa sana-

tukasa. In the last word, then we get naptr (grandson) and

not snusa (daughter-in-law), and the word really means
“ accompanied by (his) grandson ” and not

“
accompanied

by his daughter-in-law.” From what has been said, it is

clear that there is not the slightest reference to any person

named Sana in line 16 of the Alluru inscription. ^ As

regards the passage aijirana (line 17), interpreted as “ the

1 In such a case, however, the passage is required to have been sa-sanasaka, like

sa-putaka and sa-bhanya.

S It must be noted that in the lire 7, where also this form of tu occurs, the word

has been read in the Calcutta Renew as casansa and has been translated as “ twenty-

six.” I do not know how the word casansa means twenty-six. The word is certainly

catuvisa, that is, twenty-four.
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king of the Ayis,” it may be left out without any serious

consideration. The line (line 17) aijirnna puvaseliijana

nigdyasa should certainly be drydndm purramiliydndm

nikdijasya in Sanskrit. Cf. ayirahamgha = ?>cimknt drya-

saingha in the Xagarjunikonda inscriptions.

Though it does not mention the name of any king, the

Aihini inscription is im{)ortnnt to the student of the history

of South Indian Buddiiism. It records the gift of lands and

some other things to the nildya of the punasaillya

dryns. Purras'iHit or Pdrraiild has been mentioned by the

Chinese pilgrim Yuan CInvang as Pu-p’o-shih-lo (Watters,

On Yuan Cliicang’s Travels in India, II, 214), and in the

inscription F. of Nagarjunikonda nsPiivaseJa {Ep.Ind., XX,
p. 22). The grantor of the gifts is a certain Mabatalavara

which word, as we have already seen, occurs several times

in the Xagarjunikonda inscriptions and probably means
“ a governor.” The gifts appear to be in the shape of some

nivartanas ^ of land, cows (gavi), bullocks and carts {baUradha-

sakata), men-servants and women-servants (ddsi-dasa), lamps

(divikdyo),'^ pans {knhhi-kaldha)

,

iron-vessels {lohiy()=
Sanskrit lohikd), vessels made of bell-metal {kasasa hhdyana),

etc., etc. There are also references to the dedication

of a taidka (pond), of kdr^idpanas and of an aksaya-nivi (per-

manent endowment) of a thousand pnrdnas (puranasahasa).

^ Accoidiuvj toKautilya’h. Artha.<abtraf II, 20, one mvartana appears to Lave been

210 X 240 square cubits 2*975 acres). According to a commentator of the

however, it was 120 X 120 square cubits ('743 acre! only. Whereas the danda (rod) is

equal to ts cubits according to Kautiiya, ii is equal only to 4 cubits according to t!,e

c'’Hjinent.itor, It may be conjectured that the measuring rod was 8 cubits long in

sortie parts of ancient Indi.i, while in other parts it was only 4 cubits long- Measuring

rods are not uniform in all the provinces or districts of India even at the present day*

Note also that a Bombay btghd <3925 sq. yds.) is equal to about 2^ Bengal htghas

tl B^rngal = 1GOO aq. yds.) at the present time. The longer rod may also have

been used for special measurements (see above, p. 188 n.).

t or danda — 6 ft. (4 cubits), see Fleet’s note at p. 511 of the English translation

of the Art}iabd‘'tra (Ist ed.), by i^hiinidsaatry.

^ The is raddlabJukarokarOtliyo ynlnaV^ft-dntKdijo. Some time ago, Mr.
K. N. Bikshit informed rue that it has been explained as “ lamps of the shape of the

mouth of a taddia fish, manufactured by the Yavanas."
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Peddayegi C4rant of Xaxdiyarman JI

The Peddavegi plates appear to be in an excellent state

of preservation. All the characters are perfectly legible.

These plates were edited in Jcurn. Andhra Hist. Res.

Soc., I, p. 92 ff. My reading is based on the excellent

plates published there.

Text

1st Plate : 2nd Side

L. 1. Svasti [||*] Vijaya-Vehgipuran = nailia-’

samar-avapta-vijayino

L 2. I. Hastivarinma-maharajasya prapautrah " vividha-

-dharmma-

L. 3. pradhanasya Xaudivarmnia-maharajasya pautrah

2ud Plate ; 1st Side

L. 4.

L. 5.

L. 6.

pratap-opanata-samantasya ' Candavarmma-

rnaharaja

II. sya putro jyesthah'’ bhagavac-Citrarathasvami-

pad-anudhyato bappa-bhattaraka-pada-bhaktah

2nd Plate : 2nd Side

L. 7. parama-bhagavatas= Salahkayano Maharaja- '

gri* -Nandi-

1 Read =anil;a.

2 Read vijayiuya.

3 Read °tro.

< Read

’ Read rajii.

® Read '"O/io.

^ Read Maha°
^ Read sn.
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L. 8. varmma Pralura-grame Mutuda-sabitan = gra-

meya-

L. 9. kan = samajnapayati
' [||*] Asti ^ asmad-

dharmma-yaso-’bhi-

3rd Plate : 1st Side

L. 10. vrddby-artban = triloka-nathasya Visnugrhasva-

mina[b] Aru-

®

L. 11. III. tore vraja-palakanarn krastum devabalafi. = krtva^

L. 12. asmabbir = bbiimi-nivarttanaDi dasa X tath=

aiva

3rd Plate : 2nd Side

L. 13. Mundara-grame bhiimi-nivarttanani dasa X
Ceficeru-

L. 14. va-grame bhumi-nivarttanani sat VI tath = ai-

L. 15. va Kamburanceruve bbumi-nivarttanani sat VI

4tb Plate : 1st Side

L. 16. dettani^ [|l*] Tad= avagamya desadbipaty-

ayuktaka-valla-

L. 17. IV. bba-rajapurus-adibhi/j = paribarttavyani
j|

L. 18. Pravarddbamana-vijaya-rajya-samvatsarasya da-

-sa-

4tb Plate : 2nd Side

L. 19. masya X Sravana-masa-sukla-paksasya Pratipa-

L. 20. di pattika datta [||*] Ajfiaptir'' = Mulakura-

bbojaka[bj|*]

L. 21. Likbitam rabasyadbikrtena Katikurina [||*]

' l>ead siiwa'. 4 Head I'rti; — asma°

.

- .IsO is superfluous. 5 Bead dattani.

3 Head /io = ’n/° 6 'Read ijnaptir=

.
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5th Plate : 1st Side

L 22. Bahubhirv = vasudha datta bahubhis = c =
anupalita [ I*]

L. 23. V. Yasya yasya yada bhumi * tasya tasya

tada phalam ^ [j|*]

L. 24. Sasti-varsa-sahasrani svarge kridati

bbumidah [ I*]

5th Plate : 2nd Side

L. 25. Aksepta c = abhimanta ca tany = eva narake

vased = itih^ [|1]

* Read bhumis = - ® Bead phalam. ® Bead ih,
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POLAMURL' GrAXT OF MADHA^ AVARirAN I

The Polamuru grant of Madhavavarman I was edited

by Pi. Subba Rao in Journ. Andhra Hist. Res. Soc., YI,

p. 17 f. But his reading does not seem to me quite accurate

in all places. Mr. Subba Rao, moreover, did not notice

the numerous mistakes in tlie composition of the

record. His translation is also not satisfactory. The

passage vipuikon(}indm = ai)pratihata~sdsana has been tran-

slated as “ whose edicts pass unchallenged with the name
of Yishtmkundi,” da-hMa-sakala-dharanltaIa-narapatir=^

avasita-cividha-divija as “who subdued the kings of the

whole earth of ten hundred villages,” parama-hrahmanya

as “ who is the bQst Brahman,” taittirlyalxa-sahrahmachdrl

as “ who is the true Brahmacharl of the Taittirika branch,”

etc., etc. It may also be pointed out that LI. 29-34

have been translated as “ The executors of this grant are

Hastikosa and A’irakosa who are great warriors and whose

duty it is to protect the grant.” I fail to find any connec-

tion between LI. 29-34 and Mr. Subba Rao’s transla-

tion.

My reading is based on the facsimile published along

with Mr. Subba Rao’s paper in Journ. Andhra Hist. Res.

Soc., \1.

Text

1st Plate ; 2nd Side

L. 1. Svasti [II*] Bhagavat '-srlparvatasvami-pad-anu-

dhyatasya MMiukoLndina] iii =* appra-

' Head Bhagarac-ChrV

,
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L. 2. tiliata-sasaiiasya sva-pratap-opaiiata-samanta-ina-

nujapati-mandala[sya]

L. 3. I. virahita-ripu-sad-vargasya vidh ‘-imdu-pavitra-

trivargasya vibudha-pati-sa[ddhya ?]-

L. 4. sara-vira^-vibhava-bala-parakrarnasya srl-Vikra-

iiialiendrasya suno ' aneka-

L. 5. samara- [sam]gbatta-vijayina[h]para-narapati-ma

[kujta-mani-mayukb Pavadata-ca-

L. 6. [I’a*] na-yagalasya Yikraina.srayasya srl-Govinda-

varmaiiah priya-tanayah ® atula-

L. 7. [ba''*'Jla-para[kia] ma-yaso-dana-vinaya-sapa

[mio] dasasata-sakala-dharanltala-nara-

2nd Plate : 1st Side

L. 8. patir = avasi[ta-vi]vidba-divyas = Trivarana-

gara-bbavana-gata-yuvati ®-jana-vi-

L. 9. barana-ratir = annanyaYnrpati-sadbarana-dana-

mana-daya-dama ’®-dbrti-

L. 10. mati-ksanti-kanti-sauriy "-audaryya-gabbiryya

prabbrfcy-aDeka-guna-sampa-

L. 11. j-jaiiita-raya-samuttbita-bbdmandala-vyripi-vipula-

yasob kratu-sa-

I Eead vidh-lm(lu°

.

3 Eead sddhya and nra. Ddhija is not clear and the idea seems to be .iwkwardly

expressed.

3 Eead °sya.

* Eead °nor-ane°.

5 Eead °yu°.

6 Eead °yo= °tu]a°

.

t Eead sainpanno.

8 Subba Eao reads yin ati.

8 Eead °r= ananya.

to Subba Eao reads dharrna.

II Eead iaury.

18 Eead gambhlrya.

13 Eead °yaidh.
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L. 12. hasra-yajl Hiranyagarbha-prasutah ^ ekadas-Asva-

medh-avabhrtha-snana-vi-

L. 13. gata-jagad-enaskah sarva-bhuta-pariraksana-cu-

ncuh ^ vidva-dvija ^-guru-vri -

L. 14. ddha-tapasvi-jan-asrayo maharajah srl-Madhava-

varma [|j*] Api ca niyam® = au'

2nd Plate : 2Dd Side

L. 15. sanasarn sattvarn kaisavam ka[riti]ra=ainda-

vim ® udvahann = urubha[h] bhati vikram-

ada

L. 16. pta-bhuri-bhuh®apy=asau®mahltala-nrpati-bha-

skarah [|(*] Parama-brahmanyo

L. 17, niata-pitru ^*’-pad-anudyatah” Jana^raya-mahara-

jah Guddavadi ^®-visa-

L. 18.11. yye“ visaya-mahattaran ^®= adhikara-purusam^

=*ca imam = arttham='a[jna]pa-

L. 19. yaty=asti vidi[ta]m = astu vo yath = asma-

bhi[h] Guddavadi-vi[.sa]ye Da[Ji]ya'

1 Omit visarga.

® Subba Bao reads cunculi.

^ Read ”r -ridrad-dri'.

* Read rr.

^ Read nayam =

.

® Read =

^ lieail unibhar = bhatt rikram-ardpta,

® Read °bhur = aiiy = asau,

5 Subba Rao reada asyasau.

Read pitr.

” Read °Jhydto.

Read °rdjo.

” Read Guddacddi. An. Hep. S. Ind. Ep., 1914, p. 10, reads Guddavati.

Read ti.sai^c.

'5 Read mahatta-°.

Subba Rao reads ".^arnica. Read °s = c = ema°.

Atti ia Buperfluons.

"Bead °bhir~Gudda°. See abore, note 13.
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L. 20. vavi-tlre Pulo[bQ]ru-nama-gramah * Mayinda-

vataki-daksinata-si-

L. 21. mante catu ^-nivarttanan = ca ksetram yugapat

pra[ttain] prag-di-jiglsaya prasthi-

3rd Plate ; 1st Side

Ij. 22, tab Gouava[rl]m = atitaran ® veda-vedarpga-

vido Eudrasa[rmraa]no naptre
*
sva-pitu-

L. 23. r=adhika-gun-adbyasi-tanoh ° Damasarmmanah

putraya Sivasarmmane Gauta-

L. 24. ma-sagotraya Karmmarastra-Kunlura-'vastavya-

ya Taittirika *-sabra[hnaa]carine

L. 25. veda-catustaya-samamnat-avadat-ananayasva-kar-

mm-anu
,L. 26. sfchana-paraya phalgunyam® paurnamasya ® soma-

rahu-sagraha-nimi [tte]

L. 27. Janasraya-datya“- sarva-kara-pariharen==agraha-

ri “ [kr] tya'^ samprattah [||*] Ta-

L. 28. tha bbavadbbir= anyai4= ca dharm-adbisata

buddbibhib pari[pa]laniya“ []j*] Na kai-

' Tl.e third letter in the name of the tillage is not ilear. ,4 t!. Rep. S. fnd. Ep.,

1914, p. lU, reads the name as PuHinbdru. In the grant of Jaya.imhai, the name

is Pulobiimra Bead °gramo = Mayi°.

* Bead daksina-simdnte catur-vtva°.

5 head prag-dtg-jigtfayd, prasthttaih and luradbhih. Subba hao rea^ls taram.

* Siibba Kao r< ads nop/jfr«.

* Bead "dhyusifo-torior = 0dtna°.

* Bead Tatttiriyaka.

’’ Bead karmm-ami’.

* Subba Eao reads phdigiinya.

* Bead paurnamdsyavi.

RsLii “dattyd. Sub. a Kao e i.i., datlyuiu,

1* K, ad °lidri°.

** head °krtya.

Bead °sayita°.

14 Bead pdlaniyah.

43
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Srd Plate : 2nd Side

L. 29. ^-cid = vadha karanlya [P] Ajnaptir = itra
^

HastikoM-Vlraknsau [||*] Maha-

T.. 30.111. n]atra-yodbayos=tesam ’ sreyai? kirtir = idain
^

mahat *

[ !*] Ye-

J.,. 31. na® lobhena lunipanti svapakas = tesu ' jayate
^

[||*] A[nyalya-

L. 32. samakale tu stbatavyam saktitah pura [ j*

j

Upeksati

33. punaty = yatra ® nara[ke] &a [nijmajjati [jj*]

Ity =cvam = ubhaya-

L. 34. gapau sthikrtya ® paripalayet [i|*] Atra

Vyasa-gita [siokab].

4th Plate : 1st Side

[Ba]bubhir=va[su]dha datta babubbis= c=
anupa[Ji]-

ta[(*] Yasya yasya yada bhumis=tas}a tasya

tada pbalarp ” [|j*] Sva-da-

tta para-datiam = va yo hareti vasun-

dharam [i*] Sasthi-va[ri]sa sabasra-

* Bear) "tiT — ntra.

* Bead ’s=^iayoh.

^ Bead lyam.

^ Bead mahati.

5 Bead ca.

® Bead tu.

? Bead jayante, thouch it does not suit the line, which s' ems to be in the
anustubh metre.

* Read 1/0= 'Pa.

’ Ite.id sVikriya. Hut ti e rueanin;; of tl.e passage is not clear.

Read Vydsn-gltah.

Read phahm.

** Read sra-dattam.

Read “dattam ta.

Read hareta.

Read '’ratR.

I* Bead faft^utarfa.

L. 35.

L. 36.

L. 37.
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L. 38. ni visthayan=jayate krmi[h|!]* ^asthiL

varsa-pahasrani

L. 39. svrage modati bhumidab [ |
*] Aksetta * c =

anumanta ca tany*=eva naka * va*

L. 40. se[t] [|j*] Na visa ^ visam = ity = ahuh ®

brahmasvam visam=ucyate [j*]

Visam = e-

L. 41. kakifnam] ba[nti] brabraa-svam pu[tra]-

pautrikam ® [||*] Vijaya-rajya-samvat-

sare[40]
''

* See note 16 at p. 338.

2 Read ak»epta.

* Read narake.

t Read visam.

® Read ‘‘hur = bra°

.

* Read °kam.
’’ The upper part of the symbol lo-iks like 40, and the lower part like 8 See

above, p. 104, note.



V

PoLAMURU Grant of Jayasimha I

These Plates have been edited in Journ. Andhra Hist.

Res. Soc., IV, p. 72 tf. and in Ep.Ind., XIX, p. 254 ff. My
transcript is prepared from the facsimile published in the

former.

Text

L. 1. Svasti [||*] Sri-vijaya-skandhavarat ^ matr-

gana-pariraksitanam Manavya-sagotranam

L. 2. I. Haritl-pntraparn^ Asvamedha-yajinam Calu-

kyanam kula-jala nidhi-

L. 3. samutpanna-raja-ratnasya sakala-bhuvana-

mandala-mandita-klrttih® srl-

L. I, Kuttivarmmanah pautrah^ aneka-samara-

sarnghatta vijayina[hl para-nara-

L. 5. pati-makuta-mani-mayukh-avadata-carana-

yugalasya srl-Visnuvardbana-

L- 6. maharajasya priya-tanayah pravardhamana-

pratap-opanata-samasta-

2nd Plate : 1st Side

L. 7. s[a]manta-ma[n]dalah sva-bahu-bala-par-

[akram-o]parjjita-sa[kala]-yaso-

L. 8. vibhasita-dig-antarah sva-sakti-traya-trisul-

avabhinna-para-narapati-

* Rfad °rdn = matr°

.

* Read ‘ndm = A<ia°

.

* Better read klrtteh.

* Read "tTO = 'neha.
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L. 9.

L. 10.

L. 11.

L. 12.
-

L. 13.

L. 14.

L. 15. 11.

L. 16.

L. 17.

L. 18.

sakala-bala-cetanah ' Brhaspatir = iva nayajno

Manur=iva vinaya-

jnah^ Yudhisthira iva dharma-parayanah *

Arjuna-vad = apara-nara-

patibhir = anabbilamghita-paurusyah ^ aneka-

^astrarttha-tattvajnah para-

ma-brahmanya ® raaia-pitr-pad-anudh\ atah

Srl-Pridbivi-Jayasingba ®-va-

2nd Plate : 2nd Side

llabha-maharajah ’ Guddavadi ®-visaye visaya-

inabatta[ran=adbi] kara-pu-

rusam4 = ca * inaam =arttham = ajnapayaty *=

asti viditara = astu vo yath=» asmabhih ”

Guddavadi-visiye Piilobumra-nnama ^Vgra-

mah veda-vedamga-

vido Damasarnamanah pautraya sva-pitur=

adhika-guna-gan-adbi-

vasasya Sivasarmmanah putraya Taittirika

sabrahmacarine “ veda-

dvay-alamkrta-sariraya Gautama-sagotraya

sva[ka]rram ‘''’=a [nusthana]-

’ Read -celano.

* Bead

• Bead ’no = ’r;uno,

* Bead ’fyo=-'neka.

• Bead brahmanyo.

* Bead Prthivi-Jayasimha.

^ Read 'rojo.

• Cf. da in vedo-veddmga (I. 16).

’ Read ‘iaryi=-c=-ema°

.

W Asti is superfluous.

1* Bead *«nab)nr=.

*• Bead 'nomo*.

'S Bead 'gramo.

n Bead taittiriyaka sabrahmacarine.

Bead ’sariraya.

'• Bead karmm-dnu°.
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3rd Plate : 1st Side

paraya purvv-agraharika URudrasarmmane *

= Asanapura-sthana-vastavyaya

^rl-Sarvvasiddhi-datya ® sarvva-kara-parihare^

= agraharlkrtya samprattah [|i*]

Tatha bhavadbhir = anyais = ca dharmrriadhi-

sata ^-buddhibhih paripalaniyah [!*]

Na kais==cid=vadha karaniya [||*] Ajnap-

tir atra Hastikosa-Vlrakosa ® [j|*] Bya®-

sa-gltah Bahubhirv= vasudba datta bahu-

bhis = c = anupalita [ |* ] Yasya yasya.

yada bhumis= tasya tasya tada pha]am=iti

[||*] Saml|5
1
gi 8

I
di 3^

’ Read purvvagra’.

* Bead 'ne = 'sana*.

^ Bead dattyS.

* Read dharmm-adhiiayita'

.

* Bead 'koiau.

* Bead Vyisa. The word slokdh seems to be left out after gitSh.

? The date was originally read in Bep. S', /nd. ^Ip., 1914, p. 10, aa year

[1]5, [^u] di 8 (Sunday). Subba Bao reads sam 4, which ia certainly wrong. M. S

Sarma reads 5 giigri ?} 8 di 7 (Journ. Andhra. Hist. Res. Soc., V, p. 183). I agree

with Mr. Sanna except in the case of the last figure, which appears to me to be

certainly 3. Cj. the synabol for 3 in I. 30 of the Polamuru grant of Madhavavarman I.

Cf. also Buhler s Indtsche Palaeographie, Tafel IX, col. viii. The date thus appears

to be expressed in the old fashion. See obore, p. 130 n.

L. 19.

L. 20.

L. 21.

L. 22.

L. 23.

L. 24.



VI

Importance of the Asvamedha

In a note in Ind. Cult., I, pp. 114-115, it has been

suggested that since Madhavavarnian I Visnukundin and

Pravarasena I Vakataka have been called simply Maharaja

(not Maharajadhimja) in the inscriptions, they are to be

taken as petty feudatory chiefs even though they performed

the Asvamedha. In support of this theory. Dr. D. K.

Bhandarkar says that “ even a feudatory chieftain can per-

form a horse-sacrifice” (ibid., p. 115) and that the Asva-

medha “mayor may not be preceded by a dig-vijaya”

(p. 116). The.se theories however are not only against the

evidence of the Sruti literature, but also go against the

evidence of the inscriptions of these kings.

In inscriptions, Pravarsena I has been called samrat

which never signifies a subordinate chieftain (cf., samratljo]

vdkdtakdndrn mahdrdja-iri-Pravarasenasya, etc., in the Bala-

ghat plates
;
Ep. Ind., IX, p. 270, 1. 4; also the Chammak

plates; Gorp. Ins. Ind., Ill, p. 235). ' That Madhavavar-

man I was not incapable of dig-vijaya is proved by a refer-

ence to his expedition for conquering the eastern countries

in the Polamaru grant (Joum. Andhra Hist. Res. Soc., VI,

p. 17 ;
above, p. 131). Mahdrdjddhirdja, based ^n rcjdtirdja,

etc., of the Scytho-Kusanas, was in early times not very often

1 A critic of my views his tiied to explain the passaae samrat(fo} taka\akanam
‘

as mere overlord of the Vakatakas ” {Ind. Cult., I, p. 705). There is however a

number of instances (e.y., in the early Pa I lava and Kidamba grants) which prove

bevond doubt that vakdtakdnd'n here means "of (i.e., belongii g to) the Vakataka

family." Another critic takes tihiVi., II. pp. 54-55) samrat idkatakdmm to be one

word in composition and points out that the passage has beeu used only in connection

with the name of Pravarasena I which fact, he thinks, shows that the VakStakas lost

their original imperial position after the time of that king. This interpretation however

sup lorts our view that Pravarasena I Vakafaka was a samraf. The Dudia plates

(Ep. Ind., HI, p. 260 and n. 7), it should be noted, read samratah which, according to

Kielbom, is apparently a mistake for samrajah.
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used in South India. The Kadamba king Krsnavarman

I who performed the Asvamedha sacrifice ruled over the

Kuutala country about the middle of the 5th century A.D.

In inscriptions, he is simply styled Dbarma-Maharaja—not

Dharma-Maharajadhiraja like Pallava Sivaskandavarman and

others. The Devagiri grant (Ind. Ant., VII, p. 34) however

calls him ek-dtapatra, “possessor of the sole umbrella,

which, as scholars have suggested (Moraes, Kadambakula,

p. 39 n), “is indicative of universal sovereignty. ’ A

subordinate king can hardly be called ekdtapatra. The

Birur grant {Ep. Cam., VI, p. 91) moreover calls him

daksinapatha-vasumatl-vasupati, “ lord of the riches of the

land of Daksinapatha,” which “ clearly shows that Krsna-

varman I claimed a sort of suzerainty over the whole of the

Deccan.’’ See above, p. 222, and Joum. Ind. Hist.,

XV, p. 305 ; also my paper on Kadamba Krsna-

varman I in An. Bhand. Or. Bes. Inst., XVI, p. 160 ff.

Note also that the Malavalli record (Ep. Cam., VII, Sk.

264) describes an Early Kadamba king as kadarnbanarn raja,

but also as vaijayantl-dhamma-maMrdjadhirdja. The Penu-

konda plates (Ep. Ind., XIV, p 3311 mention the Gahga

feudatory named Madhava-Mahadhirdja and his Pallava

overlord Skandavanna-Maharaja. For Maharaja Varaha-

simha, general of Bdjd Aparajita, see the Nagda record

(ibid,, TV, p. 31).

Keith has pointed out that the Asvamedha “ is an old

and famous rite, which kings alone can bring, to increase

their realms ’’ (Rel. Phil. Ved. Upanis., p. 343). The

Baudhdyana ^iraula Srdra (XV, I) says that a king victorious

and of all the land ^hould perform this sacrifice. According

to the Taittirlya Br. (Ill, 8. 9. 4), “ he is poured aside who

being weak offers the Asvamedha,” and again (V, 4. 12.3),

“ it is essentially, like the fire offering, an ntsanna-yajna, a

sacrifice of great extent and elaboration.” See Keith, Black

Yajtis, pp. cxxxii-iv. According to the Apastamba Srawh S,
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(XX, 1,1), ’ a universal (sarvahhanma) king can perform the

Asvamedha, but not (n = apifm un-universal {a-sarvahhauma)

king. It is clear from these statements that a subordinate

ruler could never celebrate the Asvamedha. A performer of

the Asvamedha may not have been a ruler of the earth from
North Pole to South Pole or of India from the Himalaya
to the Kumarika ; but he must have been an independent

ruler of a considerable portion of India.

An essential feature of the Asvamedha, besides the actual

slaying of the horse, is that about the completion of the

performance, at the bidding of the Adhvaryu “ a lute-player,

a Rajanya, sings to the lute three Gathds, verses, made by

himself which refer to ciclorics in battle connected icith ike

sacrifice ” (Keitli, Ret. Phil. Ved. Upani-s., p. 344). Fur-

ther, “As revealed in the later texts, the sacrifice is

essentially one of the princely greatness. The steed for a

year roams under guardianship of a hundred princes, a hun-

dred nobles with swords, a hundred sons of heralds and

charioteers bearing quivers and arrows, and a hundred sous

of attendants and charioteers bearing staves “ {3at. Br.,

XIII, 4, 2, 5 ;
Baudh. 3r. S., XV, 1). See Black Yajiis,

toe. cit. To manage these requirements is simply impossible

for a subordinate chief.

^Moreover, that the progress of the Asvamedha was some-

times impeded when other kings challenged one’s authority

to perform the sacrifice, is not only proved from the early

cases referred to in $at. Br. (XIII, 5. 3. 21-22) and

* See itahilaknlpadrumii-pariiina (Hitabaiii Office, Calcutta), s. v.

Asvamedha.

^ In pUce of « = api there li an alternate readina a;u. which is a Ulerinter-

palatioM acco^dini' to Keith (Bl.icJ- p. cxxxii). The interpolation se-ms to show

that asdrvahhauma {
= not master of a'l the land) kinca could also perform tiie

Asvamedha The word nsdrvahha’imn however never means a feudatory. The

alternative reading only shows that in later trues kini*5 who were powerful but who

did not claim to be ruler of the earth (i.e., the ini;or iiortion of the country) did also

perform the Asvamedha. It must however he noticed that the alternate reading goes

against all the old texts quoted above.

44
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Mahdbha. (XIV, 74-84), but is also proved by a tradition

recorded in such a late work as Kalidasa’s Malavikdgnimitra

(Act 'V). It is stated that Pusyamitra Suiiga’s sacrificial

horse was let loose to roam for a year at its own will

under the guardianship of his grandson Vasumitra who
was attended by a hundred princes and brought the horse

back after defeating the A’avanas as the horse perchance

reached the southern bank of the Sindhu (i.e., the Indus)

and was captured by the Yavana horsemen. That the

Asvamedha could not be performed without some sort

of dig-vijaya is further conclusively proved by an eighth

century inscription of the Pallavas. The Udayendiram
grant No. 2 {Ind. Ant., Vllf, p. 273) records that

Udayacandra, general of Nandivurma-Pallavamalla, defeated

the Nisada king Prthivivyaghra who was accorapattying an

asvaniedha-turanganici, i.e., hoi'se let loose in connection with

a horse-sacrifice. This instance proves beyond doubt that

the essential features of the Asvamedha hardly changed even
as late as the 8th century A.D. The famous poet Bhava-
hhuti who flourished in the same century also recognises the

above characteristic when he refers to the sacrifice as a^va-

nicdhaiti i ist/ajiyindm ksatriydndm — urjast'ctlcih sarca-ksatriya-

paribhdvl mahdn = ntl;ariia-niskar!i(ih (Utiarararita, Act lY).

'

Ai-Blruni (first half of the eleventh century A.D.) also says,

certain of them {i.e., sacrifices) can only be performed bv
the greatest of their kings. So, e.g., the Asramedha”
(Sachau, AlberfmVs India, II, p. 139),

Dr. Bhandarkar thinks (I«d. C'u/f., I, p. 11,') that the
number of peiformances of the Asvamedha could be increased
by simply multiplying the amount of dak.fina payable to the
Brahrnanas This view is however based on a wrong inter-

• T am mfJeljted f .r Uijs 31,1 for som» o'hcr rcfere-ioej (o Prof. H. C. Raychaiidhiiri.
ThattheA; amefba didmt!o3eiU„r,-in.il aoiessentii! aif,ro,fi,an in later times
IS also proved by the Vaidyanath Te-nple inK-ription which refers to Adityasena as
4asf« ^amurlr-fwfar-ia^vtidharaiia yn^t^dscamedh-adyn.mohdhrainvam.
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pretation of the following verse of the Mahdbharata (XIV,

88. 14) :

evam = atra fuahdrdja daksindm tri-gundm hum,

tritvam vrajatu te rdjan brdhmand hy — atra Jidranam.

The verse obviously imolies that, according to a Brahma-

iiical theory, the merit accruing from the celebration of the

Asvamedha, and not the Asvamedha itself, could be tripled

if the performer offered three-fold dahsmd to the Brahmanas.

'

In Ind.Cult., II, pp. 140-141, Mr. J. C. Ghosh has

quoted the Haric imia to show that feudatory rulers could

also perform the Asvamedha. Vasudeva, father of Krsna,

lived at Gokula on Mount Govardhana in the vicinity of

Mathura ;
lie was engaged in cattle-rearing and was a kara-

ddj/a/ia t j Kamsa, llie king of Mathura {Haricainsa, LVI,

llC'2-61). After the fall of Kamsa, the family of Vasudeva

removed to Dvaraka. In Krsna’s conversation with Indra

there is an incidental reference which says that while in

Dvaraka Vasudeva performed an Asvamedha {ibid., CL,

8574).
^

It will be seen that Mr. Ghosh’s contention is clearly

beside the mark. The question at issue is whether Vasudeva

was a feudatory of the Mathura kings at the time of celebrat-

ing the sacrifice after he was established in Dvaraka. There

is absolutely no proof to show that he was. We do not know

whether the Dvaraka region ever submitted to the kings of

Mathura. It must also be noted that the evidence of tradi-

tions recorded in works like the Harivamsa should alw’ays

• Another supporter of Dr. Bhandarkar’s theory says dnd. Cult., 1. p. 937 n),

“ The Asvamedha certainly had a great imperial significance in the old days But

in the period under review it must have lost that import,i-ioo. Oth rwise it would not

have beenrepeated so often" It may however be po.nted out th it ll.e .Wvamedha is

known to "have been repeated" many times even “in the old days.” Cf., e.g.,

BharataDausyanti-s 133 Asvamedha9in,-?«f. Br., Xm, 3. 5. 11; .Uso Joiini. Ind.

Hist., XIII. p. do and ahme, p. 1-25.

2 BahgabasI ed., Vi.vniipurra, 91, 21.
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be taken v^ith a grain of salt. Harivamh is obviously

written for the exaltation and glorification of the family

{vamsa) of Hari (he., Ivrsna-Yasudeva) and like similar

treatises in honour of other religious heroes is not free from

extravaganzas incident to a pronounced theological bias.

The critical historian can hardly hope for sober history in

such texts. On the contrary the probability is that the

parent of the hero of the tale has been given more than his

due. In the Xeic Testament tbe saviour of the Christians

is described as the son not of a mortal man but of God, and

in the Saundarananda (If, verses 32, 39, etc.), etc., glories

of the mightiest rulers are put on the head of a petty Sakya

chief named Suddhodana.

jMr. Ghosh moreover does not appear to take the evi-

dence of the Harivumsa as a whole. While describing the

Asvamedha that w'as attempted by Janamejaya, Haricamsa

itself (Bangabasi ed., Bhacisyapana, 2 ) makes it clear that

the horse-sacrifice could not be celebrated by a petty chief.

When the Sarpa-yajha wus finished, Janamejaya collected

materials for the celebration of an Asvamedha. Then he

invited the rteiks, purohitas and dcaryas, and said, “ I am
desirous of celebrating a horse-sacrifice. Do ye dedicate

the horse (verses 5 and G). ' Knowing how'ever that the

king s sacrifice wnuld not be succe.ssful, the omniscient

\ yasa w'arned him not to begin the Asvamedha. The sage

said. The !5niti lays down that the Ksatriyas should

celebrate the Asramedha, the foremost of sacrifices. On
account of tJie greatness of it, Vasava will violate your
sacrifice (veivse 2S).- “ (j slayer of enemies,” the sage

addedj as long as the world will last, Ksatriyas will not

1 Ynl^ye = ’ham vaiimeAhena httyam^uhrjynlam^tU.
^ Ail amedluih Iratuireilhuh hsiitriyanam iiuninitah, iena bliavena te yajHam

ras’aro dhnrfuyi^ijati.

That tlie .V-.iatnedha could be performed by great kings only is also proved
by the fact that Vasaya I =Indra) is always represented as jealous of its performance.
The rfant amsu descrjbea how he endeatonred to spoil the Asvamedha of Janamejaya
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be able to collect materials for your horse-sacrifice ” (v. 35)/

The king became very sad and said,
“

Console me by saying

that the Asvamedha will again be undertaken by kings”

(v. 58).- To this Vyasa replied, “ As energy counteracted

by another lives in it, so (the knowledge of) the Asvamedha,

although stopped, will exist in the gods and Brabmanas.

There will be one Senani, an Audhhijja, a Dcija and a

descendant of Kasyapa, who will revive the Asvamedha in

the Kali age ” (v. 39-40). * Could this great sacrifice, of

which the Harivainsa speaks in so high terms, be performed

by a petty feudatory chief ?

Mr. Ghosh further points out (Ind. Cult., Ill, p. 547 f.)

that Sewai Jaysingh of Amber (1099-1744 A.D.), though

he was a feudatory of the Mughal Emperors Parrukh-

slyar (T71'2-19) and Muhammad Shah (1719-48),

according to Todd {Annals and Antiquities of Rajasthan,

•2nd ed., Madras, 1873, pp. 3-28-32), performed a horse-

sacrifice and that therefore subordinate rulers could perform

iBhavi.‘iyaparvay o\. Note also what Visvavasu says to the king :
“ 0 king, t!iou hast

celebrated three hundred sacrifices; ^a3dva therefore cannot forgive thee any longer

(tn-yajna-safa-ynjvdnatn vd^avfi^ — tvam tid mr^ijate, ibid., 5, 2j). In this connection

note wh'it Bh lodarkar himself says in another occasion {Ep. Ind.^ XTX App., p 2,

n, 5). “ As Indrais represented as being suspicious of Govinda Gupta s power, the

latter seems to have been a supreme ruler.” See the \ dmann-Purdna, Cli. in

which the significan e of the Asv.imedha and the cause of Indra s unfavourable attitude

are clearly described ; also EayhUf IIIj 38-06 ; Bhdgavatit Purana, , 16, 24 , etc.

1 Tvayd vrttam Jiratun = c^aira rajimedham parantapa, Isatnyd n = dhaTisyanU

ydvad = Ih fim ir = dharisyati,

^ Yady = asti punnr~dvT'itjr~y<ijufif^y = dsi'dsay(isra ttidm.

^ The reference is generally thought to be to Pusyamitra Sunga. But that is

doubtful, as tlie Suiigas were Bharadvajas and not Kabvvpas. On the strength of this

verse and anotner in the M dJarihdgnimitra, Raychaudhuri suggests ilnd. Cult.,

p. 739 fF; IV, p. 363 if.) that Pusyamitra was possibly not a Sunga but a Baiinbika.

The unanimous evidence of the Purinas, however, may be set aside only on evidence

of a more positive char.cter. Bimbaka or Bimbika appears to have been a predecessor

of Pubyamitra. Ghosh thinks that the Mangas were dvyamii^.ydyai^a, i.e ,
both Bbara-

dvi’a and Kasyapa.

^ Uliallii-yajno ilece^u bruhmane; = ripaii'itsyule, lejii‘,a njahrfam lejfis = tejiiiy = ev

-‘Cirnt lethal

e

;
audhliijjo hliavit'l Iias= cif setiUrn l.iKyayo dnjah, n<raniedhntn knJiyiige

punah praiijdhariiyati.
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the Asvamedha. In my opinion, hoYfev^er, if Sewai Jaysingb

performed any horse-sacrifice he must have become virtually

independent before its celebration. In a paper on this

subject in Ind. Cult., HI, p. 376 ff, I suggested that Sewai

•Jaysingh may not actually have celebrated any Asvamedha

and pointed out that he was certainly not a vassal of

the Mughal emperors of Dehli during the later years of his

reign. I quoted the words of Todd himself ;
‘ Among

the vanities of the founder of Amber, it is said that he

intended to get up the ceremony of the Aswamedha yiiga

or ” sacrifice of the horse ” a rite which his research into

the traditions of his nation must have informed him had

he entailed destruction on ail who had attempted it,

from the days of Janaineja the Pandu, to Jaichand the

last Rajpoot monarch of Ganauj ’ (op. cit., p. 339). It

was pointed out that Todd only speaks of probabilities

—

‘ it is said,’ ‘ he intended to,’ etc. It is moreover a known

fact now that Todd who wrote early in the nineteenth

century and had scarcely any means of testing the authenti-

city of bardic tales is not accurate in his details. The very

passage quoted above from Todd shows that the celebrated

author made at least three statements which are not borne

out by authentic history. Firstly, he calls Sewai Jaysingh
‘ the founder of Amber.’ This is wrong; because Jaysingh

was the founder of Jaypur or Jaynagar, and not of Amber.

Secondly, he mentions CTrihadavala Jayaccandra as ‘ the l ist

Rajpoot monarch of Canauj.’ It is, however, now definitely

known that the last Gahadavala king of Kanauj was not

Jayaccandra, l)ut his son H.iriscandra who, as is known
from the Alachhlishahr and Beikhara inscriptions, ruled as a

Parama-hhamraka-Mahamjadhiraja-Paramcicnra at least up
to Sanivat 1257= A.I). idOO {J.A.S.B

,
P.)IL, pp. 763-65).

Thirdly, he credits Oahadavrila Ja>accandra with the cele-

bration of an Asvamedha like the Pandava king Junamejaya.
Mo historian has ever suggested that Jayaccandra performed
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any horse- sacrifice. He is never credited with the

Asvamedha in any of the numerous Gahadavala records, nor

in any other work that refers to him. Bardic traditions

however report that Jayaccandra performed a Eajasuya-yajna

along with the scayamvara of his daughter, the celebrated

Samyogita. I therefore suggested that Todd may have

confused the Eajasuya and Asvamedha sacrifices. This

suggestion has however been recently controverted by Mr.

P. K. Gode (Journ. Ind. Hist., XV., 364 ff; Poona Orient-

alist, II, p. 166 ff; Mimansd Prakdsh, II, p. 43 ff.) who

points out that MSS. of Sadasiva-Dasaputra’s Acdrasmrti-

candrika, Krsna-kavi’s Isvaravildsa, Vrajanatha’s Padija-

tarahgini, Yisvesvara’ s Prataparka and Hariscandra’s Dharma-

samgraha refer to the Asvamedha performed by Sewai

Jaysingh. I have read Cantos IV and V of the Tsvaracildsa

as quoted by Mr. Gode in Mimansd Prakdsh and admit that

the evidence is genuine.

Now the point is whether Sewai Jaysingh performed

the Asvamedha as a vassal of the Mughal emperors. It is

admitted by all writers on Mughal history that within less

than twenty years after the death of AurangzTb in 1707 the

actual possessions of the so-called emperors of Dehli became

limited within the district round the walls of their capi'al,

and that after the invasion of Nadir Shah in 1739 no power

of the emperors was left in Eajputana. We need not go into

details. It will suffice to refer to Sir Jadunath Sarkar

who says, ‘ The invasion of Nadir Shah dealt such a

shattering blow to the empire of Dehli that after it the

imperial authority was totally eliminated from Eajputana in

all but the name. The Eajput princes were left entirely to

themselves (Pall of the Mughal Empire, p. 279).

It is interesting in this connection to note that Todd

himself tabes the celebration of the sacrifice as a ‘ virtual

assumption of universal supremacy’ (op. cit., p. 339).

He also says, ‘ amidst revolution, the
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destruction of the empire, and the meteoric rise of the

Mahrattas, he (i.e., Jaysingb) not only steered through

tlie dangers, but elevated Amber above all the principalities

around ’ (<ip. cit., p. 331).

That Sewai Jaysingh defied imperial authority even

before 1739 is proved by the following facts. In the war of

succession that follow ed the death of Aurangzlb, he attached

himself to prince Bidar Bakht, son of Ajam Shah, and

declared him successor of Aurangzlb. For this opposition,

Amber was sequestered and an imperial governor sent to take

its possession
;
but Jaysingh entered his states sword in

hand, drove out the imperial garrisons and formed a league

with Ajitsingh of Marwar for their mutual preservation

(Todd, op. cit., p. 328). That he had independent political

relations with neighbouring state.s is also proved by the fact

that he did ‘ dispossess the Birgoojur of Deoti and Rajore

which were added to his dominions
; they embraced all the

tract now called Macherri ’ {op. cit., pp. 337-38).

The only proof of Sewai J.tysingh’s vassalage to the

Dehli emperors is that, according to traditions, he was

successively the governor of Agra and Malwa and was made

governor of Malwa a second time in 1732 under Muhammad
Shah. We must however note in this connection that

the great Jlaratha leader, the Peshuil, snatched away the

provinces of Gujarat and Malwa from Muhammad Shah who
issued a farman bestowing the naib stibahdan on the

Peshwa.’ The Maratha leader replied that ‘ though the

chaiith ot the whole of llindusthan was his due, he would

be satisfied with the above twu) subhas
'

(Sarkar, op. cit.,

p. -277). Will any student of Maratha history believe that

the great Peshwa, formally the udib sutxihdCir of Muhammad
Shah, was a feudatory of the wis faineants of Dehli ?

Again, the so-called Alughal emperors occupied the throne of

’ It is interesting to note that the emperor ot Dehli conferred (.June 12, 1723)

the dignified title Raiwlhnaja on Sewai Jaysingh (Poom Orientalist, 11, p. I6S).
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Dehli as late as A.D. 1858 when Bahadur Shah II (1837-

1858) was deposed, and the East India Company pretended

to rule in the name of the Mughal emperors. Would it

justify us to suppose that Governors-General of the

East India Company were feudatory to the puppet

emperors of Dehli ?

In my opinion therefore the suggestions that Sewai

Jaysingh of Amber performed a horse-sacrifice as a feudatory

of the Mughal emperors and that therefore the Asvamedha

could be celebrated by a feudatory chief are inadmissible.*

> Jaysingh may have performed the A-^vamedhi after 1730 and before I74-I.

There is however a tradition current at Jaipur which refers to an iavita' ion for an

Asvamedha received by Nago;Ibhatta from Sewai Jaysingh OIitnan<:a PraJiOsh, IT,

p. 43). Even if this tradition be genuine, I think that the sacriSce should be styled not

aa one celebrated by a feudatory of the MtighaU but as one performed by a vntually

independent king. The Smrti verses quoted by Messrs. J. C. Ghosh and A. Ghosh

I/nd. Cliff., Ill, pp. 759 f.
;
763 f.) prove nothing (see n^y note, ifcid., IV, p. 272 f.).

45



VII

Divyas ’

The prevalence of the system of trial by ordeals in

ancient Indian courts is amply attested by the Smrti litera-

ture. The subject lias been dealt with in the Mitdksard on

Yajnavalkya, II, verses 95-113, and the Sanskrit lexicon

3abdakalpadriima (Calcutta) under the word parlksd. It

has also been discussed by Hopkins in Camb. Hist. Ind., I,

p. ff., by Stenzler in Z.D.M.G., IX, p. 661, by

Schlagintweit in Die Gottesuiihede der Inder (1866) and

by Jolly in Recht und ditte, p. 145. We refer our readers

to a very interesting paper “ On the Trial by Ordeal among

the Hindus by ‘Ali Ibrahim Kban, Chief Magistrate of

Benares, communicated by Warren Hastings Esq.” in the

Asiatic Researches, Vol. I, pp. 389-404. See also S.B.E.,

XXV, p. cii ; Kaegi in Alter und Hirkunft des german.

Gottesieitheils (1887), B. V. Bhat in Bhdrat-ltilias-sarn-

sodhak-Mandal (3rd vrtta, p. 42 IT.) and S. N. Sen in Admini-

strative System of the Marathas, 2nd ed., pp. 363-68.

According to scholars like Biihler and Jolly [Camb. Hist.

Ind., I, p. 283 ; S.B.E., XXV, p. cii
;
Recht und Sitte,

p. 145), it is possible that all the nine forms of ordeal

mentioned in later Smrti literature existed in India from

the earliest times. This implication evidently takes its

stand on some doubtful early references and on tbe solitary

example of a form of the phala-divya in tbe Chandogya

Upanisat (\I, 16, 1-2) and the recognition of the daiva

(divine) proofs in the Apastamba Dharma-sFitra (II, 11, 3 ;

* ify cq tlie Divyas was <ir giniijy read before the itiCtubers of tbe Andbra
Histoi icdl Ilfsearch Hoctety at Uajahioiiodry Ofadras PresiJeucyh and was poblisbed

in the Sociefy's JoumaU Vol. VII, p. 105 ff.
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cf. 29.6)/ Some scholars, e.g., Hopkins, StenzJer, Sclila-

gintweit ^nd Kaegi, on the other hand, believe that fire

and Avater ordeals were first used and then came the elaborate

trials by balance and other ordeals, till eventually there

were nine formal ordeals {Canih. Hist. Ind., I, p. 283 ;

Z.D.M.G., IX, p. 661, etc.). The latter view seems to be

more probable.

The earliest reference to trial by ordeal in India is to

be found in the Ghandogya Upanisat (loc. cit.) where it is

said that a man accused of theft takes in his hand a heated

axe and is proved guilty if it burns him, but is acquitted if

it does not. The above Upanisat seems to have been com-

posed in a country to the South of Gandhara (modern

Rawalpindi and Peshawar districts) and in a place between

tlie Indus and the Jumna (see op. ciV., VI, 14, 1-2 ; VI,

10, 1). The reference to the axe-ordeal in it shows that

this form of the phala-divya uas used in that country when

the Upanisat was composed about 550 B.C. (see Camh. Hist.

Ind., 1., pp. 116 and 112). There is however no proof to

show that this ordeal was used in the different parts of

India from such an early date as the sixth century B.C.

More important seems to be the recognition of the daioa

or diAune- form of proof by the Apastamha Dharma-sutra

1 Apastamba
—

‘‘ In doubtful cases they shall give their decision after having

ascertained the truth by inference, ordeal and the like means ”
( S.B.E., II, p. 168).

Trial by ordeals are said to hive been referred to in early works like the Pailcavimia-

Brahmana. GeWner thought that the ordeal by red-hot a.ve is referred to even in the

Pjredff, and Griflath discovered in another passage of it references to the fire and

water ordeals. .According to AVeber, the Satapatha Brahmova makes mention of the

balance ordeal. Macdocell and Keith however do not agree with any of these

scholars. Scholars like Schlagintwe't, AVeber, Ludwig and Zimmer think that the

fire ordeal is mentioned in the .HJiarra-veda: but Bloomfield ai d Whitney have

disproved this theory. The system of trial by ordeals may or may not have been referred

to in the early A'edic literature ; but the practice seems to have been not unknown in

India even in the early A’edic period (see Vedir Index, 1, pp. .'117-lS, f61-C5). A

full-fledged system universally used was, however, most probably unknown.

2 Cf. Narada— “ Pro if is said to he of two kiniis, bum. in and divine.

Homan proof consists of documentary aud oral evidence. By divine proof is
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(loc. cit.) which is a hook on law. It roust be noted that

no other early text on criminal law prescribes trial by ordeal

for the person accused. According to Biihler {S’B.E., II,

2nd ed., p. xiv), the Sfdras of Apastamba are to be

assigned to a date not later than the third century B.C.,

but may be placed 1-50 or 200 years earlier. Apastamba’s

however is a general recognition
; none of the ordeals has

been defined in the Siitras. The chief subject discussed by
him under this head are assault, adultery and theft. It is

interesting to note in this connection that Kautilya, supposed
to be the author of the celebrated Arthasastra, does not

recognise the application of ordeals in connection with civil

or criminal procedure. According to the Puranas, Mudrd-
rdksasa, Mahdi'amsia and AryamanjuMmuIakalpa

,

Kautilya

lived about the time of Candragupta Maurya in the 4th century

B.C. He is therefore generally supposed to have been more
or less of the same age as Apastamba and to have had in his

purview the administration of the Alauryas whose kingdom
embraced almost the whole of India. These facts may not

be sufficient to justify us in assuming that Kautilya is

earlier than Apastamba,* but they may suggest that the

meant the ordeal by bal.ance and other (modes of divine test) ; where 'a transaction
has taken place by day, in a village or town, or in the presence of wit-

nesses, divine test is not applicable. Divine test is applicable (where the

transaction has taken place) in a solitary forest, at night, or in the interior

of a house, and in cases of violence or of denial of a deposit " (S.B E
,
XXXIII,

pp. 30-31).

1 See, however. Smith, E. Hist Ind., 4lh ed., p. 161 :
*• I have pointed out that

its contents describe the state of things as e.xisting immediately before the establishment
of the Maurya empire, while Mr. S.imasastry suggests that it may refer back even to the
pre Buddlii-tic age. The book seems to be based on much more ancient treatises now
lost and a good deal of it must have b. en .archaic in Manrya times.” I do not agree
with Johnston and Jolly (see J.R.A.S., 1929, p. 77 ff.) who think that Kautilya,
Canakya or Visnugupta was a 6ctitious 6gure. The testimony of the Puranas and
other works (though n.J contemporaiu.us) regarding Kautilya's connection with
Candragupta Maurya may be disregarded only on definite negative evidence. Absence
of reference to Kautilya ui the works of classical writers and in early works like the
. ihndapanlw is net definite proof. Kautilya appears to have been the founder of a
new school of Political Philosophy, and the ArthasisUa may be the work of this school.
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system of trial by ordeal was not much popular and was not

universally used in India about the fourth century B.C.

which is' generally supposed to be the time of Kautilya

and Apastamba. The general reference to daiva trial by

Apastamba possibly shows that the system of applying

ordeals, known to him and used in his time and place, was

not elaborate like that illustrated by later law-givers, but

was rudimentary like that recognised in the Manusainhita.

In vievv of the fact that the law-givers lived in different

ages and in different parts of this vast country, we cannot

expect unanimity in their views regarding trial by ordeal.

It is interesting to note that the word divija originally

meant an “ oath,” that is, a form of invoking the Supreme

Being to prove the truth of an allegation
;
but later it was

generall\ understood to mean ” trial by ordeal,” that is, a

form appealing to the direct interposition of divine power.

In connection with the development of the .system of trial

by ordeals, it is also interesting to note that while the

system is unknown to the Arthasastra of Kautilya, it is

seen sprouted in the codes of Apastamba and Manu, a little

developed at the time of Yajhavalkya and Xarada, and fully

grown at the age of the Mitdhsara of Vijhanesvara and the

Divyalattia ol Brhaspati. According to Kautilya {Artha-

sdstra, II, i), “ Self-assertion (smijaviiada) on the part of

Many of its views may be ascribed to Kautilya ; but the book, in its present form, is

certainly post-Chri^ti m. Tiie reference to Cina (derived from the mime of the Tsin

dynasty) proves that the Artbastt^tra cannot be eailiei than the later half of the

3rd cent. B.C. The language and structure of the te.xt and reference to the system

of dating in terms of regnal year, month, fortnight and day (11, VI) prove that

the work cannot be much earlier than the 2nJ cent. A.D. which is the time of

Budradaman's Junagadh inscription. The present Arthaiustra may be placed in

the Ist or 2nd cent. .V.D. The suggestion that works like the Arthasastra present an

ideal rather than the real state of society can only be partially true. The Arthafastra

could har-lly avoid referring to trial by ordeals, had the systtin been popular in the

locality where Kautilya’s school developed. For an interesting paper on the date of

the Arthasas'ra by Mr A. N. Bose, see Irid Cult., IV, p 135 IT
; see also my paper

Popularisation of Classical Sanskrit anil the Age of Sanskrit Dramas, read at the Indian

History Ci.ogreiis, Allahabad (1933).
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either of the litigant parties lias been found faulty ;
exami-

nation (anuyoga), honesty (arjaca), evidence (hetu) and

oath (sapatha)—these alone enable a man to win his

cause.” It appears that the system of trial by ordeal did

not fully develop and was not popular at the time and

locality of the author {or authors) of the Arthasdstra. This

fact possibly goes to show that Kautilya cannot be placed

—

as is the view of some .scholars®—in the 3rd century A.D.

i.e., almost about the time of Yajnavalkya.^

The simple sapatha of the Arthasdstra is seen developed

at the age of the Manusarnhitd, i.e., about the 1st century

A.D. or the 1st century B.C. (fiamb. Hist. Ind., I, p. 279).“

According to Manu, a Brahmana—in order to justify the truth

of his statement—should be compelled to swear by a declara-

tion of truth
; a Ksatriya by his cdhana (horse, elephant,

etc.), a vaisya by his cattle, seed-corn and gold, and a

Sudra by all sins. Alternatively, a Sudra may be put to

fire, drowned into water or compelled to touch separately

the heads of his sons and wives and swear ;
in the.se cases,

the man who is not burnt by fire or quickly drowned by

water and whose sons and wives (heads of whom were

touched in .'-wearing) do not fall ill within a short time, is

to be considered as true regarding his statement (see

Manusarnhitd, VHI, verses 113-15). Manu therefore

seems to have known only three forms of ordeals, the last

^ See Raychaudhuri, Po/. Hifif. .4nc. Itid.f ^nd ed,, p. 5, cot.'.

2 Cf. Camh. Hist. Ind., I, p. 3^3 :
** As the Sutras do do'’ notice ordeals except

for a general recognition of them as ‘ divine * proofs on the part of the late Apa&tam-

ba, and a.s the later writers rajfMvalkya and Xarada describe five ordeals adding the

plough-share, scales aO'i poi-ioo, it is reasonable to conci.ide th it Manu stands, in time

as well as description, jnidw'iy between the t«o sets o' authors and is the first t.*)

describe ordeals already known and practi-ed/’

^ L iter writers on law have prescribed '’a/tatha (or nnuor utxd dtrya f r m ;or

cr.mes- Cf.

devii-}>rdh niaf>(i‘p(id''ttn( — < u pntra-ffaru-^/iants; <a I

fte tu ^apathdh prolta mnfU'Ud svulpu.hdrtnte II

su/hisch -uhhCupe ui dn iidyiiiu n.^t dhnnnni !'

iSabdahatpadrnnia, s.v. .sapathat
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form of which however is not mentioned as a legal divya in

the works of the later law-givers.*

In the age of the Code of Y’ajnavalkya who possibly lived

in Mithila about the Ith century A.D. (Gamb. Hist. Ind., I,

p. 279), the system of trial by ordeals became more deve-

loped. According to this law-giver " Balance, fire, water,

poison and Kosa—these are the ordeals used here for

the proof of innocence, when the accusations are heavy

and when the accuser offers to hazard a mulct (in case he

should fail)
; or one party may be tried by ordeal if he

likes, the other then must risk an amercement
;
but the

trial may take place even without any wager if the crime

committed be injurious to the king . . . Balance for women,

children, old men, the blind, the lame, Brahmanas and

the sick ; but for the Sudra, fire or w'ater or seven yavas

of poison. Unless the loss of the accuser amounts to a

thousand pieces of silver, he must not be tried by the

spear-head, nor by poison, nor by balance ; but if the

offence be against the king or if the crime is heinous, he must

acquit himself by one of these trials in all cases ” [Yajna-

calkya-samhita, IT, 95-99). Yajnavalkya thus appears to

have known six forms of the ordeals, I'iz., (1) Balance, (2)

Fire, (3) Water, (4) Poison, (5) Kosa and (6) Spear-head.

The existence of trial by ordeals in Indian courts in the

7th century A.D., i.e., some time after Yajnavalkya, is

1 Thi-i form of ordejl seems to hare been laigely used in Bengal. It can be

faintly traced in the altercations of rustic girls of Bengal even at the present time.

Swearing befi re five learned Brabnianas is also mentioned by al-Bfruni (Sachau, op cit.,

1 1, pp. 158- 51)). On ne orcrsion a man is known to h.ive taken an oath on the feet of the

Mara'ha King Pahu Cbair.ipati. “Then Bbibha r Hari ala sail that the Maharaja's

feet were ihe Krsna to l.im and that he would take an oaih on his feet. Acc'ni.ig-

iy he swore tl at the icafat! in the afoiesaid mauja belonged to him and that Kao, tl e

was a Tlialtatk (MirasO peasant Within a day or two of this oath, Bh.khajl Gaikwad

got Cholera ;
he bad to be carried back to the village on tl e back of a bullock and

there he died after a month in consequence of that false oath tr ken on his behalf."

See S. N. Sen, AdministTafite System of the Marathas, 2nd ed., p. 368.
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evidenced by the accounts left by Yuan Chwang who

travelled in India from 629 to 645 A.D. Ordeals by water,

fire, weigh ment or poison are said to have been much

esteemed as efficient instruments for the ascertainment of

truth, and are described with approval by the Chinese

pilgrim (Watters, On Yuan Chivang, I, p. 172). The six

principal ordeals, viz., poison, water, image-water, balance,

hot-coin and spear-head, are also described by the celebrated

Mahomedan savant, al-Biruni, who wrote his book on India

in the second quarter of the eleventh century (Sachau,

Alberum’s India, II, pp. 158-60).

The fully developed form of the system of trial by

ordeals, however, can be found in the works of later writers

on law, such as Brhaspati, Vijnanesvara and others. Ac-

cording to the Dicyatattva (XIX, 4) of Brhaspati who seems

to have lived about the 7th century A.D. {Camh. Hist. Ind.,

I, p. 280), there are nine different forms of ordeals. They

are

:

Dhato - gnir=iidaJ{an = c=aira visain'kosas=ca pancamam I

Sasthan^ ca tandulah proldam saptamam tapta-mdsakam II

Astamam phalam ~ ity = uktam navamam dliarmajam smrtarn II

I. Dhata-divya or Tula-dicya, i.e., Ordeal by Balance.

The beam having been previously adjusted, the cord

fixed and the scales made perfectly even, the accused person

and a Brahmana judge (pradciiaka) fast a whole day.

Then, after the accused lias been propitiated with homa
and deities have been worshipped, the person is weighed.

When be is taken out of the scale, the prddvivdka pro-

strates before the balance, pronounces some mantras and

having written the sub.stance of the accusation on a lipi-

patra, binds it on the liead of the accused. After reciting

some mere mantras, tiie judge puts the man again on the
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scale. If he weighs more than before, he is guilty *
;
if

less, innocent
;
and if exactly the same, he is held partially

guilty. In case of doubt, the accused must be weighed

again
;
but if any part of the balance—though well fixed

—

breaks down, it will be considered as proving his guilt

{i^abdakalpadruma, s.v. tula).

II. Agni-divya, i.e.. Ordeal by Fire.

In performing the fire-ordeal, an excavation nine cubits

long, two spans broad and one span deep is made in the

ground and filled with a fire of Pippala wood. Into this

fire the accused person must walk bare-footed ; if his feet

are unburnt he is innocent, otherwise guilty (As. Res., I,

p, 390).

III. Jala-divya or Ordeal by Water.

In the water-ordeal, the accused should be caused to

stand in a depth of water sufficient to reach his navel ; but

care shou'd be taken that no ravenous animal be in it and

that it is not moved by much air. A Brahmana is then

directed to go into the water with a staff in his hand, and

a soldier shoots three arrows on dry ground from a cane

bow. A man is then despatched to bring the arrows that

has been shot farthest, and, after he has taken it up, another

man is also ordered to run from the edge of the water. At

this moment, the person accused is ordered to grasp the

foot or the staff of the Brahmana who stands by him in the

water, and immediately to dive into it. He must remain

under water till the two men who were sent to fetch the

arrows return. If he raises his body or head above the

' .“M- BlrfnT siiy 3 lop. t'lf., p. 159). “ In case hns spiken the truth, he now

weighs more than the first time.” We are not definite whether tliis is wrong or

isb-ised upon a local practice. Yuan Gbwang alao siya, ‘‘ Cue accused is weighed

against a stone; and i? ih? latter la ligla-.er th; charge is false, if otherwise

it is true.”

46
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surface of the water before the arrows are brought back,

his guilt is proved * (ibid., pp. 390-91). The water ordeal

is mentioned in the Padmdvatyaiadana of the Bodhi-

sattvdvaddnakalpalatd (S. N. Sen, op. cit., p. 573).

IV. Visa-divya or Ordeal by Poison.

The poison-ordeal was performed in two different ways :

(a) After the homa is performed, and the accused person

is bathed, 21 rath or 7 yacas of oisandga (a poisonous

root) or of sahkhyd - (i.e., white arsenic) are mixed with

6 nidsas or 6t ratis of clirilied butter winch the accused

sliould take from the hands of a Brah nana. If the poison

is visibly effective, the man is condemned
; if not, absolved.

(b) A hooded snake, called naga, is thrown into an earthen

pot into which is also dropped a ring, seal or coin. The
accused person is then ordered to take it out with his hand.

If the serpent does not bite hi;n, he is proved ifinocent;

otherwise, he is pronounced guilty (.4s. Res., I, p. 391).

Yuan Chwang seems to refer to a third variety of this

ordeal when he says, “ The poison ordeal requires that the

right hind leg of a ram be cut off, and according to the

portion assigned to the accused to ear, poisons are put into

the leg, and if the man is innocent he survive.s, and if not

the poison takes effect ” (Watters, Joe. cit.).

Trial by ordeal eTisted also in ancient Bibylonia as is eridenced by the Code
of Hammurabi wh >, according to Hall (Ancient HtHory of the Near East, 7th e l, p, 211)

,

euled from circa 2123 to 2oS0 B.C. The Code whim, aeenn to have been b.-^ied on ancient
Sumerian laws takes cognisme-e of a form of the water-ordeal. It was used when
i man was accused of sorcery and a woman of adultery without sufficieut evidence.
In both cases the accused were to leap into the river, and their innocence was estab-
lished if they came out alive (see Camb. Anc. Hist., I, aiv).

* Hindi Sahkhiya ; Bengali .f^o-n*. According to al-Bfrunf (op. cit, p. 159)
the huh (poison) which the sccosed person was invited to drink was called brahmana.
This may b« a miitraniliteration for Vifn-naga.
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V. Ko^a-divya or Ordeal by “ Image-Washed ” Water.

The Koh-divya is performed in the following way. The

accused person is made to drink three draughts of water

into which images of the sun, the Devi and other deities

have been washed for the purpose. If the man has any

sickness or indisposition within 14 days after taking the

draughts, his crime is considered to be proved (ibid., p.

391). Al-!3iruni says (op. cit., p. 159) that the accused is

taken to the temple of the most venerated idol of the town

or realm and that the priests pour water over the idol of

the town and give it to the accused to drink. The accused,

according to him, vomits blood, in case he is guilty.

VI. Tandula-divya or Ordeal by Bice.’

The rice-ordeal is generally applied to persons suspected

of theft. Some dry rice is weighed with the Salagram or

some mantras are recited over it, and the suspected persons

are severally asked to chew a quantity of it. As soon as it

is done, they are ordered to throw it on some leaves of the

Pippala tree or on some bhurjapatra (bark of a tree from

Nepal or Kasmir). The man from whose mouth rice

comes dry or stained with blood, is pronounced guilty and

the rest innocent {ibid., pp. 391-92). For two cases of the

Tandula divya, the first in connection with payment of

money and the second with refei'cnce to a boundary ques-

tion, see 'Rice, Mysore and Coorg, etc., p. 177.

VII. Tapta-mdsaka-dicya or Ordeal by the Hot Mdaaka

Coin.

In performing this ordeal, the appointed ground is

cleared and rubbed with cowdung. The next day at sun-

rise, after the worship of Ganesa and other deities is done,

the prddvivdka, having recited some mantras, places a round

Cj. Cdl-j/ara of rural Bengal.
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pan of gold, silver, copper, iron or clay, with a diameter

of 12 inches and depth of 3 inches, and throws into it one

seer or 80 sicca weight of clarified butter or oil of sesa-

mum.* After this, a mdsaJiT. coin is thrown into the

pan, or alternatively a ring of gold or silver or iron is

cleaned and cast into the oil which some Brahrnanas pro-

ceed to heat. AVhen the thing in the pan is very hot, they

throw a fresh leaf of Pippala or Bilva into it ; if the leaf is

burnt, the thing is taken t) be sufficiently hot. Then after

reciting a mantra, the pradvivaka orders the accused person

to take the coin or ring out of tlie pan. If he can do this

without his fingers being burnt or blistered, he is considered

not-guilty
; otherwise guilty' (.4s. Res.. T, p. 392; see also

Pitamaha quoted in the Mitaksard on Yajhavalkya, II, 113,

and Alberiinl s India, II, pp. 15'.)-60). For cases of this ordeal

in records of A.D. 1580 and 1677, see S. N. Sen, loc. cit.

VIII. Phala-dkya or Ordeal by Spear-Head.

In performing the phala-dioya, the Brahrnanas, after due
worship of Oanesa, draw nine circles on the ground with
cowdung at intervals of 12 inches, each of which circles

should have 12 inches as diameter e-vcept the ninth which
may be smaller or bigger than the rest. Then the horna is

performed, gods are worshipped and some mantras are recit-

ed. The accused person then performs ablutions and, wear-
ing wet clothes and facing towards the east, stands in the
first circle with his hands on his girdle. After this, the
pradvivaka and the Brahmanas order him to rub some un-
husked rice between his palms which they carefully inspect.

J Twenty pa!as of ghee and oil, acc ,r ling to Pitamaha.
* Even in the 12th century A.D. thereil trial in EogUn 1 was by the ordeal of

water, failing to get through w.ii.-b the .icciised wia condemned. The English water
ordeal was ho.vever noro ah, , t . the taptu ,l,cya of the ancient Indian Penal
Code. ' The accused had to dip ,is hm 1 int, bail; ,g water and taka out a atone from
the bottom of t!.e vessel. The h m I was t len tie 1 up f,r a time (usually seven days),
and if, when the bandages were t,ken off it was fnmd to be healed, the man was
held acquitted (Warner & .Marten. Groundwork of British History, p. 79).
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If any scar of a former wound, mole or any other mark

appears on his palms, they stain it with a dye, so that it

may be distinguished from any new mark after trial. The

accused is then ordered to hold both his hands open and

close together. Having, then, put into his hands seven

leaves of the trembling tree or Pippala, seven of the s'awZ or

jend, seven Itlades of the darhha grass, a little barley moist

ened with curd and a few flowers, titey tie the leaves on

the hands witli seven threads of raw cotton. Some mantras

are then recited by the Brahmanas who next write a state-

ment of the case and the point in issue on a palmyra leaf

together with the appointed mantra, and tie the leaf on the

head of the accused person. Then they heat an iron-ball or

a spear-head, weighing about five pounds, and throw it into

water: they heat it again, and again cool it in the same

way. The third time they heat the iron till it is red-hot.

Next, the Brahmanas, after reciting the mantras, take the

red-hot iron with tongs and place it in the hands of the

accused who is standing in the first circle. He must then

gradually step from circle to circle, his feet being constantly

in one of them. After reaching the eighth circle, he must

throw the iron in the ninth to burn some grass which must

be left there for that purpose. He is thereafter ordered to

rub some uiihusked rice between both his palms ; if, on

examination, any mark of burning appears on either of the

palms, he is considered guilty ;
if no such marks appear^

his innocence is proved (.I.s. Res., I, p. 392). For a case of

grasping a red-hot iron in a record of 1309 A.D. in the

presence of the god Hoysalesvara, see S. N. Sen, loc. cit.;

see also AlberunVs India, 11, p. 160.

IX. Dharmaja- ov Dharm-ddh arma-divya, i.e.. Ordeal

by (the images of) Dharma and Adharma.

In performing the image-ordeal (or Dharm-adbarma

ordeal), two processes may be followed.
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(a) An image named Dbarraa is made of silver, and

another called Adharma of clay or iron.’ Both of these

images are thrown into a big earthen jar. If the accused

can bring the image of Dharraa out of the jar after thrust-

ing his hand into it, he is considered innocent ; but if he

brings out the image of Adharma, he is condemned.

(b) An image is drawn on a piece of white cloth and

another on a piece of black cloth. The first is called

Dharma and the second Adharma.^ These are severally roll-

ed up in cowdung'^ and thrown into a large jar, without

being overseen by the accused. The accused is then order-

ed to bring out one of those rolls. If heb-ings out the figure

on white cloth, he is acquitted ;
if that on the black clotb,

convicted (ibid., p. 392 ; see also Pitamaha quoted in

Mitdksara on Yajnavalkya, II, 113).

Certain months and days are specified for the different

species of ordeals. There are also other injunctions in the

Smrti literature
;
but the law-givers are not unanimous on

these points. It is not necessary to notice these

in detail. We simply quote’ a passage from ‘Ali

Ibrahim Khan {op. cit., p. 393), where we find the

tradition based on Vijhanesvara’s Mitaksaru and followed in

the Benares region about the end of the eighteenth

century.

“ Agrahayana, Pausa, Magha, Pbalguna, Sravana and

Bhadra for that of fire ; Asvina, Karttika, Jyaistha and

Asadha for that by water
;
Pau.sa, Magha and Pbalguna for

that by poison ; and regularly there should be no water

ordeal on the Asuuni or eighth, CaturdasI or fourteenth day

of the new or full moon, in the intercalary month, in the

* Lead or iron, according to Pilamalia.

^ Acc )rdi'rn to Pitamaha, ‘ A Dharma in wliite .ind an .Adliarnia in black are

to be drawn either on the hhurja or cloth."

2 Cowdung or clay, according to Pitamaha.
* We o.i,e our method of transliteration.
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month of Bhadra, on Sanaiscara or Saturday, and on Mah-
gala or Tuesday

; but whenever a magistrate decides that

there shall be an ordeal, the regular appointment, of months

and days need not be regarded.

“The Mitahsam contains also the following distinctions.

In cases of theft or fraud to the amount of a hundred gold

mohurs, the trial by poison is proper; if eighty mohurs be

stolen, the suspected person may be tried by fire
;

if forty,

by the balance ; if from thirty to ten, by the image-water

;

if tuo only, by rice.”

As has been already n-oticed, differences in the views of

different law-givers appear to us to be due to differences in

their time and place. A few instances will possibly enable

our readers to understand the point clearly.

(a) One of the most glaring instances of such differences

may be seen in the views of Brhaspati on the eighth form

of the nine divyas, namely, the phala-dicya. According to

Brhaspati, “ A piece of iron, eight ahgulis in lengthy four

angulis in breadth and weighing twelve pahs, is called a

phdla
; when the pfidla is red-hot {agnt-varna), the thief

(here, stealer of a cow) must once lave it with the

tongue ; if (the tongue) is not burnt, he is held innocent

;

if otherwise, convicted.” The passage gn-caurasya praddta-

vyam tapta-phdl-dvalehanam = iti snntir^iti maithildh

{3ahda'kaJpadruma, s.v. phdhni) possibly goes to show that

this form of the phala-divya was very popular in North Bihar

and that Brhaspati lived not very far from the Mithila

region. This form of the ordeal seems to have been unknown

in South India.’ The licking form of the phala-divya is

mentioned by Yuan Ciiwang (Watters, loc. cit.). who

however describes it as a fire-ordeal.

* Difference in the practice of the pliala-dtcya is also evidenced Ly th -

Chdndogya-Upani;at where the thing to be heated is said to have been a parafh

,

i.«., ax*.
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(h) A local variety of the third ordeal, namelv jaladivya,

has been thus noticed by ‘ Ali Ibrahim Khan: “In the

villages near Benares, it is the practice for the person, who

is to be tried by this kind of ordeal, to stand in water up to

his navel, and then holding the foot of a Brahmana, to dive

under it as long as a man can walk fifty paces very gently.

If, before the man has walked thus far, the accused rise

above tie water, he is condemned; if not, acquitted”

(op. cit., p. 393).

Al-BirunI possibly refers to a slightly different custom

when he says (op. cit., p. 159), “ They bring the man to a

deep and rapidly flowing river, or to a deep well with much

water Then five men take him between them and

throw him into the water. If he has spoken the truth, he

will not drown and die.”

According to Yuan Chwang (Watters, op. cit., p. 172),

the accused was put in one sack and a stone in another,

then the two sacks were connected and thrown into a deep

stream ; if the sack containing the stone floated and the

other sank, the man’s guilt was proved.

A different form of the j'lla-dicija was prevalent in the

Maratha country. “ The parties and the Pandhars were

sent CO a sacred river like the Krishna, or better, to

a sahgama of special sanctity liki*the Krishna-Vena Sangama.

There, at an auspicious moment, the Pandhars stood on the

bank after their bath in the sacred stream, the defendant

and the plaintiff still remaining standing in the river.

Either the Patel or some other trustworthy man there present

was then ordered lo draw the rightful party from the water

and pass a conscientious verdict ” (Sen, op. cit., p. 365).

(c) Another glaring instance is in connection with the

question whether ordcils should be applied to women.

According to Narada, who seems to have lived in Nepal about

the 5th century A.D. (Canib. HM Ind., I, p. 280), women

cannot be tried by ordeals (strlnaiica na bhaved=dicyam). But
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another law-giver, Sulapani, says that this prohibition refers

to divyas other than the tuld-dicya, and we have already

seen that Yajnavalkya prescribes trial by the balance ordeal

for women. There is also a view that in connection with a

quarrel between a man and a woman, the latter should

undergo ordeals {3ahda]ia}padnima, s. v. panhsd).

The application of ordeals to women appears to be

supported by the Ramayanic story of Sita undergoing the

fire-ordeal in order to prove that her chastity was not violated

by Ravana during her confinement in Lanka, and also by

some epigraphic references. Some records (e.g., Ind. Ant.,

XIX, p. '248) say that CandaladevI (Candrike or Candrika-

devi), wife of LaksmTdeva I (c. A.D. 1209), the Ratta king

of Saiulatti, “ attained victory over a number of serpents in

an earthen water-jar ”
; the allusion here is certainly to the

queen having undergone trial by the poison-ordeal {Bomb.

Gaz., I, ii, p. 556 and note 5).

It is evidenced by some old Bengali works that, in

Bengal also, the purity of wives was sometimes examined by

ordeals. Thus, Khullana, heroine of Kavikaiikan IMukun-

daram’s Candikdvya (about Saka 1499=A.D. 1577) is

reported to have undergone successfully four ordeals, the first

three of which are in reality the water, poison and spear-

head ordeals (see D. C. Sen, Bangahhdsd-o-Sdhitya, 4th ed.,

p. 371). It IS also stated that Khullana was put into a

jatu-grha made specially for the purpose of testing her

chastity, and then it was set fire to. This form of the

fire-ordeal is however unknown to the Smrti literature. But

the description of the Gamlikdnja seems to be more or less

conventional- It is therefore not certain whether these

ordeals were actually prevalent in Bengal in the second half

of the sixteenth century A.D. Behula (Sanskrit : Vipidd),

the famous heroine of the Mana.sd-viahgal story, is also said to

have proved her purity by undergoing with success several

of the ordeals {PracdsT, Karttik, 1333 B.S., p. 67),

47
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Prom the above references we see that the prevalence of

the system of trial by ordeals is not only proved by the

Smrti literature, but can also be proved from references to

the practice in inscriptions and other writings. For

inscriptional references, we refer our readers to Ep. Ind.,

XIII, p. -294; XV, p. 394; and Bomb. Gaz., I, ii, pp. 556

and note 5, 571 and note 3. Here we quote three instances

of trial by ordeal, one from an inscription and two from

tlie paper of ‘Ali Ibrahim Khan who claims to have been an

eye-witness of tlie trials :

I. In the Kaliyuga year 4-289 (A.D. 1188) and the 15th

ycarof the Cloa Kadamba king Vira-Jajakesideva HI “ on

Sunday, the eighth day of the bright forlmght of Asadha

in presence of the fortunate prime-minister, Isvararya

Dandanayaka, Sivasakti, the dcdrya (priest) of the god

SrI-Kallesvaradeva of the well called Attibavi at Kittur, and

Kalyanasakti, the dcdrya of the original local deity of that

place (Mulasthanadeva), opened a subject of dispute, the

former asserting that a plot of ground in that place, called

Alakolanakeyi, h.id from of old belonged to Kalfesvaradeva,

while the latter claimed it for the original local deity

(Mulasthanadeva).

“ The agreement that they Loth of their own free-will

entered into at the presence of the same Isvara Dandanayaka

was this : Sivasakti said, ‘ AVhereas this plot of ground

(called) Alakolanakeyi belonged ol old to Kallesvaradeva,

Devarasi, the father of Kalyanasakti, unauthorisedly brought

it under cultivation under the Cande state and had a grant

written in his own favour
; and I am now prepared to

undergo the phdla-divya in support of my statement that

it had belonged from ancient times to Kallesvaradeva.’

(On the other hand), the argument of Kalyanasakti under
oath with the sacred symbols on his head was, if the Cande
Sainsthana gave this plot of ground (called) Alakolanakeyi
to my father Devarasi and to myself on behalf of the original
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local deity (Mulasthanadeva), it has not been unauthorisedly

brought under cultivation.’

“ Isvara Dandanayaka then said, ‘ Go both of you

before the assemblage of the bankers of the village of Degave,

which has been granted in perpetuity to Brahmanas
; and on

their assenting to this, on Sunday, the seventh day of the

dark fortnight of Asadha in the same year, in the presence of

all the bankers of the ayrahara village Degave and in front

of the temple of Mallikarjunadeva of that place, Sivasakti,

undergoing the ordeal of phala-divya, made oath that the

piece of land (called) Alakofanakeyi belonged of < Id to the

god Kallesvara of Attibavi; while Kalyanasakti, taking the

sacred s}mbols on his head (or standing on his head!),

declared that it was the property of the original local deity

(Mulasthanadeva). After this, on Monday, the eighth day

of the same dark fortnight, all the bankers of the ayrahara

village Degave having convened themselves in the assembly-

hall and having examined the hand of Sivasakti, decided

that he had won his cause, and that Kalyanasakti who had

taken the sacred symbols on his head had lost it, and that

the plot of ground called Alakolanakeyi belongs to the god

Kallesvara of Attibavi, and gave a certificate of success to

Sivasakti ” (Kittur inscription, J.B.B.R.A.S., IX, pp.

307-09).

II. “ In the year of the Messiah 1783, a man was

tried by the hot-ball {phala-divya) at Benares in the presence

of me, ‘Ali Ibrahim Khan, on the following occasion. A

man had accused one Sahkar of larceny, who pleaded that

he was not guilty; as the theft could not be proved by legal

evidence, the trial by the fire-ordeal '\as tendered to the

appellee and accepted by him. This well-wisher of mankind

advised the learned magistrates and Pandits to prevent the

decision of a question by a mode not conformable to the

practice of the Company’s Government, and recommended an

oath by the water of the Ganges and the leaves of the
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tuJasl in a little vessel of brass (copper ?) or by the book

Harivamm, or by the stone Salagram, or by the hallowed

ponds or basins, all which oaths are used in Benares.

When the parties obstinately refused to try the issue by any

one of the modes rerornraended and insisted on a trial by

the hot-ball, the magistrates and Pandits of the court were

ordered to gratify their wishes and, setting aside those

forms of trial in which there could be only a distant fear

of death or loss of property as the just punishment of perjury

by the sure yet slow judgment of heaven, to perform the

ceremony of ordeal agreeably to the Dharmasastra : but it

as not till after mature deliberation for four months that

a regular mandate was issued for trial by the red-hot ball;

and this was at length granted for four reasons : first,

because there was no other way of condemning or absolving

the person accused; secondly, because both parties were

Hindus and this mode of trial was specially appointed in the

Dharmasastra by the ancient law-givers; thirdly, because

this ordeal was practised in the dominions of the Hindu

Rajas '
; and fourthly, because it might be useful to inquire

bow it was pos^^ible for the heat of fire to be resisted and

for the hand that held it to avoid being burned. An order

was accordingly sent to the Pandits of the courts and of

Benares to this effect :
‘ Since the parties accusing and

accused are both Hindus and will not consent to any trial

• A case of the same ordeal (described as agm dtvya according to the system
of Narada) has been quoted by Prof. S X. Sen (op. nf., pp. 577-7RI from a Marathi
document “ On Wednesday, n.y hands were bandaged. The next day, the aforesaid
Pandit sat on the hanks of the Godararl, opened the bandage of my hands in the
presence of the god and had them rubbed witli rice The signs on the two hands
were all marked, and one iron-ball, 50 palas or 168 tolas, 2 masas, was duly
weighed and thrice heated in fire. They bound a hhagya-patra on my forehead,
placed seven nfrcft/m leaves on my hands and bound them with thread. Then they
placed the ballon my head and ordered me to walk over seven circles and drop tlie

ball in the eighth dropped the ball on some grains which had been kept in the
appointed place and the grains took fire .-etc. The accused person in this case
came out successful through the ordeal.
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but that by the hot-ball, let the ordeal desired be duly

performed in the manner prescribed by the Mitdksara or

Commentary on Yajnavalkya.

“ When preparations were made for the trial, this well-

wisher to mankind, attended by all the learned professors,

by the officers of the court, the sipdhTs of Captain Hogan’s

battalion and many inhabitants of Benares, went to the

place prepared, and endeavoured to dissuade the appellor

from requiring the accused to be tried by fire, adding, ‘ if

his hand be not burned, you shall certainly be imprisoned.’

The accuser, not deterred by this menace, persisted in

demanding the trial. The ceremony, therefore, was thus

conducted before me, ‘Ali Ibrahim Khan.

“ The Pandits of the court and the city, having wor-

shipped the god of knowledge and presented their oblation

of clarified butter to the fire, formed nine circles of cow-

dung on the ground ; and, having bathed the appellee in

the Ganges, brought him with his clothes wet
;
when, to

remove all suspicion of deceit, they washed his hands with

pure water : then, having written a statement of the case

and the words of the mantra on a palmyra leaf, they tied

it on his head ;
and into his hands, which they opened and

joined together, seven leaves of Pippala, seven of Jend, seven

blades of the darbha grass, a few flowers and some barley

moistened with curd, which they fastened with raw white

cotton. After this they made the iron-ball red-hot and,

taking it up with tongs, placed it in his hands. He walked

with it, step by step, the space of three gaz and a half

through each of the seven intermediate rings, and threw the

ball into the ninth where it burned the grass that had been

left in it. He next, to prove his veracity, rubbed some

rice in the husk between his hands, which were afterwards

examined and were so far from being burned that not even

a blister was raised on either of them. Since it is the

nature of fire to burn, the officers of the court and the people
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of Benares, nearly five hundred of whom attended the

ceremony, were astonished at the event ; and this well-

wisher to mankind was perfectly amazed. It occurred to his

weak apprehension that probably the fresh leaves and other

things which, as it has been mentioned, w'ere placed in the

hands of the accused, had prevented their being burned ;

besides that the time was but short between his taking the

ball and throwing it down ;
yet it is positively declared in the

Dharmasastra and in the written opinion of the most re-

spectable Pandits that the band of a man who speaks truth

cannot be burned ; and ‘AH Ibrahim Khan certainly saw

with his own eyes, as many others also saw with theirs,

that the hands of the appellee in this case were unhurt by the

fire. He was consequently discharged. But that men

might in future be deterred from demanding the trial by

ordeal, the appellor was committed for a week. After all,

if such a trial could be seen once or twice by several intelli-

gent men acquainted with natural philosophy, they might

be able to assign the true reason why a man’s hand may be

burned in some cases and not in others
”

’ (.Is. Res., I,

* In connect on with the above remark it iniy be interesting to note what

Edwin Edser writes about the “ Spheroidal State.
”

“ Expt. 52

“ Expt. 53 The ah >ve experiments illastrate what is called the

Spheroidal State of water. A laundress generally tests the temperature of her iron

by observing whether it is sufficient to cause a drop of saliva to assume the Spheroidal

State. Jugglers were formerly in the hibit of plunging their hands into molten

lead, their immunity from burning depending oa the moisture on their hands assum-

ing the Spheroidal State. Blacksmiths will often lick a bar of red-hot iron. In

early times, a common form of ordeal was to walk on red-hot ploughshares. Many

who came through this ordeal t' iuraphantly must have ascribed to supernaturs I inter-

vention an occurrence which was strictly in accordance with natural law.

“ Water is not th^ only substance which evo assume the Spheroidal State. AH
liquids will do so if placed on a metal surface that is sufficiently hot. If a mixture

of solid carbolic acid and ether is pjJred into a re l-'iot pi itin im crucible, it will

assnme the Spheroi lal State If mercury is poured on to the mixture, it will

he frozen though the platinnm dish remains red-hot ”—See Hent for Advanctil

Students (llacmillan i Co., 11128), pp. 19.5-1(0.
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pp. 395-98). For another instance of the phala-divya, see

B. V. Bhat, op. cit., p. 44.

III. “A Brahmana named Rsisvara Bhatta accused

one Eaiudayrd, a linen-painter, of having stolen his goods.

Eamdayal pleaded not guilty ; and after much altercation,

consented to be tried, as it had been proposed, by the vessel

of oil {tapta-masaka-dicya). This well-wisher to mankind

advised the Pandits of the court to prevent, if possible, that

mode of trial ;
but since the parties insisted on it, an ordeal

of hot oil, according to the .^dstra, was awarded for the

same reasons which prevailed in regard to the trial by the

ball. The Pandits who assisted in the ceremony were

Bhisma Bhatta, N^na Pathak, Maniram Bhatta, Siva,

Anantaram Bhatta, Krparam, Vispuhari, Krsnacandra,

Ramendra, Govindaram, Harikrsna Bhatta and Kalidas

;

the three last were Pandits of the couit. When Gane^a

had been worshipped and the hoyna presented according

to the i^dstra, they sent for this well-wisher to mankind

who, attended by the two Daroghas of the Divani and Fauj-

darl courts, the Kotval of the town, the officers of the court

and most of the inhabitants of Benares, went to the place

of trial, where he laboured to dissuade Eamdayal and his

lather from submitting to the ordeal ;
and apprised them

that, if the hands of the accused should be burned, he would

be compelled to pay the value of the goods stolen, and his

character would be disgraced in every company. Eamdayal

would not desist ;
he thrust his hand into the vessel and

was burned. ^ The opinion of the Pandits was then taken,

and they w'ere unanimous that by the burning of his hand,

his guilt w'as established and he was bound to pay Rsisvara

Bhatta the price of w'hat he had stolen ; but if the sum

exceeded five hundred ashrafis, his hand must be cut off

I The boldness and persistence possibly show that poor Ramdayal was actually

innocent.
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by an express law of the ^astra
; and a mulct also must be

imposed on him according to his circumstances.

“ The chief magistrate, therefore, caused Eamdayal to

pay RsTsvara seven hundred rupees in return for the goods

which bad been stolen ;
but as amercements in such cases

are Uaital at the courts of judicature at Benares, the mulct

was remitted, and the prisoner was discharged.

"The record of this conviction was transmitted to

('alcutta in the year of Messiah 1783 ;
and in the month of

April, 1784, the Governor-General, Imad-ud-daulah Jeladat

Jang Bahadur, ^ having seen the preceding account of trials

by ordeals, put many questions concerning the meaning of

Sanskrit words, and the cases here reported, to which he

received respectful answers ’’ (ibid., pp. 399-400).

The judgment of a case of the tapta-mdsaka ordeal

(described as agni-dii'iya) has been quoted by Prof. S. N. Sen,

op. cit., pp. 366-67 : "You were then sent with Raja^rl

ApajI Hanumant Subhedar and BalajI DadajI and BaghojI

Rant, officers from the Huzur and the District, to Pah for

the peri'onnance of an agni-divija. The got of that place

assembled in the temple and they lighted a fire and heated

ghee and oil mixed in customary proportion. You bathed

and after a declaration of your right, took two pieces of

metal from the heated liquid in the presence of all. Then
your hand was bandaged and sealed. The next day the

aforesaid parties were brought to the Huzur by the Karkun
of the District officer. On the third day, in the presence

of the Majalasi, the bandage was taken off and the seals

broken. On your hand were found only the marks that

formerly existed there- Nothing more, nothing less
;
you

passed the ordeal successfully.’’

1 The Sime as Wnrren Hastings. G .vernor of Bengal, 1772-74, Governor.

General, 1774-S5.



VIII

Vayalur List of Early Pallava Kings

We have already said that the traditional list of early

Pallava kings given in some late records is, in our opinion,

not much valuable for the purpose of authentic history.

All recent writers on Pallava history however have put

much faith in the genealogical list given in the Vayalur

grant of Rajasiinha. The late Mr. H. Krishnasastri said,

“ It looks, therefore, as if the authors of the Kasakudi,

Udayendiram and Velurpalaiyam plates, all of wh.ch are

admittedly later than the Vayalur record, but not much

later, drew these stray names for airing their knowledge

of early Pallava chronology purely from memory and were

not always correct ” {Ep. Ind., XVIII, p. 147), But this

scholar and many others think the Vayalur list historically

valuable. There are however reasons to believe that the

earlier names of this list are all legendary and unhistorical

and that the rest of the list has in it not only the names of

a single branch of the Pallava family.

The following is the list of the Pallavas given in the

Vayalur record ;
—

1. Brahman. 7. Asvatthaman

2. Ahgira. 8. Pallava.
^

3. Brhaspati. 9. Asoka. “

4. Sarny u. 10. Harigupta.

5. Bharadvaja. 11. Bhutadatta.

6. Drona. 12. Suryavarman,

• No3 . 1-fi are also mentioned ia the Kuram (S. Ind. Ins., I, p. 144 if.), Udaye niiram

No. 2 ./nd. Anf., VIII, p. 273) anJ Velurpalaiyam plates (S.Ind Ins.,II,p. 508).

These names are evidently legendary.

• Asoka is mentioned in the Kasakudi (S. Ind. Ins., II, p. 342( and Velurpalaiyam

plates. In the latter inscription he iscilled Asokavarman. According to Hultzsch,

the name is a modification of Asoka, the great Maurya king of Pataliputra.

48
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13. Visnugopa (I). 32. Skandavarman (II).

14. Ghrtaka. 33. Kumaravisnu (II).

^

15. Kalinda. 34. Buddhavarman (II)

16. Jyamalla. 35. Skandavarman (III).

17. Ripumalla. 36. Visnugopa (III).®

18. Vimala. 37. Visnudasa.

19. Kongani. 38. Skandavarman (IV).

20. Kalabharta.^ 39. Simhavarman (I).

21. Cutapallava. 40. Viravarman.

22. Virakurca (I)/ 41. Skandavarman (V).

23. Candravarman. 42. Simhavarman (II).®

24. Karala. 43. Skandavarman (VI).

25. Visnugopa (II). 44. Nandivarman.'^

45. Sjmhavarman (III).

26. Skandamula. 46. Simhavarman (IV).

27. Kanagopa. 47. Visnugopa (IV).

28. Virakurca (II).® 48. Simhavarman (V).

29. Skandavarman (I). 49. Simhavisnu.

30. Kumaravisnu (I). 50. Mahendravarman ®

;

31. Buddhavarman (I). etc., e

* There is no proof that Nos. 10-20 were historical persons

* He was possibly the first king of the family.

’ Tlie VelurpaUiyam recori appears to identify Virakurea I (>lo. 22) with Vlra-

kurca II (No. 28). This fact possibly shows that Nos. 23-27 are unhistorical. May
VIraknrca (II) be identical with VTrakorcavarman of the Darsi plate?

^ This Kumarayijna II issued the Cheodalur grant.

5 This Vispiigopa may have been the ontemporary of Sainudragupta. On
[iilaeographical grounds however the contemporarv of Sainudragupta (circa 330-75)
cannot be placed after the issuer of the Chendalur grant.

* Possibly the king mentioned in the Penukonda pl.ites of about A.D. 475,
.\ccording to the Lokactbhaga, he ruled frona t36 to about 4.oS A.D. (Ep. Ind., XTV
p. 331 (I.). Names 40-42 are found consecubwely in the genealogy of the Pallavas
of the Nellore-Guntur region ; see Nos. 4-6 at page 174 above

f He possibly issued the Ddayendiram grant No. 1.

* He ascended the throne about 600 A.D.



IX

KiVYA Style in Inscriptions of the Successors

OF THE SiTAViHANAS

G. Biihler in his famous article entitled The Indian

Inscriptions and the Antiquity of Indiari Artificial Poetry

(translated from German in Ind. Ant., XLII, 1913) has

proved the existence of a Kavya literature in Sanskrit and

Prakrit during the first five centuries of the Christian era

and showed that a great period of literature following the

style of the poetic school of Vidarbha (Berar) lies before the

middle of the fourth century A.D. The poetic citations in

the Mahdbhdsya (Ind. Ant., XIV, p. 326 ff.) by Pataujali

(generally placed in the second century B.C., but is

probably later), exhibiting metres characteristic of arti-

ficial poetry, such as Malati, Pramitaksara, Praharsini

and Vasantatilaka and many verses in the Anustubh agree

fully as regards contents and the mode of expression, with the

court Kavyas.* The Buddhacarita (translated into Chinese

between 414 and 421 A.D.) by Asvaghosa, said to have

been a contemporary of Kaniska, also shows a marvellous

development of the Kavya style. The description of the

literary capacity of a Saka prince named Rudradaman

(c. 130-150 A.D.) in the Junagadh record as sphuta-laghu-

madhura -citra-hanta-iabda-samayoddr-alarnkrta-gadya-padya-

[*kdvya-vidhdna-pravma] which marvellously agrees with the

principles of the Yaidarbhi style explained by Dandin

(Kavyadarsa, I, 41-42) and Bharata (Natyasastra, Cb. XVI),

and the prose style of the Junagadh record (150 A.D.) it-

self and the Nasik inscription of the time of Eudradaman’s

* It is interesting to note that the famous Nanaghat inscription of Naganiki,

which is placed in the Ist or 2nd cent. B.C., uses the figurative expression tagara-

girivara-vaXayaya pathariya pathama-rira, etc.
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Satavahana contemporary VasisthTputra Pulumavi show,

according to Biihler (p. 34 note), that “ in the second cen-

tury, there had been many superior and more elaborate com-

positions ; because the author of the Girnar (i.e., Junagadh)

inscription was only an obscure provincial writer and the

author of the Nasik inscription was only a court poet of

the Andhra {i.e., Satavahana) king.” Riihler has in this

connection examined from Corp. Ins. Ind., Ill, some eigh-

teen inscriptions, which are partly or wholly metrical and

of definitely known date, including the Allahabad pillar in-

scription of Samudragupta described as a Kavya by its author

Harisena, the Junagadh inscription of Gupta years 136-38

(456-58 A.D.) described as a Grantha and the Mandasor

inscription of Malava year 5’29 (473-74 A. U.) described as a

Prahsti by its author Vatsabhatti. The dates of the records

examined fall in the period between 350 and 550 A.D.

From the great number of similar inscriptions of the period,

Biihler suggested that in the above period “ the use of the

Kavya style in inscriptions, especially in longer ones, was

in vogue and, from this very circumstance, it follows that

court poetrj was jealously cultivated in India.”

It should be noticed that in considering the question

Biihler did not take into account the inscriptions of the

Vakatakas and other successors of the Satavahanas. The

reason seems to be that early writers like Biihler and

Kielhorn did not think the records of many of these dynasties,

e.g., the Vakataka records, to be earlier than the middle of

the si.xth century A.D. It was therefore easy for Biihler to

remark (p. 34 note), ” It is however very questionable whether

the poetic art had reached in southern India that degree of

development which it had reached at the special centres of

intellectual life in Northern India.” But evidence shows
that Biihler s doubts are unjustified. It is true that the

Prakrit language, which gradually died out from North
Indian inscriptions as early as the beginning of the second
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century A.D., lingered on in the records of Southern India as

late as the beginning of the fourth century. It is also true

that many of the southern inscriptions are written in a

matter-of-fact style. But that the Kavya style w'as culti-

vated in Southern India is perfectly established by a number

of South Indian inscriptions, especially those belonging to

the family of the Kadamhas. The poetic genius of the

authors of the Junagadh and Nasik inscriptions was certainly

inherited by their successors in the Vakataka and Kadamba

courts and, patronised by the Calukyas, found in Kavikirti,

^rival of Bharavi and Kalidasa.

The Viikatakas ruled over the greater part of the Deccan

before the rise of the Calukyas about the middle of the sixth

century. All the A’akataka grants are therefore to be

assigned to a period anterior to 550 A.D. Most of their re-

cords are however written in elegant Sanskrit prose; but the

prose style is not so much artificial as that of the Allahabad

pillar inscription of Samudragupta. Buhler has rightly

remarked, “ It w^as a familiar custom in the fifth century to

glorify the erection of temples and other edifices, by means

of such occasional composition.” The Vakataka records,

it should be noted, are ordinary land grants and cannot

therefore claim to have been written in the style of

Prasastis, Granihas or {Gadya-) Kdvyas. But the prose style

of the Vakataka records is as much artificial as that of the

contemporary ordinary land grants belonging to the Guptas.

We know that Dandin defines the ojo-gum as smnasa-hhuya-

stva and describes it as the very life of artificial prose {ojah

samasa-bhuyastvam = etad=gadyasya jivitam; Kavyadarsa, I,

70). This ojah is characteristic of the prose style of the

Vakataka records. The Chammak, Dudia and other records

describe the Vakataka king Pravarasena I in a phrase con-

taining no less than thirty-six syllables. The Bharasiva

relatives of the Vakatakas are described in several inscrip-

tions as amsa-bhara-sannivtsita-ficalihg-udoahana-sica-supari-
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tusta-samutpddita-rdjavamsdndm pardkram-ddhigata-bhdgi-

rathy-amala-jala-murdh-dhhisiktdndm da^-d§vamedh-dva-

hhrtha-sndndndm (33 + 21+11 syllables). The plurality

of adjectival phrases, reference to epic characters in

passages like yudhisthira-vrtti and the length of sentences in

these records exhibit the artificial nature of the style. It

should also be noted that verses are sometimrs found in the

prose inscriptions of the Vakatakas. The seal of the Dudia

plates of Prabhavatigupta, for example, has the following

verse in anustuhh metre and Vaidarbhl style :

Vakataka-Jaldmasya krama-prdpta-nrpa-^riyah,

Jananyd yuvardjasya Msanani ripuidsanam.

The figures of speech exhibited by this verse are Anu-

prasa and Yamaka. Records like the Ajanta inscription of

the Vakataka king Harisena are wholly metrical and show

that the poetic genius of the Vakataka court poets was of

no mean order. This record is fragmentary
;

but the

existing pddas show that many metres characteristic of

artificial poetry were used by the poet. Pddas like purandar-

opendra-sama-prabhavah svabdhu-vlry-drjita-sarva-lokah
;

pravarasenah prthu-pina-vaksdh saroruh-dksah ksapit-dri-pak-

sah ; etc.; and the only existing complete verse
^

Ari-narendra-mauli-vinyasta-mani-kirana-Udha-

kram-dmbujah,

Pravarasenas = tasya putro — ^bhud = vikasan-navendlvar-

eksanah

prove that the author of the Ajanta record tried to show his

skill in the Kavya style. Repetition of the hard sound ksa in

^ Kielhorn is inclined to describe the metre of this ver-e as a species of matrix

samaha : but Dr. Veukatasubbia takes it to be a variety of gitikd (see Ind. Cult., V. p.

114b This metre with slight variation is found in lines 1-2 of the Tusam inscription

{Corp. Ins. /nd., lir, p. 270), verses 1-21 of the Talgunda record and at p. 4 of the

Bower M98. In the 5th-7th centuries tl»e metre seems to have been in use in different

parts of India.
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the line pravarasena, etc., shows that the poet preferred the

Gaudiya-rlti of poetry to the Vaidarbhl.^

The earliest records of the successors of the Satavahanas

in Lower Deccan are written in Prakrit prose. That the in-

fluence of the Satavahana court poets was still working on

their successors in South Indian courts is proved by the

artificial style exhibited by some of the Iksvaku records dis-

covered at Nagarjunikonda. The artificial nature of the

style of the Iksvaku court poets is shown not only by the

ojo-gum and the length of sentences in the Iksvaku inscrip-

tions, hut also by the mode of glorifying the Buddha and

the reigning king’s ancestor with a large number of epithets,

some of which exhibit figures of speech characteristic of the

Kavya style. Most of the Nagarjunikonda records begin

with an adoration to Lord Buddha

—

namo bhagavato deva-

raja-sakatasa supabudha-bodhino sacamiluno sava-sat-anukam-

pakasa jita-rdga-dosa-moha-vipamutasa mahdgani-vasabha-

gaitidhahathisa sammasabudhasa dhatuvara-parigahitasa. In

one of these record-!, the adoration is

—

namo bhagavato ikhd-

ku-rdja-pravara-risi-sata-pabhava-vamsa-bhavasa deva-manusa-

sava-sata-hita-sukha-maga-desikasa jita-kdma-kodha-bhaya-

harisa-tarisa-moha-do‘iasa dapita-mdra-dapa-mana-pasamana

karasa dasabala-mahabalasa athamga-maga-dhamacaka-pava-

takasa caka-lakhana-sukumdra-sujdta-caranasa taruna-divasa-

kara-pabhasa sarada-sasi-sama-darisanasa sava-loka-cita-mahi-

tasa budhasa (4 + 20 4- 19 -h 19 -1- 18 -P 9 + 14-1- 16 -f 11 -1-12 +
10 syllables). At least the figurative expressions taruna-

divasakara-pabha and sarada-sasi-sama-darisana are concieved

quite in the Kavya style. But such is not only the case

with til! adoration; the earlier king, Camtamula I, is generally

glorified in his son’s and grandson’s records as virupdkha-

1 Development of the Kavya style in the Vakataka period ia also evidenced by the

existence of a Prakrit poena entitled Setubandha described by Ba^a in his Hariacarita

as composed by Pravarasena who has been identified with the Vakataka king

Pravarasena II.
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pati-mahdsena-parigahitasa agihot-dgithoma-vdjapey-asame-

dha-yajisa hiramkoti-go-satasahasa-hala-satasahasa-padayisa

savathesu apatihata-samkapasa vdsithlputasa ikhdkusa siri-

cdmtamulasa (16+17 + 2-2, etc., syllables).

The early Sanskrit records of South-Eastern Deccan are

written in prose. They are not composed on special occasions

like erection of temples or other edifices and are not to be class-

ed with Gadyakavyas. But that the writers of these records

were not unfamiliar with the artificial style of Sanskrit prose

is proved by the ojo-gum of the records. Reference may be

made to the description of Madhavavarman I in the records

of the Visnukundin family. The Chikkulla grant describes

him with seven ep thets, the longest having no less than

fifty-five syllables. The longest epithet describing Madhava-

varman I in the Ramatirtham plates contains as many as

forty-nine syllables. It is however better to refer to the Ipur

and Polarauru grants of Madhavavarman I himself who

ruled in circa 535-85 A D.

Ipur grant

—

smrti-mati-bala-sattva-dhairya-vlrya-vinaya-

sampannah saknla-mahlmandala-manujapati-pratipujita-Msa-

nas = trivaranagara-bhavana-gata-yupati-hrdaya-nandanah sna-

naya-bala-vijita-sakala-sdmant-dtiila-bala-i'inaya-naya~niyama-

sattva-sampannah sakaIa-jagad-avanipati-pratipujita-Msano =
‘ gnistoina-sahasra-ydji-hiranyagarbha-prasuta = ekddas-dha-

medh-dcabhrtha-vidhutn-jagal-kaimasahsusthira-karma-mahd-

rdja-srl-mddhavavarmd (18 -H 21 + 19-1-32 + 18 + 16 -H8 -P 14

syllables).

Polamuru grant

—

atida-bala-pardkrama-yaso-ddna-vinaya-

sampanno dasasata-sakala-dharamtala-narapatir= acasita-vivi-

dha-dioijas = trivaramgara - bharana-gata-parama-yuvati-jana-

viharam - ratir= manija-nrpali - sddlidrana- ddna-mdna-dayd-

damadhrti-mati-ksdnti-saunj - auddrya- gdmbhirya - prabhrty-

aneka guna-sainpaj-janita-raya-samutthila-hhumandalavydpi

vipulayaMh kratu-sahasra-ydji hiranyagarbha-prasuta=ekdda^-

dsvamedh-dvabhrthasndna-vigata-jagad-enaskah sarvabhuta-
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pariraksana-cuncur=vidvad-dvija-guru-vrddha-tapasvi-janaira-

yo maharajah sfi-madhavavarma (19+16+ 25+60 + 7 +
8+20+11+15+4+6 syllables).

The Early Kadambas who succeeded the Cutu Satakarnis

in South-Western Deccan in the first half of the

4th century were subdued by the Early Calukyas

about the middle of the sixth when the latter estab-

lished themselves at Badami. Excepting the Talgunda

inscription of Santivarman, however, no other early record

of the Kadambas can be said to have been composed on

special occasions like the inscriptions examined by Buhler.

Nevertheless, the small Kadamba records, many of which are

wholly or partly metrical, contain in them verses which are

specimens of excellent poetry. We give below a collection of

the namaskdra verses from different records of the Early

Kadambas and the reader will see that they would make a

mahgalScarana suitable to any work of the best writers of

Sanskrit poetry.

Jayati bhagavdn jinendro gunarundrah prathita-parama-

kdrunikah,

Trailoky-dsvdsakari daya-patak-occhrita yasya.

Jayaty=arhavis = trilokeiah sarca-hhuta-hitamkarah,

Rag-ady-ari-haro = ‘nanto = ‘ nanta-ifiavtu-dry-tsvarah.

Jayati sur-dsiira-makiiia-pranihita-mani-kirana-khacita-

carayia-yugah,

Danda-kamandalu-hastah padma-pravar-dsano brahma.

Jaijaty = udrikta-daity-endra-bala-rlrya-vimardanah,

Jagat-pravrlti'samhdra-srsti-mdyadharo harih.

Jitam bhagavatd tena ci^nund yasya vaksasi,

t^rlh svayam bhdti deras= ca nabhi-padme pitdmahah.

Jayaty = ambuja-gehdydh patir= vi.muh sandtanah,

Vardha-rupena dhardm yo dadhara yuga-ksaye.

49
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Jayati vi^vadeva-samghata-nieit-aika-murtih smidtatiah,

SthdnviT= indu-rasmi-vicchurita-dyuti~maj-jatd-mukuta-

mandanah^

Jayati dhruva-hdl-endu-jata-mukuta-mandanah,

Asadhya-nidhanah sainhhur= visveso jagatdm patih.

Hara-ndrdyana-hrahma-tritaydya namah sadd,

l^ula-cakr-dksasutr-odgha-bhaca-bhasita-pdnine.

The first of these verses written in the Arya metre occurs

in several inscriptions, the earliest belonging to the time

when Kakusthavarman was a yuvaraja about the beginning

of the fifth century.

When we find such beautiful lines as the following in a

small and quite ordinary grant like the Halsi grant of

Mrgesavarman’s eighth year we cannot but think that the

Kadamba court poet was a consummate artist

:

Kadamba-kula-satketor = hetoh puny-aika-sampadam

,

Sn-kakustha-narendrasya su'nur= bhdnur=iv=aparah.

iSn-Sdntivaravarm*=eti rdjd rdjiva-locanak,

Khal = eva vanit=:dkr8td yena laksmir = dvisad-grhat.

Tat-priya-jyestha-tanayah sn-mrgesa-narddhipah ,

Lok-aika~dharma-vijayi dvija-samanta-pujitah.

Matod ddnain daridmndm mahdphalam=it=tva yah,

Svayam hhaya-daridro^’pi satTubhyo= ’ddn=mahad-

bhayam.

Tuhga-gahga-kul-otsadl pallava-pralay-dnalah, etc.

To illustrate how the writer of an ordinary small land

grant brings in epic characters, we may refer to the Bennur

grant of Krsnavarman II.

YathS, yudhisthirasy=eva idldydm yasya santatam,

Brdhmandnam sahasrani samasnati yathdsukham.

Sa rdjd rdja-rdjasya pmnaptd krsmvarmamh,
Pautrah iri-vimudasasya putrah srl-simhavarmanah.

3asvad-brahmottarain kurvan prajds = ca paripdlayan,

Mahi-rinihatdmitrah krsno jayatu kr^avat.
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In this eonnection we should also note that the Banna-

halli grant of the same king describes his grandfather

VisnuYarman as gandhawd-hastisiksa-dhanurvedesu vatsa-

rajendr-arjuna-sama and iabd-artha-nyaya-vidvat. We are

here to notice not only the reference to epic and historical

characters like Vatsaraja, Indra and Arjuna, but also to

the fact that Kadamba Visnuvarman claimed to have been

skilled in gandharm (music), sabda (grammar, or the

science of words), artha (their vdcya, i.e., expressed,

fafc§i/a, t.e., indicated, and vyahga, i.e., suggested import)

and nydya (logical method). It is interesting that the

poet (kavi) Saba-Virasena, the sacwa of Candragupta II,

describes himself in the Udayagiri cave inscription as

skilled in iabda, artha, andnydya (cf. kautsah iabaiti khydto

virasenahk kul-dkhyayd,hbd-dTtha-nyaya-lokajfiah’kuvih pata^

liputrakak). Gf. also, the epithet pada-padartha-vicara-hiddha-

buddhi applied to Umapati Dhara, court-poet of Laksmana-

sens, in the Deopara grant of Vijayasena. Evidently

Kadamba Vi^uvarman claimed to have been a musician and

poet like Samudragupta and his court encouraged artists like

that of the Gupta king and of the Saka king Rudradaman.

The metrical portions of Early Kadamba records

generally contain fine verses written in the Vaidarbhi style.

As it is not possible to quote all of them we satisfy ourselves

only with two verses in the Upajati metre from a little

charter of the time of Ravivarman :

3r%~vimuvarina-prabhrtln= mrendrdn

nihatya jitvd prthmrp samastdm,

Utsddya kanc-iivara-candadandam

paldsikdydin samavasthitah sah.

Ravi^ kadamb-oru-kul-ambarasya

gundmsubhir=vydpya jagat samastam,

Mdnena catvdri nkartandni

dadau jinendrdya mahlin mahendrah.

1
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The only Early Kadamba inscription that was composed

on a special subject is the Talgunda record of Santivarman.

It describes how a tank was constructed by Kakusthavarman,

father of Santivarman, for a temple of Siva. It is written in

verse. Verse 34 of the record says that a poet named Kubja

was responsible for the composition of the Kdvya which the

author himself inscribed on stone. The poet cannot be

ranked with the best writers of Sanskrit poetry ; but his

literary talent was not of a mean order. Kubja’s Kdvya is

written in 34 verses which exhibit such metres as Puspi-

tagra, Indravajra, Vasantatilaka, Mandakranta, Sardula-

vikrldita and Pracita (a vareity of Dandaka). The first 24

verses are however composed in a metre rarely found

in classical Sanskrit works. Kielhorn has fully describ-

ed it in Ep. Ind., VIII, p. 26 ff (see above, p, 382

note). We give here an analysis of the Talgunda inscrip-

tion.

The inscription may be conveniently divided into four

parts; Part I deals with manyaldcaram and namaskdra; Part

II with the early history and glories of the family to which

the hero of the performance belongs; Part HI with the des-

cription of the hero and bis performance, and Part IV with

conclusion and benediction.

Part I. The record begins with the auspicious word

siddham and a verse in adoration to Sthanu, i.e., Siva. The

namaskdra is then extended to learned Brahmanas well-

versed in the Rk, Yajus and Sama Vedas.

Part II. Kakusthavarman, the hero of the performance,

is introduced, as well as the family to which he belonged.

The story how the family was named Kadamba owing to its

early members tending a Kadamba tree with care. The

birth of Mayurasarman, the founder of the Kadamba family,

and his exploits. His quarrel with the Pallava king of

KancI and victorious campaigns against the Pallavas and

Brhad-Banas. His installation by the king of Kanci on the
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throne of the kingdom lying between the Prehara and the

Western Ocean. Description of his ahhiseka by Sadanana

and the Mothers. His son Kahgavarman, grandson Bhagl-

ratha and great-grandson Eaghu.

Part III. Description to Eaghu ’s brother and successor

Kakusthavarman, the hero of the performance. The pro-

sperity of the Kadamba kingdom during his reign. His

daughters married to princes of the Gupta and other royal

families. How his feudatories obeyed him. How he

constructed a tadaka in the siddhalaya of Bhagavan Bhava,

i. e., Siva, which had been occasionally visited by such

ancient kings as Satakarni.

Part IV. Adoration to the Bhagavan, i. e., Siva, resid-

ing at Sthanakundura, i. e., Talgunda in the kingdom of

king Santivarman who wore three diadems. Benediction

—

Happiness for the dwelling (i.e., the temple) and prosperity

for the subjects.'

* There is another way of looking at the question of the development of Kavya

style. Epigraphic evidence does not prove that the style developed much earlier than the

6rst or second century A D. As regards classical Sanskrit {Satnsk^Oi the reformed or

refined language), it owes its development and popularisation to schools of grammarians

like Pacini. It was however not popular in North India before the 2nd cent, and

in South India before the -tth cent. A.D., as Prakrit was still the language of the

records of kings and the common people. The stoiy of a Satavahana king s ignorance

of Sanskrit which led the grammarian Sarvavarman tj write the famous JIdfanfra

or Kaldpa-vydkarana stows that even cultured people did not understand Sanskrit,

In my paper, Populcnsation of Classical Sanskrit and the Age of Sanskrit Dramas^ read

at the Indian History Congress, Allahabad (1938), I have tried to prove that the cradle

of sarnskrta was the north-western part of India and that no wo'k in Classical

Sanskrit and developed Bavya style (especially, dramas which are meant for the

common people) can be given a date before the Christian era. It is interesting

that Sanskrit was at first favoured by foreign immigrants who came through N. W.

India to which Panini (inhabitant of Salatura in Gandhara) belonged. It is also

interesting that the earliest known classical author, A3vagho?a, is’ connected with

Kaijiska’s court at Purus apura (—Peshawar).
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CHEONOLOGICAL TABLES OF DYNASTIES

[A]

A.D. 100

c. 140 A.D.

A.D. 210

Later Sdtavahanas
Gautamiputra Satakami c. 107-131 A.D.

Vasigthiputra Pulumavi c. 132-159. „
Sivasri Satakarni c. 160-166
Sivaskanda Satakarni c. 167-173 „
Gautamiputra Yajna

Satakarni c. 174-202
Vajaya c. 203-208 „
Canda Satakarni c. 2C9-il8 „
Pulumavi c. 219-225 „

!

Iksvdkus

Third Cen-
tury A.D.

Caiptanoula I (Qnd quarter of 3rd century).
Virapurisadata (3rd quarter of 3rd century).
Ebuvula CamtamQla II (4th quarter of 3rd

century).

Early Pallavas of Kancl

c. 300 A.D.

c. 350 A.D.

Father of Sivaskandavarman (4th quarter of

,
, 3rd century).

Sivaskandavarman (1st quarter of 4th century).
Skandavarman
Visnugopa (Conflict with Samudragupta,

about the middle of the fourth
‘ century).

r'
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Skandavarman
Kumaravisnu (I)

Buddhavarman
Kumaravisnu (II)

Skandavarman
A.D. 436-58 Siinhavarman c. 436-460 A.D.

Skandavarman
Nandivarman
Siinhavarman
Simhavarman
Vianugopa
Simhavarman
Simhavianu

c. A.D. 620 Mahendravarman (I) c. 600-630 A.D.

[B]

Early Pallav(u of the NeUore-Guntvr regio

VirakorcBVarman
Kumaravisnu
Skandavarman (D
Vfratarman
Skandavarman (II)

Siinhavarman c. 600 A.D.
Visnugopavarman

[C]

BrhdtphaUlyanas

c. 300 A.D.
Jayavarman

Anandas

c. 400 A.D. Kandara
Attivarman
Damodaravarman (about the end of the fourth

century and the beginning
of tire fifth).
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[DJ

Sdlaiikdyanas

c. 350 A.D. Devavarman c. 320-345 A.D.

Hastivarman c. 345-370 ,,

Nandivarman (I) c. 370-395 ,,

Candavarman c. 395-420 „
Nandivarman (II) c. 420-445 ,,

Skandavarman c. 445-470 „

Visnulcund ns

Vikramahendra (Vikramendra I ?) c. 500-520

A.D.
Govindavarman c. 520-535 „

c. 550 A.D. Madhavavarman I c. 535-585 „
[Madhavavarman II c. 585-615

Vikramendravarman I (II?) c. 615-625 „
Indravarman c. 625-655 „
Vikramendravarman II (III?) c. 655-670 ,,

• If it is believed that Madhavavarman II issued bis charter as bis grandfather’s

viceroy, bis reign should be omitted and the succeeding reigns closed up.

[E]

! Early Kadambas of Mayurasarrnan's Line
c. 340 A.D.

! _ ,

Mayurasarman
! Kangavarman

400 A. D. Bhaglratha

1 Kaghu
Kakustbavarman c. 405-35 A.D.

472 A.D Santivarmaii

Mrgesavarman c. 470-90 ,,

545 A.D. Ravivarman c. 490-538 „
,

Harivarman c. 538-50 ,,
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[P]

c. 450 A.D.
c. 490 A.D.

c. 530 A.D.

Early Kadambas of Krsnavarman’ s Line

Krspavarman I

Ausnuvarman I

Simhavarman
Krsnavarman II

Ajavarman
Bhogivarman

[G]

Early Kadambas : Miscellaneous

Kumaravarman
Mandhatrvarman

About the Madhuvarman

middle of

6th cent.

A.D. Damodara

[H]

Kekayas

c. 450 A D. Sivanandavarman

50





ADDENDA ET COERIGENDA

P. 5, 1. 32. Read—between two Ananda kings.

P. 9, U. 2-3, 12, etc. Read—Jaggayyapeta
; Read—Nandi-

gama. L. 20. Omit—middle and.

P. 16. Read—Camtamula I (second quarter of the third

century A.D.)
;

Virapurisadata (third quarter of the third

century)
;

Ehuvula Camtamula II (fourth quarter of the third

century).

P. 20, 1. 15. Omit—(Vapisri ?). Note—As Vogel suggests, the

name may be connected with names like Bappikd. L, 25. Note—It

is significant that epithets like virSpdkhapatPmahdsena-parigahrta

are applied to Camtamula I and not to his son and grandson.

P. 23, ll. 1-2. Read—Rudrasena I, II, III, IV. Rudrasimha

I, II, III. L. 30. Note— Vanavdsa as a form of the name of

BanavasI or Vaijayanti is found in inscriptions and literature

{Bomb. Gaz., I, ii, p. 278 ; Vikramdnkadevacarita, V, 23 ;

XIV, 4).

P. 21, 1. 21. Read—dated on the 10th day of the 6th fort-

night of varsd.

P. 25, ll. 18-19. Note—Mdtuka has been supposed to be

the same as the Nikayas, corresponding to the maitthdna (mdtr-

sthdna, i.e., matrices) of the Jains (Ind. Cult., I, p. 107 ff.
; Law,

Mahdvira, p. 59).

P. 28, 1. 1. Read—dated on the 13tb day of the 6th fortnight

of winter. L. 10. Omit—and other therls. L. 12. Omit—
that is, who belonged to. L. 15. Read—and also pious people of

other countries (cf. ndnddesa-samdgatdnarn)

.

P. 29, 1. 33. Read—the word in Indian literature. Add—
The word cinapatta is mentioned in the Pali Buddhist works,

Apaddna and Milinda-pauho

,

and also in the Canonical book

called Buddhavamsa (p. 60), supposed to be a work of the Ist
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cent. B.C. See Ind. Cult., TV, p. 381. It is also mentioned in

Kautilya’s Arthasdstra.

P. 32, /. 10. Add—Dantapura is mentioned in some other

Gahga records, e.g., a grant of Madhukamarnava (Journ. Andhra

Hist. Res. Soc., VIII, p. 181). Sometimes the name is written

Dantipura. L. 16. Note—The Nallamalai range seems to have

been known by the general name Sriparvata.

P. 33, I. 2.5. Read—dated on the 5th day of the 6th fortnight

of winter Qumanta).

P. 31, 1. 15. Read—dated on the 10th day of the 8th

fortnight of varsd. L. 28. Add—A fragmentary pillar ins-

cription dated in the 6th year of Virapurisadata has been

discovered at Ramireddipalle not far from the Jaggayyapeta

site.

P. 35. Note—The name Ehuvula may be compared with

names like Hamgunavula-Devana of a 7th century Darsi record

(A.R.S.I.E., 1933-34. p. 41).

P. 42, 1. 1 Read—issued on the 1st day of the Ist fortnight

of hemanta.

P. 45. 1. 4. Note—According to Hemacandra’s DeHndmamala,

aeiaiji means nktam which signifies “ speech.”

P. 55, 1. 2. Read—their own copper-plate giants L. 3, etc.

Read—Eamodaravarman

.

P. 56, /. 87. .'Idd—Mr. V. S. Ramachandramurti has

recently written a note on the inscription in the Kapotesvara

temple at Chezarla (Journ. Andhra Hist. Res. Soc., XI, p. 43

ff.). A tentative reading of the record has been published in

S, Ind. Ins., A^I, No. 594. The record belongs to Satsabhamalla

whose mother was the AlahadevI Avanitalantavatl (?), dear

daughter of Kandararaja. King Kandara is said to have belonged

to the mahagotra of the great sage Ananda. He was the lord of

“ the Black Benna ” (i.c., Kr.snavenna or Krishna) in which

the Andhra girls used to take their bath, of the Trikuta parvaia,

of the city called Kandarapura, and also of two janapadas
(janapada-dvitaya). AIi'. B. V. Krishna Rao thinks that this

Trikula-iiarvata is uientioned in the Ipur grant of Visnukundin
Madhavavarman II as Trikuta-malaya, and identifies it with
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Kotappakonda near Kavur. One of Kandara’s two janapadus

may have been the district round the Trikuta hill and the other

the district round Kandarapura (not yet identified). The banner

of king Kandara is said to bear the representation of Golahgula

(a species of monkey). As sometimes the banner and crest of

a dynasty are found to be the same, it may not be impossible

that the seals attached to the Gorantla and Mattepad plates biar

the representation of a monkey. Prince Satsabhamalla,

daughter’s son of king Kandara, appears to have been called

Prthivl-yuvaraja, and is possibly also credited with victory in

some battles at Dhanyakata. The first case-ending in the epithet

prtJiivl-yuvardja and the epithet kdllsvarasdravlraketu (which is

no doubt different from Kandara’s epithet rioJdnguIa-vijaya-ketana)

possibly suggest that the epithets in lines -2-4 of the record belong

to Satsabhamalla and not to his maternal grandfather Kandara.

The seal of Satsabhamalla’s family bore the representation of

Muraripu (Visnu) on Garuda and its ketana or banner had the

figure of a seated vulture (yrdhra). May Kallsvarasaravlra be

the name of the vigraha whose figure was the crest of Satsabha-

malla’s family ?

P. 58, 1. 19. Note—May Vakesvara be a mistake for Tryam-

bakesvara ? LI. 21-25. Note—According to Coomaraswamy

(History of Indian and Indonesian Art, p. 77), the Kapotesvara

temple (4th century A. D.) at Chezarla in the Kistna district is

“
a structural caitya-hall originally Buddhist and later connected

to Hindu usage.” May it have been built by Damodaravarman,

the only known Buddhist king of the locality, who ruled about

the close of the 4th or the beginning of the 5th century ?

P. 62, 1. 29. Read—supplanted by the Pallavas.

P. 78, 1. 25. Note—Some scholars think that the grant

contains a date in year 138 which should be referred to the Gupta

era (Bhandarkar, List, No. 2036), while others think that it is

dated in the king’s 7th regnal year. The reading and suggestion

of the former are very doubtful.

P. SO, 1. 10. Note—This is the Kindeppa grant published by-

Mr. M. Narasimham in Joiirn. .Indhra Hist. Res. Soc., VIII,

p. 160. The Siripuram grant of the same king (issued from
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Devapura, possibly the chief town of Davaras^ra) was also

published by the same scholar in Bhnratl (Telugu), September,

1931. The suggestion that the Siripuram grant is dated in year

8 of the Saka era cannot be accepted. L. 17. Add—The Tandi-

vada plates {Journ. Or. Res., IX, p 188 ft.) issued from Pista-

pura in the 46th year of Prthivl-maharaja, son of Vikramendra

and grandson of Maharaja Ranadurjaya, have been ascribed to

the first half of the 7th century. The kings mentioned in this

record appear to have ruled after the kings of the other records

already discus.s®d. Prthivi-maharaja may have been the king of

Pistapura overthrown by Pulakesin II.

P. SI, 1. 2. Read—beginning of the 6th century. L. 14. Read

—takes to have been.

P. 89, 1. 39. Add—Note that a record of Harjjara, an Assam

king of the 9th cent., is dated in Gupta 510 (Ind. Cult. V, 114).

P. 112, 1. 40. Add—Dr, R. C. Majumdar suggests that the

struggle between Indravarman and the Ganga king Indra should

be placed before the Calukya conquest of Pistapura (Outline of the

History of Kalihga [offprint], p. 22). I do not think it absolutely

necessary
;
but the suggestion may be reconciled with our chro-

nology if we think that Madhavavarman II did not rule (see

above, p. 133 (T.) and give Vikraraendravarman I a shorter reign.

In that case, Indravarman may be placed in c. 487-517. His

Ganga contemporary would then be an earlier Indravarman who
reigned in Gaiiga years 87 and 91.

Add .—A word about Fleet’s chronology of the Eastern Calu-

kyas, which we have accepted in this work. Fleet thinks that

Kubja-Visnuvardhana’s reign began, as his brother’s viceroy, in

615 (Ind. .int., XX, p. 12). But his date 888 as the first year of

Calukya-Bhima I has now been provad wrong by the Attili grant
(C. P. No. 14 of 1917-18) which gives the king’s coronation date

on Monday, April 17, 892. According to the Chendalur grant
(Ep. Ind., VH, p. 236 f.) there was a lunar eclipse in Vaisakha-
purnima in Mangiyuvaraja’s 2nd year which, according to Fleet,
falls in 672-73. Actually however there was no lunar eclipse in
that tithi between the years 666 and 682. It is therefore not
impossible that the beginning of Visnuvardhana’s reign was
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a few years later than G15. Mr. M. S. Sarma thinks that

he began to rule
“ Vehgl ” in 633 (Journ. Or. Res., IX,

p. 17 £E.), while Mr. B. V Krishna Rao thinks it to he 624

{Journ. Anihra Hist. Res. Soc., IX, iv, p. iff.). Historical

arguments in support of both the theories are however weak.

Both the scholars rely on the doubtful evidence of the Kopparam

grant {above, pp. 117-18). Krishna Rao follows Lakshmana Rao

and thinks that Pulakesin II conquered “ Vehgi ” in 611 ;
Sarma

follows Hultzsch and takes 632 as the date of the conquest.

In ray opinion the former theory is improbable and the latter is

just possible. But Pulakesin had to 6ght with two generations

of Pallava kings and no doubt led several expeditions to the east

coast country. There is no guarantee that the date of the con-

quest coincided with that of the grant. If however Fleet’s epoch

is wrong, one of these dates should be examined astronomically,

because according to the Chipurupalle grant there was a lunar

eclipse in Sravana-purnima in Kubja-Visnuvardhana’s 18th year,

and after 632 (date of the grant according to Fleet) the nearest

lunar eclipse on that tithi were in 641 and 650. In my opinion,

the latter date is too late, as it would make a very long difference

between the dates of the Polamuru grants of Madhavavarman I

and of Jayasimha I. Moreover, the astronomical details in

the Chendalur grant of Mahgijuvaraja supports Krishna Rao’s

theory, not Sarma’s. The Musinikonda grant, we should

notice, is supposed to support Sarma. It gives the chronogram

date read as svddita (va = 4, da = 8, ta = 6), i.e., Saka

684 = 762 A.D. as following in Visnuvardhana(III)’s reign

{A. R. S. Ind. Ep., 1917, p. 116 ;
for the chronogram system,

Burnell, S. Ind. Pal, p. 76). Visnuvardhana III ruled

in 709-46 (Fleet), or 719-55 (Krishna Rao) or 727-63 (Sarma).

But since ta, da, dha, and da may be confused in early mediae-

val Telugu script, Fleet and Krishna Rao may read svddita and

svddhita respectively to suit their theories, da being= 3 and dha =

4. Another difficulty is with the Terala grant (No. 80 of 1929-

30) giving the date in the Saka year Bahudhanya and Karttika-

^ukla-pancami on Sunday (A.D. 739 or 859) as falling in the 5th

year of a Visnuvardhana (III or IV), which does not suit any of
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the three theories. Year 5 may be a wrong reading. The problem

cannot be solved in the present state of our knowledge; but of the

three dates 615, 624 and 633, the possibility of 624 as the first

year of Kubja-Visnuvardhan’s rule at Pistapura seems to be

just a little more than the other two.

P. in, 1. 35. Add—The Chicacole grant of Indravarman

(Bhandarkar, List, No. 1474) dated in year 128 of the Gaiiga era

refers to a lunar eclipse in Margasirsa-paurnamasi. According to

Dr. Majumdar’s theory, this year falls in 678-85 A.D. But there

was no lunar eclipse in Margasirsa-paurnamasi in the period

between 673 and 689 A.D.

P. 116, 1. 30. Read—end of the 7th or somewhere.

P. 117, 1. 4. Note—Not Vengi, but Bezwada, however, seems

to have been the capital at the time.

P.124,}. 31. Add—In this connection, it is also interesting

to note that in Telugu works like Somadevaraiyam (Joum.

Andhra Hist. Res. Soc., Ill, p. 113) the Kakatiyas are represented

as descendants of a certain Madhavavarman of the lunar

race.

P. 126, 1. 36. Bead —Vengi Ten Hundred, .idd—See Journ.

Or. Res., XI, p. 221 ff. The district is sometimes referred to

Veiigi-sahasra or Vengipura-visaya-grama-sahasra, Grama = that

which is the subject of an assessment (Abhidhdna rajendra).

P. 129, }. 5. Note—As generally believed, this Madhava may
have been Dharmaraja’s younger brother. LI. 6-8. Note—The
suggestion is possible if Trivara had a long reign and if Sailodbhava

Dharmaraja may be placed about the middle of the seventh

century. Scholars like R. D. B.inerji and D. R. Bhandarkar

are inclined to identify Sainyabhita-Madhavavarman II (son of

Ayasobhita, son of Sainyabhita-Madhavavarman I) of the

Ganjam (Gupta year 300 = A.D. 320) and Khurda grants with

Sainyabhita II-Madhavavarman-SrInivasa (son of Ayasobhita, born

in the family of Sainyabhita I) of the Buguda and Parikud grants.

Some scholar.-* however point out that the latter grants should be

placed centuries later on (doubtful) grounds of palaeography

and on the strength of the passage tasy = dpi vamse with
reference to the relation between Sainyabhita I and his successor
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Ayasobhita (R. C. Majumdar, Journ. Andhra Hist. Res.

Soc., X, p. 1 ff.). But the striking resemblance in the

genealogy furnished by both sets of the records cannot be explain-

ed away. Sailodbhava Ayasobhita may have been an adopted

son of Sainyabhita I. We cannot therefore be definite on

this point until further evidence is forthcoming. If Sainya-

bhlta-Madhavavarman Tl-Srinivasa reigned in 620 A.D., his

grandson may be placed in the middle of the seventh century.

Hr. Bhandarkar’s contention that the Kondedda and Puri grants of

Dharmaraja are dated in Gupta year 312 = 632 A.D. (List, Nos. 2040

and 2041) is however clearly wrong ; because the Parikud grant

of his father Ayasobhlta-Madhyamaraja (ibid, No. 1675) shows that

the intervening reign covered more than 25 years. L. IS ff.

Note .—In Ep. Ind., XXII, p. 19 ff.. Prof. V. V. Mirashi accepts

my Visnukundin chronology, and believes that Tivara of Kos'ala

reigned in 530-50 A.D. L. 35. Add.—Cf. the passage referring

to the kaunidra-keli of Laksmanasena with the females of Kaliiiga

in the Madhainagar grant (Ins. Benq., Ill, p. Ill); also

“ who fulfilled the ardent wishes of the Gauda women,” etc.,

applied to Yuvaraja Keyuravarsa in the Bilhari inscription (Ray,

Dynastic History, II, p. 760).

P. 134, 1. 3. Note .—The god on the hill at Kotappakonda

(near Kaviir in the Narasaraopet taluka of the Guntur district)

is called TrikStlsvara in inscriptions. Mr. Krishna Eao suggests

that TrikotIsvara=Trikutesvara, lord of the Trikuta hill, and that

Trikuta-malaya= Trikuta hill, malai (the Dravidian original of

malaya) meaning “ a hill.” See Journ. .indlira Hist. Res. Soc.,

XI, p. 45. The suggestion does not appear improbable. The

acceptance of this theory would necessitate the omission of

the reign of Madbavavarman II from the table at p. 112

above.

P. 140, 1. 4fj .—I now believe that PataSjali is much later than

the guiiga king, and iha pusynmitram ynjnynmah, etc., of the

Mahdbhdsya are merely “ stock instances.”

P. 176, 1. 15 .—The evidence of the Penukonda grant is sup-

ported by that of the Pura grant (Mys. Arch. Siirv., A.R., 1930,

p. 259).
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P. 180, 1. 32, Read—Paramesvaravarman I c. 670-90, accord-

ing to Dabreuil.

P. 185, 1. 1. Read—yuddhesu.

P. 192, 1. 21. Note.—According to Mann (XI, 35), the five

great sins are brahma -hatya sura-panam steyarn gurv-ahgana-

gamah, inahdnti pdtakany ^ahuh samsargas= c = dpi taih saha.

Kulluka says that steya = brdhmam-siivarna-harana, guru — pita,

and samsarga is for one year only. The Mahabhd. (XITl, 130,

38) also gives a list of five great sins in the sloka, brahmahd

c=aiva goghnas = ca paraddra ratas = ca yah, ahaddhadlidnas= ca

narah striyam yas = c = opaiivati.

P. 193, 1. 10. Add—The next parihdra means exemption from

taxes, forced labour, and komjala the meaning of which is not

known. A-parampard-balivadha-gahana has already been ex-

plained.

P. 200, 1. 7. Read—were to be.

P. 207, 1. 34. Read—Arabic.

P. 212, /. 9. .Add—Another copper-plate grant of Siniha-

varman dated in the month of Sravanapf his tenth year has been

discovered in Nellore Dist. {An Rep.S Ind.Ep., 1934-35 f)
.30).

Sirnhavarman, son of Yuvamaharaja Visnugopa, grandson of

Skandavarman and great-grandson of Viravarman, granted with

the object of securing long life, strength of arm and victory a

village called Vilavatti in Mundarastra to a Brahmana named
Visnusarman who belonged to the Gautama gotra and Chandoga

^akha. The seal bears a couchant bull facing the proper left

with another figure (said to look like an anchor or boat)

above it.

P. 216, 1. 37. Add—Dr. N. Venkataramanayya has recently

suggested (Journ. Andhra Hist. Res. Soc., X, p. 89 ff.) that

Karnata= Kanna visaya or Kannadu, the original home of the

Satavahanas at the foot of the Srisaila. According to him,
Kanna = Karna, an abbreviated form of Satakarna, i.e., Satakarni.

He thinks that the kingdom of the Satakarnis became known as
Karnata from the name of their original home and became after-

wards restricted to the western part of their kingdom where their
rule lingered for a longer period than elsewhere. The suggestion
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may not be unreaeonable, and the name Karnata may have

actually been derived from that of the Kanna visaya. But as

there is no early evidence to support the theory, it is impossi-

ble to be definite on this point in the present state of our

knov?ledge. The equation Kanna=Satakarni and the suggestion

that the original home of the Satavahanas was at the foot of the

Sri&ila cannot be conclusive until further evidence is forthcoming.

P. 227, 1. 26. Read—Nanda kings.

P. 229, 1. 2S. Read—mentioned in. L. 29. Read—pillar.

P. 230, U. 8, 23. Read—fig tree.

P. 254, 1. 5. Add—Verse 13 of the Davangere grant

{Mys Arch.Surv., 1933, p. 116) is supposed to suggest that

Kundagiri or Miligundagiri was Eaghu’s capital. But the verse

seems to mean that a hill-fort called Milikunda (near Asandl?)

repulsed an attack of Eaghu, but was conquered by Ravi.

P. 255, I. 24. Read—Gupta kings.

P. 262, 1. 10. Read—due to. L. 32. Read—and to provide.

P. 267, 1. 6. Read—Halsi grant.

P. 269, 1. 13. Read—A pati or piece.

P. 273, 1. 16. Add—A record of Eavivarman dated on a certain

bright fortnight day of Madhu (Caitra) in the king’s 34th year

has been discovered by a lawyer of Davangere (Mys. Arch.Surv.,

1933, p. 109 ff). It begins with siddham, and a verse (Prahar-

sini metre) in adoration to Sarvajna-Sarvalokandtha which possibly

means Siva. The record is interesting as the verses describ-

ing the king aie composed in a developed Kavya style. It

records a grant of lands for (the continuation of) worship at

a Siddhdyatana or Saiva temple possibly at Asandi (identified

with a village of the same name in Kadur taluka near

Ajjampur), and for the prosperity of the sahgha (ascetics

belonging to the temple?), at the instigation of Haridatta

who may be the sresthin of that name mentioned in the Banna-

halli grant. The lands granted were at Asandl, and at K5ra-

manga near the boundary-stone (upalaka) of a bridge. One

nivartana (by royal measure) of granted land was in a field near

the bridge to the south of Asandl. The king granted, before

his Samantas, also one nivartana at Samana (sic. samaya =
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extremity?) of the bridge and three nivartanas (by royal measure)

at Vetikauta, The localities mentioned may have been in the

vicinity of Asandi. The identification of Koramanga with

Koramahgala 8 miles from Hassan and 40 miles away is

doubtful.

P. 277, 1. 21. Read—verses.

P. 280, 1. 7. Omit—during.

P. 286, 1. 30. Read—Safavahana contemporary.

P. 287, I. 14. Read—north-eastern.

P. SOI, 1. 15. Read—refer. L. 26. Read— Durvinlta-Koiigani-

vrddha,

P. 310, I 0. Peud--Davangere.

P. 325, I. 16. Read—4th-5th centuries.

P. 330, //. 37-39. Read—t/o[«</]A'a. Note—Karodi (Sans-

krit: karoti) means “ a cup.”

P, 353, 1. 13. Read—received in 1714 A.D.

P. 358, 1. 20. Read—drowned in.

P. 366, I. 21. Read—wherein. L. 26. Read—by fire.

P. 367, 1. 33. Read— wherein.

P. 382, 1. 30. Read—to be the G'ltika variety of the Misragana

metre. L. 31. Read—115.

P. 391, Read—c. 400 A.D.—Damodaravarman.

P. 392. Read—c. 050 A.D.—Hastivarman. c. 340 A.D.

—

Mayurasarman. 400 A.D.—Raghu. 472 A.D.—Mrgesavarman.

545 A.D.—Harivarrnan.

P. 398, 1. 30. Read—proved wrong.

P. 399, /. 19. Read—lunar eclipses. L. 27. Read—as falling.
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Dhata-divya, Tula divya 128, 360f.
Dhatr^arman 278

Digha-ntkaya 25
Dinara 23f

, 26f.

Dinarimasaka 23, 26f.

Dicya, Ordeal 1271., 35411.

Drafcsbararna 119

Dravirls 221

Drona 156

Durga^akti 245

Dnrvinita-Kongajnivrddha 246, 301 , 404
Dutaraja, Yuvaraja 118
DvarakS 163n.,‘847
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E

Eclipse, Lunar 111, 209n., 337
Eclipse, Solar 209

Ehuvula Catptaruula II 23, 26, 35f. , 396

Ekatthahara 249
Ellore grant 86ff.

E|ura 90

F

Fanani 27

Farrukhslyar 249
Fire Ordeal 361f,

G

Gajayana Sarvatata 88
Gdma(jaina-bhojaka l'90f.

Gana^arman 90

Gandhara 28f., 313, 323
Gutt'Utariia (science) 297

Gandharva-viaaja 313

Ganga dy. 81 & n., 121, 156n., 176ff., 216,

363f.,299£E.

Ganga era 114n, 400

Gangavadi 215

Gautamlpiitra 3, 41, 112fT
, 133, 16211.

Garadliijah-;a 210

Ghiifikd 137

Gkatolkaca 89n, 311

Girigadagtama 298

Giri^'adde 298

Girivraja 31311.

Godavari B. Ill, 11 iff
,

131, 149, 211f.,

337

Golangula 397

Golasarman 203, 209

Gonandija 185

Gon'ia llandranlla 245

Gopaladeva 316

Gorantla grant 5511., 61

Gosahasra malidddiia 18n., 50, 5911., 298

Gotra Agasti 62

Gotra Agnivesya 185

Gotra .Ananda 56, 396

Gotra Angirasa 225, 261, 289

Gotra Atreya 211, 289, 291, 309, 31511.

Gotra Atri 315

Gotra Aupagahani 266

Gotra Aiipamanyava 43

Gotra Babhura (Babhru) 90

Gotra Bharadvaja 41n., 43, 135ff., 207, 211

276,291, 349

Gotra Brhatphalayana 41, 157n.

Gotra Cauliya 278

Gotra Garga 278

Gotra Gautama 43, 107, 211, 263, 293, 311,

337,341, 402

Gotra Harita 291,296

Gotra Kaimbala 278

Gotra Kala^a 278

Gotra Kanvayana 1.56n.

Gotra Karsayana 43

Gotra Kasyapa 58,611., 172, 203, 2091., 268,

270, 278, 291, 305, 311, 349
Gotra Kaundinya 43, 62, 197, 2491., 291,

308
Gotra Kauiika 43, 211, 291
Gotra Eautsa 278
Gotra Kurukutsa 291
Gotra Manavya 112a., 222, 225, 238, 248,

261, 281, 340
Gotra Mandira 137
Gotra Maudgalya 92, 96

Gotra Parasara 211
Gotra Purukutsa 291

Gotra Salankayana 821.

Gotra Srfvistha 278
Gotra Tanavya 43
Gotra Valandata 278
Gotra Varahi 298
Gotra Vasi.stha 291
Gotra Vat 8 a 106
Gotra Vatsya 291
Gotra Vatsyayana 211

Gotra Visnuvrddha 155n.

Gotra-pravara Tuviyalla 298

Govagama, Gopagrama 28

Gorallava 1901.

Govardhena 243
Govindacandra 81n.

Govindasvamin 268
Govindavarman 98ff.i 104ff., 112, 135

Gramahara 250
Grdmakuta 131

Grdmika 187 f., 192

Guddavadi-visaya 107ff., 121, 13uf , 336,

341

Guddadivisaya 106, 130
Gudivada 130
Gudrabara 121, 130
Guduru 33
Gumika 1901.

Gunavarman 80
Gupta 89d
Gupta dy. 12n., 88f

. , 129, 1521. , 916n. ,
2561.

Gupta era 89n., 255
Gutta fa. 12n.

H

Hadis 11

Hairanyake^a 211
Hala 307
Hala 219

I

Hala nydya 198

, I

Halsi graot of Blianutarm an 269
I Halsi grant 0/ JV/rgc.'.'ararm (in 263ff.

i Halsi grant I of Harivarman 2751.

I

Halsi grant II of Harioarman 2761.
I Halsi grant I of Raritarman 2701.

j

Halsi grant II of Barh-armnn, 27I1I.

I

Hammasiri (Harmya^rl) 20, 22, 24, 27
Hara (Siva) 2781., 290
Hari (Visnu) 2781., 284
Haridatta Sresthin 298, 403
Harisena Vakataka 126, 133n , 136, 241,

i 253n.
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Haritifndra 112n, 155, ‘220ff., 225, 238, 218,
250

Harivarraan 232£f., 244, 274ff., 294, 297,

3^7f., 312
Hastikosa llOn.t 338, 342
Hastisiksa 297, 338, 342
HastiTurman 68ff., 87, 91, 186
Hebbata grant 292ff.

Hemanta 262
Himavat Mt. 227

Hirahadagalli grant 189ff.

Hiranyagarbha (Brahman) 50, 278
Hiranjagarbba Mahndana 6, 18n

, 50ff.,

98f., I24ff., 336

Hiranyaka/a. 21, 26

Hiranyakamadhenu 18n., 50
Hira^yagva 18n., 50

Hiranya4varatha 18n., 50
Hire-Sakuna grant 263
Hitnahebbagilu grant 265f.

HiruTiiutbuva 32
Huna 323

I

Idamoraka (Indramaynra) 220

Ikavakudy. 3f ,9ff.. 39, 1641, 189, 222,
'229, 315, 883f., 290.

luia^e Ordeal 363.

Indo-Scytbia 242, 244

Indra (god) 196, 266, 297

Indrabbattaraka Eastern Calukya 113

Indrabbattarakavarman or Indravarman
Visnukundin 97, 104, 112fl., 120ff.,

137f.,398

Indra latta Traikutaka 241

Indravarman 106, 134

Indravarman Gahga 82, 111, 398

Indravarman Visnukundin, see Indra-

bhat^arakavarman
I "d ravarman-SatyaVraya-Dhru varSja 237n.

In^’ini-sangama 264

Ipur grant of Madhavavarman I 130f.

Ipur grant of Madhavavarman II 133f.

IVinavarman 126f., 246
Iravatl 314
IVvaradatta 243
TVraraaena 242f.

J

Jaininm 277
Jaladivya 361f.

Janamejaya 348
Janapada-jana 261

Janahaya, title of Madhavavarman I

Visnukundtn 104f., 124ff., 336f.

Jatavarman 81n.
Jaya 64

Jayaccandra Gahadavala 350f.

Jayakirti 270
Jayanta, same as Trilocana Kadamha 226

Jayasimfa k I Eastern Calukya 108f., l!3ff.,

121,’ 132, 251,3401.

I Jayasimhalll Calukya 227o
I
Jayasiniha-v.illabha Calukya 302

I

Jajavariiian 31 41ff., 157n., 168, 328

i Jaysingh (Sewai) of Amber 349ff.

I Jedda 245
I Jedagur, same as Jedda.

i
.Tina 141

I

Jinalaya 265 , 268, 272

I

Jinendra 262f., 365, 270f.

I

Jiyanta 265

;
Jyestha-pita 258 f.

I

I

*

;
Kacci, Kaccippedn 141

I

Kadailkura 263

I

Eadaka 194

I
Kadakorasa 263

I

Eadalakalani 263

! Eadamba (eponym) 225ff.

: Eadamba dy. 6, 24, llOn., 1191, 129, 136,

I
153n., 155, 159n., 203n., 2151, 2211,
225ff., 2321, 252, 257, 274, 2801.
•3061, 317, 3821, 392f.

Eadiivetti 302
Eaggigrama 309

Eaikeya. Eekaya 237n.

Eakavanga SaisnnSgi 322
Eakustba Bha\ari 257
Eaknstbavarman 2321, 239, 2531., 263,

270, 2771., 282f., 292, 288f.

Ealabbra 237n.

Ealacuri era 241

Ealamba, Eadamba, Eadamba 237n.
Ealasigama 322
Ealavanga 262

Ealidasa 252

Ealinga 11, 741, 81, 116, 126, 136
Ealingadbipati 76, 781.

Ealinganagara 121

Ealinga-visaya 79

I

Ealyanl 118n, 119, 142

I

Eamakapalll 298

I
Eamakara(ba 34

I Eamara 146

j

Eamboja 237n., 323, 325f.

i
Eamburaficemva 95, 332

; Eamdaairi, Ebamdasiri, Skandasr: 18,

33

I

Eamgura 62
' Eammanadu 203

Eanakagiri 141n.

EancI, Eaficipura 115, 1401., 1511, 1571.,
1691, 1751,185,189, 196, 201, 223,

233n., 2381, 243
,
272

I
Baficl-mandala 148

!
Eancivayilgraoia 1991.

i Eandara, Ersna 5Sf., 396f.
' Eandarapura 56f., 62, 396f.
i Eandavarman, Skandavarman 172

I

Eangavarman 232f., 252
I Banheri inacrip ion 220
Eaniska 379, ^9
Eanji 141

Eanna-viaaya 402

52
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I

Kollair or Kolleru Lake 115.'

I Komari, Kumarika 115

i Kommera 95

;

Koija-TapiJka 249

;

Koijdaiiiana 250f.

: Koijdainana-kula 249f.

Kondamudi grant 41£f.

' Kondamaruvudu 203

;

Koijdura, Koijdurn 131, 209

' Konginagara 249

Kofliki 203

•Konkaijivarman 176

292, ' Konuur inscription 311f.

! Koramanga 403f.

!
Korasodaka-Paflcall 78

. Ko4a-divya 128, 363

:
Ko'lala lOf., 30, 81, 11.5, 12'.tf.

Kaptakasela, Kaptakasola 32f., 38
Kanteru grant of Naytdicarman 92
EanterJ grant of Skandavarman 96
Eapini R. 245

Eappennala 249

Kara 293

Karahata 220

Kararupura 208

Earhad 220
Karmarastra 34, 107, 109, 1181., 131, 172,

197, 203 209, 337
Karmakaraatra 197

Earpata 215ff., 258 267, 272. 281ft’.,

4021.

Kurpeaaka H. 291

Karpendula 249

Karaapapa 242. 33')

Karii' 298
Karvvapnangam-viaaya 298

Karvvelli 26.3

Ka4mlra 28

Eatattaka 281. 291

Katikuri 95, 332

Kaunala 115

KauSikiputra 2491.

Ka'itilya 3561.

KaverT 7?. 115, 118, 245, 237n.

Ka.ya Style 379fl.

Eekay.iS of Girivraja 10, 313ft‘.

Eeka’yas of Mysore 12n., 15, 260, 28811.,

297, 313ff., 393

Keijdukara 208

Kerala 115, 221

Ketakapada 311

Ketaraaa 809

Khada Sati 220
Khaipdacalikiremmapaka 20e., 21, 26

Khaipdasagaraipnaka 20, 24, 27, 33

Kharndaviaakhaipnaka 20, 26

Kharpdaairi 24, 27

Kharavela 49, '77n.. 79f.

Khatvangadhvaja 188n.

Kheta, Khftagrama 256, 270

Khryse 146

Eilaka year 236n.

Kiitivur 305

Ki.iunlrilli 266

Kirata 29, 323, 326

Kirtipura 245

Kirtivara 2661.

Kirtivarruan I 236d., 2741.. 340

Kipi-Kiidalnr-palll 805

Kipu-Pasani 268

Kittur 245

Kodabalio'ri 23, 35

Koddonra 33

Kodikim 203

Eolala 307
Kolalagrftma 307

Kolana 291

Kolanallura 298

Kolandia 146

KoUka 189

Kolivala 193

Kolkhi, Korkai 146ff.

Kollair grant 92fF.

: Kota n eta II 40
' KoUppakopda 133

i
Kotti4arinan G1

;
Kratasomailarman 263

; Krishna R. 33, llSff , 135, 139, 211, 215,

j

396

I Kpspa II I2n.

: Krspagiri 142, 241

! Ersnavarman I 180,23Cn., 237, 2581., 2671.,

"275, 280ff., 290ff.. 303, 31611., 314,

393
' K|*spavaruiaD JI 166, :244, 268, 275, 280f.,

2880 , 294ff , 387, 3’ 3

Ersnabeppa. Krspaveppa 61, 139

Kfta year 246

Efttika 239n.

I

KsSntamula 17n.

Ksatrapa 2411.

1 Ksatriya lln., 19

j

Eubera (god) 196

! Eub:raka 21.

!

Kiibja-Vispavardhana 11611., 3981.

Kudalur-adhisthina 272d., 293 305

Kudavada-vasaka 130

Kudrihara-visaya 42, 921.

Kudfihara Cinnapura 96

Endura 42, 46S.

EudurabSra 42, 92
Eahnndi-visaya 245

Kula (measure) 187

KuiacarnnaD, Kula4arman 199

Kulahaka2), 28. 32
Kulaha-vihara 32
Kulaipa 153

Kuli-mabataraka temple 195

Kulottuftga Oola I 40
Kumaradatta 271

Knmarngupta I 88, 253. 2.56

Kumarajja 58

Eumara^akti 245

Kumaravartnan 3061 , 393
Enuiaradarman Ka^yapa 278
Eumkra^arman Kautsa 278
Kamaravispu of Omgodu grant 169ff.,

181n., i.84n., 201, 206, 299
Kumaravispn I of Chendalur grant 160,

178ff., 181, 196, 201, 378
Kum5raTi?nn II of Chendalur grant 178ff.,

1811., 196(1., 378
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Kumnda 113
KuDgla Lake 115f.

Kunda-Mnccu^di 249
Kunda-Tapuka 249
Kundnr 172
Kuninra 107, 109, 131, 337
Euntala 155, 184d., 215ff., 223, 225£f., 243,

246, 2olf , 304
Kuntalega 2.53n.

Knntalanagara 215

KuDtala-Satakarni-Satavahana 2181,

KuraTaka-SrTvara 93
Kurcaka 264, 276
Kurgod 215
Kurnool 135
Kuruvada 92
Kusana 165
Kusasthall, Kusavatl lln.

L

I.aksmI 130, 257
Lattalur 245n.

Lekuoiarigraciia 06

LcoduluraTaaaka 114, 130

Linga 139
Lokatrmiji* ^
Lokapala 196, 202

M

Md4avika 190
Madhariputra 20, 242

MadhaTa-tnafaadhiraja 268
Madbava father of Avinlta 299flt,

Madhava-Simhavarman 170ff,,184 24611.,

264
Madhavavarman I Sailodbluita 4001.

Ma'lhavavarniau II Saihdhhaia 4001.

Madbavavarman I V»,nukundm 52, 67,

97ff., 104ff., 112ff., i24ff.,' 1331., 172d.,

251, 296, 33ofif., 343
Madbavavarman II Visnukundm £9ff., 1

104, 10611., 112ff., 133,' 396ff;,’401

Madbnvarman 31011., 393
Hadra 3131.

j

Madnra 147
Mababbava 251

Mababboji 2201. ;

Maba-Caqidaiiiukba 27

Mabacetiya 2511.
I

Mabadana 18d., I

Mahdddnapatrru 19 !

Mahddandartdyaka 20, 44 i

Mabadeva (Siva) 270, 296 i

MabS-Kadurnra 34

Mabg-Eamdasiri 27
I

Mahdmdtra llOn.
;

MahdTdjddhirdja 89n., 248n., 3441.
i

MabarSstra 47f. 304

Mohdraihi 144, 162 220, 222, 224

MabSaamgbika 251., 36

Mabasena (god) 18, 2.S3n.

Mahasendpati 1911., 27,144, 162, 240

Mahdsendpatini 21

Mabagjva Tlvararaja 129
Maba4 ama^a 262

Mahdtalavara 1811 , 27, 45, 329
Mahdtalararl 91,, 261.

Mahattara 131

Maliayana 37
Mahendra Alt. 142

Mabendravada 131

Mabendravarman I 179, 182, 206n., 378
MaheAvara (Siva) 39, 42, 277
'Mabifi 244

MabiAasaka 251.

Mahisavisaya 216n., 293
Mahiaika 216d., 293

Mahisur 293
MaisoOa 117

Maisoloi 147

Majerika 149

Majjhima-nikdya 25

Maian.^'a 14711., 158

Majapajideva 248, 250
Malava, Malaya tr. 12n.

Malaya All. 133, 142, 218

Malavalli inscription of Cutn Sdtakarni
9211., 2491.

Malavalli inscription of the Kadambas
2481.

Malkavu 268

Malkbed 142

Mailikarjuna Siva 123

Ma^caijpa, MaijcyaijijB-bbsttarska 98,
1041.

Mandana^arman 278

Maodbataraja, Mandbalrvarman 166, 188,
236n., 30611., 393

Mangadur, Mangalur 2111.

A/o«ja/o 1931., 198, 249, 2561., 2' 5, 269,
271, 277, 2971.

Mangalesa 51, 274

Mangalur grant 2111.

Mangiyuvaiaja 398

Mankir 207

Manjbiia R. 149

Mantri parisat 238

Maoyakbeta 207

Marade 277
Mariyasa 249

Maaalia, Alaisolia 146

Masuli District 148

Masnlipatam 33, 4211., 46(1., 71, 9J, 116
Matbara fa. 791.

Mdthartputra 24, 341.

Matbora 347

Matr gapa 2391.

Matrsarit 264

Mat-ya 163n

Mattal 259

Mattepad grant 55S., 62

Mdtnka, Mdtpkd 25

Maukhari dt/. 111,1261., 246

Maurya dy. 12n., 216ff., 251, 274

Mayidavolu grant 18511.

Mayindavataki 337

Majurasaiman 16)8, 184(1., 223, 228(1'.,

28211 ,255 ,
258, 281,.388
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Mayuravarman, same as Mayurasarman
225S., 238S., 278d., 301d.

Medes 324d.

Menander 3227.

Menmatura-vasaka 170

Merusarman 291
Milinda, Menander 322f.

Mitrasarman 278

Modekararii 307
Modoura, Madura 147

Mogalur-visaya 268
Mokari, Maukliari dy. 246

Molkalmuru 308
Mrgesa 276
Mrgesa, Mrgeaavarman ,

Mrgesvaravarti.an

166, 203n.. 232ff., 2-55, 260£f., 270, 272,

316

Muccuflidl 249
Mudaoanda 224
Muglya fa. 18n.

Mugtir 2M
Muhammad Shah 349, 352

Mukka^ja Kadamba, same as Ttilocana

Kadamba 227n.
MukkaQ^i fallava, same as Trtlotana

Pallava 159

Mulaka lln.

Mulaku, Mulakura 94f., 332

Mullur 268

Mujtagi 268

Ai u(u4a, Mutu4a 90, 93f.

Mu^ela tf. or fa. 224

Mo^darastra 208, 402

Mn^^dura 95, 332
Muraripo iVifhpu) 397

Murotiikajiki 1()6, 134

N

Maga (image) 220
Kaga (tribe) 148ff , 152f., 157f., 219, 288,

291

Nagakal 220o.

Nar adatta Brdhmana 249
Nagadatta engraver 249f.

Nagadatta king 246

Nagaruulanika 219
Nagabarman 278
Nagarakba^da 216ff.

Nagarl 12n.

Nagnabarman 137

Nahapanal63n.
Natyogika 191, 197, 207f.

Natyyoka {Naiyogika) 207

Nala fa 274

Namah^udia lln.

Napakkasa 180, 289, 317

Nanda fa. 210ff., 226

Nanda or Nandodbhava /a. 77n.

Nandapada 291

Naoda-PrabbafijanaTarman 717.

Nandin 82f.

Nandivannan Pallava of Kusakudx <}

137, 167

’ Nandivarman Pallava of Udayendiram
'• grant 177fE., 182, 196, 199f., 273

Nandivarman I Sdlahkdyana 68, 91

Nandivarman II ^a/anAdi/ana 63ff ,
74ff.,

77, 84/., 92ff , 176, 208, 331

\
Xandisarman 278

! Naravara 263

I
Xarasimhavarman I 118, 302

j

Narayapa (Visnu) 195, 290

I
Narayanasarman 311

i
Narendraaena 133d., 253n., 256

Nargund 215

Nasik 302n.

Nataka (Nartaka) 220
Natrpati 139

I Nau-nand-dfcbra 216, 227

Nayarkhanda, some as Nagurakhanda

I

Neyika IQOf.

i Kikumbballasakti 244f.

I Nllakantba 270
Nilambnr grant 267ff.

i Nxpa fa. 229n.

]

Nirgrantha sect 262, 264
' Nirvapa 2Cf.

I Nisamma 147

; Ntrarfana 84, 90, 92, 95, 189, 194, 198, 206,

' 261, 264, 269/., 272, 295, 307 , 309,

330
' 'Siyogin 197

j

Nolamba fa. 153n.

!

NolsmbavSdi-Tbirty-two-Tbcnasnd 308

;

Nyaya 297

O
!

I

Oduipbara tr. 229

1
Oipgodu 203

i Omgodu grant I 201fl.

I

Orngodn grant II 206ff.

Ougole 203
Ordeal 127/., 354ff.

Ortboura 147

Ozeoe 162

; p

I
Painga-Bhavaavamin 296/.

i Paitban 162
Pala dy. 237d.

: Palakkada 160,169,205
PalaBika‘254ff., 267, 269, 271/., 276/., 281,

' 290
'

PalgalinI 309

. Palbaval52ff.,324/.
Pallava dy. 39, 140ff., I45ff.. 161ff., 159d.,

1 175ff., 233n., 238ff.. 243, 268, 263,982/.,

I

289, 309, 390/.
• Palmadi 244, 295
Palotkata, Palakkada 172
Paficabandha 296

. Pafitala 156
Paficalangala 18 n.

; Pafica.mahapatulu 192, 266, 219, 299,

I 402



INDEX 413

PaQda 291

Pa5dava fa. 81, 129
Pandion, Pagdya (king) 147

Pandiones, Pandya (people) 140
Fa^idya Country or People 11, 115, 1461.,

221, 809
Pahgotkata 266
Pauria Santal 231

Papila 32
Paralura 261

Parama-bhagavata 841., 92, 197. 1.9,

202, 205
Parama-brahmanya 130
Parama-mahesearn 84, 137, 139, 277,

316
Parama-voimava 241

Paramesvata 137

Parame^varavarman I 18(ln.

Parasava 326n

.

Parasika 321ff.

Parihara (exemption) 431., 62, 63ff., 186ff ,

192fl., 198, 20(>, 2091., 2491., 263, 268.

276, 278, 3071.

Parihara (honorific gilt) 189
Pariyatra Aft. 142, 243
Pariyatrika tr. 2431.

Parsava 324n.
Parthian ld3ff.

Pasnpati (god) 267n.

Pasopati (^rsonal name) 257n.

Pasupati4arman 278

PatalgnA 242, 214

Patalipntra 141, 217, 226, 256
Patarjali 379, 140, 401

Pats, Pattika 269

Pafta 2K
Pattabandha 233n., 234, 2381., 255

Panqdarika 98
Paura-zyavahdrika 23Sn.

Pansa-saipvataara 2351.

Payvegundupura 316

Peda-Kopduru 131

Pedda-Vegl 83

Peddavegi grant 941., 33111.

Pennar R. 141. 14611.

Pennkapafru 203
Perdala 263
Peruipbapappadi 238n., 247

Peruvajaka 137

Peshwa 352
Phala-divya 128, 3641.

Pikira 210

Pikira grant 2101.

Pingalasvamin 266

Ping-ki lo (Ping-ki-pu lo), Vengipu a

120d.

Pipukkiparpu 203

Piafapura 79ff., 114ff., 121, 302n., 398

Pithnipda 481.

Pitfsarman 278

Pittapuram, Pithapurara I14ff., 117 A n

Pitnndra 481.

Plaki-rastra, Plaki-viaaya 1201., 1371.

Podnka 146

Pogilli, 245

Poison Ordeal, 362

Polamurn, 131, 257

Polamuru grant of Madhavavarman 1311.,

334ff.

Polammu grant of Jayasitnha 34(11.

Poriyadgal 306

Pounnata, Punnata 245

PrabhanjanaTarinan 77o., 80
Prabhavati 2(50

Prabhavatlgnpta 88, 136, 256

Pradhitajya 98
Pragiyotisa 29
Prajapatisarman Cargo 278
Praiapatisarman Kaimbala 278

Prajapatisarman Valandala 278
Prajapatya 98
Pralnragrama 94, 332

Pra^iavesvara temple 257, 260
Pravacanafutra 200

Pravarasena I 8711., 343
Pravarasena II 253n
Praribhaga 278

Prdhivi-Jayasingha, same as JayasjmhaJ
341

Prehara li. 228, 233n., 239
Prihivi-duvardfa, Prihivi-yiivaraju 118

Prlhivl-maharaja 398
Prlbivlmula llOn., 113

Prthivisena I 88, 2S3n.

Prthivlsena II 2^
Prthivlvallabha Gopaladeva 316

Prtbivrvallabba Niknmbballasakti 245n.
PrthivTvyaghra 346

Pudnkottai 1461.

Pukiya fa 16, 24, 26, 33

Pulakesin I 245, ‘-74, 302

Pulakesin II 11,471., 79, 114ff., 121, 275,302
Pnlobum, Pnlobnmra, Folamnru l()7ff.,

llltf., 131, 337, 341

Pulumavi 143ff, 150, 16211., 189

Pulnmavi Vasisthlputra 3, 41, 143ff., 1491

,

16211,220

Punata 2451.

Pupdrabhukti. Pnndravardhanabbakti llOn.
Punnadn 245

Puphagiri, Fnspagiri 321.

Purina (coin) 330

PnraQisangama-vasaka 137

Pnravayam 308
Purvamabaccbali 262

PurTasaila 330
Purvasaillya 33

Puru-Khetaka 271

Purusamedha 98

Poskalavatl 29

Foskara 12n.

Pusyamitra 88, 125, 140, 346

Puvaketnja 185

Puvasela, Purvasaila 321., 330

R

Bagbn 3251.

Raghn Kadamba 2321., 252, 254, 403

I

Raliaat/ddliikrla 193, 308, 332

I Rajabhaga-dasabandha 295
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Eajagrha 313f.

Rajahumara 190
Ea;amahendra 117n
EajamabendrI, Rajamabendrapura 117 in.
Bajaptnusa 93, 95,
Rajasimha 157, 178
Rajasuya 18, 98, 164u.
Bajavallabha 207f.

Raigfr 313
Ra;endra Cola I 81n.
Bajjuka, Rajuka 217n., -251

Rajjttgahaka amacca 251
Rajyapala 237n.
Ratnatirtham grant 137f.

Ranadurjaya 398
Rastra 210
RaHrakuta 131
Eastrakuta dy. 142, 156n., 2o6n., 207, 245,

259
Rfistrapala 238n.
Rastravarman 246
Ratthika 190
Ravidatta 246
Ravireva 139
RiviTarman 119, 180, 203n., 255, 267ff.,

282, Q90, 295, 316. 403f.
Razu, Rachavar 124n.
Regopyana 139
Rice Ordeal 363
Bohanigutta, Robioigupta 195
Kgveda 299
Rksavat Mt. 142

Rsabha-laflchana 188n.
Rudra (Siva) 226f.

Rudra (Natavacji) 40
Eudrabhuti 242
Rudradaman 1, 3, 23, 143, 153, 164d.,

297n., 379
Rndradhara bhattarika 22f., 26
Rudragana, Radraeena 241
Rudrasarmao 10811, 251, 337 ,

342
Rudra Satakarpi 144

Rndrasena Saka 23
Riidrasena I Vakdtaka 88f.

Rudraaena II Vakdtaka 88, 136
Rudrasimha ITT 244

Ruudranlla Gonda 245

S

Saba Virasena 297n.
.Salida 297

Sadakana Kalalaya 144

Sadanana (god) 2.39f.

Sadyaakra 88

Sahala 249f.

Sahalatavi 250
Sahya Mt 142

Sailodbhava dy. 400f.

Sainyabhita-Madhavavarman I 40<lf.

Sainyabhita-Madhavavarman II 400f.
Saivism 277

Saka 3241.

Rakala 31, 323

Saksathana 244

Saktivarman 79f.

Sakya 229
Salankayana dy. 3ff., 39, 42, 63ff., 82ff ,

102 d., I21n., 212, 331, 392
Salankayaiiaba 83
SalakeDoi 71

Sa-lohalavan-dkara 193
Sambhu (Siva) 58, 61
Samiyara 245
Samjayantr 220f.

Samskrta, Rebned Language 389n.
Samudragupta 70, 72, 79f., 86£f., 91, 125

166, 1771,, 151, 180, 301n.
Saruyaksatpbuddha 22, 58
Sana 329
Sancdra 208
Saiicarantdka 199, 192, 2071,, 210
Sangara 146
Sangha, Saipgha 262, 276
Sangoli grant 27711.

Sankaragana Rapavigraha 13n.
Santal fr. 230ff.

Santamula, Carptamuia 17n.
Santivara Pallata 258, 2S2ff., 290, 2921.
Santivaravarman, same as Kadamba Sdnti-

rarman 263
Sactivarnian, same os Pallara Sdntivara

180

Santivarman Kadamba 187, 184n.. 228, 247,
255ff., 270, 272, 277, 281ff., 290, 292,
3061.

Santivarm-arasa 259
Sarabhapura 81, 129
Sarabhavaram 81
Sarapallika 781., 121
Sarasvatl R. 242
Saregiaina 270
Sarman 291
Sarva 291

Sarvajn.-i-Barvalokanatha (Siva?) 403
Sarvasiddhi Jayaaimba 1 342
Sarvasvamin 266
Sarvatata Gajayana 88
SasaoadevI 226
Sdsanahara 210
Sasanasancdnn 2601,
Sa.atha, Sasthadeva 17n.
Sasthikumara 211

Satahani-rattba 189, 213
Satakarpi 162, 2.57, 4021.
Satakarni Cutu 217, 2491).
Satakarpi I ft7n.

Satakarpi Gaulamlpulra 3, 41, 1421 1531
16211 , 2171., 324

Patavahana 311., 14 3711., 47ff. 871. 112n.
142ff., 14511., 150, 15211., 162ff, 212’
2225., 390,402

’

Satavahanihara 144, 189
Salt 267

Satoinahilagrama 311
Satsabhamalla 3961.

Sattipalli-Jaripata 293
Satyasena 160
Satya^raya Dhruvaraja 237n.
Satya^raya Oopala 310
Satya4raya Pulake4in II 245
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Sayindakii 244f.

Benananda 245
SenanI 239n.
Seadra, same as Sendraka 24j

Seodraka/o. 244f., 277, 288

Sendraka-vi§aja 244, 294£E.

Sendpati lyo, 239f, 263, 270

Setagiri 142

Setaviya 314
Shimoga grant 309
Sibi tr. 316, 12d.

Siddhakedara 276d., 287
Siddhdlaya 257

Slhala-vihara 32, 38
' iipbapura 75ff., 81 & n., 121

Siipbavarman Greater Pallaca 179, 182

Sinibavaiman Kadamba 280f., 294, 393
Simbavarman Pallata of Nellore-Gmtur

region 70n., 71n., 196 , 205ff., 209n.,
402

Simh varman Pallata of Amaratati inscrip-

tion 40
biipbavarman Pallata of Udayendiram

Penukonda grants and Lokavibhdga
170, 174, 176a:., 182, 247, 264, 273

Siiphavarman-MadhaTa 176, 246, 264

Sitphavisiju 157, 173, 179, 182, 378
Si^dliutha^a-rastra 258, 281, 291

Sifiha 276

Sipra R- 244

Siriptolemaios 3, 149, 162

Sirsi grant of Kffnacarman II 298ff.

Sirai grant of Ravivarman 269

8iva (Brahmai^a) 291

Siva (god) 42,825., 123n., 137, 159, 188n.,

2265., 389.

Sivabhdgavata 84

Sivadatta Abhtra 242

8ivadatta Brdhmana 211

Sivagupta 152, 218

Sivaji 142
Sivakumara 261

Bivamaka Sada 143, 163

Sivanandavarman 16, 289, 3135., 393

Sivara 245

Sivjrya 97
8ivaratha 232, 275, £08

Siva^arman Gautama 1075 , 172, 209, 251,

337, 341

8iva4arman Kaimhala 278

Sivaskandagupta 152, 167, 218

Sivaskandanaga^ri 167 220f,

Sivaskanda Sacakarni 162, 167

Sivaakandavarman Pallata 4. 6, 14, 39,

41, 44n., 87&II., 93d., 1615., 164n.,

1615., 175, 181, 1835., 232f„222, 2385.,

247f., 249, 308, 344

Sivaskindavarman of Vaijayanti 2215.,

2485., 252
Sivaskandila 167

Siva^rl Satakari}i 144, 162

Skanda (god) 18, 24Jn.

Skandaniga 144, 152

Skandanaga Sataka 220

Skanda^arraan 278

Skanda4isya 158n., 160

! Skandavaruian Pallata of British Museum
’ grant 14, 67f., 1515., 1615., 181, 1835.,

194f.
' Skandavarman I of Nellore-Guntur region

1695.,

201

I

Skandavarman II of Nellore-Guntur region

64, 1695., 2015., 402
' Skandavarman I of Udayendirom grant

1785 , 182

SkandavarmaD II Udayendiram Pneu-
konda grants 1785. , 182, 247, 264

I Skandavarman of Chendalur grant 178,

!

181

i Skandav.irman of Punndta 246

Skandavarman Pdlahkdyana 65f. , 685 , 96

Skandhdtdra 42, 465., 109, 117n., 170, 2'i8

Spear-head Ordeal 364f.

Spheroidal State 374n.

SiamsQa 277

griklrti '.171

Srlparvata 28, 32, 135, 238, 396

Srlparvata-svamin 123, 334

SrTpura in Kalihga 79, 121

Silpura in Kosala 129

Sridai'a 123, 135, 142, 402f.

Sr'i-vallabha, Sri-prthivi-tallabha 2U6d.

245

Srl-vijaya, Sruvijaya-siva 64, 2615., 265f.,

I

307

I

Srutakirti 256, 265, 270 278

I
8rutaviip^atiko{i 217

: Sthanakundura 257

Stbanabufljapuratirlha 257d.

Svamidatta 92

Svami-Pk^upata 270

Svetapata sect 262

I Soda^I 88, 98

j

Soma 311

I

Somagire^varanatba 139

Somapat(i 249

:
Somasarman 291

j
Somaavamin 298

i Somavaipsa 315

Somayajin Brahmapa 298

Sopatma 146

1 Soringoi, Cola 147

Sornagoa, Suranaga, Suryanaga 147f.

;

Suddikundura-viaaya 276

guflra 242

Sunagara 121

I Sunga dy. 156

;

Sapratlkn 113
' Suprayoga R. 208

, Surastra 1.53

; Suraatrene 242, 244

;
Surparaka 30

' Suvarpagiri 141n.
‘ SuviSSkha 153

T

Ta-An-to-lo 120

Tadagani inacription 310f.

Ta.are grant 304f.

Tagare-mabagrama 305
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Tagare-% ihaya yt)o

Taittirlya &hool 1U7, 137, 2ll0, '210

Takifldpufra 250

Takfasila28f.,216n.,323
Talagnnda inscription 388f.

Tajakad, Tajekad 119, 268
Taj ivananagara, Talavanapura 268
Talavara 19f.

Talupaka visaya llOn.

Taiwan 19

Tanibrapa-sthana 169

Tampoyaka 78

Taipraka^yapnkula 216

Tamralipti 216n.

1 ainraparua, Tainraparni '28

TamraparnT B. llOf.

Tandivada inscription OlH

Tandula-divya 128, 363

I'anlikonla 61

Tapta-masaka-divya 128, 363f.

Tapuka 219
Talavara, Talaia 19f.

Tarigal 215

Tewar 129n.

Tiaatenes, Castana 3, 22
Tiruvallam 247

TTvara 129

Toiia-kk-tae-kia, Dhanyakataka, r20n.

Topda, Topdai, Tundtir I, Tnpdaka 148n,

Tosala, Tosall 28, 3 i

Totemism 159n, 230d,, 231
Traikutaka dy. 211ff,

Traikajaka era 211, 243
Trekuta, Traikutaka 2llf.

Trikuta-maiaya 133, 396, 401
Trikuta Mt. 133, 241
Trilocana Kadamba 158. 226f.

Trilocana Pallava 158f. 227
Triparvata 276n, 284n,, 287
Tri-samudra 142
Trivara 129

Trivaranagara 129, 335
Triyambakaavamin 309
Tain dy. 29

Tula-divya 360f,

Tulyabhaga 131

Turkkasarman 211

Tnthika 190f.

Tiisara 325

Tusaapa 322

Tyagi-Santara 274

U

Uccangidnrpa 308
Uccafigigiri 309
Uccalrngi 275, 308f.

Ddaka-divya 128
Cd.iyacandra 346
Udiyendiram grant l&Of.

Udicya 325

Ugrasena 160
UjanikS, Ujiain 22
Djjain 27, 143, 16'2, 315

Djjain symbol 145

Dkthya 88
Ukti 291

Umapati Dhara 297n., 346

Umavarman 77f.

UAcha-kara-bhara 269
Uragapura 14611., 236d.

Praiyur 146£E.

Drutupalli 208
Uruvupalli grant 207f,

y

Vaidya 270

Vaiuyai.tl 120, 1 13ii. 218 ,
221. 248ff., 258,

266, 270, 272, 274f., 278, 282, 284,

290, 294fl., 298, 3061.

Vaikuntbasarman 278

Vaisakha-saipvatsara 236, 2641.

V'aisnava 197, 199, 205
> V’alapeya 17, 21. 381., 98, 164ff., 189, '206

I

VajraDaga, Varijaniga 148

: Va'ravarman 81n.

; Vakata, VSkataka 86ff , 105, 112o., 126 & n.,

1291., 135,' 15.5, 25.3n.. 257, 30In, 343,

! 3811.

i Pallaca 93, 95, 211

i
Vallabhn, VaUnbhardjn, VaVabhendra

2061., 302

Vallabha 1901., 210

Vallavi-vi^aya 298

Vapapura 247

Vanalarman 278
Vanavaaa, Vanavaai, Bansbaai 231., 38, 3*',

35, 275, 395

Vanga 28, 30, 325

Vangalade^a Sin.

Vamba-Moriyar 217

Var4ba (.Vispu) 206d.

Vardhamana 276

Vardbamaoapnra 121

Varisenacarya 276

Varman dy. 75d., 8ln,, llOj, 121

Yar-ina <god) 196

VarunaSarman 278
Vasaisa 78, ll7n.

Vasava (god) 196
Vasiatbiputra 3, 171., 9111., 33, 41, 79,

143ff., 162ff., 220
Vaaudevn. 347
Vasudeva Kusapa 32'2d.

Vasuntavataka 276
Vasu^arman 378
Vata tr. 230
Vatapi 119

Vayalur inscription 3771.

Vegura 249
Velaki 249
Veilaru R. 146

Vena B. I39n.

Vengi, Vengipura 5, 70S.. 75, 77, 83, flOff,,

97. llSff.. 120n., 2111.. 331
Vengf Country 114S., 126a.

Vengorastra 70ff., 2111.

VenhudSsa 237n.

Venhusiri 27
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Venoa B. 263
Vetikaata 403
Vetra»a"tJ B. 244
Vidarbha 2S4a.
Videnarapallikagrama 93
Vidiffi 254n., 256
Vijaya 63ff.

Viiaya (Satavabana) 162
Vijayaditya (Badami) 247
Vijayaditya II (Vengl) 116ff.

Vijayaditya-maheadra, same ns Amma II
1170.

Vijayapoti 14, 28, 32
Vijayanagar 2L6ii.

Vijaya-iiva 296
Vikramaditya Bam 247
Vikraoiadi^a'Bali-Iadra 247
Vikramaditya I Calukya (Bidami) 2i5f.

,

275,302
Vikramaditya VI Calakya (Kahjirii) 119,

215il
Vflrraoiaditya Candragupta I[ 252
Vikramaditya GopaUdera 316
Vilrramahendra lOOH., lOlQ., 112,123,126,

335
Vikramairaya 104, 112, 123, 335
Vikrameodra Pistnpura 393
Vikr. mendravannao I 97, 104ff., 112,

123n.. 136n.. 135f.,398
Vikraor^Ddrava'inan II 121b., 139
Vilasasarmao 210

I Visijin (god) 841, 2060.

I

Vispudasa of Punnata 246
Vi^udasa, tame at Kadamha VUuuvarmaTt

I 280f., 295
Vispugopa KiUceyaka of Allahabad Pillar

inscription 82n., ISlff., 161ff., 177ff., 181
Viepagopavarman I Yuvamahdrdia 169ff„

196. 205ff., 402
VisjQgopavaronan H 172ff.

'^49>Jgrhasvamin 84f„ 94, 332
Visnuhara 205
Visnuktmda, Vinbokoda 112n.
Visnukundio dj.‘39, 97ff., 102q., 105£E.. 112,

1210., 123, 203n., 334, 384, 392
Vispiisarman Garga 278
Vispuiarman, tame at Garga (?) 298
Visnusannan 402
Vi^navardhaoa I Kubja 116ff , 121, 138

aceo., 3971, 340
\ isnuvarrihana HI 399
Visnnvarman I 180, 2151, 2581, 267f.,

:i72f., 28^.. 288* n., 2902., 303, 316.
318, 393,387

V souvannao 11 2801., 305
Visti 293
Viaupa 278
Visrakarman 249
Vyaglirasena 241
Vgaprttt Vapata 42, 185, 191

V'lavatti gr'iot 402
Vileipbali 130

Vinayadi^a 1 245
Vindhya Iff. 142, 243
Vindbyasakti 90a.
ViQbukHdaCutukalananda-Satakaroi <1 &

It) 112a., 155, Iffio., 217fa., 22011.,
249ff

Vin^ar 303
Vinaknada 123

Viraja 263
Vtrakoccavarman 17Iff . 201
FiniWa llOn. 338, 342
VirakoBBa ISGff.

Viraporisadata, Virapurusadatta 10, 13, Iti,

2dff., 38, 165, 315, 3951.

Vitasena 387
Virasiqiha 238
Viratrarmao I69ff.,201f., 402
Viripara 1851., IM /
Virnpakha, Virupaksa 18

Viaa-divya 128, %2
Vilakbavarman 78
Vitaya 42, 96, 190, 192, 207, 268
Viiaya-pafi 93, 96, 191

W
Water Ordeal 3611.

T

Vidava/a. 81n.
Ya;ua Kurukutsa 291
Yajna Vatsya 291
Yatnas irman 211
rajuj-Satakaini 3, 14311., 150. 162ff., 219,

243
Tama (god) 196
Yapaoiya sect 264, 271, 287
Yasodarmao 278
Yasovaroiaa llSn.
Yaudbeya lOn,
Yaooa 3231.

Yavana 28, 31, 321ff., 346
Yenna B. 139
Yona 322f.
Yuvaraja, Yavamaharija 118, 169ff , 175

183, 185, 194, 2641.. 2331.. 260, 261n.
Yovo 291










